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In July, 1940, the United States Department of State requested the Federal Bureau of Investigation to assume the responsibility for investigations of subversive activities throughout the Western Hemisphere, and in special instances requested the Federal Bureau of Investigation to cover specific assignments outside the Western Hemisphere. This request of the State Department was approved by the President of the United States, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation organized a section known as the Special Intelligence Service for the purpose of obtaining information regarding subversive activities and information concerning political, financial and economic activities throughout the Western Hemisphere.

Thereafter in January, 1942, the President of the United States issued a confidential directive to the heads of interested government departments and agencies, requesting that these units of the Federal Government clear directly with the Federal Bureau of Investigation any intelligence matters pertaining to the Western Hemisphere. This directive authorized and instructed the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation to convene meetings of the chiefs of the corresponding intelligence services operating in the Western Hemisphere and to maintain liaison with all intelligence agencies therein.

Purposes and Functions of SIS

At an intelligence conference held in Washington, July 26, 1940, at which there were representatives of various United States governmental agencies, it was agreed that the Special Intelligence Service of the Federal Bureau of Investigation would operate throughout the Western Hemisphere. This Service would have as its purpose the obtaining of all types of information, including economic, industrial, financial and political, which would be of interest to the various departments and agencies of the Federal Government. At the same time the Special Intelligence Service would emphasize in its operations the obtaining of data relating to the activities, the identities and the operations of individuals and corporations throughout the Western Hemisphere who were acting in a manner detrimental to the best interest of the United States.

In addition to the functions agreed to in July of 1940, the Federal Bureau of Investigation through its SIS has placed in strategic areas representatives who are acting in a liaison capacity with the intelligence services of the other Allied Nations.

Since its inception, the Special Intelligence Service of the Federal Bureau of Investigation has placed throughout the Western Hemisphere outside of the territorial limits of the Continental United States operatives who are in constant contact with the Seat of Government in Washington D.C., and who advise the Federal Bureau of Investigation as to the various
Types of activities rampant in the sections of the hemisphere where they are stationed. This information is furnished the Federal Bureau of Investigation through special couriers, radio, cable and air mail by messages and reports. The data are correlated at the Seat of Government in Washington, D. C., and are transmitted to the various interested Federal agencies.

When necessary, dangerous agents of the Axis powers are followed from country to country throughout the Western Hemisphere, with the Seat of Government being constantly advised of their whereabouts and activities. In turn, the Federal Bureau of Investigation keeps the interested Federal departments advised as to the movements and activities of these Axis operatives.

FINANCES

During the fiscal year, 1940 - 1941, the total sum of $1,000,000.00 was appropriated by the Bureau of the Budget for the use of the Special Intelligence Service. This fund was earmarked out of the secret fund made available to the President of the United States by Congress. As of July 1, 1941, $135,737.49 had been expended by the Special Intelligence Service.

In the fiscal year, 1941 - 1942, the total sum of $761,212.51 was appropriated for the use of the SIS. This entire sum has been expended by the Special Intelligence Service.

This expenditure is detailed as follows:

Salaries $316,173.52
Expenses of SIS Operatives 605,369.47
Maintenance of Confidential Sources of Information $35,072.49
General Expenses 76,597.03

ORGANIZATION OF SIS

SEAT OF GOVERNMENT

At the Seat of Government in Washington, D. C., the SIS Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation maintains a supervisory staff whose purpose is to follow and supervise the work of the SIS agents and employees in the foreign field. This group at the Seat of Government is charged with a variety of duties which include the selection of Special Agents from the domestic field of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the training and placement of the agents in various parts of the Western Hemisphere; the supervision of reports submitted by these operatives and the correlation of reports from various sections of the Western Hemisphere with the

SECRET
subsequent furnishing of comprehensive data to various interested agencies of the Federal Government or to the domestic divisions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation for action within the United States. 

This supervisory group at the Seat of Government likewise follows the efficiency and productiveness of various operatives in the field, and where necessary recommends their removal or their transfer from their post of assignment. In addition, the supervisors guide the operatives in the field in the proper expenditure of money and the obtaining of intelligence information.

With respect to this supervision, the supervisors at the Seat of Government are so divided that information emanating from certain countries is handled by certain individuals who due to their familiarity with the affairs of that particular country or countries become expert in the conditions existing in the territory over which they supervise. The functions of this unit are, of course, under the close guidance of the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

The Supervisory Staff at the Seat of Government also maintains complete financial records pertaining to SIS work, and makes all disbursements to the SIS operatives, such as salaries, expenses and expenditures for confidential informants. All such expenditures are made through a bank in New York City, and in no way is Washington, D.C., or the District of Columbia reflected in any of these transactions. 

RECRUITMENT OF SPECIAL AGENTS AND SPECIAL EMPLOYEES

From a variety of sources, the names of Special Agents assigned to the domestic field are received in the SIS Division. Their personnel files are obtained and reviewed daily. In addition, letters and applications are received by the SIS Division from persons in civilian life who indicate a desire to work for the United States in Latin America. With respect to this letter class, requests are made of the appropriate field division to interview the applicants and advise the Bureau of their possible adaptability to SIS work.

Many agents have written to the Bureau from the domestic field indicating a desire to be considered for SIS work. Other agents upon being interviewed during In-Service Training have likewise indicated an interest in SIS work. The personnel files of these agents are immediately reviewed, and if considered adaptable to SIS work, their files are briefed for subsequent action.

In addition, the SIS Division has obtained an alphabetical list of all single agents of the Bureau who as of June 1, 1942, have had at least one year's experience as Special Agents. Progressively the personnel files on this list are reviewed, and where the agents appear adaptable to
SIS work, those files are briefed for further consideration. Thereafter groups of twenty are called in for SIS training from the list previously considered adaptable.

**SPANISH LANGUAGE TRAINING PERIOD**

The first five weeks that agents are in Washington they undergo an intensive course in the Spanish Language. These classes are six days a week from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. The Spanish course is interspersed with lectures by the supervisory personnel of the SIS Division on subjects relating directly to SIS work in Latin America.

In addition to the main body of agents who undertake Spanish training in each group of new SIS agents, two or three enroll in the Berlitz School of Languages for training in Portuguese. These agents receive individual instruction in the Portuguese Language, taking a course made up of twenty-five separate lessons. Of course, the training received at the Berlitz School is obtained by the agents as individual civilians, and the Federal Bureau of Investigation does not enter into this part of the training.

During the Spanish or Portuguese training period, each agent in the class is interviewed in the SIS Division. During this interview the agent's educational and experience background, both while connected with the Bureau and previous to his employment in the Bureau, is gone into in detail. These personal interviews afford the SIS Division an opportunity to see each agent individually and to size up his temperament, adaptability and versatility for a particular SIS assignment.

After all of the agents pursuing the Spanish or Portuguese training are interviewed, their educational and experience background is studied, and they are given assignments to a place where their background and physical appearance make them best suited. In making these assignments, consideration is also given to whether or not the particular agent can carry out in an undercover capacity a position that would be logical in the country to which he is assigned.

**POST SPANISH LANGUAGE TRAINING PERIOD**

Following the agent's successful completion of the Spanish or Portuguese training period, those who survive are given further training for their SIS assignments. This training consists of the reading of various books on Latin America; the reviewing of Bureau files pertaining to the particular Latin American country to which they are assigned; the conferring with the supervisor of the country to which they have been assigned; the preparing and writing of various memoranda for this.
Supervisory, the receiving of instructions in coding and the use of secret links from the technical laboratory; the studying of the nature of the business of their cover company and the receiving of special instructions from their cover company. X U

It will be noted that this period of training is highly individualized and is not subject to class room methods. However, a form has been devised whereby a daily record is kept of the activities of each agent during this period. It will be further noted that the entries appearing on this daily report of the entire group are posted in a running memorandum which is kept pertaining to the progress of each agent during this training period.

During the latter part of the training period, the SIS Division supervises the agents’ obtaining of passports, visas and transportation reservations to Latin America. X U

Previously to the departure of any agent the entire group is afforded instructions as to the various methods of communicating with the Bureau in their undercover capacities; and each agent is furnished with a drop box in New York City together with a fictitious name that is to be signed to his communications. X U

TRAINING OF SIS SPECIAL AGENTS

In view of the fact that no persons are appointed as special employees unless they are adept in the language of the country in which they are to be assigned, no Spanish training is given them. However, to familiarize the use, the nature and types of information desired by the SIS Division, they are given detailed instructions in the content of reports previously received from SIS operatives. They are given specific instructions in the use of codes, the manner in which they are to communicate with the Bureau, the general manner in which they are to operate and are given a complete verbal description of the purposes and functions of the SIS Division together with the individual part that they will play in the operations of SIS. X U

COVERS AND COVER COMPANIES X U

After successfully completing the SIS training, the agent is ready to depart for his post of assignment, and his assignment being of such a confidential nature, it is known only to a high executive of his cover company, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Assistant to the Director and a few key employees of the SIS Division. X U
The agent obtains his passport and the necessary visas as the representative of a South American commercial organization which has legitimate reasons to send employees into Latin America. The covers available to the SIS Division include representatives of

and a variety of other occupations to which individual agents or special employees are particularly adapted by experience and ability. X U

The companies which have made themselves available for this purpose are listed as follows: X U

X U
The above concerns and their connection with the Bureau are described briefly as follows:

At the present time, the organization is actually managed by an individual who has not been contacted by the Bureau and all arrangements for the use of this cover have been handled through an article entitled [redacted]. The latter is currently being featured in newspapers throughout the United States.

As a result of the success of South Americans and it is under the pretext of sending representatives to South America that Agents of this Bureau use this cover. At no time has [redacted] insisted that Agents of this Bureau, who are representing his firm, submit material but he has indicated that the cover would be more successful if material is submitted.

[redacted] has been most cooperative and in an interview with the State Department relative to his company, he stated that the individuals whom he was sending to Latin America were not [redacted], but were individuals selected from a group many applicants based on material which had been submitted to him.
In view of the great decline in bona fide commercial relations between the United States and other American Republics since the entrance of the United States into the War, the value of this cover has declined and is not being as extensively used as prior to the entrance of the United States into the War.

This company has been in existence for approximately 20 years and is said to be the only service of its kind in the United States. This company and is constantly being requested to furnish its clients in the United States information regarding persons in Central and South America. This company is well-known throughout Latin America and Bureau representatives using this cover are able to make inquiries in any section of Latin America without exciting any suspicion.

It has indicated its willingness to provide covers upon request and has been most cooperative in training the Bureau representatives in the manner in which they should conduct themselves as representatives of

To make this cover more secure at various times will request the Bureau representatives to actually conduct a legitimate inquiry for his concern.

This company has been in operation for 20 years and has its own representatives... has been most cooperative and is extremely anxious to assist the Bureau at all times.
This cover requires very little of the Bureau representative's time and makes the majority of his time available for the purpose of securing information in which the Bureau is interested. 

This organization maintains offices in the principal cities throughout the Western Hemisphere and through various places in Latin America to be representatives of the Bureau. The representatives have free access to all records at these various places and have the free run of the various offices, ostensibly being responsible only to the

This cover is quite elastic as a representative of the concern is expected to make inquiries of any nature and at the same time, the Bureau representative's official connection with the United States Government is not known to the local representatives of this concern. 

This concern normally manufactures with
Prior to the present war, did considerable work in Latin America and at one time considered the advisability of

The desirability of this cover since the United States has entered the war has been reduced and is presently not being used as extensively as in the past.

Bureau representatives using this cover can proceed to Latin America in a dual capacity, one being for the purpose of getting data for and the other being for the purpose of of the type desired by

As will be noted, this cover is most elastic and gives the Bureau representative an opportunity to ask various questions concerning any number of subjects without arousing suspicion.

which is reported to be the in the United States and which is used to provide

has been most cooperative in instructing Bureau representatives and has designated Bureau representatives as rather than.

In order to make this cover more secure has furnished each Bureau representative with which were prepared by Bureau representatives.

This cover actually takes very little of an Agent's time yet at the same time it provides an excellent front because of the fact that these representatives are interested in gathering data
Through the Bureau has been able to send several representatives into Latin American countries. This cover is only good in the larger cities and requires no actual work on the part of the Bureau representative and in order to operate under this cover, it is only necessary that the Bureau representative become conversant with certain fundamentals of

Under this cover, Bureau representatives are able to operate in any section of Latin America as who has a most profound knowledge and understanding of business, commerce, and economic geography of the American Republics, is constantly being requested to furnish information relative to

has been most cooperative and each Bureau representative sent out under this cover receives detailed instructions from regarding the particular subject matter which he, the Bureau representative, is to study in a particular section of Latin America.

This cover is especially suitable for Bureau representatives in the smaller cities and rural sections of Latin America.

has been extremely cooperative in instructing Bureau representatives in the nature of the work performed by and this cover is being used to considerable advantage.
All Bureau representatives using this cover have been designated by [redacted] and in that capacity do not necessarily have to have [redacted]. This cover is also most elastic as the amount of time required depends entirely upon the Bureau representative and further, the Bureau representative can make any number of inquiries under this cover as there is no prearranged subject matter for him to cover.

This concern has offices in [redacted] in the United States as well as in [redacted] through [redacted] in charge of sales promotion and advertising, the bureau has been able to send representatives into Latin America for the purpose of actually establishing and opening offices for this concern. Prior to proceeding to Latin America, this concern arranges a two-week course of instruction at [redacted] and has been most cooperative in this matter.

The Bureau representatives actually open offices and transact business for this concern. This is one of the few covers which the Bureau is using in which the Bureau representatives actually transact business for the cover and is considered to be most secure. This cover obviously can only be utilized in the larger Latin American cities.
Through [REDACTED] the Bureau has been able to place representatives in Brazil under the cover of being [REDACTED] This cover is exceptionally good due to the fact that [REDACTED] and has offices [REDACTED] The functions under the pretext of surveying business possibilities in fields other than [REDACTED] due to the fact that [REDACTED] at the present time, [REDACTED] Another project used by Bureau representatives under this cover is that they are employees of [REDACTED] and in view of the fact that there is no business in [REDACTED] they are being sent to Latin America for the purpose of becoming familiar with the customs and interests of the Latin American people for use after the war. [REDACTED]

[REDACTED]

The ostensible purpose for Bureau representatives traveling in Latin America under this cover is to contact [REDACTED] and to conduct surveys as to the possibilities of extending [REDACTED] markets in these countries. [REDACTED]

Since the entrance of the United States into the War, the possibilities of this cover have become somewhat limited due to the fact that shipments cannot be made. [REDACTED]

[REDACTED] which specializes [REDACTED] and for a number of years has been very active in [REDACTED] and other South American countries. [REDACTED]
the Bureau has been able to send representatives into Latin America for the purpose of doing work for this company. [_____] has been most cooperative and the Bureau representatives have been given extensive training in the nature of the work performed by legitimate representatives of [_____] and in some instances [_____] has furnished the Bureau representatives with enough actual work to make these covers most secure. & 4
This concern has been most cooperative and has indicated that in the future Bureau representatives can possibly be sent to other Latin American countries on similar assignments.

This cover is most elastic, as the very nature of the business provides the agent an opportunity to make inquiries concerning individuals, corporations and even political parties. This concern does not desire that the Bureau representatives spend any time for them and has proven most satisfactory for the Bureau.

This cover is most elastic, as the company is interested in anything that the Latin Americans desire to buy or sell and will put the Latin Americans in touch with persons in the United States interested in any type of business.
The Bureau, through has been able to send numerous agents into Latin America under this cover and has personally conferred with cash representatives prior to his departure and furnished these representatives with considerable background information concerning this organization. The Bureau representatives are not assigned any specific duties by and they do not have to perform any actual work for New York City, is reported to be the largest in the world which formerly maintained offices in all of the principal cities of the world. At the present time this agency has offices in has been especially cooperative and is providing covers for Bureau representatives at any point in South America where representation of this firm would be logical.

As the nature of this concern's business in Latin America is purely that it enables the Bureau representative to make numerous inquiries without creating suspicion. One specific assignment which this concern gave a Bureau agent was concerning.

One of the outstanding features of this particular company is that as soon as is completed another can be commenced and the cover will remain secure for an indefinite period.

The Bureau has been able to send representatives into Latin America to function as full time and it is proving most effective.
the Bureau has been able to send representatives into Latin America on different projects in which this organization is interested. A U

has been most cooperative and prior to the departure of a Bureau representative under this cover, he personally gives such representative detailed instructions over a period of ten days concerning the organization and the specific project upon which information is desired. This cover does not made any great demand on the Bureau representative's time and to date has been successful. A U

SIB SECURITY

At the close of the 1940 - 1941 fiscal year, there was a combined total of 26 FBI agents and special employees active in Latin America on undercover assignments. During the ensuing twelve months the total SIB man power in the field has increased to a total of 152 agents, special employees and clerical assistants. A U

FBI ATTACHES IN UNITED STATES MISSIONS

At the close of the fiscal year 1940 - 1941, one American Embassy - at Bogota, Colombia - had a number of the 32 EM Division as an Attaché. During the fiscal year 1941 - 1942, the number of FBI agents who are attached to the various United States Missions has increased to 33, with 32 representatives now located in the American Embassy at Mexico City, Bogotá, Colombia, Quito, Ecuador, Lima, Peru, La Paz, Bolivia, Santiago, Chile, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Montevideo, Uruguay, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Caracas, Venezuela, and with an FBI representative at the American Consulate in Valparaiso, Chile. These Bureau representatives are known publicly as Civil Attachés, Legal Attachés or simply as Assistant Attachés. The true nature of their duties in connection with the Federal Bureau of Investigation is known only to the Ambassador, his chief assistants and high ranking government officials of the government concerned. A U
During the past fiscal year the SIS representatives have been augmented by the assignment of 7 civilian employees together with the assignment of 5 radio technicians, all now presently maintaining and operating radio transmitters in the American Embassies at Bogota, Santiago, and Quito.

Soon after the SIS representatives arrived at the various Embassies as Attaches, they quickly began to coordinate in these American Missions all of the records relative to intelligence matters. Single index files have been set up in most of the Embassies which offer to all official representatives there a quick, efficient source of information relative to intelligence matters in the particular country.

With the advent of SIS representatives as Attaches, the various American Ambassadors now can quickly obtain from trained, experienced investigators vital information which is of the utmost interest to the Ambassadors in the conduct of their daily business.

In addition to the coordinating functions which all of these SIS representatives have begun to perform, they have likewise made contacts with official sources of information in their country of assignment and have greatly improved and broadened the sources of information available to the SIS Division.

The presence of these SIS representatives in the various Embassies has enabled the SIS Division at the State of Government to have closer contact with the various agents and special employees undercover in the various Latin American countries. From time to time instructions to the undercover men are transmitted to them through the medium of the SIS representatives in the various Embassies, and in turn, the reports of the undercover representatives are being transmitted through the SIS representatives in the Embassies via diplomatic channels.

SIS AGENTS ON SPECIAL ASSIGNMENT

Representatives of the SIS Division have on various occasions during the past fiscal year been on special assignments to various Latin American countries, and at present one representative is acting as a technical adviser to the Government of the Republic of Haiti in matters of national security. Another is personally conducting an Intelligence School for Police Officers in Havana, Cuba, and the third is conducting a Police Training School in Managua, Nicaragua.

During the past year a representative of the SIS Division has laid the groundwork for a Military Intelligence School for the Peruvian Army and at present this school is being conducted by another SIS representative.
Representatives of the SIS Division have also been assigned to the various Intelligence Headquarters of the British and Canadian Governments to coordinate with their national security matters. In this capacity SIS representatives are located at Hamilton, Bermuda, Kingston, Jamaica, Port of Spain, Trinidad and Ottawa, Canada.

SIS FIELD INSPECTORS

With the increase of agents and special employees in various parts of the Western Hemisphere, there has been set up in the SIS Division a Field Inspection Service. Two experienced, mature representatives of the SIS Division are constantly traveling throughout Latin America in undercover capacity, checking on the daily activities of the SIS agents and special employees. Through their progress the Seat of Government is constantly advised as to the work, the living conditions, the morals, the problems and the suggestions of the various representatives working on undercover assignments.

In addition, the Seat of Government is advised by these inspectors as to the necessity of removal or transfer of agents and special employees of the SIS Division.

In addition to these two inspectors, a third inspector of the SIS Division will travel throughout Latin America in an official capacity for the purpose of determining the effectiveness of the work of the SIS representatives attached to the various American Embassies and Legations. This representative will likewise accompany SIS representatives who are being assigned to an American Mission for the first time and will assist them in the establishment of the SIS unit in this Mission.

NEW YORK SIS OFFICE

The New York City SIS office consists of a suite of three offices connected by a combination hallway and reception room. These offices are located in the RCA Building, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, and are entered through room 3144. The offices are furnished with desks, chairs, and the usual equipment found in a business office. In addition, there are two steel safes where all records and files are maintained.

The personnel assigned to this office consists of a Special Agent in Charge, a Spanish translator clerk and a stenographer. In addition to the assigned personnel, these quarters are used as headquarters for all SIS representatives while they are in New York for the purpose of arranging covers, obtaining visas and arranging for passports.

The Special Agent in Charge is responsible for and supervises the maintenance and collection of mail from SIS mail drop points or post office boxes which are scattered throughout the various postal stations and sub
stations in Mid-Town and lower Manhattan. Each morning the clerk collects the incoming mail from each of these boxes which is immediately forwarded to the Bureau.

All outgoing mail addressed to SIS representatives in Latin America is forwarded to the New York SIS office for clearance and arrangements have been furnished whereby this mail is opened and resealed with the censor's stamp, so that it appears to have received the same treatment as all other outgoing mail, however, the contents of the communications are not examined.

The Special Agent in Charge of the New York SIS office is charged with establishing and maintaining contacts with reputable New York Business Houses who are in the position to provide cover facilities, and in addition to obtaining these covers, the Special Agent in Charge assists in assigning covers to agents training in Washington for SIS assignment. Due to the fact that cable addresses cannot be used at the present time, representatives on assignment in Latin America can only communicate with the Bureau by cable by transmitting these cables to their New York cover and it is necessary for the New York SIS office to relay all of these messages to the Bureau.

In order to facilitate the obtaining of visas and other travel documents, a file is maintained in the New York SIS office on the visa requirements for each of the Latin American Republics and each agent, upon obtaining a visa, is required to prepare a memorandum for that file so that an agent subsequently desiring a visa can profit by the experience of men who have gone before them. The New York SIS office also assists SIS representatives in obtaining letters from the New York Police Department certifying that these representatives have no criminal record.

The New York SIS office at present maintains $3,000 on deposit with [umably Bank of New York, New York, so that SIS representatives desiring to purchase airplane or steamship tickets can cash checks against this account and purchase the tickets with cash.

The New York SIS office also handles contacts and interviews with travelers returning from Latin America and also interviews all applicants for the position of special employees who appear to be qualified to be of assistance to the Bureau in Latin America.

In addition to the above, the Special Agent in Charge of the New York SIS office represents the Bureau at the weekly Foreign Intelligence Conference which is attended by representatives of Army and Navy Censorship, The Coordinator of Information, Military Intelligence Division, Board of Economic Warfare and Office of Naval Intelligence.
In addition to the accomplishments which will be set out hereinafter covering 10 individual countries, the OSS Division has received, correlated and distributed a vast amount of information pertaining to economic, political, financial and subversive activities in Latin America. The OSS Division has also, by way of research, prepared monographs on timely and important subjects and on various individual countries which have been distributed to all interested governmental agencies, and which monographs have received most favorable comment from the other governmental agencies. In connection with a monograph prepared regarding clandestine radio stations, it might be noted that practically every agency requesting a copy of this monograph requested additional copies, with OIC requesting twenty-five additional copies.

Argentina

There has been perfected during the past year complete coverage of Argentina geographically. OSS Agents are located in all of the principal towns of the interior, along the coast, as well as in the principal and capital city, Buenos Aires. An OSS Agent has been established in the American Embassy at Buenos Aires as an Attaché and is coordinating the work of the undercover agents, acting as a liaison man, in addition to extending the confidential informant coverage and the coordinating of all intelligence matters within the Embassy. OSS Agents have also been established as traveling agents under suitable "cover" in order to secure information on Axis activities in remote areas such as Patagonia and the Straits of Magellan, the Andes section on the Argentine-Chile border, and the province of Jujuy which is heavily populated by Germans.

During the past year the confidential informant coverage has also been greatly extended and in addition to numerous informants who can supply information of a general nature with respect to all matters of interest to the United States Government, there exists special informants in the following organizations, offices or groups through whom the OSS Division has been able to secure information regarding the plans and activities of these groups:

The Japanese Embassy
Japanese Commercial Houses
The German Embassy
The Nazi Party
German Commercial Houses
Argentina Governmental Agencies (Foreign Office, Navy Office, and Police Department)
Anti-Jewish Groups
The Free French
Spanish Embassies
The Spanish Embassy

Through the various sources of information established, a large volume of information of interest to the United States Government has been developed in Argentina. The leaders of the Nazi Party have been identified and their future plans ascertained with reference to action to be taken as a result of the findings of the Argentine congressional committee investigating anti-Argentine activities. The identities of the leading secret service agents of Germany in Argentina have likewise been identified and coverage has been established on their activities. It is known at the present time that due to the fact that the Argentine Government has not broken off relations with Germany and is friendly with the German Government, there is a movement of German agents and personnel to Argentina. Information in detail has been developed concerning this movement and indicating that at the present time Argentina is the headquarters for all Axis organizations in Latin America. The post office boxes utilized by German agents as mail drops for delivery of secret reports have been ascertained, and their use of couriers has been discovered, particularly their couriers on Spanish or other neutral ships. The identities of German secret service agents who reported allied ship movements to a clandestine radio station in Brazil have been established, and their activities are presently being covered.

Information has also been uncovered concerning the cooperation between the Italian, Spanish, Japanese, and German embassies and some of the plans exchanged between these embassies have been ascertained. Information with regard to the personalities in the various embassies which are considered most dangerous to the interests of the United States has also been secured.

Through contacts made in Argentina, information has been received regarding Axis plans and activities in Europe and Africa, such as the cooperation between Spain and Germany. The identities of German agents in Lisbon, Portugal, and in Spain, particularly those who received mail from South America, have been ascertained and furnished to the interested agencies.

Investigations have also been conducted through undercover sources in Buenos Aires, Argentina with reference to current espionage cases in the United States, particularly the leading cases. Also investigations have been conducted of German nationals in Argentina who held stock in one of the largest German companies in the United States.
In one instance the agent was established with the help of the German Secret Service and his later espionage activities were carried out in secret. In another instance, due in part to information which had been acquired by the FBI Division and furnished to the State Department, sufficient evidence was furnished to the Argentine Government to cause the expulsion of a very dangerous Nazi agent.

At the end of the fiscal year of 1941-42 the Bureau did not have a representative on the island of Bermuda. However, at the present time one representative is located at Hamilton, Bermuda, in the capacity of liaison man between the British and American interests. It was through the medium of this representative in Bermuda, working in cooperation with the government of Bermuda, that they identified the espionage network. After these cards were identified and connected with the British espionage network, they were later developed by the facilities of the Bureau's Technical Laboratory.

A general close spirit of cooperation has been affected between the British Intelligence Service and the Bureau, especially in regard to data obtained through espionage, though not limited to that field. The Bureau's representative in Bermuda enjoys the esteem of the British officials and works closely with such officials in matters of mutual interest.

Bolivia

Bolivia, situated in the heart of South America and with large deposits of strategic metals, has been given especial attention by enemy powers and has therefore necessitated an unusually large amount of counterespionage effort.

In July of 1942, the Federal Bureau of Investigation secured and transmitted to the Bolivian Government through the State Department a letter purportedly written by Major Allen Dulles, Bolivian Military Attaché in January, to the German Minister in La Paz in which letter there were set forth the plans of a group of Bolivians under the leadership of Dulles and the resistance of the Nazis to overthrow the Constitutional Government and effect a regime favorable to the totalitarian nations. There was declared a state of siege, the German Minister was declared persona non grata, Bolivian schools and pro-Nazi newspapers were suspended and many Bolivians and Germans were detained for questioning. There was dispatched to La paz an FBI representative who was assigned to work with the Bolivian Government and who would cooperate closely with...
the Minister of Government, Justice, and Immigration to whom was furnished suggestions as to procedures and evidence pertaining to particular individuals involved. Some such information furnished reflected that the local Transocean News Agency was a Nazi subsidized tool which information was particularly instrumental in the permanent closing of that Agency. The Minister of Government was also furnished available information on the international functions of the totalitarian espionage system resulting in the establishment of surveillance of various persons suspected of being pro-Nazi.

Through confidential informants, the SIS representative obtained copies of all cables received or emanating from the diplomatic missions of Germany, Italy, and Japan. These messages were forwarded to the Bureau's technical laboratory in Washington, D.C., where some of them were decoded.

Subsequently another SIS representative was assigned permanently to the American Embassy in La Paz and the good relationship with Bolivian Governmental Officials has been continued. Other representatives operating under various pretenses are working in the important mining, urban and rural sections.

During the past fiscal year, there have been established contacts and confidential informants in the following categories:

From the above informants, a vast amount of information has been received regarding the identities and activities of persons attempting to create a pro-totalitarian Government in Bolivia and who were acting against the interests of the United States. This information in part was responsible
for the Bolivian Government ordering the deportation of 107 Axis Nationals and the deportees were escorted from Bolivia to their boat in Arica, Chile, by an SIS representative. Similar information obtained by the SIS representatives has been instrumental in placing commercial firms on the Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals. The identities of those individuals remaining in Bolivia who are known to be pro-Nazi have been established, and recent information reflects that another group of enemy aliens will soon be deported. Some Axis sympathizers whose identities were established in Bolivia were able to escape to Chile and Argentina prior to the deportation proceedings and complete information regarding them has been forwarded to our representatives in these countries in order that the proper surveillances might be conducted.

General surveys have been made in the more important transportation, power, and mining facilities and points especially vulnerable to sabotage have been pointed out. Overtures have recently been made which will probably result in a formal request for SIS representatives to make complete plant surveys of these facilities.

During the recent illness of President Ferealda, there was discovered by an SIS representative an abortive plot to overthrow the government by General Ismael, Chief of Staff, and involving General Fere who was in the United States at the time. The recovery of the President, however, forestalled the revolutionary movement.

BRAZIL

SIS representatives have been stationed in all of the principal seaport cities, and complete coverage has been established in the Federal Capital as well as in Sao Paulo, the principal industrial city. Agents with suitable "covers" for travel have been sent to Brazil in order that they may cover the more inaccessible areas. There is presently being established an FBI radio station in the Embassy at Rio de Janeiro.

Through confidential informants, current information is received on practically all of the organizations, individuals, companies, and on all matters in which the United States Government has an interest from the intelligence standpoint. In practically all of the cities where an SIS Agent is established, confidential records, fingerprints, photographs, etc., may be obtained. Sufficient informants exist with reference to the party which is illegal in order that the Bureau may be apprised of the activities of this group. A direct contact has been made with the Nazi Secret Service through one of the agents working for it. The confidential informants existing in Rio de Janeiro are of
such a quality that surveillances and other activities may be carried on in the most satisfactory manner. General sources of information and confidential informants have been established with reference to various Brazilian information on activities in the port of Rio de Janeiro is also being secured through a special contact. §U

Investigations have been made in connection with current espionage cases in the United States, and considerable data have been accumulated with reference to Axis communications between the United States and Europe through Brazil. Supplementary data with reference to cases and individuals of current interest within the United States, have also been secured. §U

Since July, 1940, there have been intercepted and decoded, messages exchanged between clandestine radio transmitters in Brazil and the German Secret Service headquarters in Germany. It was ascertained that there were six separate espionage groups forwarding information via six different radio stations, and through a study of these messages and the correlation of information contained in them, with other information in the files of the SIS Division, and through the activities of SIS Agents and confidential informants, the identity and location of all of the principal German Secret Service agents connected with the operations of these espionage groups were discovered. A direct contact was made with an agent of the principal group (QF - ALD) and the location of the “cover” office and actual transmitting station (LIR - MAX) were discovered. This station was placed under surveillance and the principal espionage agents were kept under intermittent surveillance by SIS informants, and as a result the various contacts of these German agents were discovered. The identities of the principal espionage agents operating in other Latin American countries, namely, Argentina, Mexico, Peru, Ecuador, and Colombia, were also ascertained through these radio messages. §U

Through investigations made, and the analysis of radio messages, there were discovered mail drops, couriers, and other means of communication used by the Germans, and exact information as to their codes and formulas for secret ink. It was also ascertained that the Germans had secret service agents within the United States, who were transmitting information through these radio stations, and the identities of these agents were later established. The Military Attaché, being a principal Nazi agent, and the Embassy were utilizing one of the clandestine stations to send messages to Germany, after relations were broken between Brazil and Germany. The messages from the German Ambassador were intercepted and decoded. After the breaking of diplomatic relations between Germany and Brazil, it was indicated that the Brazilian police authorities were interested in discovering the operations of German agents. By chance one of the principal German agents was arrested and it was ascertained §U
at that time that the Brazilian authorities had very little information concerning the operation of the German Secret Service. The identities of the German agents and their method of operation, which had been accumulated by the SIS Division, were made available to the Brazilian authorities through the State Department. From March 10, 1942, to the present, 31 principal German agents have been arrested by the Brazilian authorities and twelve illegal radio transmitters seized, as well as a vast quantity of other material such as chemicals, photographic equipment, guns and ammunition, codes and cyphers, etc. According to a list recently furnished by the police of Rio de Janeiro, there are presently over 200 Axis individuals in custody in Rio de Janeiro as a result of the roundup of the principal German agents whose names had been furnished to the police. According to information received, the Brazilian Government is unable to prosecute these agents under the laws of Brazil, inasmuch as Brazil was at peace with Germany, but all of these agents have been interned for the duration of the war.\[XU\]

The German agents in custody are being questioned at the present time and a number of them have already given signed statements relating to their espionage activities, copies of which are in possession of the SIS Division and which have been furnished to the governmental agencies. The questioning of the agents and investigations made by the SIS Division have already revealed the identities of five German espionage agents operating in the United States. Upon completion of the questioning it is expected that a number of other agents will be uncovered in the United States, inasmuch as it was established during the investigation that agents in the United States were communicating with Germany through these radio transmitters in Brazil.\[XU\]

Observations of the SIS Division indicate that the German espionage service in Brazil is now completely demoralized and that the apprehension of the agents in Brazil has had a salutary effect on the operation of German agents in all of the other Latin American countries.\[XU\]

Chile is one of the two South American countries which remained neutral at the conference of South American countries held in Rio de Janeiro. At that time the country was in the midst of electing a new president, and subsequently President Pico was elected. It was thought by many that after the election a definite stand, probably against the Axis, would be taken by the Chilean Government, and that it would follow the actions of other South American countries by expelling Axis Nationals of an undesirable character. To date no such steps have been taken by the Chilean Government; and the diplomatic representatives of Germany, Italy, and Japan remain in Chile to carry on their activities.\[XU\]
Recently, the work of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Chile has continued unhindered, and the identity of all subversive organizations, such as the National Socialist German Workers Party (NSDAP) together with its principals and the majority of its members, is known. Also the activities of the Aushands Organization of Germany in Chile, and the various "cultural" societies of the Japanese, have come under the scrutiny of Bureau representatives and have been reported upon. The activities of Former Sterling, official of the Bayer Company in Chile, and known Nazi agent, and his associates have been followed and also the propaganda efforts of Walter Best, commercial attaché of the German Embassy. Numerous reports have been made concerning pro-Axis individuals in business in Chile which have resulted in their being placed on the "proclaimed lists." It is believed that should the Chilean Government desire to rid itself of undesirable persons with pro-Axis tendencies, a substantial list of persons could be furnished in short order with facts to substantiate their deportation or internment.

At the beginning of the fiscal year, there was one Bureau representative in Chile. There are now thirteen Special Agents, two Special Investigators, and one stenographer assigned to this country. Two Special Agents presently receiving FBI training have been designated to go to Chile.

Chile is a long narrow country stretching from Peru to the Straits of Magellan and having a coast line of twenty-nine hundred miles along the South Pacific Coast. Its width ranges from one hundred to three hundred miles. Climatic and geographical conditions divide it naturally into three parts. The concentration of population and activity is in the central valley or middle section where the land is rich and the climate is temperate. In this section the two principal cities of Santiago and Valparaiso are located. Three members of the Federal Bureau of Investigation are attached to the American Embassy at Santiago, and the Special Investigators and stenographer are also stationed there. The Federal Government has provided separate office space for the Bureau personnel in the office building in Santiago where the Embassy is located. These individuals among other duties, act as the co-ordinators of the Federal Bureau of Investigation work in Chile.

A Bureau radio station has been set up which the two special employees are assigned to operate. This station is part of the Bureau network and can communicate with other Bureau radio stations in South America and the United States on highly important messages. It will also be available should other means of communication with Chile ever be cut off.

In addition to operating the station, the special employees also monitor for clandestine stations which might be operating in Chile or elsewhere; and very recently messages have been detected which are
believed to emanate from a previously unknown source believed to be
operated by a Nazi espionage ring probably in Southern Argentina. The
commercial多少钱 CI 2 in Santiago has also been monitored, and
coded messages sent and received by German and Japanese diplomats have
been intercepted to show that they contain information of an espionage
nature. Similar messages sent and received by industrial and business
firms of Chile known to be under German and Japanese control have also
been intercepted.

As a further covering on communications of this type, confidential
informants have been developed in
who are able to furnish copies of messages sent by Axis representatives
in Chile.

the Japanese Embassy
have been secured, and he has furnished valuable facts, including informa-
tion regarding an individual who was acting as a mail drop for the
Japanese in Chile. This informant has also been able to supply details
concerning the distribution of Japanese propaganda in Chile and contacts
made by members of the Japanese Diplomatic Staff. At the present time,
he is attempting to secure the key to the Japanese code.

A Bureau representative was recently made liaison man between
the American Embassy and the Chief of Investigations, police organization
of Chile. Although no police school has been instituted, motion picture
films of the Bureau, "Technique of the Arrest" and "Inside the FBI" have
been furnished to this department, and careful study has been given to
them.

photographs and fingerprints of Axis agents have been
obtained, license numbers and arrivals and departures of all persons in
Chile are available. All information in the possession of Investigaciones
is available.

Arrangements have also been made whereby

have been obtained. He is setting up an office
whereby he and several individuals known to be reliable in Santiago and
in various strategic cities throughout the whole of Chile will work as
his agents, and the results of their investigations will be supplied to
a representative of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Their work,
in addition to reporting all information pertaining to totalitarian
activities which come to their attention, will include conducting
surveillance and securing information in connection with persons in
Chile in whom the United States Government is interested.

Although this last-mentioned informant has not completed the
establishment of his office, he and his associates have already done
considerable work is being done in establishing the identity of the East agents connected with clandestine radio station P.E. [X]

Passenger lists both incoming and outgoing of all persons traveling on Pan American and Panagra Air Lines and on the Cunard Steamship Lines are secured by the Bureau representatives at Santiago. [X]

There are approximately eight thousand Yugoslavian Nationals residing in Chile at the present time. A large number of these persons are located in Southern Chile where there is also a concentration of German Nationals and persons of German descent. Due to familiarity of language, these persons are able to mingle freely with the Germans. The services of [blank] have been obtained; and he has organized reliable Yugoslavians located at strategic points throughout Chile who report everything of a subversive nature which comes to their attention to this person, who in turn makes reports to representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Santiago. This informant is presently on a trip to Peru and Bolivia where he is planning to organize Yugoslavians in these countries in a similar manner so that they will be able to furnish the same type of information to Bureau representatives in Peru and Bolivia. Included among this man's informants in Chile are in various cities in Chile.

Bureau representatives in Chile have assured the services of an individual [blank] in Chile. These agents are organized in a number of Chilean towns, particularly in the southern part of Chile; and the confidential informer, who is in charge of the whole organization, has recently designated agents within his organization in various towns of Chile. He has stated that most of these individuals formerly [blank] have agents established at Valdivia, Osorno, San Vicente, Punta Arenas, Vallenar, Puerto Montt, Castro, and Punta Arenas. The organization of this informant, it is believed, will be very effective in securing information regarding the Spanish Falange; and also because the agents have a good understanding of the Spanish language, they will be able to mix freely among Chileans who might be engaged in Fifth Column activities. Already this informant has rendered valuable services in connection withInteresting city of espionage agents. [X]

The services of two anti-Communist German organizations in Chile are likewise at the disposal of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. These organizations has seventy-six agents working south of Santiago and north of Santiago. This organization has been active since last four years, and during that time acquired information of a subversive nature on numerous individuals and organizations in Chile which has been reported to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation. This organization extends to other countries in the Western Hemisphere, and through the informant complete information have been obtained containing data on more than five thousand different subjects. The other anti-Nazi organization known as The Other Germany is receiving reports on pro-Axis activities from operatives in Lima, Valdivia, Osorno, Puerto Montt, Santiago, Valparaiso, Puerto Ayora, Punta Arenas, Porvenir, Tierra del Fuego, and the Island of Chile. These reports are all made available to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

The activities of the Vichy French in Chile are being reported upon by a high official in the Free French Organization in Chile. The activities in Valdivia, where a large number of Germans are concentrated, are likewise available to the Bureau, as well as any information of value which he obtains in the future. Reliable contacts have been established in various financial institutions, such as in Chile, and also among the shipping interests. Unusually good cooperation is enjoyed with representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the American Consulate in Valparaiso. He coordinates information obtained in that vicinity in a manner similar to that of the agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation stationed here. Most important of the activities of his office up to the present time has consisted in identifying and surveilling the movements of the individuals connected with the clandestine radio station PTL. This station is discussed in more detail in another section of this report. However, it is pointed out here that through the efforts of the Federal Bureau of Investigation representatives in Chile, all of the persons engaged in this espionage ring are known. Arrangements have also been effected whereby communications received by them for transmission over the station are intercepted, and in this manner Nazi agents residing in other countries have been identified.

One special agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation is stationed in an undercover capacity at the port of Antofagasta in northern Chile, and he has been able to supply details of Axis activities and particularly with regard to shipping. Through contacts established by him, he has also been able to furnish economic data pertaining to the nitrate industry, vital to United States war interests.

Undercover Federal Bureau of Investigation representatives are traveling both in the north and south of Chile, establishing sources for information.
of information in the various smaller cities which are keeping them advised of submarine and political developments in Chile.

One agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation has his headquarters at Puerto Montt in southern Chile and is presently undertaking a physical survey of the Island of Chiloé and of the coast near the Straits of Magellan for the purpose of locating possible submarine bases or subversion points which might be utilized by the enemy.

The other representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in Chile are stationed in Santiago and Valparaiso, and they have made contacts with Chilean Government officials and persons close to high government officials and have been able to report pertinent and reliable facts concerning economic conditions in the country, propaganda methods of the enemy, the attitude of Chileans towards the war, the political situation inside of Chile, the identity of pro-axis individuals, organizations acting as covers for blacklisted firms, and data on Nazi and Japanese activities.
In the Republic of Colombia the SIS coverage has been greatly increased during the past fiscal year for at the end of the fiscal year 1940-41, the Bureau had one representative located in the American Embassy at Bogota, Colombia, and one representative underground at Barranquilla, Colombia. At the present time there are four representatives attached to the Embassy at Bogota, two coordinating the work of the intelligence section of the Embassy and two engaged in operating and maintaining a Federal Bureau of Investigation short-wave radio transmitter. In addition to the representatives attached to the Embassy, four additional representatives are located in Bogota underground, three representatives underground at Barranquilla, Colombia, and one at Cali, Colombia.

In connection with informant coverage throughout this Republic, a highly developed system has been affected during the past year. Sources of information have been increased to a high degree through development of members of the [redacted] located throughout the Republic of Colombia. This group of individuals are anti-fascist in sentiment and consist of [redacted].

At the present time the work of this organization is being handled by one [redacted].

The membership of this group are located throughout the Republic of Colombia and the activities of this group are so designed to effect a complete cover of the entire Republic and, in effect, render each member as an individual informant.

In addition to the utilization of members of the [redacted] a highly effective system of cooperation has been developed through the use of members of the Colombian National Police, the leaders of various [redacted], located throughout Colombia, and members of the Communist Party which, in Colombia as in other Republics, has adopted a policy of anti-fascist propaganda and interfering against pro-fascist activities. An excellent opportunity of cooperation has resulted through the work of our representatives in Colombia in coordinating intelligence matters with the other attaches of the Embassy, working jointly in the mutual disclosure of subversive activities on the part of the Axis Powers.

During the past year there has been installed in the Embassy at Bogota, Colombia, a short-wave radio transmitter, which transmitter has brought about a rapid means of communication with the seat of government. This transmitter has been installed and is being maintained with expert operators equipped to perform monitoring functions as well as being manned by operators and technicians trained in the procedure of locating clandestine Axis transmitters with direction-finding equipment. This transmitter is also being utilized as a relay station for the Bureau transmitter in Santiago, Chile.
Facilities have also been perfected throughout the Republic to afford special coverage in the event of an emergency, whereby special surveys may be made and special investigations conducted where normally investigative men power would not be available. Such an instance of this coverage is in the recent report of Japanese preparations for an offensive in the Tumac region of southwestern Colombia. On this occasion members of an informant group were made readily available to travel by plane to the region in question, where, through valuable contacts in and otherwise, a detailed account of such reported activity was elicited upon.

Success has been achieved through the use of informants in Colombia in securing detailed information regarding the Nazi military organization set-up and the design of this organization as regards an attack on the Panama Canal and furtherance of the North coastal plan of the Nazi organization.

Information secured by the SIS representatives in Colombia has been made available to the State Department which, in turn, has made a large portion of this information available to the Colombian Government and as a result, some three hundred important Axis nationals have either been interned or deported.

COSTA RICA

SIS representatives in Costa Rica are located in San Jose, the capital of Costa Rica, and in Limon on the east coast. However, these representatives have established sources of information located in most of the larger towns and, as a result, these representatives are being kept informed of activities throughout the entire country.

By means of confidential sources of information, mail entering and/or leaving Costa Rica is made available to the SIS representatives and by similar means these representatives are made aware of telephone and radio conversations of several pro-Axis individuals. In connection with the telephone and radio conversations, records are being made of particular conversations in an attempt to ascertain if any of these conversations are actually in code.

Considerable information concerning the activities of Axis nationals and pro-Axis citizens of Costa Rica has been furnished to the interested agencies, which information has enabled the United States Government to play a substantial part in the deportation of dangerous Axis nationals from the country for internment.

Information has also been received and passed on to other governmental agencies which has resulted in certain individuals in Costa...
Rica being placed on the "Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals." A

In Costa Rica the SIS representatives have been able to obtain considerable information relating to the economic, political and social problems of that country due to certain contacts established within the Costa Rican Government. The SIS representatives have also been able to explain political maneuvering within the Costa Rican Government on the same day it occurred when such was supposedly known only to the Government officials involved.

Because of the proximity of Cuba to the United States, investigations within the jurisdiction of the Federal Bureau of Investigation have frequently had ramifications on this Island. As a result of frequent contact between Agents of the Miami Field Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and officials of the Cuban National Police, cordial relations have existed for many years in all matters affecting the mutual interests of both investigating agencies.

Prior to December 7, 1941, the SIS coverage in Cuba consisted entirely of representatives working in an undercover capacity at several strategic points on the Island. However, upon the entry of Cuba into the war against the Axis Powers, a favorable opportunity was presented to secure the closest collaboration with the Cuban authorities. This was crystallized early in 1942 with the establishment of a Police School by the Cuban National Police at Havana under the active supervision and instruction of a Federal Bureau of Investigation Agent. The purpose of this school was to acquaint the members of the Cuban National Police, not only with methods of crime detection but with some of the most advanced techniques in intelligence and counter-espionage activities.

Through this SIS representative the Bureau now has available all of the records of the Cuban National Police as well as investigative personnel for the purpose of conducting any specific inquiries that might be desired in Cuba.

The informant coverage in Cuba, both that developed by the Agent assisting the Cuban authorities and by the Agents in undercover capacities, has increased to such an extent that an extremely large volume of information is currently being received from Cuba and distributed to the interested Governmental agencies.

At the close of the fiscal year 1940-41, there were no SIS representatives located in the Dominican Republic. However, today there
is one representative in an undercover capacity located at Ciudad Trujillo. This representative has developed valuable sources of information among the American businessmen located in this city and has developed confidential informants competent to furnish information of value regarding the extent and nature of Fifth Column activities. By virtue of other confidential informants developed throughout the Republic, the SIS Division has been kept informed regarding the personnel of the Nazi espionage system in the Dominican Republic and has been able to follow effectively the activities of the principal Nazi leaders.

EQUADOR

In Ecuador the SIS Division has two representatives attached to the American Embassy at Quito as legal attaches and three in undercover capacities. One of whom has the privilege of traveling to surrounding cities and towns keeping in touch and abreast of Axis activity. Also, in Quito the Bureau has established and is operating a short-wave radio station, which is manned by two competent operators. In Guayaquil, Ecuador there are three representatives in undercover capacities, one of whom has the privilege of visiting neighboring cities. The number of representatives now in Ecuador constitutes an increase of nine over the one representative located there a year ago.

The SIS coverage in Ecuador is at the present considered adequate and the representatives attached to the Embassy have established close liaison with the British Intelligence and with the Inter-allied Committee, an organization which has been active and successful in combating totalitarian activities and which has excellent contacts among the European elements in Ecuador. In addition, the representatives attached to the Embassy are acting as coordinators of intelligence information within the Embassy, closely cooperating with Embassy officials and the Naval and Military Attaches.

One of these representatives is scheduled to conduct a Police Training School in the very near future and at the present time is in the process of revising the filing, fingerprint and technical sections of that department, as well as instructing them in the latest developments in their respective fields. This representative is likewise acting as an official adviser on totalitarian activities to President Carlos Arroyo del Río, and in such capacity is in an excellent position to obtain information and suggest interdepartmental policies, procedures and agenda of interest.

Through the efforts of the SIS representatives attached to the Embassy, a list of undesirable Axis nationals was prepared for President del Río's information, from which list those individuals to be deported were taken. Contacts and informants have been established within the
German organization from which commercial, political, propaganda and intelligence information is constantly being obtained. The same is true of the Spanish and Vichy-French organizations. At present excellent coverage is being maintained regarding the Spanish Palace through contacts within and without the organization, and communications of the Spanish Legation and Vichy-French are being monitored through confidential informants, which is extremely important in view of the fact that the Spanish Legation has been reported as being used for Axis communications since diplomatic relations between the Axis Powers and Ecuador have been broken.

Through the efforts of SIS representatives, the identity of the Gestapo Chief of Ecuador, Walter Giese, was established, as well as the identity of his successor, Heinrich Loeschner, who replaced him in January, 1942. Loeschner was deported from Ecuador with other Axis nationals. When Giese left Ecuador, he was kept under surveillance in Peru and Chile by SIS representatives until his arrival in Buenos Aires. It was Giese's intention to eventually settle in Paraguay, where he would undoubtedly continue to function as a Gestapo agent. However, his intention was brought to the attention of the State Department, which, in turn, informed the Paraguayan Foreign Office, which refused a visa to Giese. His presence was also brought to the attention of the Argentine Government, as a result of which Giese was eventually forced to leave the country for Germany, where he is at the present.

At the present time the Bureau's coverage in Ecuador has been increased to the point necessary so that the Bureau will be kept effectively conversant with totalitarian activities within that country, and its means of communication through the diplomatic pouch and through the Bureau radio station have placed it in a position to forward by rapid means important and vital information which might come to the attention of SIS representatives.

GUATEMALA

The SIS coverage in Guatemala consists of two representatives, who are located in Guatemala City, the capital of the Republic. One of these representatives travels throughout the country to a great extent and the other has recently established contacts that would permit him to spend some time in northern Guatemala among the German-owned coffee plantations.

Both SIS representatives in Guatemala have developed sources of information and confidential informants who can be depended upon for a wide variety of excellent information. Information has been received from the SIS representatives in Guatemala and distributed to the interested agencies concerning the intensive and continuous efforts of
Mexico to make of Guatemala a good neighbor for commercial gain and the reception of such efforts; commercial and political activities of Axis nationals and individuals with pro-Axis feelings; possible subversive and espionage organizations established within the Republic; and, the changing attitude of the Guatemalan Government and people toward the United States and the attitude of the people toward their own Government. It has been noted that numerous individuals have either been incarcerated in Guatemala or placed on the "Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals", who have been the subjects of information furnished by the SIS Division to the various interested agencies.

**HAITI**

A year ago there was one SIS representative located in the Republic of Haiti in an undercover capacity. However, today located at Port-au-Prince, Haiti, in an open capacity is one representative, who is acting as an advisor to the Haitian Government on national security matters and one representative in an undercover capacity. A Police Training School is being conducted by an SIS representative, which has to date reflected a more effective counter-espionage activity on the part of the Haitian Government.

Reliable informants have been developed throughout the Republic and arrangements have been made whereby investigative men power is being made available in the event of an emergency. Motor vehicles and power launchies have been made available to the SIS representative and on one occasion he has been able to survey successfully that portion of the northern coastal area in which Axis submarine activity had been reported.

The SIS representative in Haiti were able to maintain a surveillance of Arnulfo Arias, ex-President of the Republic of Panama, and as a result, the SIS Division obtained complete information regarding every move he made, as well as every person he contacted.

**HONDURAS**

The SIS coverage in Honduras is centered in the capital of that Republic, Tegucigalpa. However, SIS representatives have made frequent trips to the outlying towns and districts wherein contacts have been effected with sources of information in order that the SIS Division may be apprised of any activity in those localities. In addition, travelers from the interior of the country have produced information when interrogated.

In Tegucigalpa excellent contacts, including a source within the German Colony itself, have been established and maintained, and these...
contacts produce information concerning movements and activities of Axis nationals and suspected persons, information of a financial nature and information concerning the Kenyan Government's tendencies. Considerable information, believed to be of value relative to political maneuvers within the Government itself, has been obtained and furnished to the interested agencies.

JAMAICA

At the present time there is one SIS representative located at Kingston, Jamaica, in the capacity of liaison officer between the British and the United States interests on the Island. Great success has been achieved in establishing close cooperation and unification in the coordination of intelligence matters between the two Governments, and as a result of having a representative in Jamaica, the SIS Division has been able to obtain extremely close observation of censorship material, as well as obtain the results of questioning of suspicious individuals traveling through Jamaica. In addition to closer cooperation between the British Intelligence services and the Bureau, this SIS representative has also closely cooperated with Naval and Military officials stationed at Jamaica.
During the past fiscal year, the SIS coverage in Mexico has increased until at the present time SIS representatives are located in all of the large cities of Mexico and adequate coverage is had of the remote coastal regions where there exists danger of invasion. The representatives are stationed at La Paz, Baja California, one of whose agents the majority of this time travelling throughout the lesser known regions of that territory making surveys of possible enemy landing fields, submarine bases and dangers of invasion. SIS representatives have conducted surveys of the entire west coast of Mexico for the same purpose and a sufficient number of representatives are stationed in the larger port cities of the west coast to insure an adequate check on Axis activities in these ports. In the central portion of Mexico, SIS representatives are stationed only in the larger cities and they insure adequate coverage of the surrounding territory by means of developing informants and making frequent trips. It is noted that in Baja California and other comparatively undeveloped sections of Mexico travel is most difficult and sometimes almost impossible and SIS representatives have conducted their surveys travelling by horse, burro and in some cases on foot.

On the west coast of Mexico, SIS representatives have established coverage in the larger seaports and particular emphasis has been placed upon the importance of commercial harbor installations and where information relative to shipping might be obtained by Axis agents. The ports of Tampico and Veracruz which have oil refineries are considered most important and SIS representatives are constantly in the vicinity of these two ports which are extremely vulnerable to attack by sea.

The volume of work coming to the attention of the SIS representative attached to the American Embassy in Mexico City has steadily increased during the past year and his staff presently consists of one Special Agent, one Special Employee and two male stenographers.

The SIS Attaché has maintained, and continued to widen, his informant coverage in Mexico City, having confidential informants in Mexican government circles, as well as confidential informants who are in a position to furnish him valuable information regarding German, Japanese, Italian, and other subversive groups. The FBI Attaché coordinates all subversive information for the entire Embassy and has the responsibility of directing the investigations of all specific complaints, including those which were originally brought to the attention of the Military and Naval Attachés. His informant coverage and his familiarity with subversive activities in Mexico are generally known, and when President Manuel Ávila Camacho appointed a Mexican official to collect information regarding the activities of Axis nationals and agents in Mexico, he directed the Mexican official to consult with the FBI Attaché for assistance and advice in identifying the Axis.
agents and obtaining the Mexican official as to their whereabouts. The FBI Attache also enjoys the confidence of many high officials in the Mexican Government, including cabinet officers as well as members of the Chamber of Deputies. As a result of his wide contacts, the FBI Attache has received a steady flow of information relative to subversive activities in Mexico and the volume of this flow of information has increased tremendously during the past year. Through his contacts with officials of the Mexican Department of Communications, the FBI Attache has had access to the contents of letters received and sent by known Axis agents operating in Mexico. He has been able to place mail covers at will and a considerable amount of valuable information has been gained as a result of such mail covers. He also has at his disposal the closest cooperation on the part of the Mexican Federal Police and the Mexican Military Intelligence.

One representative of the SIS Division operating undercover in Mexico City has been successful in getting membership in the Spanish Falange. This employee enjoys the complete confidence of the leaders in the Spanish Falange in Mexico City and has reported regularly upon their activities and their anticipated activities. It is anticipated that this employee will go high in the ranks of the Spanish Falange and that his position will result in an increasing volume of information regarding the activities of that organization. This is particularly important at this time, inasmuch as there have been persistent, and in some instances verified, reports to the effect that the Spanish Falange will take over and carry on the Intelligence work of the German Intelligence agents who have been interned or deported by the Mexican Government. In connection with the internment and deportation of Axis agents who were carrying on espionage activities for the German and Japanese Governments, the FBI Attache has maintained a close check upon the activities of those individuals by means of surveillances, mail covers and informants, to the end that the information secured by him played a large part in determining which of these agents would be interned and which deported. Confidential information was received during the past year to the effect that Katsuo Yumura, a Japanese residing in Mexico, had on more than one occasion expressed in writing his intention to assassinate President Roosevelt. As a result of informant coverage in Mexico, D. V., the original of a letter written by Yumura on November 9, 1941, was obtained in which Yumura stated that he contemplated leaving Mexico in the near future for the purpose of assassinating President Roosevelt. A surveillance was immediately placed upon the activities of Yumura in Mexico and all interested Government agencies were notified to be on the alert. After subsequent letters had been written by Yumura, the matter was confidentially discussed by the SIS representative in Mexico City and appropriate Mexican authorities and as a direct result of this conversation, Yumura was arrested and the SIS representative has been assured that he will be interned for the duration of the war in the Mexican Penal Colony on the Island of Free Marias. As a result of activity on the part of SIS representatives in Mexico in connection with an espionage ring headed by George Nicolaus, a
SECRET

The radio station was located at Condorco, Veracruz, Mexico. It was also ascertained that this station was operated by Carlos Retelado, who is of German extraction and by name of a mail cover it was ascertained that this Retelado was in communication with George Wesolowsky. This radio station was subsequently closed and demolished upon orders of the Mexican Government, as a result of information confidentially furnished the Mexican officials by the SIS representative.\[U\]

As a result of mail covers and having access to incoming and outgoing mail, the locations and identities of numerous German espionage agents have been ascertained, which information has in turn been transmitted to all interested Governmental agencies.\[U\]

NICARAGUA\[U\]

At the end of the fiscal year 1940-1941, there was one SIS representative located in the Republic of Nicaragua and today there are two representatives in this Republic in an undercover status and a third representative is located in the city of Managua, Nicaragua in an official capacity for the purpose of training Nicaraguan Police officials in intelligence matters.\[U\]

The SIS representative who is in the open in Nicaragua has, by his ingratiating personality been accepted by numerous Nicaraguan officials, including President Somoto, as a confident. This representative has also furnished information as to the real reasons behind official actions of the Nicaraguan Government and its relations with various United States agencies, which information has of course been distributed to the interested agencies.\[U\]

The undercover representatives in Nicaragua have furnished considerable information regarding Axis activities which information has been distributed, and it is believed to have been used in determining the individuals to be interned or deported from Nicaragua.\[U\]

Although all three representatives are headquartered in Managua, the Republic's capital, one of the undercover representatives spends considerable time outside of the capital travelling in the sparsely populated areas.\[U\]

PARAGUAY\[U\]

To date coverage in Paraguay has been maintained through undercover agents, but as the present time an invitation has been received from the American Embassy at Asuncion, Paraguay, for the assignment of an FBI Attache and this Attache will depart for his post of assignment in the near future.\[U\]
The only city of any consequence in Paraguay is Asuncion and coverage has been maintained constantly at that point. However, undercover operatives with suitable covers are travelling in the existing areas of Paraguay for the purpose of obtaining information desired.

Sources of information and confidential informants have been developed by undercover representatives among the German groups existing in Paraguay, with commercial houses, the Police Department, and other governmental agencies, such as the Army and the Department of Interior. Through the sources of information and confidential informants the chief Nazi agents have been identified and considerable data regarding German firms and German clandestine activities have been secured. Although the local Government of Paraguay contains many pro-Axis individuals, when information concerning the notorious Nazi agent Walter Göde was furnished to that Government his permanent visa was cancelled for residence in Paraguay.

Contacts have been made whereby information concerning the entry and exit of Axis nationals via river boat, which is the principal means of travel, into Paraguay is constantly being received.

The SIS coverage in Peru today consists of one representative attached to the American Embassy at Lima and six representatives in undercover capacity, two of whom are constantly travelling, one to the north and one to the south, covering the important cities in those areas. The seven representatives presently in Peru reflect an increase of six over the one representative stationed in that country a year ago who was attached to the Embassy on a special assignment for the State Department. SIS representatives have by investigation and inquiry brought to light the extensive preparations which the Axis had carried out clandestinely and the necessity of further investigation of their activities. It is believed that the work performed by the SIS representative in Peru played a large part in determining which Axis nationals should be deported from Peru after the breaking of relations between Peru and the Axis Powers. Information has also been obtained by SIS representatives regarding the German, Japanese, and Italian populations, where they were located, and what employment they were engaged in. The activities of Axis agents in the field of commercial espionage were investigated, with particular emphasis on the well-known Swedish financier Axel Wenner-Gren who made a thorough survey of Peruvian industrial possibilities. The results of this investigation were immediately transmitted to the State Department to be considered when a Wenner-Gren was being discussed for inclusion on the Black List.

During the past year a survey has been completed of all danger spots of Peruvian industries and through one of the SIS representatives who was on a special mission for the Peruvian Government these danger spots were brought to the attention of the Peruvian Government and measures were taken to safeguard such areas.
Through the development of confidential informants information has been received regularly from various sections of Peru and close liaison has been established and is being maintained between the FBI Attaché as well as the American Military and Naval Attaché.

Information obtained by SIS representatives regarding Axis nationals was sent to the State Department which in turn furnished this information to the Peruvian Government and as a result 859 Germans, 168 Japanese and 39 Italians have been deported.

**EL SALVADOR**

The SIS coverage in El Salvador consists of two representatives, both of whom have been located in that country for several months and who have made numerous contacts and developed sources of information and informants whereby they are receiving information concerning Axis activities in that Republic.

To date there has been very little actual Axis activity in El Salvador. However, the SIS representatives are continually reporting information of a political, commercial and economic nature.

**TRINIDAD**

During the past year an SIS agent has been sent to the Port of Spain, Trinidad in an open capacity as liaison officer between the United States and the British interests on that island. The presence of this representative has afforded the Bureau the opportunity of being informed on matters of interest derived through censorship and the questioning of transients desiring entry into the United States, as well as bridging the gap between North American, South American, and European espionage activities.

This project of the SIS Division is especially noteworthy because of the close spirit of cooperation which has been effected between the ranking British officials on that island and the SIS representatives.

**URUGUAY**

During the past year, the SIS coverage in Uruguay has been established through undercover representatives in the city of Montevideo, the only city of any consequence in Uruguay. However, the coverage...
has been established by providing agents with suitable covers for the purpose of travelling through the entire area in which Axis activities have been reported.

At present there is also an SIS representative attached to the American Embassy in Uruguay who has established liaison with the Uruguayan Police authorities and has been able to secure considerable data from this source. Additional contacts are presently being made by this Attaché and in the near future it is expected that an additional Attaché and a stenographer will be made available in Uruguay.

It was established during the past year that the German Secret Service had a representative in Uruguay who was furnishing information concerning Allied ship movements to Germany and this person has been identified. A confidential contact exists with a German anti-Nazi group in Uruguay through which considerable information has been received regarding German propaganda and Nazi Party activities. Contacts have also been established with other anti-Axis groups, such as the Free French, the Spanish Republicans and the Free Italians. During the SIS operations in Uruguay sufficient information has been accumulated so that the principal German agents of all types were identified and it is noted that most of the principal German agents were expelled by the Uruguayan Government after the breaking of diplomatic relations with Germany.
At the present time, there are two SIS representatives attached to the American Embassy in Caracas, Venezuela and four representatives located in that city in undercover capacities, and there is one undercover representative located at Maracaibo, Venezuela as compared with one representative covering the entire Republic of Venezuela at the end of the fiscal year 1940 - 1941.

One of the achievements of SIS representatives in Venezuela during the past year has been the development of a powerful informant group consisting of [________________] located in the strategic areas of this Republic. An excellent spirit of cooperation between our SIS representatives and [________________] in this Republic has been effected. A SIS representative in carrying out his undercover character secured the appointment as a [________________] in Venezuela and in such capacity conducted surveys of the facilities and installations of that company and presented certain recommendations based thereon to an officer of the company. [________________] adopted these recommendations. The results of the surveys and recommendations made were furnished to the Military Intelligence Division and the Office of Naval Intelligence and other interested Federal Agencies with the result that the suggestion was made that additional surveys be made of the remaining principal [________________] in Venezuela. This was done by the SIS representative under the cover of his [________________] capacity. The reaction on the part of [________________] in Venezuela to these surveys was most favorable and practically all recommendations have been adopted.

As a result of the work of SIS representatives a security board has been instituted in Venezuela which is the outgrowth of a meeting of principal representatives of [________________] in Venezuela with the SIS representative. This security board is functioning at the present time and its functions are adapted to meet the emergencies of the present day. The responsibilities of the group are of particular importance due to the threat of imminent sabotage or destruction because of increased submarine activity in the Caribbean sea. Plans are now being perfected to have three additional undercover representatives work jointly with officials of [________________] in eastern, central and western Venezuela.

The SIS representatives attached to the Embassy are coordinating all intelligence information within the Embassy and one of these representatives is constantly traveling throughout the Republic obtaining information from confidential informants and other sources of information which have been made available through the various American Consulates.
Agents assigned to this cover are given an unlimited opportunity to meet individuals and make contacts in practically all lines of endeavor, their assignment being to gather material for features to be published by

Under this cover, Bureau Representatives are able to operate in any section of Latin America as is constantly being requested to furnish information relative to certain raw materials in Latin America.

This cover has been most cooperative and each Bureau representative sent out under this cover receives detailed instructions from regarding the particular subject matter which he, the Bureau representative, is to study in a particular section of Latin America.

This cover is especially suitable for Bureau representatives in the smaller cities and rural sections of Latin America as are well known and highly regarded in all Latin American repulsion.

The Bureau has been able to provide a number of Bureau representatives with very good covers.

All Bureau representatives using this cover have been designated by and in that capacity do not necessarily have

This cover is also most elastic, as the amount of time required depends entirely upon the Bureau representative, and further.
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MAJOR ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES IN SIS AT THE STATE OF GOVERNMENT

During the fiscal year 1942-1945, a number of important administrative changes have been made at the rank of government all tending to make the SIS Division more efficient and comprehensive in its operations. In order to affect a more concentrated administration, the division was divided into three units, one operational unit and two investigative units designated as the Caribbean Unit and the South American Unit because of their respective geographical jurisdictions. Each of these units is headed by a unit chief who is responsible for the proper functioning of his respective unit. The duties of the chief of the operational unit consist of preparing agents for assignment, selecting the covers for which they are best fitted, supervising the expenditures made in the SIS Section and aiding employees in securing passports, visas etc.

The duties of the chiefs of the investigative units consist mainly of the examination, coordination and routing of special and general material; supervising the preparation of special summaries, monographs and other special material; the coordination of the work in the unit with the work of the other units of the SIS and with other sections of the Bureau; and conferring with the supervisors in the units in order to assist them in coordinating their work. Investigative unit chiefs handle administrative matters arising within their units and dictate letters to other governmental agencies relating to requests and matters of policy and to personnel in the field relating to matters of policy and their work. Special memoranda of projects which can be better handled by the unit chiefs because of their knowledge of SIS work and of conditions in Latin America as a whole are dictated by the chiefs. Handling of the above matters by the unit chiefs permist the supervisors of the respective countries to better concentrate their attention on the supervising of investigative material coming to their desks inasmuch as prior to the administrative reorganization the above matters were handled by the respective supervisors of each country.

A special case desk was created in each of the two investigative units for the purpose of concentrating attention on special espionage cases arising in the countries located within the area covered by the particular unit. There are numerous involved and complicated espionage cases in Latin America, many of them with important ramifications in the United States, and these cases require special and concentrated attention. The functions of the special case desks have proved to be very valuable, as many new important espionage cases have been developed and research of material pertaining to some of the older espionage cases has resulted in the identification of additional espionage agents. These desks have contributed greatly to the furtherance of espionage investigation in the identification of espionage agents in the United States.

During the past fiscal year an important step was taken which has greatly increased the efficiency of supervision of investigative work in the United States.
SIS field when the file system was changed. Whereas before there were no individual case files as such, at the present time individual case files are being maintained or are being opened on subjects known to be or suspected of being engaged in activities detrimental to the United States and to the Western Hemisphere. In addition, the SIS files were also placed under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Files Division of the Bureau and are handled in the same manner as are all other Bureau investigative files.

In line with the general program of specialization, a Plant Survey desk was created in order to coordinate the activities of the Plant Survey program which was started throughout Latin America during the past fiscal year. This desk is responsible for the supervision of all plant survey work that is being done in both the Caribbean Unit area and the South American Unit area.

MAJOR ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES IN SIS IN THE FIELD

The program to increase the efficiency of the SIS Division is also reflected in the changes in the administrative procedures which have been instituted in SIS field work. Many changes were made tending to organize the various offices in Latin America along the lines of Bureau field offices in the continental United States. The Legal Attache in the various countries were made responsible for the investigative work done within their countries and for the activities of Bureau personnel within the country, including the undercover agents as well as employees at posted to the Legations and Legations.

A standard report form was adopted for use in all Latin American countries and uniform instructions regarding report writing was issued to all SIS offices. Reports now coming in from the SIS field are similar to reports made up in the Bureau's field offices and are in a form for much more efficient handling at the seat of government. The Legal Attache in the respective countries were made responsible for the coordination of the activities of the undercover agents within their respective countries and for the preparation for forwarding to the seat of government the reports in proper form of the undercover agents. This has resulted in greater efficiency on the part of the undercover agents and in the better coordination of information obtained by these agents both at the office of the Legal Attache and at the seat of government.

The SIS numbers of all agents were made available to the Legal Attache so that these agents could be easily designated in reports. A system was inaugurated whereby the various Legal Attache could exchange telegraph communications and thus expedite a particular investigation. A system has also been set up whereby copies of reports made up in a particular country are designated for all interested countries with undeveloped leads being set out in those reports in the same manner as the regular field division reports in the United States. This has tended to reduce the amount of letter writing and supervision of particular cases at the seat of government.
There was also instituted a program of preparing "memoranda for all Legal Attachees" similar to letters "to all SAC's" prepared for Bureau field divisions. In almost all of the Embassies in Latin America the intelligence units attached to the Embassies have created a central files section of intelligence information and have embarked on a program of coordinating intelligence information. In almost every instance the Legal Attachees in the respective countries have been placed in charge of these central files and act as coordinators of intelligence activities within their respective countries.
E. E. L. ASTRAGALIS IN UNITED STATES MISSIONS

On July 1, 1943, we had men stationed in the Embassies, Legations or Consulates at the following points:

**ARGENTINA**

- Buenos Aires
- La Plata
- Rosario

**BOLIVIA**

- La Paz
- Cochabamba

**BRASIL**

- Rio de Janeiro
- Bahia
- Belo Horizonte
- Goias
- Fortaleza
- Manaus
- Natal
- Porto Alegre
- Recife
- Santos
- Sao Paulo
- Victoria

**CHILE**

- Santiago
- Antofagasta
- Arica
- Concepcion
- Curico
- Punta Arenas
- Valdivia
- Valparaiso

**COLOMBIA**

- Bogota
- Barranquilla
- Bucaramanga
- Cali
- Cartagena
- Medellin

**COSTA RICA**

- San Jose
- Limon
- Puntarenas

**CUBA**

- Havana
- Camaguey
- Santiago de Cuba

This represented a total of 35 men at 12 different points. In addition we had men at Hamilton, Bermuda; Fort of Spain, Trinidad and Kingston, Jamaica as Liaison Officers to the British; at Ottawa, Canada, as Liaison Officer to the R. C. V. F. P. and at Havana, Cuba, and Managua, Nicaragua, engaged in Police Liaison work.

As of June 1, 1943, we had increased coverage in the missions as follows:
This represents a total of 156 agents at 67 points; an increase of 135 agents and 55 missions. As of July 1, 1942, we had 7 clerical employees and 8 radio men. As of June 1, 1943, we have 71 stenographers and clerks; 22 radio operators and code clerks and 6 translators, cryptographers and photographers.

**SIS MEN IN THE FIELD**

As of July 1, 1942, we had 166 individuals on SIS assignment. Of these 126 were Special Agents, 23 were Special Employees, and 7 were Clerical Employees. As of June 1, 1943, we had 438 persons actually out on assignment. Of these 334 were Special Agents, 22 were Radio men and Code Clerks, 15 were Special Employees, 6 were Translators, Cryptographers and Photographers, and 71 were Clerical Employees. This represents an increase of personnel actually on assignment of 277% in the last eleven months of operation.

Since the establishment of the Operational Unit of SIS on November 1, 1942, there has been a net increase of 287 individuals actually on assignment. By way of comparison during the first two years and five months of operation, 201 persons were out on assignment, and in the last seven months there has been a net increase of 287.

**LANGUAGE TRAINING PERIOD**

The first five weeks that the Agents are in Washington they undergo an intensive course in either the Spanish or Portuguese language. The
classes are six days a week from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and during this period the Agents are under the jurisdiction of the Training and Inspectors Division of the Bureau. This language course is interspersed with lectures by the supervisory personnel of the SIS Division, by representatives of the Technical Laboratory, of the espionage Section and of the Training Division on subjects relating directly to SIS work in Latin America.

During the last fiscal year the training has been constant, in that the language course has lasted for five weeks during the entire period and has been interspersed by the same number of lectures. These lectures are as follows:

- Geographical and Historical Aspects of Latin America
- Obtaining of Passports and Visas
- Working Undercover
- Living Conditions and Transportation in Latin America
- Types of Information Desired and How to Obtain Them
- German Organizations in Latin America
- Japanese Organizations in Latin America
- Finance in Latin American Currency
- Italian and French Organizations in Latin America
- Communications in Latin America
- Purpose, Aims and Activities of the Spanish Falange
- How to Recognize Radio Transmitters
- German Communications and German Espionage System
- Handling Informants
- How to Recognize Codes and Letters that have been Tampered with
- Short Review of the Bureau with Particular Reference to the Errors Made by German Agents
- Report Writing

During this language period each Agent in the class is interviewed by a representative of the SIS Division. His educational and experience background while he connected with the Bureau and previous to his past employment are gone into in detail. The purpose is to afford the SIS Division an opportunity to see each Agent individually and to size up his temperament, adaptability and versatility for particular SIS assignments.

FINANCES

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, the sum of $2,900,000.00 will have been expended for the operations of the SIS Division of the Bureau. When compared with the expenditures during previous fiscal years, this figure alone shows the tremendous growth of the SIS Division. During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, there was expended the sum of $135,767.49, and during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942, the sum of $784,512.51.

There was originally made available to the Bureau from the emergency of the President of the United States the sum of $1,000,000.00 for the operation of the SIS Division during the fiscal year 1942. During December, 1942,
it became apparent, due to the increased coverage desired in South and Central America and the necessary increases in personnel to obtain this coverage, that this sum would be insufficient for SIS operations during the entire fiscal year and, hence, on December 23, 1942, the President made available from his emergency fund an additional million dollars for the Bureau's SIS operations. This entire $2,900,000.00 will have been expended by the close of the fiscal year June 30, 1943.

As of May 31, 1943, the Bureau had expended for SIS operations during the first eleven months of the fiscal year of 1943, the sum of $2,589,778.42, leaving available for operations during June, 1943, the sum of $307,225.55. The amount expended as of May 31, 1943, may be broken down as follows:

**Funds Expended First**

**Eleven Months of Fiscal Year 1943**

(July 1, 1942 to May 31, 1943.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>$1,179,106.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advances</td>
<td>275,197.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee's Expenses</td>
<td>735,738.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent's Living and Quarters</td>
<td>109,360.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerks' Living and Quarters</td>
<td>25,871.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowances</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informants</td>
<td>1,088,986.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Expendable Property</td>
<td>58,648.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Expenses</td>
<td>9,689.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment Expenses</td>
<td>1,947.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: $2,592,744.15

In connection with the above statement it should be noted that the amounts set forth as Agents' and Clerks' Living and Quarters Allowances included only four months of operations, as prior to February 1, 1943, Bureau employees on SIS assignment were paid per diem in place of yearly allowances.

**Recruitment of Personnel**

From a variety of sources the names of Special Agents assigned to the domestic field have been received in the SIS Division. Their personnel files are obtained and reviewed daily. Many Agents have written to the Bureau indicating a desire to be considered for SIS work. Other Agents, upon being interviewed in In-service Training, have indicated the desire to be considered and they are afforded an interview in the SIS Division during the time that they are in Washington.

In addition, the SIS Division obtained an alphabetical list of all single Agents in the Bureau, who, as of June 1, 1942, had had at least one year's experience as Special Agents. Progressively the personnel files were
reviewed and where the Agents appeared adaptable to SIS work, the files were briefed for further consideration. This procedure was followed from July 1, 1942, until December 7, 1942. Subsequent to the latter date, the briefing of the files, the ascertaining if any personal or business reason existed which would preclude that Agent on SIS Assignment, and the completing of the new training class has been handled by the Chief Clerk's Office.

The SIS Division, through one of its representatives, assisted in the review of files and indicated which men would be acceptable for consideration. As of the class beginning June 7, 1943, the Chief Clerk's Office assumed full and complete responsibility for obtaining the SIS and starting it on the previously determined schedule. The SIS Division still continues to interview In-service Agents who desire to make application for SIS work and answer various questions they might have. Clerical personnel is provided by the Chief Clerk's Office after it has received a memorandum of justification setting forth the facts which explain the need for the addition at a point. Radio personnel is supplied by the Technical Laboratory.

POST LANGUAGE TRAINING PERIOD

Following the Agents successful completion of the Language Training Period, those who survive are given further training for their SIS assignment. This training consists of the readings of various books on Latin America, the reviewing of Bureau files pertaining to the particular Latin American country to which they have been assigned, the confering with the supervisor of the country to which they have been assigned, in the preparation and writing of various memoranda for this supervisor, the receiving of instructions in coding and the use of secret ink in the Technical Laboratory, studying the nature of the business of their cover country, and obtaining their passport, visas and transportation.

This period of training is highly individualized and is not subject to class room methods. Appropriate forms have been provided and the necessary records are kept reflecting the progress of each Agent during this training period.

RADIO COMMUNICATION

Prior to this fiscal year, we had in operation three radio stations. One at Bogota, Colombia, one at Santiago, Chile, and one in Quito, Ecuador.

During the 1943-1944 fiscal year we installed the following stations:

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Ponpan, Cuba
Lima, Peru
Montevideo, Uruguay
San Jose, Costa Rica
Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic

In addition, equipment is presently at Port-au-Prince, Haiti, La Paz, Bolivia, and Managua, Nicaragua. It will be installed as soon as technicians arrive. A large relay station is being installed at the present time at Lima, Peru.
Covers and Cover Companies

After successfully completing the SIS training, the agent is ready to depart for his post of assignment, and his assignment being of such a confidential nature, it is known only to a high executive of his cover company, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Assistant to the Director and a few key employees of the SIS Division.

The agent obtains his passport and the necessary visas as the representative of some American commercial organization which has legitimate reason to send employees into Latin America. The covers available to the SIS Division include representatives of

[ ... ]

and a variety of other occupations to which individual agents or special employees are particularly adapted by experience and ability. Most of these companies give special training to the agents in order to familiarize them with their cover business.

In the fiscal year of 1941-42, twenty-three companies were used as covers; in 1942-43, the number cooperating increased to fifty-seven. The companies which have made themselves available for this purpose are listed as follows:

[ ... ]
The above concerns and their connection with the Bureau are described briefly as follows:

While the New York City, all mail by SCI agents is directed to New York City. It was founded by a former editor of after he had discontinued. Present time, the organization is actually managed by has not been contacted by the Bureau and all arrangements for the use of this cover have been handled through.
At no time has it been established that agents or men, who are representing his firm, submit material, but he has indicated that the offer would be more successful if material is submitted.

[Name] has been most cooperative and in an interview with the State Department relative to his company, he stated that the individuals whom he was sending to Latin America were not experienced but were individuals selected from a great many applicants based on materials which had been submitted to him while he was [Name]

[Name] is thoroughly familiar with all phases of commerce with Latin America. He has an active interest in business industry in all the American republics, and it was possible for the Bureau to send representatives of this firm to practically any of the Latin American republics.

[Name] has been most cooperative and prior to a Bureau representative's departing from New York, [Name] gives him detailed instructions as to his duties in South America, and he was expected to call upon the businessmen and industrialists of Latin America and acquaint them with the services offered by [Name]

In view of the great decline in bona fide commercial relations between the United States and other American republics since the entrance of the United States into the War, the value of this offer has declined, and it is not being used as extensively as prior to the entrance of the United States into the War.

This company has been in existence for approximately [time period] and is said [company information]

This company is well-known throughout Latin America and Bureau representatives using this cover are able to make inquiries in any section of Latin America without exciting any suspicion. [Name] has indicated his willingness to provide covers upon request, and has been most cooperative in training the Bureau representatives of the
To make this cover more secure at various times, [REDACTED] will request the Bureau representatives to actually conduct a legitimate inquiry for his concern.

Today through its membership, forms one of the largest and strongest aggregations of companies in the world. Its membership includes more than a dozen of the largest and most prominent companies in the United States. The function of the [REDACTED] is to write located in South America. [REDACTED] may be issued by any of the company's members which in turn by the other members of the has representatives in practically all of the South American republics and functions through the medium of agencies and branches.

New York City, has been very cooperative with the Bureau in its SIS program and in addition, has been an excellent source of information in connection with all kinds. [REDACTED] has been advised of the Bureau's SIS program and is heartily in favor of cooperating to the fullest extent.

The Bureau representatives assigned to have operated there as which is a plausible cover because the company's representatives in South America have had more work in this connection than they have been able to handle. [REDACTED] has been able to offer an extensive training course to our agents going to Latin America in this capacity. Another assignment utilized with entails the training of a new man for future foreign assignment.

A number of Special Agents of the Bureau have been assigned as representatives of the head offices of which are located in the [REDACTED] first expressed himself favorably toward the Bureau's SIS program and it has been through him that the Bureau has been able to utilize the company as a cover.

and one at [REDACTED] in the General Manager for all of Latin American interests. [REDACTED] has been most cooperative with the Bureau in connection with the project and through him, it has been possible to place Special Agents in plants as with the idea in mind of training them in.
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who is in charge of the company in New York City, has been most helpful in arranging passport letters, transportation letters and other details. 

New York City, is known throughout the country as a reliable and substantial firm for operations dealing with various activities. This company is apparently a one-man organization. It is operated by , who is the Bureau's contact. Through the cooperation of the company was solicited and obtained.

At the present time, an agent is assigned to this company, and he is presently at their offices receiving the necessary training. This agent has had several years experience in the field, and it is contemplated that he will gather material in Latin America for the Bureau.

New York City, is principally concerned with the Sugar industry and is considered one of the largest and better established companies of this type. This company has been in operation for over 50 years, and has its own representatives at Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. 

of this company, has been most cooperative and is extremely anxious to assist the Bureau at all times.

has furnished covers for Bureau representatives in all places where they appear practical, and personally instructs each agent using this cover as to the general nature of the business and has furnished each agent with specific instructions regarding the point where he is to be assigned.

Because of lack of materials and difficulties, this company has had to curtail its operations since the advent of war. For this reason it is not active at the present as an SIS cover.

a member of the staff was given in the spring of 1942 to conduct research in connection with the company in New York in Guatemala. Through the services of in Guatemala were offered to the Bureau in any capacity in which he might serve. At this time, it was conceived that a Special Agent of the Bureau could be assistant to .
company was organized in --------------- as a --------------------- agency and the present organization is the result of several mergers and consolidations with other agencies in the same field.

This organization maintains offices in the principal cities throughout the Western Hemisphere and through --------- Bureau representatives have been sent to various points in Latin America to be representatives of the ---------------------- of this concern. The representatives have free access to all --------------- records at these various places and have the free run of the various offices, ostensibly being responsible only to the ------------------- and ------------------- have been most cooperative and have spent considerable time in training the Bureau representatives in the work of ------------------- This cover is quite elastic as a representative of --------- is expected to make inquiries of any nature and at same time, the Bureau representative's official connection with the United States Government is not known to the local representatives of ---------

Contact with the ------------------- of Michigan was made through --------- who has long been useful to the Bureau and the Field Division. ------- has indicated that the complete resources of the Bureau are at the disposal of the Bureau and he is completely favorable toward the SIS program.

All of --------- activities in Brasil are under the supervision of another person who has been contacted and arrangements have been made for a representative of the Bureau to work in the ------------------- where two agents are located. One is located at -------- and the other at ----- This agent will work extensively as an --- in that capacity, it is possible for him to be sent to any point in the --------- without fear of being uncovered.

In addition to its --------- in Latin America, the --------- has likewise --------- is directly in charge of --------- and this individual has been consulted relative to our needs in Latin America and with his cooperation, arrangements have been made to send a Bureau representative to Argentina ostensibly to be trained and developed as ---------

Due to the extensive interests of ---------- in Latin America and the spirit of wholehearted cooperation offered by ---------- and his subordinates, it offers an excellent source for the Bureau in obtaining SIS covers.

New York, is a --------- owned by --------- whose entire
production facilities at present are divided to war work however, in peacetime the management specializes in

This concern normally

and as well as etc.

Prior to the present War, did considerable work in Latin America and at one time considered the advisability of

The desirability of this cover since the United States has entered the war has been reduced and is presently not being used as an SI: cover company.

with offices at New York City, is one of the foremost enterprises of its kind in the United States. Its chief income is derived from the such as

The company has also entered into the field of and distribution. It has a limited activity in the distribution and it sells through its subsidiaries, this company is the first company to enter the field of and presently markets the well-known and highly advertised

has been very cooperative and has offered the facilities of to the Bureau without reservation. designated his as the representative of the company to work out details. The company has offered an extensive training course to Special Agents using the company as a cover. It has interests in

One Special Agent is presently with the company in training and it will be his assignment to conduct in Latin America to determine for

is one of the most recent commercial concerns utilized as an SI: cover.

has been very cooperative and has offered the facilities of his company to the Bureau unstintingly.

Mexico has been found to be a new source of and accordingly this country is considered an excellent place to utilize an agent posing as a representative In this connection, it appears that
Special Agents of the Bureau using this company will not need a background
in [______] which makes it an ideal company from our
standards for further utilization. [______]
is also interested in further develop-
ment in [______] where it is con-
sidered one of the largest of
This company
has been in business since [______]

The persons aware of the company's cooperating with the Bureau's
878 program are [______] and [______]

The nature of the cover furnished the Bureau by this company is a
general post-war planning survey which survey will furnish [______]
with data whereby they can formulate plans for development of a
Latin American market after the war. In addition, the Bureau representatives
will contact friends of [______] throughout Latin America in
the nature of good will contacts to maintain cordial relations between these
Latin American customers and the home office of [______]

The is the [______]
Rhode Island. It was incorporated
[______] and has since grown to become
Although the company is still engaged in some
[______] in war production at the present time.
Contact with this company was made at the suggestion of a Special Agent of
the Bureau who was formerly employed as [______] by the company. The
cover was built around this employee's past experience in the
[______] and it was through him that contact was made with
[______] has been extremely cooperative in providing an
intensive training course for the Agent presently assigned to this company
and in working out the necessary details of the cover. [______]

It is the assignment of the Bureau's representative with [______]
to search for [______] in the company's
or in the
company's employ in Latin America, these
[______] to be marketed
in America under the name of [______]. The other part of his
assignment is to develop as great a knowledge as possible of Hispano American
[______] with special emphasis on [______] which might
be incorporated into the company's line marketed in the United States. [______]
has very extensive interests in Latin America. Although this company has been approached numerous times concerning the possibility of its cooperation with the Bureau's SIS program, it was not until recently that arrangements were made for a Bureau representative to go to South America as a conservative, closely-knit organization.

The Bureau's contacts are determined through these gentlemen that though they desired to cooperate to the fullest extent, in their opinion, it is not particularly adapted to use as an SIS cover because of the fact suspicion would immediately be cast upon any individual employed by the company in the capacity of a foreign representative who did not have a background in Brazil or was not a member of the company that owns and operates the company. Nevertheless, arrangements were made for sending one Bureau representative to Latin America. This agent has been assigned to conduct a survey in and around there, and the various shipping facilities which might be made available after the war in getting the raw materials out of Brazil.

Offered and gave freely of their time and facilities in training, this agent in order that he could properly conduct a survey. In order to facilitate the training, it was necessary to take into confidence.

of America has business offices in New York City, but its main place of business is in The corporation owns and operates other businesses in the corporation, while not large, is the

This corporation has cooperated with the Bureau's SIS program for a period of several months. This cooperation was known to both located in

The cover furnished the agent was that he would make practical for a few months, but because of the small area of the country and the Agent's inability to fit into a highly specialized business such as his confidential capacity, the agent was returned to the United States for other assignment.
During the course of this Agent's assignment, it was ascertained that the
had certain personal habits, particularly
overdrinking, which endangered the confidential nature of the cover. He has
been told by a Bureau representative that for the time being, the Bureau will
not request the assistance of this company in its SIS program. It is not
intended to use this cover again as long as
of the

City, in the usual at various
and through
has been afforded the opportunity of using
as a
cover. The Bureau's contact with

Bureau representatives using this cover can proceed to Latin America
in a dual capacity, one being for the purpose of setting up data for
and the other being for the purpose of securing
or the type desired by

As will be noted this cover is most elastic and gives the Bureau
representative an opportunity to ask various questions concerning any number
of subjects without arousing suspicion.

Pennsylvania is more or less
a one-man organization. The control of the company is vested in the
, and the responsibility for its operation rests in the

This company is engaged in the
manufacture and marketing of all of the
which are
characterized by the trade name,

Although the company's interests in Latin America at the present
time are not extensive, it is vitally interested in the further development
of markets for its products there. With this in view, Bureau representatives
have been assigned to
 to conduct surveys in Latin America
looking toward the development of sufficient data upon which the company
can formulate its policy for further expansion. More specifically, the
information obtained by the Agents assigned will be used by the company to
determine the advisability of establishing manufacturing centers for its
products.

This cover will be particularly useful inasmuch as it will permit
Bureau representatives to contact individuals in many lines of endeavor
without arousing suspicion, has been extremely willing
to cooperate with the Bureau to the fullest extent. Its facilities in
Pennsylvania have been utilized for training purposes in
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order that the agents will be sufficiently grounded in the policy and marketing methods of the company.

New York City, has in the past been a special service office. The service is a combined one, and operates distinct companies which are active, besides companies presently inactive, and is associated with other concerns.

The principle fields of business handled by the corporation are

including material,

and the corporation has sponsored an extensive field of with a view to broadening its industrial coverage.

provides an excellent cover in this particular field and has permitted the Bureau to utilize its facilities in the training of Bureau personnel in order that they might acquire a background enabling them to properly represent the company. At the present time, an agent is assigned to conduct a general current survey of Argentina with particular emphasis being placed on the development of the present trend of industrialization. This survey will include the study of all statistical data, buying habits, sales distribution methods, and other factors entering into the establishment of a sound market in the Argentine. The study will also include a survey of raw materials available in Argentina.

Although the corporation is desirous of conducting similar surveys in other countries, it is necessary that any Bureau personnel assigned to the company have a background in economics, marketing or merchandising experience with particular emphasis on either industry.

New York City, is a It holds a high position in this field and provides for

The and Bureau contact is who has been very helpful in permitting the Bureau to send a Special Agent to Latin America as an

is which is reported to be the New York City, in
The following page, 22, is missing in this release.

The United States, and which is used to provide

has been most cooperative
in instructing Bureau representatives in
Bureau representatives as
rather than
In order to make this cover more secure, has furnished each Bureau
representative with an
and has actually
which were prepared by Bureau representatives.

This cover actually takes very little of an Agent's time, yet
at the same time it provides an excellent front because of the fact that
these representatives are interested in gathering data for

The
which is engaged in the

through
the Bureau has been

have seemed several representatives into Latin American countries. This
cover is only good in the larger cities and requires no actual work on the
part of the Bureau representative and in order to operate under this cover,
it is only necessary that the Bureau representative become conversant with
certain fundamentals of

Because the company is engaged almost entirely in manufacture
for war purposes, it is not active as an SIS cover at the present time.

has offices at
New York, New York. He is the head of this corporation and has
been very cooperative in permitting the use of his company as an SIS cover.

A subsidiary of
with headquarters in . This company employs approximately
8,000 persons, approximately 100 of which are American citizens. The mine
and mill are located
southeast of
The company
has offices in

and also in


The fact that the company has installations of this size in
renders it particularly suitable to the Bureau's purposes in that an Agent
assigned there as a safety engineer is not subject to suspicion.

of the
located in
has been very cooperative and has assisted the Bureau in
working out the details of utilizing the company as an SIS cover.

, New York City, is a
the Bureau representative can make any number of inquiries under this cover, as there is no prearranged subject matter for him to cover. 

is not presently being utilized as an SIS cover, is no longer...

one of the companies in the industry, has been cooperating with the Bureau's SIS program for sometime. The original contact was made with...in Los Angeles, and at which time he expressed a desire to cooperate with the Bureau in its project. Through...the cooperation of...

maintains offices throughout Latin America including...

These offices are occupied with...and in some instances,...

New York City and its related subsidiaries, has been cooperative in working out the details of the various assignments made for representatives of the Bureau in Latin America. The company has offered its facilities to train agents in...in order that they might adequately represent the company in Latin America. Thus far, agents have been assigned to the company in the capacity of...

It is their job to promote the...and generally to report back to the company on the conditions they find in this field in Latin America.

is an...that was founded in...in New York City. This organization not only has branch offices strategically located all over the United States, but also has offices in...

in charge of South American branches, have been most cooperative in the Bureau's SIS program, and this cover particularly at the present time is very good due to the fact that Bureau representatives can proceed to Latin America under this cover on the pretext of obtaining information which would be of value to an...in postwar days.

concern doing one of the...and being a member of the...
This concern has offices in ninety-four cities in the United States as well as in [blank]. Through Mr. [blank], the Bureau has been able to send representatives into Latin America for the purpose of actually establishing and opening offices for this concern. The Bureau's contact is now Mr. [blank], who is on active duty in the United States Navy. Prior to proceeding to Latin America, this concern arranged a two-week course of instruction at the [blank] and has been most cooperative in this matter.

The Bureau representatives actually open offices and transact business for this concern. This is one of the few covers which the Bureau is using in which the Bureau representatives actually transact business for the cover and is considered to be most secure. This cover obviously can only be utilized in the larger Latin American cities.

New York City, did operate between New York and various ports in Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina. In normal times, this concern handled a very large volume of trade between New York and these east coast South American ports; however, since the entrance of the United States into the War, this company has turned over practically all of its business and a number of its employees and at the present time it is not able to handle the traffic between New York and South America due to the shortage of equipment.

Through [blank], the Bureau has been able to place representatives in Brazil under the cover of being [blank]. This cover was thought to be exceptionally good due to the fact that the cover is well known in Brazil and has offices in the majority of the larger cities. Experience has shown, however, that this cover is not feasible because of war conditions. Therefore, it is not presently active as an SIS cover.

Contact with the Boston, Massachusetts, was made through special service contacts of the Boston Field Division. [Blank] is a training officer and through the complete cooperation of the [Blank], was obtained.

The [blank] is a [blank]. As such, it is interested in raw material sources, and accordingly it has been possible to place Bureau representatives with the company to survey certain locations in Latin America to determine the presence of [blank] and other sources of [blank] raw materials there.

Though no training course as such is offered by the [blank], has been very helpful in making...
suggestions which have served to improve the cover and make it as realistic as possible.

is an SIS cover company. It has been most cooperative in making the facilities of the company available to the Bureau as an SIS cover.

Through details have been worked out in the placement of a number of agents with the company to work in Latin America. The New York offices of the company are located in the _____.

An intensive training course has been instituted through for our representatives which includes a study of the background and history of its various departments from and the operation of its throughout the United States.

The main interest of in Latin America is in the it makes in the United States. It has a number of in Latin America which it controls. It sells its in Latin America which it does not control. Special Agents of the Bureau representing in Latin America have been assigned to the larger cities for the purpose of facilitating the _____.

The at Massachusetts, is a branch of It is considered in scientific circles the outstanding ______. Various officers of the ______.

From time to time, this using private grants, sends men into various parts of the world to make studies and where _____ are made, the ______.

The Bureau contact in the museum is ______. This is being used as a cover in the Bureau's SIS program by two individuals, both of whom have had a great deal of pre-Bureau training and experience in One of the Bureau employees is a special employee who arranged the cover for himself individually. The second is a Special Agent of the Bureau who, while at ______ majored in the study of ______. His cover was arranged with the by his outlining ______ the nature of the SIS program and by an official of the Bureau subsequently confirming his statements to ______.

This cover permits the Bureau employees to wander at will through certain parts of Latin America examining what are known as ______. It gives the employee access to areas where a commercial cover would be most impractical.
However, it can only be used by agents who have had a great deal of prior experience or study in the general subject of \( X \).

New York City is also an officer of "\( X \)" and operates a number of \( X \) and related products in the United States, and through New York City, the Bureau has been able to send representatives into various Latin American countries, designated as special representatives of \( X \) and New York office. \( X \)

The ostensible purpose for Bureau representatives traveling in Latin America under this cover is to contact products and to conduct surveys as to the possibilities of extending markets in these countries. \( X \)

Since the entrance of the United States into the war, the possibilities of this cover have become somewhat limited due to the fact that other products cannot be made, and accordingly is not being used. \( X \)
located in the New York City. Mr. _______ has been extremely cooperative in permitting the Bureau to use the name of his company as an SIS cover. 

include the _______ and _______. These are trade magazines dealing with the _______ and are practically without competition in this particular field. In view of the fact that _______ is a very small organization, its use as an SIS cover is limited. At the present time, one Bureau representative is in training to represent _______. He has received instructions in the _______ in the company policies and technique, and interviews have been arranged for him with many outstanding figures in the _______. This Agent's training will be completed in the _______ of the company where he will make a ten-day study of the _______. 

At the conclusion of his training, it is contemplated that this Agent will proceed to Latin America where he will gather and submit items of _______ which may be _______ from time to time in any one of the _______. 

New York City, has been utilized extensively as an SIS cover company. This corporation is one of the _______ enterprises in the United States. It _______. 

_______, in charge of the company's foreign activities, has been the Bureau's contact with this company. In view of the extensive interests of the _______ in South and Central America, the company is well suited as an SIS cover. 

_______ has provided an extensive training course for Bureau Agents assigned to work for the company. This training includes familiarizing the men with the various departments within _______, and Agents going to South America have been instructed by the company to obtain material for future _______ make surveys to determine the types of _______ in which South Americans are interested and other special projects. 

Through _______ covers have been developed in _______ which are subsidiaries of _______. Assignments with these subsidiaries consist of obtaining material _______ in _______ and making surveys to determine the South American _______. 
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The New York City office, which specializes in the sale of newspapers, has been reporting for a number of years and has been very active in Latin American countries.

The Bureau has been able to send representatives into Latin America for the purpose of doing work of a sort for this company, which has been cooperative and the Bureau representatives have been given extensive training in the nature of the work performed by legitimate representatives of the company and in some instances has furnished the Bureau representatives with enough actual work to make these covers most secure.

Because of material shortages and other difficulties brought about by the war, this company is not being used as a cover at the present time.

New York City. The main offices of the publication are located at

The original contact was made through

This company has recently experienced a tremendous success in extending its activities to foreign countries. In this connection, Latin America is no exception, and this company has caught on in South and Central America to the extent where its sales have outdistanced all other publications of a similar type.

At the present time, the Bureau is dealing with the Latin American agents which is handled by the Latin American Bureau, whose president is located at New York City, Agents are in training at the present time. It will be their assignment to facilitate the work in Latin America.

The Bureau specializes in providing information regarding

This concern does not have legitimate representatives in Latin America, and through

New York City, the Bureau has been able to send representatives to various Latin American countries.

This cover is most elastic, as the very nature of the business provides the agent an opportunity to make inquiries concerning individuals, corporations and even political parties. This concern does not desire that the Bureau representatives spend any time for them and has proven most satisfactory for the Bureau.
City, is engaged in a
business interest in Latin America for a number of years and is highly regarded throughout the American Republics. 

This cover is most elastic, as the company is interested in anything that the Latin Americans desire to buy or sell and will put the Latin Americans in touch with persons in the United States interested in any type of business.

The Bureau, through , has been able to send numerous agents into Latin America under this cover, and has personally conferred with each representative prior to his departure and furnished these representatives with considerable background information concerning this organisation. The Bureau representatives are not assigned any specific duties and they do not have to perform any actual work for ...

was very helpful to Bureau representatives in that country and through him, the company was approached relative to the proposition of cooperating with the Bureau in its SIS program. was treated favorably toward the proposition and requested that a Bureau representative be located at New York City, a Subsidiary of , located in New Jersey, he contacted in order that formal approval might be secured.

had no hesitancy in offering the facilities of his company to the Bureau, and accordingly arrangements were made to send three Bureau Agents to Maracaibo, Caracas, and Central Venezuela to act as .

No training was given the Agents at the home office of the company in New York, it being understood that they would be schooled in and in the business in general after their arrival. One additional Agent has been assigned to represent and his assignment is that of a 

Although the company has been very cooperative, it is not believed that any further use can be made of it as an SIS cover due to the fact that its operations are confined mostly to and no more Agents can be absorbed in that company at the present time.

The headquarters of are located at Chicago, Illinois and has, for a number of years, been outstanding ...
Contact with this company was first made through its [missing text]. With his cooperation, it has been possible to utilize the company's subsidiary [missing text] through which the company carries on its foreign activities.

The company has expressed itself favorably towards the Bureau's SIS program, details relative to the assignment of Bureau representatives with this company are worked out with [missing text] of [missing text].

The company also has a number of branch plants located in Latin American cities. These cities include [missing text]. The company also has similar plants located in Latin America. In addition to these plants, [missing text] has numerous other holdings throughout Brazil and Argentina. [missing text]

[missing text] has been particularly cooperative in offering its facilities in the training of agents for work in Latin America. Thus far, agents have been assigned to [missing text] in Latin America to do [missing text]. In this capacity, these agents are called upon to make recommendations which might result in reduced [missing text]. These examinations also entail [missing text].

Due to the fact that the Bureau agents are fairly well fitted for this type of work and employees of the company are doing this type of work are usually drawn from the company's records, no suspicion is attached to a Bureau representative working in this capacity. For this reason, [missing text] offers an excellent cover for Bureau representatives in Latin America.

The [missing text], located at [missing text], New York City, has recently been added as an SIS cover company through the company's [missing text] and his assistant [missing text]. The complete cooperation of the company has been obtained.

The company operates extensively in South and Central America. It has facilities in Brazil, Colombia, Uruguay and Argentina. It also has offices in other South and Central American countries. Thus far, it has been possible to place two Bureau representatives in the company. One is headquartered in Brazil, and the other is presently receiving training for work in Colombia. [missing text]

Because of the extremely cooperative attitude of the officers of the company and its wide and extensive interests in Latin America, it is entirely possible that its facilities may be used to a greater extent in the future as an SIS cover company. [missing text]
York City, is reported to be the
which formerly maintained offices.
At the present time this agency has offices in

this concern, have been especially cooperative in providing covers for Bureau
representatives at any point in South America where representation would be
logical.

As the nature of this concern's business in Latin America is purely
that of a ______ it enables the Bureau representative to make numerous
inquiries without creating suspicion. One specific assignment which this
company gave a Bureau agent was concerning:

One of the features of the company is that as soon as ______ is completed, another can be commenced and the cover will remain secure for
an indefinite period.

New York
city, has existed as a
It was originally
gained to supply_______, but has ex-
tended its activities to ______ and it is now considered the
This agency does not have full time staff
correspondents as such in Latin America.

Through_______, the Bureau has been able to
send representatives into Latin America to function as ______. The Bureau representatives using this cover
have excellent opportunities of interviewing various governmental and diplo-
matic personalities and it is proving most effective.

The business office of ______ and
is located at ______, New York City. Its

and the Bureau has been successful in placing a number of agents
with the company to work in Latin America.

The details of each cover are worked out with the company through
Both of these gentlemen
have been extremely cooperative and willing in every respect to assist the
Bureau. Agents working in ______ are given an extensive
training course toward the end that they may be familiar with all aspects of the company's operations. The company has extensive interests in Latin America and has been able in the past to sponsor various assignments for Bureau agents to survey the region and gather material for research and special projects. Inasmuch as the company has only recently become one of the major operators in Latin America, agents have successfully operated in Latin America as special representatives of his office to check up on conditions in Latin America.

The American was founded in 1935 by . It now has approximately 100 employees throughout the United States. The main interest of this company in Latin America is the merchandising of its products there. Most of these products bear the label.

Contact was first made with the American through the cooperation of a key man in Latin America, who has previously furnished covers for agents in Latin America. The American has only recently been approached with regard to the cooperation of its office in the Bureau's overseas program. The American has been completely willing to offer the facilities of its office to the Bureau in this connection and through him it was learned that the Latin American market is being considered by the American as a possible market for its products in Latin America, where several centers of activity are located, and that the American is considering the institution of a representative office in the United States where it would assist in deciding whether it must expend funds to develop Latin American markets.

At the present time, an agent has been assigned to undertake such a survey for the company, who is at the present time in Massachusetts, where he is receiving the necessary training to equip him for the survey.

is immediately in charge of the program, and the complete details of the survey will be worked out by.

The American of Boston, Massachusetts, has very extensive interests in South and Central America. These interests include in practically all aspects of the trade.
all types of industry in Latin America. Of the company, has been a part of the New York office for some time. He has at all times been willing to cooperate in any way possible with the Bureau, but the organization of the is such that its use as an SIS cover is limited. The company is also limited in its organization and employees generally have been with the company for a long period of time. Therefore, the presence of an outsider, in opinion, would create a good deal of suspicion and gossip among employees in any foreign country. 

The New York City, in the a part of of the was first approached and indicated his complete willingness to assist the Bureau in its SIS program. After conferring with the company's appointed as the executive to deal with the Bureau in working out the details of an SIS cover, .

The has the company does not have resident employees, so the country is covered by the branch in .

has been most cooperative and one Bureau representative is presently in training. He is receiving instruction concerning the company's policies, and all phases of the operations of the . At the conclusion of his training, this agent will receive certain specific assignments, such as investigation of a in Colombia, with a view to determining whether the shall purchase it. contemplates making other specific assignments to the Bureau representatives and states that it will be possible to maintain the agent under a good cover in Latin America for as long as it in advantageous from the Bureau's standpoint for him to stay.

Through the cooperation of in charge of the New York office of the company, located at New York City, the cooperation
of the company was solicited and obtained. is one of the
forecast companies in and as such has tangible
interests in Latin America.

Where necessary, the company's facilities are available to the
Bureau for training purposes. This training consists of familiarising the
Bureau representative with the company generally and with the details
of his particular assignment. Thus far, agents have been assigned to spe-
cific tasks such as , the locating of additional sites where the
company can , Chile; and conducting a survey
to obtain information relative to in Bolivia in order
that might expand their activities in that country.

has also been extremely cooperative and in connection with one assign-
ment, the Bureau representative is in Venice City to accelerate the purchase
of property for which the company has been negotiating for some time. This
agent has the authority to negotiate on behalf of and complete
the purchase if it is possible for him to do so. The agent reports directly to
the progress of his assignment.

is an concern with home
offices at San Francisco, California. This organiza-
tion has maintained branch offices in principal cities of the Far East
for a number of years and it is there that most of their business activities
have been concentrated. However, since the declaration of war, the
has shifted their business attention to Latin America and
Recently has sent several of their own employees to various points in South
and Central America for the purpose of locating substitutes for most materials
that they . This concern appears to be a live wire progressive organization, at the present time pio-
niering in a number of commercial fields in Latin America, and through Mr.
New York City, the Bureau has been able to send representatives into Latin
America to make surveys on different projects in which this organization is
interested.

has been most cooperative and prior to the departure of
a Bureau representative under this cover, he personally gives such repre-
sentative detailed instructions over a period of ten days concerning the
organization and the specific project upon which information is desired.
This cover does not make any great demand on the Bureau representatives' time and to date has been successful.

is an extensive organization located at Chicago, Illinois. Its
is the Bureau's contact in the company, and he
has expressed a sincere desire to be of assistance to the Bureau. X

           in South America, one located at                   , and the other in                   , Argentina. The company has made its facilities available to the Bureau agents as a cover company, and also to training the agents of the Bureau in the industry in order that they might properly represent the company in Latin America.

At the present time, agents of the Bureau working with       are assigned as                  . The duties of a                  consist primarily in investigating                      within the company's

in order that the                              might be reduced. X

The headquarters of                         are located at      New York City. This is one of the

companies in the United States, and it                  include many of the most

in the United States today. It is said that the company does not consider

Contact with the company's                  was originally made through one of the company's high executives,

who were most cooperative and readily agreed

to employ a Bureau representative in South America. The company, though it has no branches in Latin America at the present time, is interested in offering                  available in South America to its present clients.

One Bureau agent is at the present time in training with                . It is contemplated that he will go to Latin America to conduct research for the company designed to furnish                  with complete details concerning the various                   available in Latin America. Due to the type of research this agent will conduct, he will be able to contact individuals in all walks of life and in all types of endeavor, which will make this a particularly effective SIF cover.

NEW YORK SIS OFFICE

The New York City SIS office consists of a suite of three offices connected by a combination hallway and reception room. These offices are located in the RCA Building, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, and are entered through room 3144. The offices are furnished with desks, chairs, and the usual equipment found in a business office. In addition, there are two steel safes where all records and files are maintained.

The personnel assigned to this office consists of a Special Agent in Charge, his assistant, a clerk and a stenographer. In addition to the assigned personnel, these quarters are used as headquarters for all SIS representatives while they are in New York for the purpose of training with covers, obtaining visas and arranging for passports.
This office is responsible for and supervises the collection and collection of mail from 50 mail drops or post office boxes which are scattered throughout the various postal stations and sub-stations in Midtown and Lower Manhattan. Each morning the clerk collects the incoming mail from each of these boxes which is immediately forwarded to the Bureau.

All outgoing mail addressed to SIS representatives in Latin America is forwarded to the New York SIS office for clearance and arrangements have been furnished whereby this mail is opened and ressealed with the censor's stamp, so that it appears to have received the same treatment as all other outgoing mail, however, the contents are not examined.

The Special Agent in Charge of the New York SIS office, and his assistant, are charged with establishing and maintaining contacts with reputable business houses in the East and Mid-West who are in the position to provide cover facilities, and in addition to obtaining these covers, the Special Agent in Charge assists in assigning covers to agents training in Washington for SIS assignment. Due to the fact that cable addresses cannot be used at the present time, representatives on assignment in Latin America can only communicate with the Bureau by cable by transmitting these cables to their New York cover, and it is necessary for the New York SIS office to relay all of these messages to the Bureau.

In order to facilitate the obtaining of visas and other travel documents, a file is maintained in the New York SIS office on the visa requirements for each of the Latin America Republics and such agent, upon obtaining a visa, is required to prepare a memorandum for that file so that any agent subsequently desiring a visa can profit by the experience of men who have gone before them. The New York SIS office also assists SIS representatives in obtaining letters from the New York Police Department certifying that these representatives have no criminal record.

The New York SIS office at present maintains $5,000 on deposit with the New York City, so that SIS representatives desiring to purchase airplane or steamship tickets can cash checks against this account and purchase the tickets with cash.

The New York SIS office also handles contacts and interviews with travelers returning from Latin America and also interviews all applicants for the position of Special Employee who appear to be qualified to be of assistance to the Bureau in Latin America.

In addition, the New York SIS office develops and maintains confidential sources of information who, through experience and knowledge, furnish substantive information relative to general intelligence matters in Latin America.

In addition to the above, the Special Agent in Charge of the New York SIS office represents the Bureau at the weekly Foreign Intelligence Conference which is attended by representatives of Postal and Cable Censorship, Military Intelligence Division, Board of Economic Warfare, Office of Naval Intelligence and the Office of Strategic Services.
The SIS Division has since its inception included the obtaining of economic intelligence as one of its primary objectives. However, during the past fiscal year, this phase in intelligence activity has taken on greater importance, particularly in respect to the smuggling of strategic metals and materials from Latin America.

SIS representatives from time to time have submitted information relative to the activity in Latin America of Axis agents in the procurement of strategic materials for use in the Axis war machine. The information obtained was distributed at the behest of Government to the various agencies of the United States Government as well as to the British Government. The agencies dealing primarily with the procurement and protection of the Allied reserves of strategic materials were made keenly aware of this interest in securing complete information along this line. It was also indicated both by the Board of Economic Warfare and the British Ministry of Economic Warfare, that preventing the Axis powers from obtaining strategic material for their war machines was of the greatest importance in bringing the war to an early conclusion as it was definitely known that Axis nations were in dire need of many types of strategic material. The Board of Economic Warfare prepared an outline of the functions and needs of that department for the use of the Bureau in obtaining economic information which would assist in the conduct of an effective economic warfare. In general, the aim of economic warfare is to do the greatest possible harm to the economy of enemy countries and, therefore, to the economic basis of the enemy's military power. The achievement of this purpose entails a number of specific operations. In order to deprive the Axis of indispensable supplies, it is necessary to outlaw its trade, block its ports, cut off its sources of foreign exchange, and to outbid it in the neutral markets to which it has access.

Accordingly, economic intelligence activity has assumed a position equal to espionage activity, and it has been necessary for SIS representatives to initiate widespread investigations into smuggling and contraband activities of all kinds as well as investigations into blockade running operations.

One of the first outstanding cases developed by SIS representatives and one which tended to bring to the attention of the Allied Nations the importance of smuggling activities involved the smuggling of diamonds from Venezuela to Spain, from which point the diamonds were undoubtedly destined for Germany. The investigation of this case determined that Angel Arpon, a Spanish national, was buying large amounts of diamonds on the black market in Venezuela and that he was using funds supplied him by the Spanish Minister.
to Venezuela, Jose Sangronis de Castro. Arpon was eventually apprehended at Trinidad together with a number of confederates, all of whom were carrying diamonds to Spain.

Within the past few weeks, a large number of important cases have been developed involving the smuggling of platinum, diamonds and many other strategic materials. In Colombia, which is the only Latin American country producing any great supply of platinum, it has been determined that innumerable individuals are engaged in the smuggling of platinum out of the country, and recently through SI operations a large ring of platinum smugglers was found to be operating in Ecuador. The ring is headed by Haroldbury and operates from Ecuador. The platinum is procured in Colombia in a clandestine manner and is taken to Ecuador and later on to Argentina where it undoubtedly is being sold or turned over to Axis nations.

A vast amount of economic information has been obtained through SI representatives. An increasing number of requests are being received from governmental agencies for all types of economic intelligence. The SI Division is concentrating on this subject and is effectively undertaking the task of supplying this information.
Under the Delimitation Agreement entered into with the Army and Navy on November 25, 1942, the SIG of the Federal Bureau of Investigation agreed to conduct plant surveys in the Latin American republics of plants and other facilities vital to the production, manufacture and transportation of strategic materials for use in behalf of the United Nations war effort. Under the agreement this would also include the furnishing of technical advisors and instructors to the various countries for the assistance of officials of both industry and government.

Prior to this time, the only other plant survey activity to take place during the past fiscal year was in Bolivia where three plant survey experts were sent in July, 1942, at the request of the Bolivian Foreign Office to advise the Bolivian Government with regard to the protection of the vital tin industry of the country. The work performed by them will be dealt with subsequently in this report.

Immediately following the signing of the above mentioned agreement steps were taken to obtain a list of plants and facilities in Latin America considered vital. Upon receipt of this list, 18 Special Agents unusually qualified in plant survey matters were given instruction in SIG matters and a refresher course in plant surveys and dispatched to Latin America as soon as the State Department had obtained the proper clearance. Their first surveys began in early February, 1943. These agents went to Latin America openly and entered a country only after the Ambassador had obtained permission for surveys to be conducted from the country involved.

The list of plants furnished by the Army proved somewhat faulty and was apparently prepared without much research on their part. In some instances plants were found to be non-existent or else were not producing nor expecting to produce for the United Nations. In other instances important facilities were omitted. However, as a result of numerous conferences with military attaches and ambassadors and with Army and State Department officials in Washington, it is believed that this has been corrected. Ninety-two survey reports have been received covering 140 facilities actually surveyed, substantially covering strategic industries in every country where such are located except Argentina and Mexico.

It should be noted that in neither of these countries are there any facilities with a higher priority rating than 3 as given by the Army. No surveys have been made in Argentina because the Castello Government was reluctant to grant permission for them to be made or for our plant survey experts to enter the country for this purpose. At the time of the recent Argentine revolution negotiations were under way to provide an instructor in plant survey matters to the country. It is not known what attitude the new Government will take regarding plant surveys, but steps will be taken to conduct surveys if arrangements can be made. Otherwise the surveys will be conducted by means of undercover representatives.
Surveys have not been conducted in Mexico because of the attitude of U.S. Ambassador George S. Hazard. He has asserted that he does not feel the necessity for surveys being made there and, therefore, does not intend to bring the matter to the attention of the Mexican Government.

He stated that he was willing to assume responsibility in the event sabotage occurred at any of the plants of importance in Mexico. All appropriate agencies have been advised regarding the Ambassador’s attitude and of the fact that this Bureau is not going ahead with the making of plant surveys in Mexico in view of the Ambassador’s statement, since our plant survey program was originated at the request of other Governmental agencies, including the State Department.

Otherwise the plant survey program has been extremely well received. Governments and Embassy officials in the countries which have been visited have indicated that they are pleased with the services rendered and feel that there is a definite need for the FBI to continue its survey work as well as to follow up that which has already been done. In addition, the BIS work of the Bureau is enhanced by the plant survey program because of the numerous new and important contacts which have been established both in industry and Government in the Latin American republics. Already permanent plant survey agents have been sent to Cuba, Chile, Ecuador, and Colombia following requests from these countries that such representatives be so stationed. Similar invitations are expected shortly from Brazil, Uruguay and Peru where governmental machinery is now at work towards this end. For example, as a result of contact by plant survey agents with officials of Brazil a meeting is being had by the security officers attached to each major Government department towards establishing a plant security board which would set up a plant protection school to be instructed by an FBI plant survey agent who would also act as liaison man and advisor to the board on plant survey matters.

The Bureau booklet “Suggestions for Protection of Industrial Facilities” has been translated into both Spanish and Portuguese and is being appropriately distributed in the same manner as was followed in the United States. In addition to the copies of reports and letters of recommendations which are distributed as has been done previously in plant survey matters in this country the maps, blueprints and photographs which accompany the reports are being made up into exhibit albums and similarly distributed for the additional enlightenment of those interested in the surveys. The letters of recommendations are also being translated into Spanish where this is necessary.

It was learned that the British instituted an Industrial Security "Scheme", as they call it, for Latin America in September, 1942. They have several Industrial Security Officers in South America who are chiefs of various territories assigned to them. In addition to this they have a school in Canada where they give security and anti-sabotage training to personnel employed in British-owned companies in South America. The British confine their activities strictly to British-owned facilities since the FBI instituted its plant survey program in Latin America. It was found that several companies, mostly railroads, listed by the Army as being strategic were British-owned. In order to avoid a duplication of effort arrangements were made for the British to submit their reports made on these facilities to the Bureau and they have been distributed to the interested.
agencies. The Army has assured that they are satisfied from the
security standpoint, and it has, therefore, been unnecessary to make duplica-
tate surveys. British reports on all different facilities have so far been
distributed.

The Service has been commended on the plant survey reports and
the dispatch with which the program has been handled by the State Department
and the Resources Protection Board of the War Production Board. The American
Ambassador in Lima, Peru, who has not been too friendly in the past, person-
ally assisted in the arrangements for the surveys in Peru and subsequently
wrote that he was very pleased with the competent, workmanlike manner in
which the program was handled in his country.

From the Chargé d’Affaires in Bolivia noting in the absence of
the Ambassador the following is quoted: "I believe that means [the plant survey agents there] have done excellent work
in organizing, countering, et cetera, measures in the Bolivian mining industry.
They have performed their duties carefully and efficiently."

The following is set out below:

**Belgium**—Ten major companies have been surveyed including 20 facilities
owned by them covering all important tin, tungsten, copper and
power plants in the country. The important railroads here and
through Chile to the sea are British owned and reports on these
have been received and distributed.

**Brazil**—Fifteen Brazilian ports including those strategically located
on the "hump" and the important inland Amazon port at Manaus in the
heart of the rubber and jungle country; one Brazilian owned railway which transports the majority of the food from the heart of the
State of Sao Paulo and which food the American military units
stationed in Brazil depend upon to a very great extent; four coal
mines which are extremely important to industry in Brazil, particularly
since "bottoms" which can bring coal from outside to Brazil are scarce; oil facilities of four large American oil
companies; oil storage facilities leased by the U.S. Navy along the
above-mentioned "hump" strategic facilities of Pan American
Airlines and Panair do Brasil have been surveyed.

**Colombia**—The largest and most extensive railway in the country has been
surveyed and the American-owned or operated airlines located in the
country are in the process of being surveyed. The

**Cuba**—The power company supplying most of the country’s power, as well
as the more important nickel, manganese and copper facilities have
been surveyed. The important airlines are being surveyed and
our plant survey agent has been holding meetings with officials of
American-owned plants in the country to advise them on plant
protection matters.

**Chile**—Three large American-owned copper companies which have a practical
monopoly on the production of this metal in the country have been
surveyed as well as the ports from which this material and the tin from Bolivia are sent to the United States, and Panagra Airlines.

Ecuador - One large copper company, six important transmitting stations of an international radio and cable company and twenty-nine balsa mills have been surveyed. The balsa wood produced by the mills is important in the manufacture of the famous Mosquito bombers presently being manufactured in England.

Peru - Two oil refineries, one the largest and most important on the West Coast of South America; one company producing vanadium and one producing most of the country's copper, the most important port of Peru, and Panagra Airlines have been surveyed.

Uruguay - The three largest and most important meat packing companies, the state power company and the state owned oil and alcohol refinery, and the important port of Montevideo have been surveyed.

Venezuela - Inasmuch as all of the facilities of the important oil companies in this country were surveyed by an FBI representative in an undercover capacity in 1941 and most of his recommendations have been adopted, it has not been deemed necessary to resurvey any of these facilities.
The SIS personnel has increased rapidly since May 13, 1942, when a Special Agent was assigned as Legal Attaché at the American Embassy in Buenos Aires, Argentina. In the latter part of August and the first part of September, 1942, the open representation in Argentina was increased by establishing vice-consuls at Rosario, Bahia Blanca, and Buenos Aires, Argentina. At the present time there are thirty-six undercover SIS operators, twenty-two of whom are located in Buenos Aires. The remainder are in other principal cities of Argentina, such as Tucuman, Mar del Plata, Misiones, Posadas, Bahia Blanca, and Rosario. In addition to the Legal Attaché located at the American Embassy, there are an Assistant Legal Attaché, four Vice-Consul non-career, all of them being SIS employees. Working in the American Embassy and attached to the Legal Attaché's office are three stenographers on SIS assignment.

Some of the undercover operators in Argentina are in a constant travel status. These men keep in touch with subversive activities in the interior of Argentina and have their headquarters at the more important interior cities. Bureau personnel is so distributed as to afford very good coverage inasmuch as the operatives are located in all of the most important cities from the standpoint of our work. The undercover operatives are closely supervised and contact is maintained with them regularly.

Information of extreme importance requiring urgent attention is transmitted by coded cable to Montevideo, Uruguay, where it is relayed by Bureau radio to Washington. This affords a speedy means of communication resulting in better supervision and better results. In this way, interested agencies are furnished with information of a vital nature in the fastest, safest possible manner.

At the present time there are approximately 350 confidential informants utilised by SIS operatives in Argentina. These informants for the most part have proven to be reliable and trustworthy. Some of these informants are able to give information only on specific individuals, while others are capable of handling most any type of investigative work. The services of numerous informants are utilised in Buenos Aires alone. Informants come from all walks of life. Because of the nature of our informant coverage, it has been possible to obtain varied and detailed information concerning the whole range of subversive activities which affect the United States and Allied war effort. It is estimated that our men in Argentina have a total of 3,960 persons interested in making observations and acquiring information concerning subversive activities and related subjects in Argentina. Some of the more important connections of the informants are including German, French, Italian, and Japanese.
Our representatives have access to official records in the Buenos Aires and other such information, as the case may be, and are employed by our SIS operatives. These are able to obtain such information of value through their own investigations, but at the same time cause official investigations to be made by the Government on subjects with which our SIS representatives have investigated a case to the subject's prosecution by the Government. Efforts are continuously being made to increase our coverage and perfect our contacts with the Argentine Government, with the police and with the intelligence service (SIS), which is widespread throughout Argentina. No direct liaison is had with other governmental organizations except in the same way as with the police departments, namely, through individual governmental officials who occupy positions of influence and who are thus able to obtain good information.

The Argentine Government has insisted on a neutrality resulting in a benevolent attitude toward the Axis, thus precluding substantive achievements in Argentina in connection with our work, which would be commensurate with the importance of Argentina. In this respect and in spite of the Argentine attitude, SIS representatives have conclusively established that the Axis powers operated an extensive espionage service in Argentina, since the breaking off of relations by other countries in South America with the Axis and has been used as a base of operations against Axis by the Axis against other American nations. This matter was brought to a head by a speech of the Honorable Sumner Welles of the State Department in October, 1942, in which he alleged that both Argentina and Chile were being used as a base of espionage operations against the other American nations.

It will be recalled that the Argentine Government formally protested his speech. The Argentine Government asked that any information in the possession of the United States Government relating to Axis espionage activities be made available to them. On November 2, 1942, and November 3, 1942, memoranda incorporating information accumulated by investigation by the SIS representatives in Argentina were delivered to the Argentine Government by November 3, 1942. The memoranda included information relating to the operations of German agents and also with reference to Japanese and Italian activities, who was a confidential informant for SIS agents and advised on November 3, 1942, that the police had been requested to investigate the allegations set forth. The police immediately took into custody eighteen persons, but from confidential information it was indicated that they were making little progress and that these facts set forth in the memoranda had not been furnished to them. Information was obtained that one of the principal agents, Hans Kopp, had not been taken into custody because
the police were unable to locate him. [as contrasted to a previous handling of the person] who had been handling informants for the SIS agents were furnished with the information in our possession concerning Napp. They immediately found Napp, and removed him to the Provincial capital, La Plata, Argentina, where they obtained a complete confession from him within a period of two days. The prisoners and confessions were then turned over to the national authorities.

The confession made by Napp was exactly in accordance with the allegations set forth in our memorandum, namely, that he had been running a ship-reporting service regarding Allied shipping and had furnished reports, at first, to a clandestine radio transmitter LTR in Rio de Janeiro and subsequently to Captain Dietrich Niebuhr, the Naval Attache of the German Embassy in Buenos Aires, Argentina. He also named his accomplices who included Ottomar Muller, Walter Friewald, and Lothar von Reichenbach. He also stated that he was under the direction of Captain Niebuhr and that he had not expected to be arrested due to a promise that he had received from the Buenos Aires police.

Details concerning this confession were given to the newspapers by the Provincial Police and their publication produced furor in Argentina and demands were made by the newspapers that strenuous action be taken against the agents and against Captain Niebuhr. On December 4, 1942, the results of the investigation of the agents were turned over to a Federal Judge in Buenos Aires by the Police Department and on December 7, 1942, indictments were returned against Hans Napp, Ottomar Muller, Walter Friewald, Thilo Martens, Elvenio Ortelli, and Lothar von Reichenbach. The indictment charged these men with unfriendly acts to a nation at peace with Argentina. The Federal judge transmitted to the Argentine Department of Foreign Affairs the information concerning Captain Niebuhr and requested that the German Government be asked to release Niebuhr for trial. At a subsequent date the Foreign Office made this request of the German Government, and on December 26, 1942, the German Government acknowledged the request but failed to state whether Captain Niebuhr would waive his diplomatic immunity and stand trial in the Argentine courts. Subsequently, Captain Niebuhr left Argentina under diplomatic immunity for Germany.

On one previous occasion the Argentine Government took unwilling action against a German agent. One Walter Giese was identified by SIS representatives as being a principal Nazi agent in Ecuador. Giese sent his reports to the clandestine radio transmitter LTR in Rio de Janeiro. Eventually he was expelled from Ecuador when his operations became known, and in April, 1942, he arrived in Argentina. Giese decided to stay in South America and had a permanent visa for residence in Paraguay, which visa was cancelled as a result of the information concerning him being made available to the Paraguayan Government by the American Ambassador. The information relating to Giese was made available to the Argentine Government through diplomatic channels, and he was immediately interned on his arrival in Argentina. After safe conduct had been obtained from both the American and British Governments, he was repatriated to Germany by the Argentine Government.
One of the most important agents discovered in connection with investigations by the SIS of German espionage operations was Freda Von Waltishorn Douglas, alias Countess Douglas. Her husband, Archibald Albrach Douglas, operated as a German agent in the United States and subsequently escaped. Countess Douglas sent messages to Germany through the clandestine German radio station located in Santiago, Chile, and it was indicated that she was proceeding to Argentina. Widespread investigations failed to locate her, but in November, 1942, she was located by SIS representatives in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Countess Douglas was employed in Buenos Aires by Richard Plummer, Engineering Director of the Duperil, a subsidiary of the DuPont interest in Buenos Aires. Plummer was also Chairman of the Allied Plant Protection and Anti-Sabotage Committee. Countess Douglas had been acting as his secretary for a period of seven months. Plummer, when informed of her activities, of course, discharged her as an employee, and the proper precautions were taken in connection with the work of his committee. Countess Douglas' activities are being closely surveilled by SIS representatives, for a long period was

In Buenos Aires, Argentina, he was known to be a German but information detrimental to him had not been obtained by the company. An extensive investigation by SIS Agent, established that was pro-Nazi, that he distributed Nazi propaganda, and that he was utilizing his position to the detriment of the United States. This information was made available to the headquarters office of New York City, and resulted in the immediate discharge although he had been employed by the company for ten years.

SIS representatives in Argentina may also be accredited with obtaining and submitting considerable information about commercial firms which subsequently appeared on the United States Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals. It may be stated that this information, which was furnished to the proper United States economic authorities, was either responsible or instrumental in placing numerous firms on the Proclaimed List.

Other important cases presently pending in Argentina are as follows:

The Japan Case

This case involves the most complete Japanese espionage ring that has been uncovered by the Bureau. The members of the ring are using Japanese diplomatic codes and Spanish names and addresses, and are known to be active in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Bolivia, where all members are presently being actively investigated. Coverage is maintained on the drop boxes, one of which is the former president of Chile; another is a Spanish individual in Buenos Aires who is acting as a double agent for us. Some of the money utilized for the payment of salaries of the agents is Santiago, Chile, has been received from the office of
The Juan Enriquez Secret Writing Case

This case involves investigations of twelve individuals in Argentina, Chile, Bolivia, Uruguay, and Mexico who have been transmitting espionage information to the Germans to a series of related drop boxes in Madrid, Spain. There has been in the lettering information obviously obtained from United States publications, and it has been developed that Life Magazine is being forwarded to the Germans by the agents. Thirty-seven letters have been intercepted to date.

The Buenos Aires Smuggling Ring

We have two informants working in a smuggling ring in Buenos Aires involving nine individuals and four firms engaged in the purchase, sale, and smuggling of diamonds, platinum, and other precious metals to the Axis. The material smuggled is obtained from Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Nicaragua. One of our informants has been propositioned as to taking a trip to other countries to obtain the metals, and the present investigation involves coverage of the movements of this informant, as well as the various members of the ring.

The Buenos Aires Stowaway Case

In May of 1943, Hans Zweigert arrived in Buenos Aires as a stowaway on board a Spanish steamship proceeding direct from Europe. He was hidden and maintained on board by Javier Aserola, a steward who is a German courier. Both were German agents and they were arrested by Argentine authorities, and there were discovered microfilm codes, large sums of money, and blue prints for constructing a radio transmitter. Zweigert had a Spanish Falange membership certificate bearing a notation that Falange members should furnish him complete cooperation, which is the first positive evidence that the Falange is assisting German espionage agents in Latin America. Extensive investigations are already under way by SIS representatives in connection with the information obtained from these individuals.

The Spanish Communist Case

Two hundred and fifty-two letters, reports, and Communist manifestos relating to Spanish Communist intelligence, have been transmitted between Havana, Cuba, Buenos Aires, Argentina, Mexico City, and Dolores Ibarruri in Moscow, Penagos Rodriguez in London, or Jack Strong in New York City. It should be noted that Ibarruri signed the recent manifesto dissolving the Communist Third International. Extensive investigations are under way to ascertain the identities and activities of all of the correspondents who number fifteen in the Western Hemisphere.

Rosendo Almosara Case

Almosara was arrested by Argentine authorities at Buenos Aires when he disembarked from a Spanish boat from Europe. The naval authorities are handling the investigation, but through confidential sources, our SIS
representatives ascertained he had in his possession large sums of money, including United States one hundred dollar bills, microfilm, and secret faxes. He had considerable evidence concerning German agents in the United States. The SIS representatives are obtaining through the confidential sources the material in his possession upon which investigations will be initiated.

Fuentes, who is a known German agent, furnished considerable information relating to clandestine radio in Buenos Aires upon which investigations have been predicated. He indicated his willingness to serve as a double agent and to communicate with us by radio, and arrangements have been made to meet him in Buenos Aires where he will be completely interviewed. He has already furnished information relating to German espionage in South America which has been confirmed in part, and investigations are progressing.

The Willy Felix Secret Writing Case

Investigations by the SIS have established that one Angelo Fossi was a suspect in connection with a secret writing letter signed "Willy Felix" sent to Europe from Rio de Janeiro. After SIS representatives obtained a specimen of his handwriting, comparison in the laboratory established that he was identical with the writer of the secret letter. Fossi proceeded to Buenos Aires and attempted to actively be carried on by the SIS, and we have an informant in Santiago, Chile, who has been recruited by Luis Bonassi, a connection of Fossi and believed head of Italian espionage in Argentina, to assist in the establishment of an Italian espionage organization for Chile. Our informant has been sent to Buenos Aires as a double agent to confer with Bonassi, and coverage is being maintained by the SIS representatives.

The P. P. Case

Investigations are presently being made in Argentina in connection with a series of letters sent to Italy containing data regarding the United States war efforts obviously obtained from newspapers signed "P. P." SIS representatives have established that the writer is Pierro Porro, an Italian businessman, and it has developed that Porro is in contact with other Italian agents. It has recently developed that Porro uses couriers on ships to transmit information, and complete coverage of his activities is being maintained by the SIS.

The Dell Case

This case originated when letters were intercepted going to a drop address in Buenos Aires from the United States signed by various.
individuals containing open code conveying national defense information. The person receiving the letters was identified by the SIS as Dina Lopes de Molinari, who, although an Argentinean, is closely associated with Japanese interests. Through contacts with a postman in Buenos Aires and other sources, coverage is being maintained on Molinari to secure any other letters and the complete data on her activities. Nearly all of the letters speak of the writer's interest in dolls, and it was discovered in the United States that the person whose name was signed to the letters knew nothing about them.

The REI Case

An espionage ring, centered in Buenos Aires with representatives in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, and Cuba, utilizes the Spanish news agency, EFE, as well as the German news agencies, to transmit espionage data to Germany. The ring involves thirty individuals who are under observation by STS representatives. The investigation of the case also involves the smuggling ring of German nationals in South America who are forwarding strategic war materials to Germany by means of Spanish and Portuguese ships. Several Spanish diplomats are under observation as members of the ring. The investigation presently is pointed toward locating a clandestine radio allegedly used by this group in Buenos Aires. There is a possible connection with the Spanish case in the United States, which is being carefully considered in the investigations by the SIS.

The Alfagene Case

Alfagene, a Spaniard, in Buenos Aires, is being investigated as a German agent in charge of a ring smuggling strategic war materials to Europe on Spanish vessels. He is working for the German Embassy and is in contact with forty other individuals in Buenos Aires and Uruguay and on board ships, all of whom are under investigation by SIS representatives. He works in close cooperation with the German drug, banking, and manufacturing houses in Argentina, necessitating additional coverage by the SIS.

Luis Morales Serrano

Serrano, another agent taken off a boat in Trinidad as an enemy espionage agent, is using the cover of a Spanish Republican refugee. The information obtained is a basis for investigations in Mexico and Buenos Aires to connect the known contacts of Serrano with the German espionage.

The Italian Prok. Box Case

The basis for an Italian espionage ring is two drop boxes, one in Santiago, Chile, and one in Buenos Aires. The holders of these boxes have been identified and their activities have been covered. Coverage is being maintained on the boxes in an effort to completely uncover the ring. The individual in Chile has been contacted by a Spanish diplomatic courier.

The Paticon Case

The questioning of Paticon by SIS representatives, after he was...
seized in Trinidad as a German espionage agent, produced a confession and revealed a widespread German espionage ring operating in five Latin American countries. Investigations of the individuals in the ring have been instituted, particularly four individuals in four different countries to whom Batinic was to deliver microfilm instructions from Germany.

Oppenheimer Radio Case

Gaston Horst Oppenheimer, a resident of Rosario, Argentina, is being vigorously investigated as it is known he, in the past, had arrangements for obtaining information pertaining to arrivals and departures of Allied vessels and SS representatives discovered a large radio aerial at his home and a high electrical consumption by him. Coverage is also maintained on his chief assistant, Carlos Brenncke, a Nazi leader, and numerous contacts are being investigated.

The Thilo Martens Case

Thilo Martens, a former businessman in Buenos Aires running a small shipping agency, was officially appointed by the German Government to look after the interests of the Graf Spee sailors interned in Argentina. Martens is actually an Abwehr agent, both for Division One and Two. He was actively connected with a sabotage case in Rio de Janeiro in July, 1942, and has connections in Santiago, Chile, and Montevideo, Uruguay. His office is a center for German espionage and it is necessary for the U.S. to maintain coverage not only on him but on a large number of other individuals, particularly in view of his connection with sabotage.

The Horsehair Sabotage Case

In a shipment of horsehair received from Argentina by Morris D. Nelson, importer in New York, there were contained foreign substances designed to damage machines used for cutting the horsehair. The horsehair was delivered to a factory making brushes for the United States Army. In the bundles of horsehair there were sand and lengths of metal-covered cable which ruined the cutting edges on the machinery cutting the horsehair to the proper lengths of brushes.

Intensive investigation is being made in Buenos Aires inasmuch as this may be clever sabotage on the part of Axis agents.

In the office of the Legal Attaché, American Embassy, Buenos Aires, Argentina, there is maintained a general file for all intelligence matters received and handled by the SS representatives, the Embassy, and the various attachés, military, naval and commercial. This is known as the Central Information Office. This file or office is under the supervision of the Bureau's Legal Attaché and is operated by Bureau clerical employees. They are assisted by four State Department employees. The immediate responsibility for the operation of the filing system rests with the Bureau's Chief Clerk at Buenos Aires.
Contributors to the C.I.G. reference file are the Military, Naval, and Commercial Attaches, and the Embassy, as well as the SIS representatives. It is estimated that 80 per cent of the material contributed from this file is from the office of the Legal Attaché.

The Central Information File is used as a general reference file for intelligence matters for all Embassy agencies. In addition, separate case files are maintained and the office of the Legal Attaché undertakes the investigation of all matters properly within its jurisdiction.

All cases maintained in the Central Information Office file are available to all sections of the Embassy, including the Military and Naval Attachés.

A monograph entitled "Argentina Today" was published in June, 1943. This monograph has 600 pages, a well set up table of contents, and an index of over 5,000 names. There are also forty-one illustrations throughout the monograph, consisting of maps, diagrams, and statistical charts. The monograph specifically depicts the Axis organizations and operations and all connections that have been discovered between Axis firms and the subversive activities. It reflects in an organized form all pertinent information regarding subversive activities in Argentina. It was furnished to all governmental agencies having an interest in it, including the office of the president.

At the present time there is assigned to Bermuda one SIS representative in the capacity of liaison representative of the Bureau. This liaison assignment has resulted in closer cooperation between the Bureau and British representatives in Bermuda. This SIS representative has been giving particular attention to censuring activities, and his familiarity with subjects of Bureau investigations provides an opportunity for closer coverage of communications of interest which may be interpreted in Bermuda. Information obtained from this source is immediately transmitted to the Bureau for appropriate action. Investigation in the Cleg Case was materially advanced when the SIS representative personally intercepted a west-bound dot message to Mexico. Other important secret messages have also been detected by him.

During the past fiscal year, FBI personnel assigned to Bolivia has been increased to such a degree that coverage appears to be assured in all phases of investigative activity and in all cities of importance within the country. At the beginning of the fiscal year, there were only two agents assigned to the Embassy in La Paz as Legal Attachés and three as undercover operators in the country, whereas at the present time there are seven FBI agents attached to the Embassy, three plant protection technicians attached to the Bolivian Government but operating from the Legal Attaché's Office.
and three FBI clerks. In the Consulate at Cochabamba there are two FBI
agents assigned as assistants to the Consul and one clerk. Undercover
coverage has also been materially increased to such an extent that by
maintaining several agents in constant travel status throughout the country
an adequate and complete picture is obtained of Axis activities of a sub-
versive nature as well as political, economic, social, and other information
pertinent to the war effort.

Informant coverage has been so increased that FBI representatives
in Bolivia have developed and are using forty-eight confidential informants
and 103 contacts throughout the fields of government, police, Free-allied
organizations, private business, the various nationalist political parties,
some of which are accused of being totalitarian in tendencies, the Nazi Party,
the Italian Fascist Party, and the Spanish Falange.

A very satisfactory liaison has been established with the
and with the Departmental and
municipal police departments in La Paz, Oruro, Potosi, and Cochabamba, which
make it possible for FBI representatives to obtain any and all information
from police files, desirable data regarding movements of Axis nationals, and
related information.

Following the increase of personnel assigned to the Legal Attaché's
office in the Embassy at La Paz, it became possible to institute a complete
reorganization of the filing system; consequently, the files of the
Legal Attaché's office are now set up on the basis of the system utilized
at the State of Government, and a complete card index is maintained regarding
all names reported to or investigated by the office. The Legal Attaché's
office has also been enlarged with coordinating all intelligence information
received in the Embassy and receives such information from the Military Attaché,
the Embassy and any other governmental agency which comes in the possession
of such information. This information is recorded on 8" x 10" cards which
are filed alphabetically, and this file constitutes a central intelligence
file on all names which come to the attention of the United States Government
agencies and is, of course, available to designated representative of each
governmental department in the Embassy.

On the basis of a review of information contained in the central
intelligence file set up by the FBI Attaché in La Paz, a representative of
the Enemy Alien Control Unit with the Department of Justice determined that
there existed sufficient information regarding 150 Axis nationals to warrant
their internment in the United States in the event it became possible to
obtain their expulsion from Bolivia. Through contacts with police officials
and the Ministry of Government, the office of the
Legal Attaché has obtained full assurance of unstinted cooperation in connec-
tion with a deportation program, and it is considered probable that a
comprehensive project of this type be carried out in the future in the event
President Enrique Peron and certain of his Ministers can be persuaded by
the Ambassador to approve the project.

While certain technical and political difficulties were encountered
in bringing about the installation of an FBI radio transmitting and receiving,
set into the Embassy in La Paz, and for a time it appeared that it would be necessary to install the equipment in the home of the Legal Attaché, rental of a new building which will be completely occupied by the Embassy and the attached United States Government agencies has largely alleviated these difficulties. The radio equipment has now arrived in La Paz and it is expected that it will be installed and in operation within a very short time.

A comprehensive survey of installations and facilities in Bolivia producing strategic war materials has been completed during the past year by the three FBI plant protection technicians who were attached to the Bolivian Government in an advisory capacity. This commission completed surveys and prepared detailed reports and letters of recommendation regarding all important mines in the entire country, as well as their adjacent power and transportation facilities. Subsequent to delivering the letters recommending protection measures, members of the mines recontacted their respective managers and revisited the areas involved in order to determine the manner in which recommendations were being placed in effect and in order to be of possible assistance to the management in carrying out these recommendations.

During the course of the year FBI representatives were largely responsible for the arrest, expulsion from Bolivia and internment within the United States of Dr. Hans Werner Kompaki, Nazi propaganda agent who had entered Bolivia as an expert on tropical diseases and had dedicated himself to Nazi organizational and propaganda activities in the country.

Within recent months the FBI representative in Bolivia furnished information to the National Police Director which caused him to order the arrest and detention of Otto Vogt von Sickengen, who has been the subject of a Bureau investigation in the United States. He was expelled from Brazil because of his Nazi propaganda activities and on the suspicion that he was furnishing supplies to German submarines at the mouth of the Amazon and had been in relative seclusion in the interior of Bolivia for almost two years. Von Sickengen is presently incarcerated in La Paz and arrangements are being made to effect his expulsion from the country as quickly as possible; however, it is hoped that a more comprehensive deportation program may be effected so as to include a number of prominent Nazis other than Von Sickengen.

Of great concern to the Bolivian Government and consequently to our own government have been the frequent rumors and reports to the effect that Major Elias Belmonte Fabon, former Bolivian Military Attaché to Germany and the alleged author of the famous "Belmonte Letter" to the ex-German Minister to Bolivia, Ernest "sender", conspiring to overthrow the government, and set up a Nazi regime in Bolivia, was planning to return to Bolivia from Europe for the purpose of organizing a revolution against the government of General Enrique Peñaranda, which is extremely pro-United States and pro-Ally.

The office of the Legal Attaché in Bolivia investigated these rumors in collaboration with the Legal Attaché's office in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and it was satisfactorily determined that Belmonte had not travelled to the American continent and was necessarily in Europe at the time he was reported to be in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Subsequent reports from Lisbon have confirmed this information.
During the past year SIS personnel in Brasil has increased from twelve to fifty-one. As of July 1, 1942, there were two agents assigned to the American Embassy in Rio de Janeiro and ten men were serving in an undercover capacity in the country whereas at the present time nineteen representatives are assigned to the Embassy and various Consulates and twenty-four agents are working undercover. In addition two radio operators and six clerical employees are assigned to the Embassy at Rio.

Since July 1, 1942, SIS representatives have been placed in every one of the thirteen American Consulates in Brasil which are located in the following cities: Belem, Bello Horizonte, Corumba, Curitiba, Fortaleza, Manaus, Natal, Porto Alegre, Recife, Santos, Sao Paulo, and Victoria. Most of these Consulates are situated along the eastern sea coast of Brazil, which is the most strategic section of the country as far as intelligence activities are concerned. Manaus, however, is approximately 1,000 miles from the mouth of the Amazon River in the interior of Brazil, and Corumba is located on the western border near the neighboring countries of Bolivia and Paraguay.

A number of the undercover agents in Brasil have covers which are particularly adapted to travel and this enables them to conduct investigations and secure and develop information of interest to the Bureau in the most inaccessible regions. The increase in the number of agents assigned to Brazil has resulted in a corresponding increase in direct coverage of intelligence activities and the development of confidential informants and sources of information. Numerous contacts have been made with local police departments, governmental bureaus and agencies, private individuals, and employees of commercial and industrial organizations through which confidential records and information of interest and value to the Bureau are made available.

In practically all of the areas in which SIS representatives are operating satisfactory liaison has been established with the police departments, and these law enforcement agencies are cooperating to a high degree in the reporting of information and the conducting of requested investigation and surveillances. The Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo Police Departments have requested the Bureau to have Bureau agents work in collaboration with their respective organizations and recently arrangements were completed to assign an agent to these law enforcement agencies. These men will work with the Rio and Sao Paulo Police Departments and they will engage in police liaison activities.

A 286 page monograph entitled "Totalitarian Activities Brazil...Today" was compiled from information appearing in the Bureau files and records and it was published in December, 1942. Copies of this publication were distributed to the President, numerous governmental agencies, and the British Intelligence authorities and it was very favorably received.

In July, 1942, a Bureau operated radio transmitting station was installed in Rio de Janeiro. The installation of this equipment has enabled...
the Bureau to maintain daily contact with and to closely supervise and
direct the activities of the Rio office. Messages can now be transmitted
by radio between Washington and Rio much more expeditiously and safely than
by cable, the method of transmission which was previously utilized. This
system of radio communication has been of great assistance in the handling of
intelligence activities as it permits the Bureau to keep in close contact with
all important events and developments that occur in Brazil. Radio receiving
and monitoring equipment which is also under the supervision of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation has been used to monitor radio transmitting stations
which are suspected of operating in a clandestine manner. An agent has been
in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, Brazil, on special assignment since February,
1942, where he has been collaborating with the Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo
Police Departments and British Intelligence in questioning and obtaining
statements from subjects of the German clandestine radio station case.
Approximately thirty of these individuals have already been tried and sentenced
and some seventy have been apprehended and are presently awaiting trial. The
information which led to the apprehension of these subjects was developed
and submitted to Brazilian authorities by SIS representatives.

An important development resulting from the work of SIS relates to
the prosecution of Nazi spies under Brazilian law. The activity of the German
espionage agents took place when Brazil was not at war and there was no
Brazilian law in effect under which they could be prosecuted. Moreover the
Brazilian constitution included an article expressly prohibiting the enactment
of retroactive laws. Immediately after these arrests the Berlin radio began
to attack Brazil in its broadcasts and to threaten reprisals. Those threats
ultimately were carried out by the sinking of five Brazilian ships by German
submarines, news of which was made public by the Brazilian Government on
August 18, 1942. On August 22, 1942, a state of war was declared to exist.
The Government's first step after the declaration of war was to revoke
the article referred to above, and its second was to publish a decree on
October 1, 1942, designating crimes and offenses against the national security.
The decree was made retroactive to the severance of relations with Germany,
Italy, and Japan. Under this decree convictions have been obtained and
sentences passed on a number of the members of the espionage group. Twenty-
six convictions have been obtained and sixty-four persons are under indictment
awaiting trial.

At the beginning of the 1942-43 fiscal year there were thirteen
agents, two special employees, and one stenographer assigned to duty in the
Republic of Chile. There are now thirty-eight agents, eleven clerical
employees, three radio operators, and one translator in that country as well
as a special employee who travels exclusively in Southern Chile. Bureau
representatives have been placed in all American Consulates of Chile from
Arica in the northern most part to Punta Arenas in the extreme south. This
arrangement has allowed much more extensive and expeditious coverage of Chile's
2,900 miles of coastline with its varying climates and geographical peculiari-

cies.
The increased personnel in Chile has necessitated an expansion in space from two offices and a code room in Santiago during 1942 to ten offices, including a modern photographic laboratory, a radio room, and quarters for the Embassy Coordination Office at the present time. SIS personnel in the American Consulate at Valparaiso utilize six offices, including a well-equipped photographic dark room while representatives at the other Consular offices are assigned varying amounts of space as necessary in their work.

In April of 1945, the SIS Legal Attaché in Chile was given complete control over the Embassy Coordination Office (ECO), thus making his office the central clearance unit for all intelligence information received at the American Embassy. This has greatly increased the work and responsibility of the SIS in Chile but has made possible a greater correlation of activity among the American Intelligence agencies operating there.

During the current year arrangements were perfected for complete coverage of all major hotels, transportation agencies, and mail and cable facilities throughout Chile. This has resulted in the ability to ascertain and observe more accurately the activities of Axis suspects in that country. Through close liaison with the Chilean Investigation or Local Police and the Carabineros or Military Police, the results of their investigations are made currently available to the Bureau. Efforts are now being made through these organizations to control all international travel via trans-Andean passes inasmuch as it has been established that little used and loosely controlled passes have been used by German espionage suspects to travel between Chile and Peru and Argentina without being observed. These agencies have been of material assistance in the conducting of surveillances and in executing duties for which agents could not well be utilized. In addition, they have furnished identifying data concerning important suspects from applications for official passports which are necessary for any individual residing in that country. Through the International Police of Chile which is in charge of frontier and port matters, information is readily available regarding shipping, passenger and crew lists, and travel activities of important suspects.

Informant coverage has been extended among the leading figures in the anti-Axis groups such as the Fighting French, the Free Germans, etc. For several months the Spanish Republican organization has furnished complete information regarding the activities of the Spanish Consulate in Valparaiso and to a lesser extent in the Spanish Embassy in Santiago. Valuable information regarding the movement of Axis funds has been made available through contacts in banking circles. Reliable sources close to the Japanese, German, and Italian Ambassadors have continued to be effective since the break in relations between Chile and the Axis on January 20, 1943, inasmuch as these groups have remained active in Chile even after officially closed. Through these sources much detailed information regarding the activities and membership of the NSDAF in Chile has been developed.

This knowledge of Axis activities in Chile was furnished to Chilean authorities through diplomatic channels when that country severed relations with the Axis on January 20, 1943, and was of assistance in securing decrees...
relegating some 242 Axis nationals to enforced residence in non-strategic areas. Shortly thereafter a list of emergency cases was established in Chile into which were Axis nationals were not permitted to travel without express authority. Information is now being furnished the Chilean Government regarding a large number of persons who have requested repatriation to Germany, Italy, and Japan.

In March of 1943, a monograph of 315 pages was issued reflecting information extracted from the files of the SIS Division regarding totalitarian activities in the Republic of Chile. The monograph was distributed to the President and interested governmental agencies which have reported that it has been of considerable value to them.

On June 30, 1943, a comprehensive memorandum regarding German espionage activities centered around the clandestine German radio station PTL in Valparaiso, Chile, was presented to Chilean officials through diplomatic channels. As a result of this memorandum the Chilean Government arrested the principal members of this group on October 25, 1942, and is presently conducting investigations toward the location of two fugitive members of that group. Others have been interned in the smaller towns in Chile. Through their communications with headquarters in Germany by means of radio station PTL the identities of the members of the German sabotage ring headquartered in Santiago, Chile, were established and the leaders apprehended. Two members of this ring continue under observation of the SIS in Colombia and extensive coverage is being maintained to detect the possible entry of another recently trained group of saboteurs from Germany into Latin America. Countess Freida Douglas, wife of the German agent Archibald Albrecht Douglas, is presently under observation in Chile and Argentine inasmuch as she utilized the facilities of station PTI for communicating with Germany and has been established as the author of several anonymous letters taken from German agent's proceeding to Hungary. It is believed that considerable valuable information may be obtained from her.

One of the most important investigations presently being conducted in Chile involves the most complete Japanese espionage ring ever to be uncovered by the Bureau. Their members use Japanese diplomatic codes and Spanish names and addresses and are active in several Latin American countries, including Chile. Intensive investigation is also being conducted regarding the Chilean aspects of the German espionage ring of George Nicolas in Mexico which has forwarded information to Germany by means of microscopic dots. Several individuals are under observation in connection with the transmission of espionage information to a number of related drop boxes in Spain intended ultimately for Germany. The smuggling of strategic metals, diamonds, etc. from Buenos Aires, Argentina, to the Axis is receiving attention inasmuch as much of this material has originated in Chile.

Excellent information has been developed in Chile concerning the smuggling of platinum from New York to Germany via Colombia and Chile and certain principals in this case are presently facing Federal prosecution in New York, principally on the basis of the evidence obtained in South America.
In a case involving secret writing letters from Brazil to Europe by Angelo Possi, an informant of the SIS in Chile has been approached by Luis Bonassi, alleged leader of Italian espionage in Argentina and contact of Possi, for the purpose of assisting in the establishment of an Italian espionage organization in Chile. Constant coverage is being maintained by our representative regarding this effort. An additional informant of our Chilean representative has been recruited by the officials of the German Embassy to enter the United States as a double agent and supply espionage information to Germany. The informant has revealed these plans to the SIS and arrangements are being made to continue his contacts with the German officials. X U

Anna Braumark Hallion, together with her husband and several other individuals in Chile, is engaged in gathering information for the German Espionage Service. She receives code messages in Santiago from other points in Chile and obtains United States publications through drop boxes. She formerly communicated through the German Embassy and investigations are pointed to discovering her present means of communication to Germany. The holder of a drop box in Chile connected with an Italian espionage ring also operating in Buenos Aires, Argentina, has been identified and coverage is being maintained in an effort to completely uncover the ring. The individual in Chile has been recently contacted by Spanish diplomatic courier. X U

Another matter of considerable importance is the investigation of the Chilean contacts of Thilo Martens, a German Abwehr agent operating as a business man in Argentina, who was involved in a case of sabotage in Brazil in July, 1942. In view of his connection with sabotage, together with the fact that his office is the center for German espionage, close coverage must be maintained over his frequent contacts. X U

Colombia

The past fiscal year as regards the Republic of Colombia has seen a rapid growth in SIS operations and a considerable augmentation of personnel with the result that a highly effective organization obtaining coverage on all phases of intelligence activity has been established. Within the past year, SIS representatives have been placed in all the American Consulates in Colombia, namely, Barranquilla, Bucaramanga, Medellin, Cali and Cartagena. These representatives have the title of Assistants to the Consul, likewise the number of agents operating at the American Embassy at Bogota as Legal Attaché and Assistant Legal Attachés has been materially increased. There has also been an increase in the number of undercover representatives. By virtue of its Embassy and Consular representation, SIS operation has taken on a facility for investigative activity not entirely enjoyed during the previous year. At the present time, there are stationed in Colombia nineteen Special Agents, eleven of whom are assigned either to the American Embassy or the various Consulates, and eight are stationed in Colombia as undercover representatives. The remaining personnel consists of six clerks and two radio operators. X U
During the past year, an excellent liaison has been developed with the Colombian National Police and the various local police agencies. Recently at the request of the Colombian Government, arrangements were concluded for the assignment of two Bureau Agents to function as instructors for a period of one year with the Colombian National Police. One Agent has already been sent on this assignment, from which it is hoped to further enlarge upon the liaison with the Colombian Police officials and to develop a better and more complete spirit of cooperation between SIS representatives and the police throughout Colombia.

The informant coverage in Colombia has been enlarged to the point where the most discreet and difficult types of investigative activity and technique can be utilized. Many anti-Nazi organizations and free groups have been utilized to a great advantage by SIS representatives in the obtaining of intelligence information. The coverage presently enjoyed in Colombia is of an excellent nature and the Bureau has been most satisfactorily informed on all types of intelligence activity.

A number of important espionage cases have been developed within the past year and in several instances the activity of SIS representatives has been instrumental in bringing these cases to a satisfactory culmination. Within the past few months the Colombian Government has taken action against three known espionage agents and although this action on the part of the Colombian Government has not been all that was to be desired, it did eventually result in placing two of these agents in our hands.

The Heriberto Schwartau Eskildsen Case

The principal case involved Heriberto Schwartau Eskildsen, Nazi trained espionage agent who operated not only in Colombia but also in Brazil, Venezuela, Argentina, Chile and Roumania. Through SIS representatives, the Bureau was aware of Schwartau's identity as Enrique who was frequently mentioned in connection with FNL, the clandestine radio station operating in Valparaiso, Chile, for the better part of one year. Late in 1942 the information developed concerning Schwartau was furnished the Colombian Government which caused his apprehension. After a lapse of several months, the Colombian Government decided to turn Schwartau over to United States authorities and he is presently in custody in the United States. The hesitant action on the part of the Colombian Government in turning Schwartau over to the United States was due primarily to the alleged dual citizenship of Schwartau, who, although born in Colombia, travelled on both German and Colombian passports. It was also due to some extent to the international situation inasmuch as Colombia has not declared war and some of the Colombian diplomats stationed in Europe were still in Europe and more or less at the mercy of the Germans. The investigation of Schwartau by SIS representatives which reached a number of countries in all parts of the world disproved Schwartau's contention that he was a Colombian citizen.

The Max Vogel Case

Max Vogel, a German national who resided in Colombia, was found...
through SIS operations to be an intermediary for espionage information coming from George Nicolaus, chief espionage agent in Mexico. Vogel was taken into custody by the Colombian Police and later on the Colombian authorities agreed to turn him over to the United States. He may possibly be prosecuted on an espionage conspiracy charge and in any event he will make an excellent witness at the espionage trial of subjects connected with the Cog Case.

The Hans Joachim Harders Case

Hans Joachim Harders, a naturalized Colombian citizen, has also been identified by SIS representatives as a Nazi espionage agent operating in Colombia. He was taken into custody by the Colombian Police but was subsequently released because of his Colombian citizenship. His case has been given preferential attention and efforts are being made to bring the Harders Case to a conclusion satisfactory to the United States.

The Hermann Heinrich Rullhausen Case

Another important espionage case involves Hermann Heinrich Rullhausen. The investigation of Rullhausen was predicated on the interception of anonymous secret writing communications to Germany from Colombia and led to the identification of the writer as Rullhausen. He is presently located on an isolated farm outside Bogota, Colombia, where he is being kept under a close surveillance. The investigation of Rullhausen developed information on Ludwig Bizchoff, Fresno, California, who received $30,000 from the same individual who recruited Rullhausen for the Germans and who has acted as an intermediary for mail from Rullhausen to a German box in Lisbon, Portugal. The investigation has further developed that Rullhausen operated a radio transmitter in Colombia although at the present time he has abandoned use of the transmitter which he has placed in the hands of a friend not yet identified.

The Walter Stubb Case

Another very important espionage case very recently initiated by SIS representatives in Colombia involved Walter Stubb. Stubb has been positively identified as an important link in the German espionage system. One of his brothers is head of a German espionage recruiting system in Spain and another brother allegedly handles financial matters in connection with espionage recruiting. A third brother is also in Colombia. Stubb is continuously under surveillance by SIS representatives and his communications are being caged and covered. The investigation is proceeding with the idea of identifying his various contacts in view of his important position in the German espionage system.

The Theodor C. Barth Case

It should also be noted that during the past year SIS representatives have actively investigated many cases involving the smuggling of platinum from Colombia. Inasmuch as Colombia is the world's second largest producer of platinum, a large contraband traffic of platinum is in existence and
Axis agents have been active in increasing this strategic mineral for the use of the Axis war machines. The case of Barth, a German national residing in Colombia, was the chief buyer of platinum prior to the time Colombia broke off diplomatic relations. Barth is still reliably reported to be engaged in contraband platinum buying, and at present widespread investigations are being conducted to establish his clandestine activities in regard to smuggling. Recent developments have connected Barth with Dr. Ferdinand Kertesz of New York who was recently convicted for violation of the Neutrality laws. The investigation of Barth has developed considerable information of value to assist in the successful prosecution of Kertesz in the United States.

SIS representatives have, during the past fiscal year, actively investigated numerous cases involving violations of the United States Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals as well as propaganda and subversive activities. Through the American embassy this information has been given to the Colombian officials for appropriate action with the result that the more dangerous Axis have been removed from the coastal areas of Colombia where they will be in a less favorable position to do harm to the Allied war effort. SIS representatives have maintained a high standard of work in Colombia, and relations with the Colombian officials and with the various American and Allied intelligence agencies have been of a high type. The accomplishments and operations of the SIS in Colombia have been a creditable addition to the bureau's work.

SIS coverage in Costa Rica has increased tremendously during the past year and now consists of the following: Three attachés in the Embassy at San Jose; one attaché each in the Consulates at Limon and Puntarenas; three representatives who operate under cover; two radio operators; and a stenographer and a clerk attached to the embassy in San Jose.

The five attachés and the three undercover representatives have all obtained and developed their own sources of information, contacts, and confidential informants with the result that excellent and comprehensive coverage has been established for information of all types.

Undoubtedly, information originally furnished by SIS representatives has been of considerable importance in the deportations of Axis nationals during the past year and the operation (deletions and additions) of the United States Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals.

The office of the Legal Attaché, through its contacts with the local Consulates and the various air lines operating in Costa Rica to the United States, obtains information as to all travelers to the United States, and such information is transmitted to the bureau. This permits the bureau, or other agencies to interview and question anyone arriving in the United States, if such is necessary. 
Bureau representatives are provided with all censorship material on mail, cable, and radio traffic entering or leaving the Republic, and they have access to the results of monitoring of the radio telephone messages to and from Costa Rica.

The office of the Legal Attache also is in a position to place mail covers on any given subject or address. This is in addition, of course, to the censorship material referred to above.

One source of information is able to advise concerning activities in the Central Intelligence Agency. This is of extreme importance concerning political, economic, and financial considerations.

Very cordial relations are maintained by the personnel with other United States Government agencies and there is close cooperation between the offices of the Legal, Military, and Assistant Naval Attachés. The office of the Legal Attache acts as the coordinator of all information emanating from intelligence agencies in the American Embassy. In addition, the office of the Legal Attache has access to the records and cooperates closely with the District Intelligence Officer, Fifteenth Naval District (located in Panama).

Close cooperation is also had with the legal representative of the British Intelligence, and he has been instrumental in furnishing the office of the Legal Attache many valuable leads.

Through its contacts with the employees of the Department of Public Security, the office of the Legal Attache has access to the files and records compiled by the Costa Rican Government. In this connection, the representatives have been able to obtain and furnish photographic copies of practically all passports of foreigners residing in Costa Rica.

There has recently been established a radio transmitting and receiving set in the Embassy in San Jose which is used to furnish and receive information directly to and from the Bureau in lieu of cablegram and radiogram messages heretofore used.

One of the works of the office of the Legal Attache is to compile a complete card index on all persons entering or leaving Costa Rica via airplane. As a result of this work, the office of the Legal Attache is in a position to ascertain the possibilities of persons, who travel extensively, being engaged as couriers.
Investigations within the Bureau frequently require coverage in Cuba in view of the proximity of the Island to the United States, and for this reason SIS representatives in Cuba are frequently assigned matters to be handled as a part of SIS operations in Cuba.

SIS representatives in Cuba enjoy a close relationship with the Cuban National Police and other departments of the Cuban Government, thereby facilitating greatly the work of the Bureau in that country. During the past year one SIS representative has been awarded a formal decoration by the Cuban Government for meritorious activities on the part of this Special Agent in connection with his contacts with the Cuban Government.

SIS Personnel in Cuba

As of June, 1943, a total of twenty-nine SIS employees are assigned to Cuba. Of this number, nineteen Bureau representatives are engaged in investigative work, and ten employees are assigned to clerical, stenographic, and similar duties.

A Bureau Legal Attaché and eleven other SIS representatives are assigned to the American Embassy at Havana, Cuba. Five SIS representatives, including one Special Employee, are assigned to Cuba in an undercover investigative capacity.

One SIS representative is assigned as Assistant to the American Consul at Santiago de Cuba, Cuba, and there is an SIS representative serving as Assistant to the American Consul at Camaguey, Cuba.

Radio Communication with Havana

The installation of a Bureau radio was commenced on September 7, 1942, in Havana, Cuba, by SIS employees, and the first contact was made with the Bureau station in Washington, D. C., on September 25, 1942. The Bureau radio in Havana is in daily contact with FBI headquarters on a regular schedule and is available twenty-four hours a day for the purpose of making emergency contacts.

With the installation of the Bureau radio in Havana, there has resulted more immediate and closer supervision of the important SIS operations in Cuba.
Jose Francisco Javier Pacheco y Cuesta

This individual was born in Havana, Cuba, in 1908, the son of a cigar maker. After working in his father's cigar factory for a time, Pacheco entered the theatrical profession and took up dancing as his life's work. Pacheco and his dancing partner fulfilled a number of professional dancing engagements in Europe until March, 1942, at which time Pacheco was placed in an internment camp in Belgium. Upon his release from the internment camp, Pacheco went to Belgium where he was recruited by the Germans to serve as a German espionage agent in Cuba. Following a period of instruction in espionage techniques, Pacheco departed for Cuba from Vigo, Spain, on February 19, 1943, but was taken off the boat by Security Officers at Trinidad, British West Indies.

When subsequently interviewed at length by SIS representatives, Pacheco not only admitted his intention to perform espionage activities but gave complete and valuable information concerning the German method of recruiting and training espionage agents for the Western Hemisphere, and furnished SIS representatives with information of value concerning the activities of enemy espionage agents in the Western Hemisphere.

Apprehension and Execution of Heins August Luming

Heins August Luming, a German national, attended an espionage school in Hamburg, Germany, in 1941, at which time he studied methods of construction and operation of a radio transmitter and obtained information as to the use of secret ink. Luming was sent to Cuba by the German high command traveling on a false Honduran passport. Luming arrived in Havana, Cuba, on September 29, 1941, and thereafter became engaged in espionage activities until his arrest by the Cuban police on August 21, 1942, after intensive investigation by SIS representatives, Luming was brought to trial by the Cuban Government on a charge of espionage, was sentenced to death, and was executed on November 10, 1942, thus earning the dubious distinction of being the first Axis espionage agent to be executed in the Western Hemisphere during the current war.

The Spanish Communist Case

There is presently under investigation by SIS representatives a case involving Communist correspondents in the Western Hemisphere who have been transmitting letters, reports, and Communist manifestoes between Havana, Cuba; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Mexico City, Mexico; Moscow, Russia; London, England; and New York City. The center of operations appears to be Havana, Cuba, with sub-centers in Buenos Aires and Mexico City, and the subjects of the investigation are known to have contacts in the United States, England, and Russia. The activities of this group of individuals consist of a system of reporting in the Western Hemisphere, the subject matter of the reports being general conditions in Spain.
A number of manifests from the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Spain have been sent from Havana, Cuba, and from Mexico to a contact in New York City, and also to an address in Switzerland.

The reports emanating from Havana, Cuba, appear to be based on interviews with individuals who have recently arrived in Cuba from Spain. The interviews apparently follow a set pattern and inquiries made are usually concerned with the economic conditions in Spain, the political situation, the Spain Blue Legion, the movement of food from Spain to the Axis Powers, the presence of Germans in Spain, war production destined to Germany from Spain, opposition to Franco in Spain, and the existence of any organized underground movements in that country.

Linked with the center of operations in Havana, Cuba, is a sub-center of Spanish Communists reporting in Buenos Aires, Argentina, where the information is gathered from news clippings, from travelers arriving from Spain, and from numerous sailors of all political opinions.

Also connected with the Havana center of operations is a sub-center located in Mexico where it is believed that Spanish Communist reports are prepared and sent on to various destinations in the forms of manifests. It is also indicated that the Mexico sub-center has received complete sets of reports emanating from Havana, Cuba.

It has been ascertained that individuals involved in this Spanish Communist system of reporting have been utilizing secret writing methods in their correspondence. SIS representatives are continuing investigations to identify all individuals participating in this activity, and it has been ascertained that a total of 252 letters, reports, and Communist manifests relating to conditions in Spain have been transmitted by the individuals involved.

The Osawa Japanese Espionage Case

George Yukichi Osawa, a United States-born Japanese national, has been imprisoned in Havana, Cuba. Osawa has made admissions to SIS representatives concerning his recruitment by the Japanese Government to work as a Japanese agent in the United States and Latin America, and Osawa has furnished information concerning the trip made to Japan several years ago for the purpose of ascertaining the extent of his duties to be performed on behalf of the Japanese Government. Names of various individuals in the United States and in Latin America have been obtained from Osawa and current investigations are continuing to ascertain the extent of espionage activities being carried on by these individuals.
Travelers to the United States from Cuba

The joint United States Interment Program, which was inaugurated in November, 1942, has now been practically completed. Apprehensions of dangerous Axis nationals in Cuba have been made by the Cuban Police since February, 1943. The program resulted in the internment of 346 Japanese and 162 non-Japanese, and of the latter group, the overwhelming proportion were German nationals. This program has been carried out upon the basis of information obtained by SIS representatives in Cuba who have made available summaries of information concerning Axis nationals for the use of the American Embassy. It is to be noted that throughout the entire interment program, the SIS representatives have strictly limited their participation to the gathering of information concerning suspected Axis nationals, the information obtained then being turned over to the American Embassy for appropriate presentation to the Cuban Government.

Restrictions on Intelligence Activities in Cuba

Since December 2, 1942, the American Ambassador at Havana, Cuba, has issued various directives which have had as their purpose the restricting of intelligence activities by the investigative agencies represented at the Embassy.

The directives issued by the Ambassador dealt with clearance of intelligence reports through the Embassy, required disclosure of confidential informants, and among other things required clearance through the Ambassador of proposed contacts with the Cuban Government.

With respect to those directives which include the Bureau Legal Attaché in their operation and effect, the Ambassador has repeatedly declared to the Bureau Legal Attaché and to the Department of State that the directives were designed solely to restrict the subversive activity investigations of the Military and Naval Attaches. The Ambassador based his action in restricting intelligence activities at the Embassy upon various incidents wherein it was shown that the Military and Naval Attaches had employed confidential informants in Cuba who furnished inaccurate and totally unreliable information. On several occasions the Ambassador has praised very highly the work of the Bureau.
SIS representatives in Cuba and the Ambassador has stated that the FBI is the only agency in Cuba in which he has any confidence whatsoever with regard to investigation of subversive activities. In fact, the Ambassador advised the Bureau Legal Attache that he desires to eliminate the Military and Naval Attachés from the field of subversive activity investigations and desires to restrict these agencies in Cuba to investigative activity relating strictly to military and naval matters.

Conferences held in Washington in June, during May 1943, between the FBI, CIA, and FBI resulted in a decision to support that the American Ambassador in Havana withdraw his previous directives requiring disclosure of the identities of confidential informants employed by the various intelligence agencies at the Embassy. A further suggestion was made that the Attachés in all missions and Consulates inaugurate a policy of daily conferences in order to effect closer liaison and proper exchange of information. It is expected that the State Department will notify its various representatives concerning the various functions of the Military, Naval, and FBI representatives in the Embassy and Consulates and a policy will be followed whereby disclosure of confidential information in the employ of the various Attachés will be made only in emergency situations on request of the Ambassador or Minister.

The above-mentioned directives of the American Ambassador at Havana, Cuba, of course, resulted in no disclosure of the identities of undercover SIS representatives assigned to that country.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Until recently, SIS personnel in the Dominican Republic was limited to the Bureau Legal Attaché assigned to the American Embassy at Ciudad Trujillo. At the present time the SIS Division is represented in the Dominican Republic by a Bureau Legal Attaché and an Assistant Legal Attaché and one undercover representative. There are also assigned to the Embassy a radio operator and a clerk.

A Bureau radio has been installed in Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic, and is being operated by SIS representatives. Regular twice-daily schedules of communication with the Bureau were established on March 9, 1943.

Spanish Activities

SIS representatives in the Dominican Republic are closely following at the present time the activities of numerous Spanish refugees who have taken up temporary residence in the Republic, with a view to ascertaining the extent of Communist activity reportedly being carried on by these individuals.

The activities of the Spanish Minister to the Dominican Republic, Señor y Marín, are being checked by SIS representatives with a view to ascertaining the extent of the Spanish Minister's reported activities in furthering the interests of Franco Spain among Spanish individuals in the Dominican Republic.

Internal Political Trends

Despite the rigid censorship measures imposed by the Government of the Dominican Republic, and despite the apparent interest of the Dominican Government in the activities of Americans in the Republic, informant coverage is being extended by SIS representatives with a view to keeping close check on the political trends within the Dominican Republic. In this connection, numerous reports have been received concerning the alleged pro-Axis leanings of President Trujillo.

German Propaganda Activities

Recently, there have appeared in various places in the Dominican Republic a series of German propaganda bulletins containing pro-Axis and anti-Allied material.
It is believed that with the departure of some 500 German, Italian, and Japanese nationals from the country during last spring, the leading Axis agents and those deemed dangerous to the soldiers of the United Nations' war effort were removed. Immediately following the deportations, intensive investigations were conducted on those Axis individuals remaining in the parts left vacant by the departures. As a result of the information developed on these remaining individuals, the Japanese Government ordered and effected the removal of numerous Axis nationals from coastal areas to inland points. Most of these individuals are presently located in the vicinity of Guayaquil, where their activities are greatly restricted and where it is believed their presence will be harmless. With the increased population of Axis nationals in Guayaquil, more adequate coverage in that area is deemed feasible and at the present time arrangements are being perfected to have an agent assigned to that point, where the movement and activities of these nationals may be more closely watched.

One of the most important projects undertaken in the country was the adoption in July, 1943, of the Central Intelligence File at the Embassy. Supervision of the file had been placed entirely in the hands of Bureau personnel and its maintenance and growth since its inception has been a result of Bureau effort. Each communication is routed to the file and a summary of the information contained therein is placed on a master card. The file already contains over 3,500 cards which have become an invaluable source of information to the entire Embassy. It is possible through the examination of the master card on any individual to obtain an instant summary of all the information in the possession of the Embassy or the allied offices concerning any one individual and the maintenance of this file has helped to give the Bureau's office the ranking position in intelligence matters.

The liaison with the police authorities has increased to a considerable extent. Close contact is maintained with those who, as a guest of the Bureau, visited the United States where he was afforded an extensive tour of the country, during which time he was instructed in the operations of the Bureau of Bureau field offices, and of various police organizations in the leading cities which he visited.

The Bureau's office has been very active in the promotion of Free groups during the past fiscal year. The work of the Free Austrians has been partly financed through the Bureau's office which has also worked closely and helped to control the Free Italians. Recently a Free German club was organized and through the connections of Bureau Agents with the Inter-Allied Committee, Bureau representatives were able to choose the officers of this club and to control the elections of its
board of directors. Close contact has also been maintained, of course, during the past fiscal year with the Inter-allied Commissions, which contains representatives from many of the free groups, thus enabling Bureau representatives to control the activities of these groups and to obtain valuable information from them.

Besides intensive investigations which Bureau agents are at all times currently conducting on individuals suspected of espionage and other subversive activities, the Bureau representatives in Ecuador in recent weeks have uncovered highly important information on the smuggling of platinum from Colombia to Argentina via Ecuador. In this connection, a double agent has been employed by the representatives in a platinum smuggling ring, the head of which is a British subject residing in California. Evidence has been developed that this ring has already smuggled 4400 grams of platinum from Colombia to Argentina, where it is believed it is ultimately destined for Axis representatives. The double agent has been permitted to accumulate two kilograms of platinum and proceed with it to Buenos Aires, where he has recently arrived and where he is being constantly surveilled by Bureau agents in an effort to ascertain the identity of the recipients of the platinum as well as its ultimate destination. Thus far investigation in Ecuador has developed evidence implicating thirteen members of this platinum smuggling ring.

EL SALVADOR

The SIGS coverage in El Salvador, while almost non-existent a year ago, now consists of an attaché in the United States Embassy at San Salvador, one undercover representative and a stenographer-clerk.

Very close, harmonious relations have been established by our official representative with the other United States agencies, the Embassy personnel, and the Salvadoran government.

Arrangements have been perfected to be notified of all individuals departing the country for the United States and close relations with the Office of Investigaciones Especiales have permitted access to political, internal security, and subversive activities information within the Republic.

Very comprehensive surveys have been submitted of German, Italian, French and Spanish organizations and individuals, as well as all the various so-called "free" organizations.
Considerable assistance concerning individuals possibly subject to deportation has been produced as well as facts relative to financial and commercial transactions of Axis nationals.

GUATEMALA

Present SIS coverage in Guatemala consists of two attaches, three undercover representatives, and a stenographer-clerk. Though the total coverage is no greater than a year ago, we had no men in the Embassy at Guatemala City at that time and were, therefore, greatly handicapped. The methods of operation during the past year have been dramatically improved by reason of the official representation and the ability to operate in the open.

One of the Bureau's undercover representatives continues to penetrate "Little Guatemala" in Northern Guatemala and has been successful in securing comprehensive information on activities in that area. This same representative also enters deep into the Guatemalan bush and has submitted detailed reports on the rubber situation — availability, potentialities, and actual production.

Informant coverage relative to activities and individuals in the Guatemalan cities has also been perfected and this, together with the very close relationships maintained with the Guatemalan Police, makes it possible to easily and quickly secure all necessary information about any individual or business which may be the subject of an investigation.

Very few individuals, who can be considered as subject to deportation and internment, remain in the Republic. This is a far cry from the situation which existed even a year ago. Of those who have been deported and interned in the past year, it can safely be said, information from SIS sources concerning many of them carried considerable weight. This same statement may apply relative to the operations of the United States Proclaimed List of Certain Blocked Nationals and the Confidential Consignee List.

The widespread informant system has, during the past year, produced thorough, intelligent reports on the background, development, and present activities of the NCDAF in Guatemala. Comprehensive surveys concerning the Spanish activities, the French activities, and the "Free" movements have also been developed.
The present time SEC representatives are endeavoring to locate the source of the propaganda material and individuals connected with its distribution, and the services of the bureau technical laboratory are being utilized in this connection.

In order to secure more complete and adequate coverage in the Republic of Ecuador, the total of bureau agents assigned to this country was increased to fifteen during the past fiscal year. At the present time six agents are assigned to the Embassy in Quito and three to the Consulate General at Guayaquil. There is also an agent at Quito conducting a police school and at the same time maintaining close liaison between the agents in the embassy and the local police officials. One undercover agent is also operating at Quito; while another undercover agent is stationed at Guayaquil. During the past year, a plant survey expert agent has been assigned to Ecuador where he was conducting the necessary plant surveys. For a short time an agent was assigned to the Consulate at Santo, but due to a minimum of activity in that area he was reassigned to the embassy at Quito. The confidential informant coverage in this country was also materially increased during the past year.

The work of the undercover agents has been integrated into the general work of the office and it has been possible for them to obtain much information and perform considerable work which would have been either embarrassing or impossible if done by the agents of the embassy. At the same time it has been possible to arrange to have several agents in a travel status, thus enabling trips to the interior and more remote sections of the country to obtain information of pertinent developments in those areas. In connection with this program, recent trips have been made by bureau agents to remote provinces in Ecuador where provincial police heads and governors have been interviewed as to certain specific matters then pending and as to management of their offices in general. The bureau agents at this time carried letters from the Minister of Government, stating that they were experts in all such matters and that any suggestions made by them should be followed. The result has been to gradually bring about an increased efficiency in the provincial offices, which has resulted in the bureau's office obtaining more complete and accurate and more numerous reports. As of interest, the Minister of Government announced that any provincial police chief not acceptable to the bureau's office could be removed from his position. It is believed that the present coverage in the country is sufficiently adequate to competently realize the bureau's objectives in this republic.
All of the aforementioned projects, plus two espionage cases which are taking considerable attention, have been supplemented by a wealth of information concerning financial, economic, political, and social subjects. Also, the Bureau has been receiving information regarding all persons leaving Guatemala for the United States.

During the past year the Guatemalan Government has completed a new National Police building. They were desirous of establishing a crime laboratory which would be well equipped and which would also be used for the training of police officials from other Latin American countries. The Guatemalan officials approached the local committee of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs relating to securing the necessary money to establish the crime laboratory. A very intensive and thorough survey was made by SIS representatives to determine the available equipment in the laboratory and the equipment needed. Proceedings on the project developed to the point where a representative of the Bureau, a representative of the Coordinator's Office, and a representative of the State Department were to meet for the final arrangements when the State Department advised all interested parties that the equipment which would be needed for the laboratory was under a very high priority classification and could not possibly be secured at this time. The project, therefore, of necessity had to be abandoned for the present, but through representatives of the SIS, the Guatemalan officials were offered the use of the Bureau's laboratory whenever such was needed in matters of National Defense or matters of interest to the United Nations.

HAITI

SIS coverage in the Republic of Haiti has been increased to the extent that at the present time a Bureau Legal Attaché is assigned to the American Embassy in Port-au-Prince, Haiti. There is also assigned to the Bureau Legal Attaché a clerk.

Plans are going forward at the present time to install a Bureau radio in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, in the near future which will bring about speedier and closer supervision of SIS operations in the Republic.

Extensive informant coverage has been developed in the Republic, and the SIS representative has affected close liaison with the Haitian police and other local government officials. Recently, the Haitian Government has assigned a member of the Haitian police to work in cooperation with the SIS representative in the Republic of Haiti.
The President of the Republic has invited the Bureau SIS representative to demonstrate the Bureau's practical pistol course and disarming methods for the benefit of the Palace Guard and the Haitian police in the near future.

Deportation of Enemy Aliens from Haiti

Following investigations conducted by the SIS representatives in the Republic of Haiti, appropriate steps were taken by the American Embassy and the United States Department of Justice to effect the deportation of Axis nationals in Haiti who were considered to be dangerous in view of their activities and sympathies. As a result of this action, ten Axis nationals have been deported by the Republic of Haiti to the United States where these individuals are presently interned by the United States authorities in Texas.

Karl Braun

This German national was arrested by Haitian authorities on April 9, 1943. Previous investigation by SIS representatives disclosed that Karl Braun was operating a combination saloon and brothel in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, where sailors and members of the armed forces were accustomed to seek entertainment. It was ascertained that Braun approached several crew members of the SS Edwin M. Staunton and offered the seamen free entertainment at Braun's establishment in exchange for information concerning cargoes, ship armsament, and convoy routes. Investigation is continuing to determine the associates of Karl Braun in his activities in the Republic of Haiti.

Honduras

The undercover representatives form the present SIS direct coverage in Honduras. As a result of the Bureau having been unsuccessful in placing an attaché in the United States Embassy there, our coverage is necessarily inferior to any other Central American Republic. This is the only Latin American country where the Bureau does not maintain a representative in an official capacity, and it is believed this situation will soon be remedied.

Due to conditions presented by the Republic of Honduras, it has been necessary to change our undercover representatives approximately every six months.
As a result of the above described situation, the communications have been greatly impaired and the flow of material has been comparatively restricted. In spite of this handicap, however, considerable information concerning pro- Axis activities and financial, commercial, economic, and political considerations has been submitted.

Arrangements have been made, through the Bureau's representative in El Salvador, to secure the names of all individuals leaving Honduras for the United States.

Our representatives in the Republic have been able to travel freely throughout the country and, by the development and maintenance of informants, have kept the Bureau generally informed of all pertinent developments within the country.

JAMAICA

One SIS representative is located at Kingston, Jamaica, British West Indies, in a liaison capacity, with a view to insuring cooperation between the British and the United States in the intelligence coverage of the Western Hemisphere. This liaison arrangement has resulted in the Bureau being promptly advised concerning the movements of travelers from Europe to the United States who have been engaged in subversive activities and the evasion of currency regulations.

The status of Jamaica as a neutral point with regard to travelers to and from the Western Hemisphere makes this locality an important inclusion in SIS operations.

MEXICO

Mexico is the largest Spanish speaking country in the Western Hemisphere and is only second to Brazil in area and population. For this reason, it is necessary that Bureau representatives be placed in the widely separated principal cities of Mexico.

The chief Bureau representative in Mexico bears the title of the Civil Attaché of the American Embassy in Mexico, D.F. Working under him are eight assistant Civil Attachés and two Special Employes. One of the latter is a cryptographer who was sent to Mexico to assist the Postmaster General there in matters pertaining to cryptography.
However, his principal duty consists in acting as a censorship liaison agent and in handling cryptographic work for the Military Police, Navy, and Mexican Central Intelligence Bureau, as well as supervising both mail and cable censorship. Because of his position, this special employee is able to obtain anything of interest to the Bureau that passes through the communications system of Mexico. The other special employees are translators.

There are four clerks assigned to the Embassy and two undercover clerks who work at the residence of the civil Attaché.

In addition to these persons who are working under a diplomatic cover there are thirty Special Agents working undercover throughout the Republic of Mexico. They are stationed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number of Agents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico City</td>
<td>1, all of whom are special employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acapulco</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baja California</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chihuahua</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coahuila</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiapas, State of</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guadalajara</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermosillo</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerez</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterrey</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Luis Potosi</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampico</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veracruz</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The men assigned to the State of Chiapas and the territory of Baja California spend the greater portion of their time in traveling. Inasmuch as none of the cities in these areas are of sufficient size to require the full time of an undercover agent.

During the past year considerable difficulties have been encountered in affording sufficient investigative coverage to Mexico. Mexico is the only large country in Latin America in which the Bureau has neither a radio nor men assigned to the various Consulates throughout the Republic. The most rapid means of communication between the Bureau and the Civil Attaché is by coded cable through the State Department. It is a distinct disadvantage to have to depend on undercover men to handle all types of cases in the cities in which they work. It is believed that much greater coverage with a minimum output of time and manpower could be achieved if the Bureau had men assigned as Assistant Civil Attachés in the principal Consulates throughout Mexico. However,
because of the persistent attitudes of the present American Ambassador to that country, it is improbable that either a radio or man assigned to Consulates will be available to the Bureau for some time. One of the results of the failure to have men in the Consulates has been the necessity for the undercover operatives to deliver their reports personally to the American Embassy in Mexico, D. F., for forwarding to the State Department in Washington. If the Bureau were allowed to place men in the Consulates under diplomatic cover, they could utilize the State Department channels of communication. For some time these undercover men outside of Mexico City transmitted their reports to cover addresses in Mexico City; but because of the insecurity of the mails in Mexico, it has been necessary to discontinue this means of communication in all but very few instances.

To further complicate matters, it is impossible for undercover agents to secure United States passports upon leaving this country for Mexico, and they must enter the latter republic as tourists on so-called "tourist cards." The result of this situation is to deny to Bureau undercover men in Mexico adequate commercial covers enjoyed by our operators in other Latin American countries. This makes it more difficult for undercover men to operate in Mexico, and definitely limits the duration of their assignments.

Another barrier which the Bureau has met, but according to the latest reports is handling, is the political situation in Mexico City. Until recently, Doctora Norma Fagoaga, who was trained at the Bureau, was the Assistant Chief of the Investigation and Counterespionage Section of the Mexican Department of Gobernaciones. Fagoaga recently resigned to run for Mexican Congress in the State of Oaxaca. With the departure of Dr. Fagoaga, the Bureau's best contact in this Department was lost. However, the Bureau is apparently succeeding in its efforts to reestablish the former excellent liaison with the Fagoaga's successor, the Jorge Carbonell Sánchez.

General Alfonso Rojo Jubilo, formerly Chief of the Mexican Military Intelligence Service, was replaced in a political shake-up here again, the Bureau has suffered the loss of one of its most valuable contacts, and efforts are being made to regain the full cooperation of this Mexican Governmental agency by frequent contacts with its new administrator.

It is believed that the change in these two Mexican Governmental Departments has been occasioned because of the influence of former President, General Lazaro Cardenas, who is presently Minister of National Defense in Mexico. It is known that Cardenas has caused inquiries to be made concerning the intelligence activities on behalf of the United States Military Attaché at Mexico City.
These American officials believe that the Mexican authorities are endeavoring to ascertain and curtail the activities of intelligence groups attached to the American Embassy in Mexico. An unverified report has also been received to the effect that similar inquiries were made relative to the activities of British intelligence operatives in the Republic.

Among the definite improvements in the SIS administrative set-up in Mexico is a newly-installed indexing and filing system. Hereafter, the method of indexing and filing utilized in the Embassy was insufficient to adequately handle the large volume of correspondence and files. Another improvement is the method of handling undercover men. Hereafter, they rarely visited Mexico City and had no secure means of communication with the Embassy. By means of a new system put into effect recently, each undercover agent delivers his reports personally to the Embassy periodically, the frequency depending on the distance of the agent from Mexico City. This enables the men to review the files of the Civil Attaché, to talk over their personal problems, and to receive leads to be covered in their territory.

Another recent innovation has been the assigning of a greater number of cases to those field offices of the Bureau whose territory immediately adjoins Mexico. The San Antonio, El Paso, Phoenix, and San Diego divisions have established excellent informants in the border States of Mexico and are enjoying cooperative liaison with the Mexican authorities. Because the representatives of the border offices are able to go into these Mexican border States as Special Agents of the Bureau, they are able to cover leads in Mexico with a great saving in time. However, all these investigations performed by the regular field offices of the Bureau in Mexico are supervised by the SIS Division. The border field offices are likewise apprised of the identity of all the Bureau undercover men working in their territory to avoid embarrassment and duplication of effort.

It should be stated that in addition to covering leads set out by the Bureau and the investigation of cases arising in Mexico, the Civil Attaché also handles the investigations growing out of complaints made to the Embassy, as well as inquiries specifically requested by the Ambassador and his assistants, the Military Attaché, and Naval Attaché. At the present time there are over six hundred pending cases in Mexico.

There has been a large increase in the number of informants developed and retained by the SIS in Mexico during the past year. Among Mexican governmental officials utilized as contacts of the Civil Attaché are the following:
The Bureau's most productive informants for some time has been [redacted], formerly in Mexico City, but at present serving as a full-time SIS informant in Mexico under the cover of [redacted]. He has been employed to undertake undercover work and is also a full-time employee of the SIS. Through this scheme, involving inquiries by native Mexicans, all of whom the Bureau is afforded coverage in certain types of cases and access to information that would not otherwise be readily obtainable by Americans in Mexico. The largest stride forward by SIS in Mexico regarding informants has been in the field of Japanese activities. Three informants are presently working almost full time on Japanese matters and have won the confidence of the Japanese so that the latter themselves furnish the informants with photographs of themselves which are, in turn, transmitted to the Bureau for identification purposes. These informants have identified and furnished information concerning some of the most influential Japanese in Mexico with whose activities none of the American Intelligence agencies were previously familiar.

In addition to the informant coverage mentioned above the Embassy attached and the undercover men all have developed confidential sources of information in connection with the activities of Axis aliens and the political activities of refugee groups in Mexico.

During the past year the Bureau's representatives in Mexico have also unearthed information which has served to discredit two informants who were previously considered reliable. One of these individuals is the self-styled "con" man, the other informant was one who is the basis of the Bureau's information than all the other sources of information in Mexico, which situation has caused the intelligence agencies in Mexico a great waste of time and effort in endeavoring to verify these sources.
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At the present time one of the Japanese informants referred to above is in the process of being used as a double agent in the operation of a clandestine radio transmitter on behalf of the Japanese in Mexico. 

There are a number of German espionage cases pending, the most noteworthy of which is the Clog case, involving the transmission of espionage information by microphotographic dots between enemy drops on the European Continent and in Mexico. There are also ramifications in Mexico of two cases involving secret writing between Communists in the Western Hemisphere.

NICARAGUA

SIS coverage in the Republic of Nicaragua is extremely productive in spite of its comparatively small size. Numerically the coverage consists of an attaché in the United States Embassy, an undercover representative, a stenographer-clerk and a man assigned to the Nicaraguan Government as advisor on National Defense and police activities. It is expected that another man will soon be assigned to the Nicaraguan East Coast as an attaché.

The representative assigned to the Nicaraguan Government has so ingratiated himself by reason of his personality and apparent capabilities that he has long since become the close confidant of President Somosa, Lieutenant Aguirre, the Presidential Aide and Chief of the Department of National Defense, and the Nicaraguan Minister to Washington.

Lieutenant Aguirre's Department of National Defense has control of censorship, immigration, passports, visas, customs, naturalization, alien activities and control, and many other subjects pertaining to the country's national defense. All information concerning the above subjects is promptly furnished to our representative and his opinion concerning national defense operations are valued greatly.

Arrangements have been perfected to keep the Bureau advised of all individuals departing Nicaragua for the United States, and the Nicaraguan Government is following the suggestion of our representatives that the passports of all American citizens must be verified by the United States Embassy before an exit visa is issued by the Nicaraguan Government.
Information concerning the true reasons and indicated reasons behind some of the actions of the Nicaraguan Government has been of tremendous value to United States agencies. The extensive informant system our representatives maintain in Nicaragua has enabled them to submit a number of this type of report. ❚ Ud

Excellent, comprehensive reports have been submitted on the organisations and activities of the Spanish, the Communists, the French, the Germans, and the Italians. Intensive investigations can be, and have been, conducted of any individual or concern in the Republic about whom or on which information is desired. ❚ U

Information originally furnished by Bureau personnel concerning Axis Nationals doubtlessly was the deciding factor in many deportation or internment cases.

Excellent reports have been submitted on the communication systems in the Republic and the weaknesses have been cited. ❚ U

Considerable quantities of cogent, up-to-the-minute information concerning commercial, financial, social, political, and economic subjects have been submitted continuously. This has been of inestimable value to United States agencies.

PARAGUAY ❚ U

Until July 16, 1942, Bureau representation in Paraguay was restricted to agents operating in an undercover capacity. Since that time a Bureau representative has been assigned to the American Embassy at Asuncion as Legal Attaché, and more recently an additional agent has been assigned as Assistant Legal Attaché. In addition there are two clerical employees assigned to the Embassy. One undercover representative is presently located in Asuncion. In April, 1943, a representative was assigned to Villarrica in the capacity of Vice Consul. This position has enabled him to operate successfully without suspicion in the second most important metropolitan center of Paraguay. ❚ U

The scarcity of large cities and industrial organizations as well as difficulty of travel in the interior of Paraguay has required the exercise of considerable resourcefulness on the part of the Bureau representatives assigned to that country. However, a close liaison is maintained with Paraguayan police authorities and access is had to their files as well as to the files maintained concerning entry and exit permits which are required by law of persons crossing the international borders. Through the efforts of our representatives, ❚ U
arrangements have been perfected by which information regarding all mail of important espionage suspects, as well as important international mail, is made available to the Bureau. Sources of information have been greatly expanded so that coverage is now maintained of important hotel registers, boat and travel lists, activities of German colonies, and "free" political movements. $\$\$\$

In the spring of 1943 a memorandum prepared by the Legal Attache and presented to the Paraguayan Government through the American Embassy was adopted without alteration by the director of confidential matters as a general order to officials throughout the country enjoining close surveillance over Axis subversive organizations, espionage agents, and activities. As a result, there has been a noticeable restriction of the activities of Axis nationals, and several individuals have been arrested for violation of travel regulations. $\$\$\$

Arrangements have now been completed for the installation of a Bureau radio station at Asuncion which will be incorporated into the Bureau radio network. Equipment has been shipped to Paraguay and will be installed in the immediate future. It is expected that the resulting facilitation of communication will assist greatly in the prompt dissemination of important information from that country. $\$\$\$

There is now being undertaken the preparation of a supplement through the Paraguayan monograph issued in April, 1942, which will contain information regarding subversive activities in Paraguay which has come into the possession of the SIS division since that time. $\$\$\$

PERU $\$\$

To adequately and efficiently handle the added volume of work in Peru the number of SIS representatives in the country was increased to six Attaches in the Embassy, one assistant to the Vice Consul in Arequipa, Peru, and eighteen undercover representatives. $\$\$\$

In addition, the confidential informant coverage in the country was materially increased and a number of qualified individuals employed to furnish accurate information relative to political and subversive movements within the country. $\$\$

A radio transmitting station was installed in the Embassy to provide a speedy, secure method of communication with headquarters at Washington. Due to the favorable geographical location of Lima, this station was designated as the relay point for other units operating in other South American Embassies. $\$\$
The Office of the Legal Attaché in its capacity of coordinator of subversive information established with the cooperation and assistance of the Military and Naval Attachés, and embassy representatives, a central information unit which serves as central clearing house for all intelligence information. Each participating agency furnishes its reports of an intelligence nature to this section whose personnel in turn synopsize and record the same on specially prepared index cards. A clerical representative of the SIS unit serves as chief clerk for the central information unit.

The Office of the Legal Attaché maintains a close liaison with the Peruvian Division of Investigations and has designated one Special Agent to serve as liaison officer to handle all matters relating to subversive and espionage activities with the director of that organization. As a result of this cooperative arrangement, the Peruvian Division of Investigations conducts detailed investigations at the request of the Office of the Legal Attaché and assists in surveillance and other work essential to the successful completion of cases. The Office of the Legal Attaché also handles investigations of a specific nature for the Military and Naval Attachés as well as the State Department.

At the request of the Chief of Staff of the Peruvian Army, representatives of the SIS section taught two special intelligence schools sponsored by the Intelligence Division of the Peruvian Army for the instruction of specially picked army officers and civilians in counter-espionage and sabotage techniques.

A group of specially trained Special Agents surveyed the protective facilities of seven industrial plants considered vital to the war effort and furnished recommendations based upon those surveys to the interested plant officials and the Peruvian Government.

The activities of Axis nationals in Peru were seriously curtailed because of the deportation of its leading members by the Peruvian Government in cooperation with the United States Government. The Office of the Legal Attaché furnished valuable data to the Peruvian Government which enabled it to prepare a comprehensive and intelligent list of deportees and aid the country of many dangerous elements. A total of 495 Japanese and German nationals were deported by the Peruvian Government for internment in the United States.

As a result of investigative efforts of the Office of the Legal Attaché, it was ascertained that several Peruvian Government officials were involved in the taking of graft in connection with the deportation proceedings of February 24, 1943. The information obtained indicated that the individuals involved obtained large sums of money from possible
departure or their families in their families that the departees would not be deported as their possible deportees could not be put on the list for deportation. In some instances, individuals were assured that by paying certain sums of money they would not be deported and in other instances individuals already on the list for deportation were promised that upon payment of certain sums their names would be deleted from the list. A comprehensive report containing the essential facts was furnished the Ambassador who, in turn, informally discussed the matter with the President of Peru. Subsequently, the director of government, the head of the Division of Investigation, and other officials were dismissed from office for their participation in the draft operations.

The coverage in southern Peru was materially increased with the assignment of an SIS representative to the Lima consulate in Arequipa. Through the functioning of this office, all work in the important southern district of Peru was correlated; also, the vital border cities of Yunguyo and Tacna were effectively covered. This office likewise maintains a close liaison with the regional headquarters office of the Division of Investigation and has been able to secure invaluable assistance from that organization in the investigation of cases.

With the increase in the number of undercover representatives in Peru it has been possible to have permanent coverage in one department of the country. SIS representatives have conducted complete investigations into the economic, political, and social conditions in the various departments with special emphasis on subversive activities and movements of Axis nationals. The information has been incorporated into monographs and distributed to interested government agencies. Representatives, after the completion of surveys, are assigned to cover the departments on a permanent basis and develop complete confidential informant coverage in their respective territories.

As an SIS representative is assigned in a liaison capacity at Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. This establishment of liaison between the Bureau and British authorities has resulted in the Bureau being promptly advised concerning information obtained concerning known espionage agents bound for the Eastern Hemisphere from Europe via Trinidad. Information obtained, as the result of detention of suspect individuals in Trinidad, has resulted in important information concerning the activities of enemy espionage agents in Latin America.
During the current year the SIS coverage in Uruguay through undercover representatives has been supplemented by the assignment of a Bureau representative as Legal Attaché in the American Embassy. There are also three assistant Legal Attachés, four clerks, and two radio operators assigned to the Embassy as well as nine representatives operating in an undercover capacity in Montevideo.

A Bureau radio station has been in operation in Montevideo since November, 1942, connecting that office with the Bureau radio network. In addition to handling all radio communications pertaining to Bureau operations in Uruguay, this station serves the added function of transmitting all radio traffic between Bureau headquarters and the office of the Bureau Legal Attaché in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Recently the intelligence files of the various agencies of the American Embassy at Montevideo have been placed in the charge of the Legal Attaché for maintenance and coordination. These files are under the direct control of Bureau representatives and have been utilised extensively in correlating information for the SIS Division.

The SIS has maintained direct contacts with the Uruguayan Federal Police and the Montevideo City Police, through whom all pertinent information contained in their files has been obtained. They are also called upon to exercise duties for which agents could not well be utilised. Arrangements are now being effected for the assignment of two police liaison officers to that country. A large volume of information has been obtained reflecting Axis sympathisers, propagandists, leaders, and organisation in Uruguay. Excellent contacts have been maintained among members of the French and Spanish colonies through whom current information has been received regarding the activities of Vichy-French and Franco sympathisers. A number of excellent informants have been secured among individuals of Italian descent, it being noted that approximately one third of the total population of Uruguay is of Italian ancestry.

A monograph of 156 pages was issued in July, 1942 reflecting information extracted and correlated from the files of the SIS Division regarding totalitarian activities in Uruguay. The monograph was distributed to the office of the President and to interested governmental agencies, and has invoked much favorable comment.

Among the investigations presently being conducted in Uruguay, one of the most important involves inquiries into the contacts of Diersendore Costes, a well known transatlantic pilot originally recruited by the Germans to travel to the United States as an espionage agent.
Investigation is also being conducted into the identity of certain individuals who have transmitted espionage information from several Latin American countries, including Uruguay, to a series of related drops in Madrid, Spain, by the use of secret writing. Two rings of smugglers in Buenos Aires, Argentina, which are securing strategic metals, diamonds, etc., from South America for smuggling to the Axis, are presently under investigation by our Uruguayan office. One such ring involves forty individuals in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Montevideo, Uruguay, as well as prominent German firms. Another matter of importance in that office is the investigation of the contacts of Thilo Martens, a German businessman in Argentina and agent of the German Abwehr, who was involved in a case of sabotage in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in July, 1942. This individual was designated to look after the interests of "Traf Spec" sailors interned in Argentina.

VENIZUELA

SIS operations in the Republic of Venezuela have been vastly increased during the past fiscal year. There are presently an assignment in Venezuela twenty-two Special Agents, fifteen of whom are attached to the Embassy and the various Consulates with seven agents in an undercover capacity. The SIS clerical force has increased to seven persons, one of whom is a translator. Within the past several months SIS representatives have been placed as Assistants to the Consuls in the American Consulates at Caracas, Maracaibo, Ciudad Bolivar, and Coripito. This Consular representation has been of increasing value to SIS operations and investigations of all phases of intelligence activity have moved forward with impetus.

Informant coverage has been extended to a considerable extent and a large informant group in Venezuela has been utilized profitably, particularly during the negotiations between the Venezuelan Government and the recently passed Venezuelan Economic conditions in Venezuela, these informants and three undercover representatives who have positions with the Government of Venezuela have submitted a large volume of accurate information concerning economic and political conditions in Venezuela.

During the past fiscal year SIS representatives have initiated and are maintaining a close liaison with the Venezuelan Police and other officials of the Venezuelan Government with the result that all information concerning espionage and subversive activities developed by the Venezuelan authorities is readily available to the SIS representatives. Relations with the Embassy officials have been satisfactory and with the exception of some minor usurpation by the Naval Attache's office in the investigation of matters within the Bureau's jurisdiction, relations with officials of the War and Navy Departments have been good.

SIS representatives have in the past few months conducted a considerable number of investigations of all types of intelligence activity and at the present time a number of important espionage cases as well as cases involving the smuggling of diamonds have been developed.
Arpon is a Spanish National who was found through the efforts of SIS representatives to be engaged in large scale diamond smuggling from Venezuela. It was determined that the funds used by Arpon in buying diamonds was furnished him to a great extent by Jose Sangronis de Castro, the Spanish Minister to Venezuela. It was further determined that in February of 1947 Arpon was taking a large amount of diamonds to Spain on one of the Spanish boats. The information concerning Arpon was furnished the British authorities at Trinidad who removed from Arpon and a number of confederates diamonds to the value of $30,000. Subsequently, Sangronis, who apparently was recalled from his assignment in Venezuela because of pressure of the Venezuelan Government because of his activities in diamond smuggling, also traveled to Spain via Trinidad. According to reliable information, Sangronis had large amounts of diamonds which he was carrying to Spain in diplomatic pouches and on his person. Because of the diplomatic immunity of Sangronis, an action could be taken at the time. The investigation of Arpon and Sangronis has led to the identity of other individuals engaged in diamond smuggling and widespread investigations are being conducted at this time in Venezuela to obtain further information relative to diamond smuggling. The prevention of industrial diamonds reaching Germany, one of the major objects in economic warfare, and the matter of diamond smuggling are being given preferred attention.

A major achievement in Venezuela was the obtaining of the Spanish codes and cipher pads utilized by the Spanish Consulate in Caracas, Venezuela. SIS representatives were able to come into possession of the Spanish codes and cipher pads by utilizing a group of informants developed in Venezuela. These codes and ciphers have assisted materially the Technical Laboratory in decoding Spanish diplomatic messages not only from Venezuela but from other parts of the Western Hemisphere. The intelligence information gleaned from the decades of Spanish diplomatic messages has been extremely valuable to the Bureau.
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The fiscal year of 1943-44 has brought about a number of important administrative changes at the Seat of Government. These changes have resulted in more efficient and comprehensive supervision of the work being performed by the field. At the same time since SIS operations in Latin America have become so closely integrated with the work being performed by Bureau representatives in Europe, it was necessary to establish a supervisor to coordinate all matters of an espionage or subversive activity nature which were reported from the European sphere that necessitated attention in South America. The duties of this supervisor are to examine the incoming material, coordinate it with the information at the Seat of Government, and properly distribute it to interested governmental agencies, as well as to the Legal Attaches in Latin America.

Also during the 1943-44 period, the establishment of two Traveling Attaches was affected. It is the duty of these Attaches to travel from one Embassy to another when the need for their services arises. These Attaches are kept currently informed as to SIS policy and procedure, and in turn pass this information on to the Legal Attaches in the countries which they visit. They also discuss personnel problems and administrative problems with Bureau representatives in Latin America and keep the Bureau constantly and currently advised as to the situation in each country. Also in connection with their work, they are able to pass on new ideas as to investigative techniques and ideas being used in other SIS offices to the various Legal Attaches. These Attaches are also utilised by the Bureau as "trouble shooters." The work of these two Attaches has indeed been valuable to the Bureau's SIS program.

A system has been devised whereby men who have been on SIS assignment for eighteen months or more are being recalled to the Seat of Government for re-training. These Attaches are afforded the opportunity of not only receiving the Bureau's domestic field in-training, but at the same time receive special instructions and conferences with the supervisors who are handling the work emanating from the office to which they were assigned. The purpose of these conferences and training is to keep the Agents fully informed as to not only the domestic field procedure, but also any new developments which have taken place in the SIS field.

To increase the efficiency of the Seat of Government supervision, Legal Attaches have been instructed to utilise the same efficiency report forms as are being used in the domestic field for reporting on these individuals assigned to their offices. The Legal Attaches have been instructed not only to confine their ratings as to the capability of the Agent to perform the same functions in the SIS field as he would perform in the domestic field, but also to include in his rating certain items which are peculiar only to the SIS field.

New instructions have been issued to the SIS field with regard to the preparation of reports. These report forms which the SIS field is using at the
present time have been designed to increase the efficiency of the distribution of the information contained in reports at the Seat of Government. A special system is being utilized so that the Legal Attache may be able to include these reports in their files in such a manner as not to reveal any of the sources of information of the subject. These report forms also provide for appropriate notations whereby they may be easily handled at the Seat of Government for the purposes of filing, indexing and the preparation of statistical data.

Since the volume of work being performed by the SIS field has steadily increased, the number of reports being received at the Bureau has also increased. In view of the fact that diplomatic pouches are limited in weight, a system has been devised whereby all reports emanating from the field, as well as all communications sent out of the Bureau, are prepared on lightweight paper so as to conform with the limitations of the weight restrictions on the diplomatic pouch. This new type of paper has not decreased the efficiency of either the field or Seat of Government operations.

As a result of the work performed by SIS representatives, many of the countries in Latin America are deporting Axis nationals to the United States for internment. Several of these individuals deported have been subjects of investigations conducted by Bureau representatives. A procedure has been adopted whereby SIS supervisors who are well acquainted with the case in which the individual was involved are sent to ports of entry to interview the subject in complete detail. The results of this project have been extremely successful.

As a part of the training program of SIS agents prior to their departure for assignment, they are required to read certain informative bulletins or books on the country to which they are assigned. There has been created in the SIS Section a complete library of material on each country in which the Bureau has representatives. This library serves exceptionally well for reference purposes not only to agents who are proceeding on assignment, but also to the supervisors at the Seat of Government.
### R. SIS FUNDS

For SIS operations during the fiscal year 1944 the Bureau received an allocation for $5,439,000.00 from the confidential fund of the President. As a result of outstanding advances exceeding unpaid expenses as of June 30, 1943, there remained unexpended in our 1943 allocation the sum of $75,639,58 which the Bureau of the Budget authorized us to use during the fiscal year 1944, making the total funds available to the Bureau for SIS operations during the fiscal year 1944 the sum of $5,525,639.58.

Due to the reduction of personnel on SIS assignment instituted by the Director during November, 1943, a considerable savings will be effected for the fiscal year 1944. As of June 30, 1944 the amount of $3,455,453.07 had been expended as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expenses</td>
<td>$604,712.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Expenses</td>
<td>14,146.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>1,746,973.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informants</td>
<td>366,776.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-expendable property</td>
<td>27,370.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agents' Living and Quarters Allowance</td>
<td>366,372.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerks' Living and Quarters Allowance</td>
<td>186,923.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>4,017.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advances</td>
<td>199,161.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,455,453.07</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has been estimated by the Bureau and the Bureau of the Budget advised that for SIS operations during the fiscal year 1945 the sum of $3,100,115.70 will be required.
C. SPECIAL PROJECTS

Beginning in August, 1943, an index was maintained in SIS regarding known and suspected ship couriers operating between Latin American ports and Europe. This index includes the name, position held and ship on which employed, of each seaman concerning whom information has been received regarding his activities in carrying contraband material or espionage messages on behalf of the Axis. A second section of this index reflects the names of these couriers alphabetically behind the name of the ship on which they are employed. By means of this index, it is possible to maintain a complete check on the whereabouts and employment of these couriers as well as the extent of their activities for the Axis. It is also possible to determine through this index what sailors on a particular ship may be open to suspicion of courier activities.

In September, 1943, all of the messages in the possession of the Bureau from the unusual country were logged in the SIS. Section in an index containing all localities, cover names and proper names appearing in those messages. Through this index all messages pertaining to a particular subject or containing a given name may be found in one place and studied together. In this way, it has been possible to identify many cover names with the Agents in the German Intelligence Service to which they apply. In May, 1944, dozens were obtained by the Laboratory of German Intelligence messages transmitted between Germany and Argentina. These messages are of the same type as those received through unusual country and are being logged in SIS in the name manner. These messages are of even greater interest to SIS than unusual country messages in that they pertain almost wholly to Latin American affairs. A number of the German cover names for towns and individuals have already been identified through this means.

In April, 1943, the need was seen in SIS for a complete index of known and suspected drop boxes used by the Axis Intelligence Service. An index was therefore set up showing the names of the countries used by the Axis for receiving espionage communications and an alphabetical list under each country of the individuals to whom such communications are directed. A second section of this index is also maintained showing an alphabetical list of addresses by country to which Axis mail has been addressed. By means of this index, it is possible to identify the name or address appearing on a communication as one being used by the Axis regardless of the fact that either the name or address used by them is changed from that previously used. This index has been of considerable value in handling material received from the Office of Censorship at the Bureau. This index has also been furnished to the various SIS offices and additions thereto are furnished them periodically, enabling them to identify suspicious mail addressed to or originating in their country.

During the past year the SIS Photograph Album of espionage agents was inaugurated. It had been noted that there was a need to have the photographs of known and highly suspected espionage agents available from time to time particularly during interviews of German Agents who were furnishing information concerning the German espionage setup. A project, therefore, was started to obtain all photographs of known and strongly suspected espionage agents that had already been submitted for the Bureau files and to secure photographs of
those agents whose photographs had not yet been sent to the Bureau. These photographs are consecutively numbered and a complete description of the subject together with his location and present status are placed on the back of each photograph. The pictures are contained in a lightweight album, which album can be transmitted to any SIS office by courier pouch when and if needed. Three identical copies of the album have been made up so that several offices may use the album at the same time if that is necessary.

Bearing in mind the possibility that the Bureau may eventually be asked to participate in intelligence work in other hemispheres, all personnel files of agents presently on SIS assignment have been reviewed toward ascertaining their ability in languages other than Spanish and Portuguese. A complete index system broken down both alphabetically, as well as in languages, has been prepared. This system will provide an efficient method for the selection of agents to proceed to any assignment where a particular language is needed. This index is kept current at all times and the SIS representatives in Latin America are being encouraged to increase their knowledge of language other than Spanish and Portuguese.

Until October 1, 1943 periodical reports were prepared for the Director's information setting out the various phases of SIS work and its accomplishments. There has been instituted a system of compiling a report each quarter for the Director. This report includes general discussions of all phases of work engaged in by SIS representatives, as well as to present an overall picture of SIS operations both at the Seat of Government and in the Field.
CHAPTER II - SIS OPERATIONS IN THE FIELD

A. ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES

In view of the Bureau policy to no longer ask for deferments for any of its clerical employees under twenty-six years of age, it was necessary to train female stenographers and clerks to replace the male clerical employees who were on SIS assignment. During the month of June, 1944, forty-nine female clerical employees were sent to Latin America to take over all clerical duties in connection with the offices of the Legal Attachés.

The program to increase the efficiency of the SIS Division, both at the Seat of Government as well as in the field, is reflected in the institution of the submission of monthly administrative reports from each office of the Legal Attaché. This monthly administrative report reflects essentially the same information as monthly administrative reports in the domestic field. Compilations are made from these administrative reports from which an over-all picture as to the number of cases receiving active investigation, the number of cases which are delinquent, as well as personnel which is assigned to each office, is reflected.

During the past year two liaison offices in the SIS field have been closed. The SIS office at Hamilton, Bermuda was closed as a result of the British Censorship authorities routing all mail into San Juan, Puerto Rico for censorship rather than to retain their offices in Hamilton. Since our SIS representatives were primarily stationed in Hamilton for the purpose of collaborating with British Censorship authorities, this new change made his services no longer needed. The SIS office in Kingston, Jamaica was closed as a result of the various intelligence agencies who were represented in Jamaica moving their headquarters to Guatemala City, Guatemala. The SIS office in Kingston was established primarily to maintain liaison with Army, Navy and British officials who supervised activities in the Caribbean area. Due to this move, the necessity for our office in Kingston was eliminated.

During the past year two additional SIS offices have been opened. At the request of the State Department, Bureau Agents have been attached to the American Legation in Lisbon, Portugal and the American Embassy in Madrid, Spain to correlate intelligence activities with representatives of other intelligence agencies represented in these diplomatic posts. The volume of work in Lisbon necessitated the assignment of an additional agent and clerical employee. In addition to these agents connected with the Legation in Portugal and the Embassy in Spain, an additional agent is attached to the United States Army in Italy. This agent works in close collaboration with other intelligence agencies and provides the Bureau with first-hand intelligence information obtained immediately after the occupation of any territory by the United States Army in Italy.
Upon the request of the American Ambassador in Colombia as well as the chiefs of Army and Navy operations in the Caribbean a squad of five Bureau Agents was sent to Colombia to investigate the smuggling of platinum from that country. These agents have successfully uncovered a large ring of smugglers who have been clandestinely exporting platinum from Colombia into Argentina where it is believed it is being transshipped to Germany aboard Spanish boats. 

At the close of the fiscal year of 1944 the Bureau was represented in twenty republics in the Western Hemisphere by Legal Attachees assigned to the various Embassies in those countries. As heretofore set out Legal Attachees have been established in the American Legation in Lisbon, Portugal and the American Embassy in Madrid, Spain.

There are being set out hereafter a list of those places where the Bureau has Legal Attachees stationed:

Buenos Aires, Argentina
La Paz, Bolivia
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Ottawa, Canada
Santiago, Chile
Bogota, Colombia
San Jose, Costa Rica
Havana, Cuba
Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic
Quito, Ecuador
London, England
Guatemala City, Guatemala
Port-au-Prince, Haiti
Mexico City, Mexico
Managua, Nicaragua
Asuncion, Paraguay
Lisbon, Portugal
Lima, Peru
San Salvador, El Salvador
Madrid, Spain
Port of Spain, Trinidad
Montevideo, Uruguay
Caracas, Venezuela
G. SIS EMPLOYEES IN THE FIELD

At the start of the fiscal year 1944 (July 1, 1943) the Bureau had the following personnel on SIS field assignment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agents</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel Legal Attache</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Employees</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Employees</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translators, Cryptographers and Photographers</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical Employees</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>443</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were also 12 clerical employees, 2 radio operators, and 46 Special Agents preparing for SIS assignment at Washington, D.C. $X$.

The Bureau continued its expansion toward the goal of 500 Agents on SIS assignment previously requested by the State Department until October 1943. As of October 31, 1943 the Bureau had the following personnel on SIS assignment in 67 cities and 31 foreign countries: $X$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Agents</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveling Legal Attache</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio Employees</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Employees</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Translators, Cryptographers and Photographers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clerical Employees</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>470</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were also 43 Agents, 8 clerical employees, and 4 Radio Operators at Washington, D.C. preparing for SIS assignment. The coverage as of this date represents the maximum attained during the SIS program up to the present time.$X$

In view of the successful developments of the war, the State Department suggested to the Bureau on October 25, 1943, that possibly a part of the reporting on economic, political, industrial, and financial matters which the Bureau formerly had handled, could be done by State Department personnel and that the Bureau could reduce the number of Agents it had on assignment in Latin America. The Director immediately used instructions for Bureau employees to discontinue gathering any information other than of an espionage, sabotage, or subversive activity nature and a program of immediate reduction was instituted. During November and December 1943 approximately 136 Special Agents were recalled from SIS assignment. On November 16, 1943 the State Department advised that the Bureau's reduction of SIS personnel in Latin America was causing considerable concern in that Department. On November 17, 1943 the State Department advised that a number of complaints...
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had been received from various Ambassadors because of the Bureau's reduction of the SIS personnel assigned to their Embassies. On December 27, 1943 the State Department directed a letter to the Bureau requesting the Bureau to resume its work in the economic, political, industrial, and financial fields. The Bureau immediately complied with this request from the State Department but the number of Bureau employees on SIS assignment has been kept in a static condition.

During the early months of 1944 it was realized that due to the Bureau's desire to cooperate fully with the Selective Service program it would no longer be possible to keep male clerical employees under twenty-six years of age on SIS assignment. The Director accordingly approved a plan for the sending of female stenographers to those SIS posts where the most favorable living conditions were to be found. After undergoing a period of intensive training at the Bureau 49 female stenographers were sent as replacements to the offices of the Legal Attachés at Mexico City, Mexico; Havana, Cuba; Bogota, Colombia; Caracas, Venezuela; Lima, Peru; Santiago, Chile; Montevideo, Uruguay, and Rio de Janeiro, Brasil during May and June 1944.

As of June 30, 1944, the close of the fiscal year, the Bureau had the following personnel on SIS assignment in 43 different cities located in 26 foreign countries.

| Legal Attachés | 23 |
| Special Agents | 132 |
| Special Employees | 12 |
| Clerical Employees | 80 |
| Radio Employees | 18 |
| Travel Legal Attaché | 1 |
| Traveling Supervisor | 1 |
| **Total** | **277** |

Of the above number 4 Special Agents were under transfer to the domestic field and 12 clerical employees had been recalled for induction into the Armed Forces.
In the fiscal year 1943, the police liaison program in SIS continued to expand. The Bureau now maintains police liaison Agents as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>Quito</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Brazil      | Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Porto Alegre, Santiago |}

Due to the resignations of two Agents in Bogota, two police liaison positions are temporarily vacant. However, arrangements are being made to fill these positions as soon as possible. Negotiations are in progress at the present time to place a police liaison Agent in Asuncion, Paraguay. This assignment was once approved by the Ambassador but later disapproved by him. It is believed that the new Ambassador will be favorable to the assignment. We formerly maintained a liaison position in Nicaragua, but in January 1941, we were forced to discontinue it because of the political situation in that country.

All the police liaison Agents have worked closely with the police of their countries of assignment and have been successful in obtaining cooperation and assistance in investigation of Bureau cases. Special Agent in Quito, Ecuador, through his contacts with the police liaison officer in Santiago, Chile, was able to interrogate suspects in the 470 kidnappings in radio ring, as well as to accompany the police on raids conducted in that case. Special Agent in Ecuador and in Peru were particularly successful in securing the cooperation of the Ecuadorian and Peruvian police in the deportation of Axis nationals to the United States. Many of the police liaison Agents have delivered lectures and given instructions to large groups of Latin American officers. While flying over an isolated region of Colombia, our police liaison Agent in that country was killed in an airplane crash February 27, 1944.

Visits to the Bureau by Latin American Police officials have tended to increase the cooperation of the police department affected with our Legal Attachés. During July and August of 1943, Dr. Plinio Milano, Brazil, the Chief of the Political Police of the State of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, was a guest of the Bureau. The Bureau was visited in September, 1943 by Dr. Manuel Pulido V., Director of Investigations of the Venezuelan National Police. Major Joaquim Amaro da Silveira, Special Delegate for Political and Social Order of the Police Department of the Federal District of Rio de Janeiro was our guest in April 1944. As the fiscal year closed, Jorge Carretton, (Carretton) Director General of Investigations of Chile, was able to accept the Bureau's invitation and arrived in the United States for a course of study.
Through the efforts of Dr. Sandovol Martí, head of the Police Technical Laboratory in Santiago, Chile, there was organized for the last week in May 1944 the First Pan American Congress of Criminology, invitations to which were extended to leading police authorities in all countries of the western hemisphere. As the Director was unable to attend the Congress because of the pressure of business, Special Agent [name] visited Santiago and addressed the Congress in the name of the Director. His speech received much favorable comment in the Chilean Press. [Name] headed the North American Delegation and was elected Vice-President of the meeting. 

The Bureau's publication, the Classification of Fingerprints, after being translated into Spanish, was sent out in large numbers to all the Latin American offices of SIS in the fall of 1943 for presentation to Latin American police officials. This publication was well received by the Latin American officials in spite of the fact that many of them use a different system of fingerprint classification.

The Bureau forwards the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin to all legal attaches. Several copies are sent so that they may be presented to leading police officials. In the spring of 1944 the FBI Pledge for Law Enforcement Officers was colorfully prepared in the Spanish language and distributed by the Police Liaison Agents and legal attaches to Latin American Police Officials. The Pledge was so well received that in the latter part of the year a Portuguese version was under preparation for distribution in Brazil.

As a result of the work of the Police Liaison Agents, many Latin American countries have increased their contribution of fingerprints to the Bureau's files. Late in June 1944 the volume of these contributions became so heavy that the Bureau began plans to have its standard criminal print cards translated into Portuguese and Spanish for distribution among the Latin American police systems. Also in June of 1944 the Bureau sent to all SIS offices a file of outstanding identification orders. One copy of each identification order, apprehension order and wanted flyer is now sent to each SIS office.

La Prensa of Buenos Aires, one of the world's leading newspapers, published an article concerning the Bureau in the spring of this year. This article commented very favorably on the Bureau's work. Similar favorable articles appeared in police publications in several Latin American countries, especially Chile and Cuba. The Revista de Carabineros in Quito, Ecuador, and Vida Policia of Porto Alegre, Brazil, carried articles concerning the Bureau's work and photographs of the officials of the Bureau.

The Bureau is endeavoring to place police liaison agents in every Latin American country although as in the past the assignment can be made only after a request has been received from the country desiring the services of such an agent.
During the entire year a Bureau agent was assigned to the American Consulate at Trinidad, B.W.I., to act in a liaison capacity. Trinidad is one of the most important control points in the Western Hemisphere operated by the British. While all neutral vessels plying between Latin America and Europe do not stop at this port, all of those carrying mail are required to submit to a search by the Contraband Control and Censorship officers. In addition to the American intelligence services located on the island with the armed forces, all branches of the English intelligence services have representatives at Trinidad. The Bureau liaison officer maintains contact not only with S.I.D., G.I.W. and the State Department representative, but also with British Censorship and British Contraband Control.

On September 12, 1943, a Spanish-speaking agent was assigned as a replacement to Trinidad, where he assists in the interrogation of known and suspected Axis agents, and couriers who are either passengers or crew members aboard the neutral vessels. Because of this agent's language ability, he has been able to materially assist in the investigation of cases involving not only Latin America, but also the United States.

In addition, he has been able to assist in the investigation of cases within the Bureau's primary jurisdiction in the United States. These cover a wide diversification of cases, including Crimes on the High Seas, Selective Service, Fraud Against the Government, and others.

The work of this agent has become so voluminous that on May 9, 1944, a male stenographer was assigned to his office to assist him. This stenographer was transferred from Havana, Cuba.

It is known that the Axis powers are utilizing neutral vessels to obtain much needed strategic material such as platinum and industrial diamonds out of Latin America, and this Bureau Agent is able to play a part in the control of the flow of these strategic materials from Latin America to Europe by being in a position to assist at the searches and the interrogation of suspected individuals.

He is also, by virtue of his participation in the interrogations, to advise the Legal Attachés in the various countries of the impending arrival of individuals who are suspected of working for the enemy.

Some of the agents who have been apprehended at Trinidad who are representative of the general type are as follows:

Henri Catherin Gravat was recruited by the Spanish to work for the Japanese in the United States. He was apprehended December 8, 1943, and interrogated on the basis of S.I.S surveillance reports from Buenos Aires.
Luis Morales Serrano was a German agent who gave such information during his interrogation which was known to be largely a fabrication because of SIS investigations in Latin America. AU

Joaquin Ruiz Goseanochea, Second Officer aboard the SIS "Cabo de Hornos", was arrested at Trinidad August 21, 1943, at which time he admitted that he had been in the service of the Germans for a considerable period. The occasion for his arrest was the discovery of a radio transmitter hidden in the second class bar of the ship, though it later developed that Ruiz apparently had nothing to do with secreting the radio there. AU

Manuel Perez Garcia was arrested at Trinidad on August 6, 1943, on route to Spain. He was阳台eg Security Officer in the Spanish Embassy at Buenos Aires, and chief contact between General Friedrich Wolf, German Air Attaché, and espionage couriers aboard Spanish ships. Garcia was on route to Spain on a brief visit and to secure a cipher machine from Germany for Wolf. AU

Jose Francisco Javier Fauche y Cuesta, a Cuban, was arrested while en route to Cuba on the "Marques de Camillas". He has been recruited in Belgium by the Germans and trained in Antwerp. He was connected for a time with the German service in Spain. AU

By virtue of this agent's position and liaison with the Naval authorities he was able to place at the disposal of ONI the technical resources of the FBI Laboratory. For some time the Navy had been bothered by the theft of morphine from First Aid kits with which each Navy plane is equipped. Because of the casualties being suffered by the Navy planes operated out of Trinidad, the morphine equipment was vitally important. It was considered by the Navy to be a serious and pressing matter. The Bureau was able to furnish a dye which was used to treat the cellulose-wrapped packages of morphine which led to the apprehension of the thief. AU
Because of the establishment of a liaison representative of the Bureau at Jamaica, success was achieved in obtaining close cooperation and unification of effort on the part of both British and United States interests in the coordination of intelligence matters of common interest to the two governments. The SIS representative closely observed the censorship material and secured splendid results in the questioning of suspicious individuals travelling through Jamaica, some of whom were interned on that island for the duration of the war.

When it became known that many of the refugees brought to Jamaica from Europe had no intention to return to their native lands and were attempting to enter the United States for permanent residence, the SIS liaison officer materially assisted in the tightening of the British Foreign Travel Control Program. The program evolved provided that all refugees applying for United States visas would be interviewed by the Bureau liaison officer. It was found that a great many individuals travelling on Dutch passports obtained in Lisbon, Portugal, were of other nationalities. It was possible to check on their stories and disclose many fictitious histories, which resulted in the denying of exit permits and United States visas. This procedure provided a very important block to the possible infiltration of undesirable and subversive elements into the United States.

Through the interception of correspondence by Imperial Censorship made available to the SIS liaison officer, SIS representatives in Cuba were able to break up a large visa racket ring, the members of which had been bribing officials and obtaining visas for entry into Cuba. George Rawlings, the leader of the ring, and many of his associates are presently awaiting trial in Cuba.

Through the questioning of passengers aboard ships arriving in Jamaica and the analysis of correspondence examined by censorship, much valuable information was obtained concerning occupied Europe. Through arrangements made by the Bureau liaison officer, copies of interrogations by British Contraband Control officers were made available to the Bureau.

With the decline of the strategic importance of Jamaica as a military base because of the successful waging of submarine warfare which practically eliminated this menace from the Atlantic, both British and American services were considerably reduced. Because of the decline in activity in Jamaica and the consolidation of many British censorship functions with their station at Trinidad, it was decided to remove the SIS liaison representative and close this post. This was accomplished on June 5, 1944.
As a result of having a liaison representative at Hamilton, Bermuda, the Bureau has been able to establish close coordination between the British and American Censorship, and also to cement closer relations between the two intelligence agencies. Because of his liaison with the British Censorship, this Bureau Agent has been able to do much to aid in cases involving the transmission of information by espionage agents using the medium of microscopic dots and secret writing. It is interesting to note that the microscopic dots employed by the German espionage agents was originally discovered at Bermuda, and one of the first west-bound dots found in the case mentioned elsewhere herein was discovered at Bermuda by the Bureau's liaison agent. It proved to be of inestimable value in subsequent investigation in New York and Mexico.

In the fall of 1943 the Bureau SIS representative in Bermuda forwarded information obtained there concerning the interception of a letter from Portugal to one Manuel Martins in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, which letter enclosed a photograph in which there was concealed one $1,000 United States note. Because of this, investigation was instituted in the United States in order to ascertain whether or not the addressee of this letter was being paid for his espionage activity by this means.

During the early part of 1944, when it became evident that the submarine menace to Allied shipping in Atlantic waters had been fairly certainly removed, both British and American military installations on the island became less important and the garrisons were considerably reduced by both forces. In addition, the British Censorship, in the interests of economy and efficiency, decided to consolidate their Bermuda Censorship Station with that operated in Trinidad. As a result the opportunities for service by the Bureau liaison officer at Bermuda were considerably lessened, and accordingly he was recalled to Washington on March 23, 1944, and no replacement was made.
F. PLANT SURVEY PROGRAM

The plant survey program of the FBI which was instituted in 1943 has been completed during the current fiscal year. It will be recalled that under the Delimitation Agreement entered into with the Army and Navy on November 22, 1942, the FBI agreed to survey strategic facilities in Latin America said to be vital to the Allied war effort, and to furnish experts in plant security to those countries where management and government officials desired their advice.

At the present time, FBI security officers are stationed in Brazil, Colombia, Chile and Cuba. During the current year similar officers have also been in Ecuador, Bolivia and Venezuela, but are withdrawn at the present writing. The good will and mutual cooperation which was fostered by the plant survey program in all the countries visited is being continued through these security officers and the legal attaches in the other countries where security officers are not stationed.

The liaison which was established with the British through that nation's Industrial Security Organization in Latin America is also continuing through liaison between the FBI and British representatives in Latin America and through the exchange of pertinent reports here.

Facilities in Argentina and Mexico were not surveyed because of the hostile attitude of the government of the former and because it was against the wishes of United States Ambassador Messersmith in the latter.

The plant survey work done in each country is as follows:

Bolivia

All of the important tin and tungsten mines have been surveyed, as well as important power installations, and recommendations have been submitted to the appropriate persons, in addition to a comprehensive memorandum prepared for the Bolivian Government.

The important railroads in Bolivia are British-owned, and reports on them have been received from the British Industrial Organization and furnished to interested United States agencies.

American-owned air lines in Bolivia have been surveyed.

Brazil

Fifteen strategic ports in Brazil have been surveyed, as well as one railroad, four coal mines, the facilities of four American oil companies, and Pan American and Panair do Brasil Air Lines. A plant survey agent is assigned to the American Embassy in Rio de Janeiro.
Chile

The copper mining and power facilities of the three large American-owned copper companies have been surveyed, in addition to the strategic port of Antofagasta, Chile, the Panagra Air Lines in Chile, and the oil depot at the port of Valparaiso. There is a plant survey agent assigned to the Embassy in Santiago, Chile. X U

Costa Rica

The facilities of an oil company in Costa Rica were reported vital to the Allied war effort and have been surveyed. American-owned air line facilities have been surveyed there, as well as those in other Central American countries. X U

Cuba

In Cuba, a manganese company, a nickel mining company, a copper mining company, the power facilities, and the American-owned or operated air lines have been surveyed. A plant security officer is stationed in Cuba. X U

Colombia

The only industrial facility reported as vital to the Allied war effort in Colombia is a state-owned railroad. This company has been surveyed. X U

The American-controlled air line in Colombia has been surveyed since the arrival of the security officer assigned there. X U

Ecuador

Due to the importance of balsa wood in the manufacture of bombers and as a substitute for cork, the balsa wood industry in Ecuador has been surveyed, which survey covered twenty-six different mills. In Ecuador, the facilities of the All America Cable and Telegraph Company, a large copper mining company, and the Pan American Air Line have also been surveyed. X U

Peru

Three copper companies, a vanadium company, two oil companies, Panagra Air Lines, and the port of Callao, Peru, have been surveyed. X U

The Ambassador in Lima has been very much interested in the survey project in his country. X U

Uruguay

Three meat packing companies, the state-owned power company, and the state-owned refinery have been surveyed, as well as the port of Montevideo, Uruguay. X U
The oil facilities in Venezuela, which are the only industrial facilities considered important, were previously surveyed by a Bureau representative in an adequate capacity. It has, therefore, not been necessary to make additional surveys there. The air lines of the country have also been surveyed.

The following organizations have been surveyed in Latin America. It is pointed out that in a number of instances more than one facility belonging to an organization was included in the survey of that organization.

Argentina
Pan American-Grace Airways in Argentina

Bolivia
American Smelting and Refining Company
Bolivian Power Company
Bolivian Tin and Tungsten Corporation
Cia. Minera Agricola Oploca
Compania Aramaye de Minas en Bolivia
Hochchild Mines
International Mining Company
Lloyd Aereo Boliviano
Pan American-Grace Airways in Bolivia
Patino Mines
Sociedad Empresa Petano de Araca

Brazil
Baro Branco Mines
Buitina Mine
Crestuma Mine
Companhia Paulista de Estradas de Ferro
Jao Jeronimo Mine
Panair do Brasil
Pan American Airways
Port of Bahia
Port of Gabetello
Port of Fortaleza
Port of Maceio
Port of Nacao

Chile
Andes Copper Mining Company
Anglo-Chilean Nitrate Corporation
Braden Copper Company
Chile Exploration Company
Las Salinas Oil Depot
Lautaro Nitrate Company
Pan American-Grace Airways
Port of Antofagasta
Port of Valparaiso
Colombia

Aerovias Nacionales de Colombia

Ferrocarril del Pacifico

Costa Rica

West India Oil Company

Cuba

Compania Nacional Cubana de Aviacion

Nicoaro Nickel Company

Cuban Electric Company

Natahambre Mines

Cuban American Manganese Company

Ecuador

All American Cables and Radio, Inc.

Aserríco La Victoria Balsa Mill

Aserríco San Pedro Balsa Mill

Aserradero Bariban Balsa Mill, aka Sr. Jorge Reed Mill

Aserríco America Balsa Mill

Aserríco Aurora Balsa Mill

Aserríco Santa Clara Balsa Mill

Aserradero Las Mercedes Balsa Mill

Balsaera Guayaquil, S.A., Balsa Mill

Cia. Aserradora San Vicente (Balsa Mill)

Cotopaxi Exploration Company

Ecuador Balsa Mill

Ecuadorean Balsa Wood Company

Empresa Electrica del Ecuador, Inc.

Federico Figueroa Balsa Mill

Florida Balsa Mill

Hanna Balsa Mill

Iona Balsa Mill

International Balsa Company

Joaquina Balsa Mill

La Propicia Balsa Mill, aka Pedevanti Mill

La Maria Balsa Mill

La Esfuerza Balsa Mill, aka Sr. Plaza Mill

Libertad Balsa Mill, Emeraldas, aka Antupica

Libertad Balsa Mill, aka Granada Mill

Moderno Balsa Mill

Pan American-Oreco Airways, Inc.

San Jose Balsa Mill, aka Flota Brothers Mill

San Pablo Balsa Mill

Santa Maria Balsa Mill, aka Luis Zanabri Mill

Segundo Tambaza Balsa Mill

Sociedad Económica de Aserradero, aka Eduardo Garcia Mill
Peru

Cerve de Pisco Corporation
Beck's of Callao
Cusco Aven Oil Company
International Petroleum Corporation
Vanadium Corporation

Northern Peru Mining and Smelting Company
Peruvian Airlines
Peruvian Corporation
(British Railroads)

Uruguay

Annap Distillery and Refinery
Artigas (Arroyo) Meat Packing Company
National Meat Packing Company

Port of Montevideo
Swift and Company (Meat Packing)
Usina Power Company

Venezuela

Gulf Oil Company
Lago Petroleum Corporation
Mendoza Grande Oil Company

Pan American Airways
Royal Dutch Shell Company

Facilities of the Pan American Airways have also been surveyed in
Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, and El Salvador.
CHAPTER III - SELECTION AND TRAINING OF SIS AGENTS

During the first part of the fiscal year 1944 the regular five week training classes for Special Agents to be sent on SIS assignment were continued. The personnel for these classes was selected by the Administrative Division from the Domestic Field and the Special Agents selected were ordered to Washington on special assignment, where they received five weeks of study in either Spanish or Portuguese, supplemented by 32 hours of lectures concerning SIS work. The last of these classes commenced on August 30, 1943, subsequent to which time such classes were discontinued, as a sufficient number of Special Agents had been trained for SIS work based on current needs.

Since that date the selection of personnel for SIS assignment has consisted only of the securing of replacements for such personnel as had to be removed from foreign assignment. These replacements have been selected from Agents with previous SIS experience who had expressed a desire to return to SIS work and who had been removed from SIS in connection with the reduction of SIS personnel in November and December, 1943.

In September 1943 a program was instituted for the retraining of SIS Agents following approximately 12 months of continuous SIS assignment outside of the United States. Since that time Special Agents have been recalled at two-month intervals, public business permitting, at which time they have attended the Bureau's regular In-Service Training Courses and, in addition, been given supplemental training regarding code work and the security of communications and afforded an opportunity for conferences with supervisors at the Seat of Government regarding their work. Special Agents, particularly Legal Attaches, are also recalled to Washington upon occasion for conferences on special subjects, only, of course, in those instances where such conferences are believed of sufficient importance to justify the necessary expenditure for transportation.

A program has recently been instituted for the holding of quarterly conferences in the SIS field. These conferences, to be presided over by the Legal Attache, are to be held in each SIS office every 3 months and are to be attended by all Agent personnel except such undercover men as the Legal Attache feels should not attend for reasons of security. A program has also been instituted whereby the various Legal Attaches discuss with each agent assigned to their offices the investigations being carried on by the agent at intervals of approximately one month. In addition to allowing the Legal Attache to better supervise the work of his office, it is hoped that this program will permit Legal Attaches to further train the Agents assigned to their jurisdiction in SIS investigative procedures.

In May 1944, following the Bureau's decision to send female clerical personnel to SIS offices, a training school was held for such female personnel, which consisted of three weeks intensive training in all phases of SIS clerical work, general instructions regarding all phases of the SIS program, and practical work in the Chief Clerk's Office of the Washington Field Division.
The personnel for this school was selected by the Administrative Division. A program has also been instituted in the SIS offices for holding monthly clerical conferences, presided over by the Legal Attaché, in order to further train and keep up-to-date SIS clerical personnel.

At the present time plans are being made for an additional SIS training school for female clerical personnel. Plans are also under way for special SIS retraining schools which will consist of that portion of the Bureau's retraining program most applicable to SIS work combined with subjects which pertain only to SIS. These schools will be attended by Agents on SIS assignment and will be conducted by the Training Division.
During early 1943 a Bureau radio station was installed in the American Embassy at La Paz, Bolivia. This station has been the last set up in the SIS network to the present time. In connection with the reduction in SIS personnel during the latter part of 1943, the installation of radio equipment which had been forwarded to Managua, Nicaragua was discontinued and no station has been installed there as yet. The stations in operation at Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic and Port-au-Prince, Haiti were removed and plans for the installation of stations at Caracas, Venezuela; Buenos Aires, Argentina; and Mexico City, Mexico were discontinued. At the end of the fiscal year 1944, the Bureau had in operation radio stations in the SIS network at Havana, Cuba; San Jose, Costa Rica; Bogota, Colombia; Quito, Ecuador; Lima, Peru; Santiago, Chile; La Paz, Bolivia; Asuncion, Paraguay; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and Montevideo, Uruguay.

Through the medium of this vast network of radio stations in Latin America there have been communicated 4,185,087 code groups. Schedules are maintained with each station daily. The use of these stations insured the Bureau of constant and accurate communications. It also eliminates delays of at least twenty-four hours when messages are sent from one country by ordinary commercial cable.

It is interesting to note that during the recent revolutions in Ecuador and Bolivia, Bureau radio stations afforded the only means of communication to the United States. Ambassadors in these countries sent a total of 2,552 code groups to the State Department through Bureau stations. As a direct result of this excellent work the Ambassador in El Salvador has requested the Bureau to place a station in the American Embassy in that country. He too felt the need for such a station during the recent revolution in that country. Efforts are being made to comply with the Ambassador's request in the very near future.

All cables sent between the Bureau and the offices of the various Legal Attaches are handled through the Department of State. It was originally the practice to add a phrase at the beginning of such cables in State Department code stating, "From Hoover to" or "To Hoover." The encoding or decoding of this phrase at the State Department took a considerable amount of time and delayed our cable traffic. During January, 1944, the Bureau instituted the use of a standard code word as a prefix to such cables, indicating that they were either for the Legal Attaché at the city to which they were addressed or for the Bureau if addressed to Washington. The word "Legal" is used on cables to Legal Attachés and the word "Segel" on cables from Legal Attachés to the Bureau. The use of these code words eliminates the necessity for any encoding or decoding in the Code Room of the State Department and has resulted in saving about one day in the transit time on such cables.

A plan has been consummated whereby the Bureau's Liaison Officer in Trinidad will use the radio facilities of the War Department for direct
communication with the Bureau. The use of such facilities will save a considerable amount of time in the transmission of messages which would ordinarily be sent through commercial cable companies.

During the fiscal year 1944, several innovations were adopted in the handling of the mail to and from the various Legal Attaches. The envelopes bearing a post office box return address formerly used by the Department are used for Bureau mail and their printed package stickers for packages and large envelopes. The fact that such mail is from the Bureau is indicated by the marking "FC/1" being placed under the return address of the State Department. Mail for the Bureau from the offices of the various Legal Attaches is now addressed to Mr. at the Department of State and marked in large letters in pencil or ink "FC/1." It has been found that the addressing of mail in this manner saves a considerable amount of time in its handling at the Department of State, it being routed directly to the Bureau from the State Department Mail Room.

As a result of considerable difficulty experienced with the Mail Room at the State Department in the designation of Bureau mail for the various diplomatic pouches, a policy has been instituted of placing the words "Secret" or "Confidential" on the outer envelopes of such mail by large red rubber stamps, depending upon whether the mail is to travel by Courier Pouch or unaccompanied Air Pouch. These markings conform to the standard practice of the State Department.

The practice of having all Bureau mail for Legal Attaches tamper-proofed by the FBI Laboratory before it is transmitted has been instituted during the past year. The FBI Laboratory has also, at the request of the Department of State, conducted a series of tests on mail for the east coast of South America to determine if the diplomatic pouches of the State Department were being tampered with by anyone while en route. These tests are still continuing at the present time.

During August, 1943 in order to reduce the weight of Bureau mail for Legal Attaches and thus cooperate with the Department of State, a supply of Bureau letter head paper of air mail weight was secured and its use instituted for all mail to Legal Attaches. It has been found that the use of this paper reduces the weight of the mail sent from the Bureau considerably and thus enables us to place a larger number of letters in the diplomatic pouches without increasing the total weight of the mail so transmitted.

During the past year the Bureau has established direct liaison with the United States Dispatch Agent in New York City, which greatly facilitates the handling of freight shipments to and from our Legal Attaches. Such shipments are still handled through the supply section of the Department of State insofar as the physical handling of the shipments are concerned. However, all questions arising in connection with such shipments are settled directly with the United States Dispatch Agent in New York City.

As of June 1, 1944 a regulation was inaugurated by the Bureau of Internal Revenue making it no longer possible for transportation companies to...
allow Government employees tax exemption on transportation purchased with cash. In order to alleviate the necessity for Bureau employees assigned in open capacities to pay tax on their transportation arrangements have been perfected with the Department of State for the use of Government Transportation Requests of that Department by our open employees. A supply of such requests has been secured from the Department of State, issued in blank, and these are in turn issued by the Bureau to those individual open employees requiring transportation. A memorandum copy of such ORR is then forwarded to the Department of State, together with a check in payment for the transportation purchased.

In order the close of the fiscal year 1944, plans were completed to test, between Mexico City and the Bureau, the use of microfilm for the transmission of communications with a view toward transmission between the Bureau and all SIS offices for all communications except radio and cable messages and checks. The shipping of this microfilm by diplomatic air courier pouch in an undeveloped state is expected to result in a great saving of weight in the diplomatic pouches and greatly increased security with little or no loss in transmission time.
CHAPTER V - NEW YORK SIS OFFICE

The duties of the New York SIS office are to establish relations with various commercial concerns who have branch offices in various Latin American countries. Through these relations the Bureau is able to place Agents in Latin America as representatives of these concerns. Agents are temporarily assigned to the New York SIS office to receive their necessary training in business of their cover company, as well as to arrange for their travel to Latin America.

During the fiscal year of 1943-44, the New York SIS office developed a total of eighteen new cover companies in addition to the fifty-seven cover companies already existing, making a total of seventy-five cover companies available to the Bureau's SIS program. During the same fiscal year, six cover companies were abandoned for reasons of Bureau policy.

Of the sixty-nine cover companies usable by the Bureau, all but ten have been studied for their future possible use to SIS outside the Western Hemisphere. The remaining ten as yet not approached were mainly those corporations with headquarters in the Midwest.

During the same fiscal year, the Bureau's retrenchment program on SIS enabled the Bureau to reduce the Agent personnel in the New York SIS office by one Agent so that it is now maintained by the remaining Agent who is designated as in charge.

In the fiscal year of 1943-44, the New York SIS office's contacts have been used in major cases of the New York Field Division. In many instances, at the request of the New York Field Office, the New York SIS office has been able to discreetly make useful arrangements to these major cases with high officials of SIS contact companies to the advantage of the investigation. In addition, sixty-five of the SIS contacts in New York have been set out in the form of confidential contact cards and are being integrated in the source of information indices of the New York Field Division. This should enable the New York Field Division to make further use in major matters of the New York SIS contacts. The SIS contacts outside of the New York Field Division territory are not included in the above described index cards.

During this same fiscal year, one point was reached where 142 Agents were on SIS undercover assignments representing fifty-nine separate cover companies. Due to the retrenchment program, by July 1, 1944, this number was reduced to sixty-four Agents and Special Employees, representing thirty-six cover companies. The New York SIS office, during this retrenchment period, has maintained cordial relationship with those cover companies whose Agents on SIS have been withdrawn from Latin America.
CHAPTER VI - COVERS AND COVER COMPANIES

After successfully completing his SIS training, the agent is ready to depart for his post of assignment. His assignment being of such a confidential nature, it is known only to the high executive of his cover company, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Assistant to the Director and a few key employees of the SIS Division.

The agent obtains his passport and the necessary visas as the representative of some American commercial organization which has legitimate reason to send employees into Latin America. The covers available to the SIS Division include representative of concerns, and a variety of other occupations to which individual agents or special employees are particularly adapt by experience and ability. Most of these companies give special training to the agents in order to familiarize them with their cover business.

In addition to the listed active cover companies, there are forty-one companies which are not being used who have indicated their willingness to permit agents to proceed to Latin America and obtain intelligence information as their representatives.

The presently active SIS cover companies are as follows:
CHAPTER VII - MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A. SMUGGLING CONTROL

One of the most important phases of SIS work is that concerning investigation of cases involving the smuggling of strategic materials from Latin America to Axis Europe. The principal materials smuggled are industrial diamonds and platinum.

It is difficult to estimate enemy requirements of industrial diamonds but it is believed that Germany's economy needs at least 500,000 carats in order to keep her war machine functioning efficiently. The industrial diamonds which are used in the production of high precision tools are not produced in any of the territories under the German control and it is only through drawing on her reserves and through the smuggling across the Allied blockade that she is able to satisfy this need for diamonds. Despite the fact that efforts are being made in Germany to find substitutes for diamonds, it is still necessary for Germany to obtain them from unoccupied territory. Latin America produces about five per cent of the world's output, Brazil contributing about 400,000 carats, French Guiana and Venezuela about 40,000 each and British Guiana about 20,000 carats, and since the Allies have driven the Axis out of Africa, this source, though small in percentage, is important because of its accessibility through Argentina.

Although Brazil and Venezuela have done much to control the diamond production and marketing, many of the diamonds find their way into illegal channels and are smuggled to Buenos Aires, which is the focal point for all smuggling in Latin America. From there they are placed on board neutral vessels leaving for Spain and Portugal where they reach enemy hands.

It has been estimated that Japan needs approximately 300,000 carats of diamonds annually to maintain its production of war materials and the only diamond fields in the Far East under Japanese control are those in Borneo, which fields have never produced more than 40,000 carats annually. Furthermore, the stocks of diamonds held in Java, another Japanese occupied territory, were believed to have been transferred to Ceylon and Australia before Japanese occupation and it is entirely possible that Japan is obtaining some of her material through the purchase of diamonds on the black market in neutral Portugal and Madrid.

Platinum is also one of the strategic materials much needed by the enemy countries which have to draw on sources of this material outside territories occupied by them. Platinum is used as a catalyst for the manufacture of nitric acid and because of its high melting point and resistance to acid corrosion, it is used extensively in electrical equipment. The metal is found in Alaska, Canada, United States, South Africa, Russia and Colombia. The Choco District in Colombia is the only producing area in Latin America and, while it is difficult to estimate the production in this district because of the amounts that go into contraband traffic, it is thought that it runs between 30,000 and 40,000 ounces per year. The production and marketing
of platinum is controlled by the Colombian Government; in that producers by law are forced to sell the metal to licensed dealers who must turn it over to the Central Bank of Colombia. Despite these measures however, much of the material is sold illegally and finds its way across the borders to Ecuador and then by devious routes to Buenos Aires. From this point, similar to industrial diamonds, the material is transported aboard neutral vessels to Spain and Portugal, where it is purchased by enemy representatives.

To date, there have been no evidences of enemy rings in Latin America purchasing and trafficking in these strategic materials, but it is only necessary to offer a high enough price in Europe to stimulate the flow of these materials to a place where they can be purchased by the enemy. Because of their nature and their high value and small bulk, it is difficult to control the smuggling activities.

The British naivocerting system and the random searches of vessels at control points has acted as a deterrent to the flow of these materials to neutral Europe but it has not by any means stopped this traffic. The only really effective means of control is the obtaining of precise and specific information concerning anticipated smuggling of these materials and SIS representatives have [__________________________].

As a general policy for the investigating of smuggling cases, the Bureau interested itself in all cases of contraband activity involving strategic materials, but has only conducted investigations concerning other materials not in a strategic category when it is inspired by Axis interests or done for the benefit of blacklisted firms. With this in mind, SIS representatives have been able to [__________________________]. General smuggling in Latin America is widespread and efforts are being made to [__________________________].

As an aid in the investigation of these cases, information is obtained from the British authorities as a result of their program from [__________________________] and from investigative reports by Bureau agents in Latin America.

The Legal Attache in La Paz, Bolivia has perfected arrangements with the police authorities of that country so that any individual, male or female, traveling by plane or train suspected of being engaged in smuggling might be thoroughly searched at La Paz. All international travelers going north or south on the western side of Latin America either by plane or by train must pass this city, and it is expected that these facilities placed at the service of the Bureau will be of great assistance in controlling the
clear of strategic materials. Arrangements have also been made with representatives so that they will purchase any platinum discovered as a result of these searches; to prevent its coming into the possession of Axis interests.

At the request of the United States ambassador to Colombia, five Bureau agents in June of 1944 were assigned to work in Colombia exclusively on the investigation of cases involving the contraband traffic of platinum in that country. In the short space of time that they have worked there, much has been done to uncover the activities of those who are engaged in the illegal traffic in platinum.

The representatives of the office of the Legal Attache in Bogota, Colombia, have from time to time compiled information relating to the activities of smugglers and contrabandists dealing in platinum. As a result of SIS investigations, information concerning these contrabandists has been furnished by the United States Embassy to the Colombian authorities who indicated that they would take vigorous action. The Colombian Government agreed to intern Axis nationals engaged in this contraband traffic; to repatriate non-enemy aliens who are likewise engaged; and to take strong action against Colombian citizens who are found to be active in platinum smuggling. The State Department and Naval and Military authorities look upon the control of platinum smuggling as being vitally important to the Allied war effort and have brought pressure to bear on the Colombian Government to act on information furnished by SIS representatives. As a result the Colombian authorities have placed tighter control on the production and marketing of platinum.

The United States ambassador to Colombia presented the Colombian Government a memorandum setting forth information given him by the Legal Attache concerning the smuggling activities of seventeen individuals who were believed to be principal smugglers of platinum. Arrangements were made by the Colombian Government for the expulsion of these individuals from the country regardless of their nationality.

A representative of the Foreign Economic Administration, who conducted a survey of the platinum smuggling situation in Colombia, commented that he found that the FBI in Colombia was the only agency capable of taking any action with respect to Axis control of smuggling. He highly praised the SIS representatives and stated that in his estimation all of the individuals engaged in smuggling had been identified by them.

The SIS liaison officer at Trinidad, W.I., has also done much to assist in the investigation of smuggling matters because of the fact that Trinidad is one of the main control ports for neutral shipping from Latin America to Europe. Many of the passengers and crew members aboard neutral vessels who are suspected of being engaged in smuggling are interrogated and searched at this point. The Bureau's representative there participates in the searches and the interrogations and is able to do much to further the investigation of these cases.
In addition to platinum and diamonds there are other strategic materials available in Latin America, which are desired by enemy countries, such as quartz crystals, tungsten, cocaine, mica, tantalum and quinine. Despite the fact that rubber is not one of the materials which the Axis is interested in obtaining from Latin America, there is widespread activity in smuggling this product which concerns American authorities. Because of the extreme shortage of rubber in Argentina, both raw and processed rubber is being smuggled into that country from Bolivia and Brazil with the apparent consent of Argentine customs authorities. The situation is aggravated because of the plentiful supply of gasoline in Argentina and the lack of any restrictions on the consumption of rubber. As a result, both private individuals and commercial companies are in dire need of automobile tires and tubes which shortage the Argentine officials have attempted to alleviate by the complete elimination of import tax on these articles. They have, in fact, encouraged the importation of any type of rubber goods regardless of whether or not the material has been exported from the contiguous countries legally.

The major portion of the rubber produced in both Bolivia and Brazil is by contract destined for the Rubber Development Corporation which processes and exports the rubber for the use of the United Nations. The price fixed by contract is approximately thirty cents per pound or about sixty five cents per kilogram. The same rubber in Argentina brings about 5.50 and upwards per kilogram which makes contraband activity extremely profitable. Some of the rubber goods smuggled into Argentina have been found to be destined for black-listed firms and the general subject of rubber smuggling is receiving the attention of SIS representatives because of the fact that it reduces the supply of rubber for use by this country in the war effort.

There follow a synopsis of some of the representative cases worked on by SIS agents in Latin America.

Through alert SIS representatives in Quito, Ecuador, a lucrative supply of platinum was cut off from the Axis, and the leader of the smuggling ring, [redacted], was apprehended at his Pebble Beach, California, home on July 20, 1943. He was sentenced by a United States Federal Judge in San Francisco to 10 months in jail for violation of the United States Censorship laws. More than 7,000 grams of platinum were transported by this ring from the producing region in Colombia to Argentina, where the metal undoubtedly reached Axis hands. The existence of this ring was first detected through [redacted], Ecuador. The communication contained what was suspected and later proved to be, double talk about platinum. It was determined that the platinum purchased in Colombia and carried to Buenos Aires, Argentina, in belts, was being purchased by Axis representatives. As a result of the investigation of this case, the identities of many individuals actively engaged in the smuggling of this metal were ascertained. This information has materially assisted in placing contraband control regulations in effect in Latin America, and has placed the local police authorities on the alert for activities in this regard.
SIS representatives in Ecuador and Colombia have
doing business in smuggling platinum from
Colombia to Ecuador. Details of their transactions were learned and the
information was turned over to authorities in Quito, Ecuador. As a result
both of these individuals were apprehended on March 7, 1944, and were found
to be in possession of ten pounds of platinum which had been illegally trans-
ported across the Colombian–Ecuadoran border.

This quantity of platinum at legal rates would be worth approximately
$5,600 but the prevailing black market rates in Ecuador would be considerably
over $10,000.

Signed statements were obtained from both these individuals in
which they admitted illegally purchasing the platinum in Cali, Colombia,
five pounds each from [ ] both of Condoto, Colombia. All of the individuals involved in this case have long been under ob-
servation and investigation by SIS representatives and the apprehension of
the two main subjects was made possible by

The subjects were turned over to the Colombian authorities together
with the signed statements in which they admitted their guilt. They were,
however, released by the Colombian authorities and are presently at liberty
in that country.

For a considerable time Bureau agents in Colombia and Ecuador
worked on the case involving platinum smuggling from Colombia to Ecuador
by [ ]. All the investigation concerning him has been con-
ducted by the offices of the Legal Attaches in both countries and the
details were turned over to the Comandante of the Carabineros in Ecuador.
[ ] was apprehended on January 26, 1944, by Ecuadorian officials and
contraband platinum weighing about three pounds was found in his possession
and confiscated. He stated that the platinum was owned by [ ],
of Bogota, Colombia, and in signed statements he admitted having clandes-
tinely transported the metal from Colombia to Ecuador from which place
he attempted to sell it to various individuals in Havana, Cuba, and
Buenos Aires, Argentina, at contraband prices. Through questioning of
the subject the sources of the contraband platinum in Colombia have been
ascertained and the identities of individuals in other countries who are
active in the contraband platinum market have been learned.

Recent investigation in Colombia has resulted in uncovering the
activities of [ ] together with a widespread
ring of platinum smugglers. Reliable information has indicated that
for the past year, has made extensive purchases of platinum in Colombia and
that he has smuggled the platinum to Rio de Janeiro and Buenos Aires. [ ]
was recently apprehended at Lima, Peru, through the cooperation of the
Peruvian Police, after traveling from Colombia, and he has admitted his
participation in platinum smuggling. He has admitted having smuggled out of

Colombia forty-five pounds of platinum about December, 1943, and having purchased between April and early June, 1944, an additional forty-two pounds of platinum which he intended to smuggle out of Colombia by using two women accomplices. He states that this platinum is still in Colombia in the care of an accomplice by the name of _____________. The subject has expressed a

he has stated

in exchange, in Colombia, including the Axis interests and the Argentine outlets. The investigation of ________ has been continuing and it is believed that it will result in producing conclusive evidence as to the contraband activity of the already known prominent smugglers in Colombia and other South American countries. 

________________________ has long been known to the Bureau as a platinum smuggler. It is known that he has supplied platinum to ___________ in Ecuador, which platinum was transported to Quito, Ecuador, where it was sold to __________, a former associate of ________ mentioned above. _____________ was known to have many sources in Colombia through whom he could obtain the platinum which was to enter the contraband traffic. On January 18, 1944, ___________ was apprehended at Ypiales, Colombia, on the Colombia-Ecuador border in the act of smuggling a quantity of platinum across the border. The 20 grams of platinum found in his possession at that time was confiscated by the Colombian National Police, but ________ himself was subsequently released inasmuch as existing laws in Colombia do not provide for imprisonment of an individual found to be smuggling out of Colombia. 

On July 10, 1943 ____________ his two nephews __________ and _____________ and approximately fourteen of his associates in Rio de Janeiro were apprehended by the police at Rio de Janeiro and were charged with illegal transactions in platinum. It was stated that the source of this metal was Colombia and that he was a courier who travels between Bogota, Colombia, and Rio de Janeiro. ___________ is one of the largest platinum and diamond dealers in Brazil and he is associated in his illegal enterprises with ___________ known smugglers, and his associates were released approximately ten days after their apprehension. It has been alleged, although not definitely proven, that ________ is clandestinely obtaining African bort diamonds in the United States and selling them in Brazil. It has also been reported that __________ has been receiving platinum from the United States by having it melted into the base metal of radio tubes consigned to him but this, too, has not been proven. 

The Legal Attache at La Paz, Bolivia, learned of the intended clandestine shipment of a large quantity of rubber from Bolivia to Argentina. The information was furnished by him to the Director General of the Bolivian police on April 5, 1944, and shortly thereafter twelve individuals were apprehended by the latter at Santa Cruz, Bolivia. Approximately 10,000 pounds of rubber valued at about $4,000 was recovered. Some of the individuals involved were apprehended in the act of illegally transporting the rubber to the Argentine border. In all, twelve men were apprehended, but five of this
The desire for the importation of strategic materials into Argentina is increasingly evident in activities occurring in South America. Several Argentine Army officers, including [redacted], were taken into custody on April 19, 1944, because of their activities in attempting to smuggle strategic war material from Chile to Argentina. The materials involved included nickel and copper and it was ascertained that they were destined for the use of the Argentine Army.

The three above-mentioned individuals were stated to have been employed by [redacted], an alias who was last known to be in Buenos Aires, Argentina. After their apprehension they gave signed statements setting forth the details of their activities in smuggling nickel and copper for the benefit of the Argentine government. Some thirty-three other individuals were involved. [Redacted] confessed that he is in active status in the Argentine Army who was commissioned by Director General of Material of the Army in Buenos Aires to obtain nickel, zinc, and other metals needed by the Argentine war industry. His district chief was [redacted], who worked in Chile under the name of [redacted]. The organization was formed in November of 1943 and the chief purchasing agent was [redacted]. The materials were taken via truck and mail from Ovalle, Chile, through Calingasta, Argentina, to San Juan, Argentina, from which place the shipments were taken by Argentine Army trucks.

All three individuals were expelled from Chile on April 27, 1944, and were delivered to the Argentine authorities at the border town of Los Andes by the Chile Department of Investigations.

An informant has been developed in a smuggling ring which has been engaged in smuggling tires from Brazil to Argentina. This group is comprised of [redacted] and others. The ring apparently headed by [redacted] has planned to smuggle approximately 2,000 high-speed heavy-duty tires across the Argentina-Brazil border at Foz de Iguaçu. The plan was to have the tires brought to this border town by truck where the consignment would be met by a launch dispatched from the Argentine side of the river. However, on or about April 10, 1944, officers of the Brazilian Military Intelligence Department apprehended [redacted] and a short time later [redacted]. At the present time they are incarcerated at Sao Paulo, Brazil, where they will undoubtedly be kept for the duration of the war, however, left Brazil and is presently at liberty in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
On November 9, 10, and 11, 1944, memoranda were presented by the American Embassy in Buenos Aires to the Argentine Foreign Office requesting action against numerous Axis espionage agents operating in that country. These memoranda reflected the results of intensive investigation by SIS both in Argentina and neighboring Latin American countries. As a result, the principal individuals exposed in these memoranda were arrested by the Argentine Government and indicted. However, they were never tried nor convicted, and by the summer of 1945, practically without exception, all were free and again active in Axis espionage affairs. During the last six months of 1944 SIS in Argentina was fully occupied with covering the activities of these individuals and developing information regarding the identity and activities of their numerous collaborators in the espionage field.

Information developed during this period left no doubt but that Buenos Aires was the center of Axis intelligence operations in the Western Hemisphere, the "Island of South America", so to speak. Espionage and smuggling agents operated freely and with scarcely a pretext at disguising their true work. They collected detailed information regarding politics, economics, manufacturing, and the war efforts of Latin America and the United States. They gathered precious drugs, metals, and equipment much needed in the Axis countries. To transport this information and equipment to the Axis governments they devised an elaborate courier system, utilizing passengers and crew members of Spanish ships plying between Argentina and Europe. For more urgent messages they set up powerful radio transmitters outside Buenos Aires. In addition, they made use of secret inks and handled bulky material by reducing it to microfilm. For their cohorts in Mexico they forwarded messages containing photomicrographs or dots.

SIS arranged through British authorities for several important subjects, notably Manuel Perez Garcia, a Spanish Security Officer, and Jose Oliveras de la Rio, a courier, to be arrested at Allied control points or on the high seas and interned. Regarding those who remained in Argentina, it was necessary to await the action of the Argentine Government.

The break in diplomatic relations between Argentina and the Axis on January 25, 1944, found SIS prepared with a wealth of detailed information regarding the organization and activities of the German, Japanese, and Italian Intelligence organizations in Argentina. As a result, the Bureau was able to deliver a comprehensive memorandum to the State Department on the same date, pointing out the available evidence against sixty-five Axis agents considered the most dangerous to Allied security. This summary memorandum was also furnished to the Legal Attaché in Buenos Aires and together with two memoranda prepared by the Legal Attaché, formed the basis for a communication from United States Ambassador Norman Armour, to the Argentine Government.

Collateral with the break in relations and the considerable publicity surrounding the espionage mission of Oscar Alberto Helmuth, Argentine
Consul to Barcelona, the Argentine Government arrested some twenty Axis agents, including those who had been formerly exposed, arrested and released. By the end of February, 1944, Argentine police had taken into custody seventy-seven alleged Axis representatives. This total finally arose to 168 individuals, according to the best available records, and included the principal subjects in every major case under investigation by SI in Argentina. Many of those arrested were found to be only incidentally connected with subversive activities and were released after some questioning. Others were held for more extensive interrogation, while still others were found on no evidence that they were held for criminal action. Figures as of May, 1944, indicated that thirteen of the most important subjects were being held in the central police station by the Buenos Aires Police Department on espionage charges while thirty-three others were confined in the Villa Devoto prison.

Many of the persons included among those originally arrested had diplomatic or semi-diplomatic privileges and were released or placed under house arrest shortly thereafter. Beginning in March, 1944, the Argentine Foreign Office began to consider the question of repatriation of these diplomats and their families. By the close of the 1945-44 fiscal year these plans had proceeded to the place where arrangements were virtually complete for the return of 168 Axis diplomats to Germany via Spain on the Spanish ship "Cabo de Buena Esperanza," leaving Buenos Aires July 6, 1944.

The foregoing arrests and repatriations have, of course, dealt a severe blow to Axis intelligence activities in the Western Hemisphere, since practically all of these activities were directed from Buenos Aires. However, information in the possession of STS at the close of the year showed that this organization was still functioning in Buenos Aires although somewhat diminished with somewhat diminished vigor. During the year the underground organization promises to furnish STS in Argentina extensive investigative duties during the coming year.

Chile

A vital link in the German espionage system was stamped out during the year of 1943 as the result of action taken in Chile which identified and caused the detection by Chilean authorities of many espionage agents. During the early months of 1943, radio signals were intercepted which evidenced clandestine radio traffic by a German control station believed to have been located near Hamburg, Germany, and a clandestine radio station using the call letters FQZ which was thought to be located in South America.

The South American clandestine station was located at La Cisterna, a suburb of Santiago, Chile, after extensive investigation by STS representatives. The occupants of the premises where the station was located were identified as Guillermo Kussomuller (Kothmann). Continued inquiry by our representatives, assisted by the U.S. military, revealed that...

b7C

b7D
The clandestine radio transmitter in Santiago was being used by members of a far-reaching espionage organization. Following the activities of the station, it was determined that the South American answer station, known as PQZ, discontinued broadcast to Germany with its last message on October 27, 1942. After this date it became apparent that members of the organization were afraid the authorities knew of their activities, and it was thought possible that the transmitting equipment in Kunsmuller's home would be removed.

The State Department was very much impressed with the evidence obtained by American representatives indicating widespread German activities in Chile and other South American countries and authorized the presentation of information concerning this case to the Chilean authorities. On February 16, 1944, the Legal Attache at Santiago prepared a memorandum setting forth information concerning the activities of the PQZ espionage ring which was delivered to the Chilean Foreign Office by the American Ambassador. Simultaneously, a memorandum containing supplemental information was presented on a confidential basis. The Chilean authorities under the direction of immediately instituted action to round up espionage agents involved in this matter.

Guillermo Kunsmuller, a Chilean of German descent, was taken into custody on February 15, 1944, and after a lengthy interrogation confessed that he had operated the clandestine station known as PQZ and that he was identified with an individual known as Pedro, who operated a clandestine radio station known as PQI. This station had been active in Chile during 1942, but had ceased operations. Kunsmuller indicated Agusto Kroll (Celi) as being his immediate superior and also gave evidence implicating others in espionage activities as well as information which led to the location of the radio transmitter he had used in operating the station PQZ. Kroll, who had been previously identified as being involved in espionage work, revealed the true leader of the organization to be Fernando Francisca Timmermann (Duochung). He also disclosed the location of the radio transmitter used by Kunsmuller which had been buried in the garden at the rear of his house and revealed the whereabouts of another transmitter and short-wave receiver which had been buried in the garden at the residence of Hans Gruner (Yedetteles).

Gruner was determined to have acted as a contact man for Kroll in his association with Humberto Peres (Caseres) who had been sent to Santiago from Buenos Aires by members of the German espionage system in Argentina for the purpose of working under the leaders of the organization in Chile. Peres was found to possess a short-wave receiver and admitted being involved in the activities of the organization. He also gave information regarding the activities of Victor Vouga, alias Rudolf, who was an active agent in Chile during 1943 operating under directions of German authorities in Buenos Aires. Vouga was later identified as Heinz Lange, a well-known German agent who had previously engaged in activities in Brazil.
Paraguay and Argentina. It was determined that Lange had departed from Chile in December, 1943, and that the organization established in Chile by him was to continue operations under the direction of Eugenio Ellinger (Knoll). $\Phi\Upsilon$

Ellinger was identified as the individual known as Juan Valdes who had been associated with members of the PTL espionage group which was active at Valparaiso, Chile, during 1941 and 1942. Since the authorities had acted to break up the PTL organization in October, 1942, Valdes had been a fugitive whose apprehension was sought by the authorities. He was located and apprehended after information was obtained by SIS representatives which indicated he was endeavoring to obtain a false passport for the purpose of leaving Chile. Two of our representatives, namely $\Phi\Upsilon$ and Police Liaison Agent, $\Phi\Upsilon$ were present when the authorities took Valdes into custody after some gunfire and a chase. $\Phi\Upsilon$

At the time the Chilean authorities began to apprehend and detain persons implicated in the activities of the PTL organization, it was determined that Bernardo Timmermann had previously departed from Santiago and was in the south of Chile where it was feared that he might try to escape into Argentina. His activities were closely followed and he was apprehended by the Chilean authorities and returned to Santiago for interrogation. As a result of the questioning of Timmermann and the search of his home, evidence was obtained which established a far-reaching espionage organization formerly directed from the German Embassy in Santiago, but which had been turned over to the leadership of Timmermann following the repatriation of German Embassy officials from Chile in September, 1943. $\Phi\Upsilon$

It was ascertained that Ludwig Von Bohlen, former Air Attaché to the German Embassy at Santiago, had been responsible for the espionage organization which had been developed through the assistance of other Embassy officials, including Wilhelm Hammerschmidt, Julius Mahn, Dr. Erwin Wolf, Arthur Kast and Wilhelm Thoen. These individuals had recruited persons loyal to Germany or sympathetic to the Axis cause who would supply information beneficial to the German war effort. Some were trained in the use of codes and secret ink writing. Others acted as couriers or liaison agents between persons who supplied information and the leader of the organization. Still others endeavored to establish a system of agents who would report information regarding the movement of Allied vessels along the west coast of South America. $\Phi\Upsilon$

Upon the departure of Von Bohlen, Timmermann was designated to act as the leader of the organization. He received funds in the amount of approximately $200,000 in United States currency, was instructed in the use of secret inks and codes by Von Bohlen and Julius Mahn, and received records of prior activities of the group from Von Bohlen. A search of his home revealed a large quantity of United States currency, and he disclosed the identity of individuals he had designated to hold other sums of United States currency for safe-keeping. $\Phi\Upsilon$
Friedrich Zimmermann, Gerardo Krebe (Nikolai), Kurt Vahl (Nemserius) Jose Almaguro, Gerstweiger (Kohl), and Max Kudler Nemol there was obtained the amount of $74,160 in United States Currency, as well as Chilean and Argentine currency valued at $17,650. In the basement of Zimmermann's house was found a well-equipped photographic laboratory which was used in reducing espionage reports to microfilm which was transmitted by courier to Buenos Aires. One of the principal couriers used by Zimmermann was stated to be Federico Mode (Roth) now residing in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Z Y

Zimmermann also possessed data regarding the code used in the PUK radio circuit, other codes used by radio transmission to and from Argentina, codes to be used in secret writing, letters to Argentina, and others for the use of agents in intra-country communications. Formulas for several types of secret inks were found. Zimmermann admitted his participation in espionage activities and advised that upon the departure of Von Bohlen, he was informed that he should contact General Friedrich Doll, Military and Air Attache to the German Embassy at Buenos Aires should he desire assistance. Z Y

Zimmermann confirmed the role played by his sub-agent, Agusti Kroll, and the agents under the direction of Kroll, including Omer, Perez, and Alberto Collall (Roo) who supplied information obtained from Chilean Military authorities and Communist reports. Others under the direction of Zimmermann included Hans Joachim Heine (Helmke), who controlled a group of agents operating between Valparaiso, Chile and Santiago, which group had for its principal purpose, the submission of information regarding Allied ship movements. Those working with Heineke included Tiso Blanca Dorner (Wagner), Karl Ernst (Gudenschwager), Carlos Oliva (Steele), and a member of the Chilean Investigaciones, Armando Caspebas (Caspebas). Following the disclosure of the activities of Caspebas, he was dishonorably discharged from the Investigaciones before a public gathering. Z Y

Other evidence seized from Zimmermann which had been left in his possession by Ludwig Von Bohlen, included documents and reports submitted by various agents, receipts signed by agents for various expenditures, blank Chilean certificates, various passports including blank Chilean and Spanish passports which were to be used to assist German nationals possessing technical experience to return to Germany, various seals of official governmental departments of Chile and Bolivia, and other data. One espionage report disclosed information regarding United States planes, air training, and training accidents, which was allegedly obtained from Lieutenant Emilio Schonherr, a Chilean air force lieutenant who recently returned from the United States after extensive training in this country. It is possible that this information was obtained by Zinnemannler as a result of a casual conversation with Schonherr as the report stated that the information had been supplemented with data obtained from periodicals. Another document of interest was a memorandum concerning the experience gathered by the leaders and members of the espionage ring, which set forth the mistakes made by the agents involved in the PUK espionage case. From the evidence it can be concluded that Von Bohlen was directing the activities of the PUK group. Z Y
Among the receipts signed by agents working for Van Bohlen which were recovered from Humann were several receipts signed by Buñuel. The agent using this cover name was identified as Guillermo Hellemann (Coxa) who, assisted by his wife Anna Brezdenko de Hellemann, collaborated with Alberto Heise (Lettmann) in obtaining various technical magazines from the United States. Hellemann was also found to have been active in establishing a group of agents throughout the northern part of Chile for the purpose of reporting shipping information. Hellemann and his wife were detained by the authorities, and while being held in custody, Hellemann's lawyer tried to release him on a writ of habeas corpus. The authorities immediately obtained from President Río an order for his expulsion from the country.

Through action by our representatives and cooperation with the American Embassy officials, Hellemann was removed from Chile in the plane of the United States Military Attaché to Talara, Peru. Hellemann was subsequently brought to the United States where he was thoroughly interviewed by a Bureau representative.

Investigation with regard to the PGZ organization led to information which revealed the existence of a second group of espionage agents known to have operated in Chile. This group was dependent upon the German banks in Santiago for its leadership; however, direction of the group was believed to be handled from Buenos Aires, Argentina, although it is known that individual members cooperated at times with Ludwig Von Bohlen. Following the break of relations with the Axis by Chile it appeared there was some question as to whether the group operating through the banks would be reorganized. Von Bohlen did not favor such action; however, Victor Vouga, alias Rudolfo, arrived in Santiago from Buenos Aires, and it is believed that Vouga established an organization separate from that operated from the embassy by Von Bohlen which took the place of the organization directed through the German banks. While in Chile, Lange or Vouga, associated with Herbert Schlussel and his wife Gertrudis, who traveled to Argentina with Lange when he departed from Chile, and were later apprehended by Argentine authorities for espionage activities.

Other individuals reported to have been dependent on the German banks were Ernesto Schluter (Biersterfeldt), now in Argentina, and Waldemar Keeser (Barba), present in custody of the Chilean authorities. It is to be noted that Humberto Pereyra, who has been previously mentioned as working with Kroll, stated that he had been introduced to the work of German espionage activities by Legli Uberti (Reali), well-known Paraguayan nationalist and Reali sympathizer. While in Argentina, Pereyra advised he was associated with the operation of a radio station at two different locations during which time he was working with Dr. Alves and one Emilico. Alves has since been identified as Juan Otto Shurrer Stolle, a German agent presently in custody of the Buenos Aires police. Pereyra was directed to Santiago in September, 1945, for the purpose of acting as a reserve radio operator and while in transit to Chile was used as a courier for two sealed documents addressed to Reinze Lange.
A third group of espionage agents operating independently from
the others was determined to be supplied solely with political activities
in South America. This group was headed by Eugenio Langer. Langer is
reported to have arrived in Chile some time during 1941 or 1942 to set up
a radio transmitter at Quilpué, Chile. He was stated to have been working
in conjunction with two Peruvian refugees, Luis Flores (Medina) and Victor
Pereira (Santusbo). The purpose of this group was to bring about a political
revolution in Peru. However, the project was a failure. The radio trans-
mitter was removed and Langer is now believed to be in Argentina.

It is to be noted that members of the FQZ espionage ring, as well
as other organizations operating in Chile, have dispatched agents to Peru
for the purpose of obtaining information regarding that country as well as
information concerning activities of the United States within Peru. A close
connection has been noted between the German espionage organization in Chile
and that which is known to exist in Argentina. This fact is further evidenced
by the flight of numerous individuals in Chile to avoid prosecution or dis-
closure of their activities in this case as well as in the FYL Espionage Case.

Individuals known to have been involved in the FYL Case who have
been implicated in the current investigation of the FQZ ring include Heinrich
Von Reiner, Hans Blume, Friedrich Von Schuls-Haust, Johann Peter Szera, all
of whom are now believed to be residing in Argentina.

At the present time prosecution of individuals detained by the
authorities is in the hands of Judge Luis Macquino (Hera) of the circuit
court at Santiago. Action of the court has been slow and efforts of the
judge at the present time have left much to be desired from a standpoint
of effective action.

Of the fifty-six individuals detained by the authorities, twenty-
six are reported to be presently in custody, six have been released under
bail, and the others have been questioned by the court and released without
bail. In all, a total of ninety individuals have been implicated in German
espionage activities in Chile, including those detained and those who have
fled to Argentina to avoid prosecution. Three radio transmitters have been
seized by the authorities, the molten remains of a fourth transmitter re-
covered and the whereabouts of a fifth transmitter determined. This latter
unit was reported to have been thrown in a river at Santiago to avoid seizure.
Three short-wave receivers have been taken from subjects involved and two
power units used with the radio transmitters have been located. This equip-
ment, with the large amount of funds confiscated from Timmermann and his
assistants, is now in the possession of authorities awaiting disposition
by the court.

The names of all individuals who have been detained by the author-
ities, including those who have been implicated in the activities of the
FQZ organization in Chile, are listed below.
1. Bernardo Francisco Zimmermann (Zimmermann), holds dual citizenship, German and Chilean. Arrested February 19, 1944; still in custody.

2. Gertrudis Frieda Dietze (Dietze), Chilean, wife of Zimmermann. Arrested February 19, 1944; in present at her home at the disposition of the judge.

3. Hans Joachim Dietze (Dietze), German. Arrested February 21, 1944; still in custody.

4. Augusto Kroll (Kroll), German. Arrested February 17, 1944; still in custody.

5. Vilma de Kroll, wife of Kroll, German. Arrested February 17, 1944; released March 1, 1944.

6. Hans Grauer (Grauer), German. Arrested February 17, 1944; still in custody.

7. Elena de Grauer, German, wife of Grauer. Arrested February 17, 1944; released March 1, 1944.


9. Adolfo Adorno (Adorno), Paraguayan. Arrested February 19, 1944; released March 1, 1944. Adorno was determined to be a friend of Perez, who advised that he was not engaged in espionage work nor did he have knowledge of such activities.


11. Alicia Kath Schober de Kunzemiller, German, wife of Kunzemiller. Arrested February 15, 1944; released by the judge on March 3, 1944.

12. Manuel Rivera (Belmar), Chilean. Arrested February 16, 1944; released by the judge March 1, 1944. Rivera resided at the residence of Kunzemiller and though he was believed to have known of Kunzemiller's activities, no evidence has been obtained indicating he was involved.

13. Klaus Krebs (Krebs), Chilean. Arrested February 22, 1944; still in custody. This individual was implicated in the disposition of a radio transmitter.

14. Diego Fajardo (Carrasco), Chilean. Arrested February 21, 1944; released March 1, 1944. Arrested March 2, 1944; released on bond June 22, 1944. Fajardo was implicated in the disposition of a radio transmitter.
15. Waldemar Kosser (Gartzels), German. Arrested February 21, 1944; still in custody.

16. Heinz Pfleffer (Schulze), German. Questioned on February 29, 1944; implicated in case; and formally arrested April 1, 1944; released April 6, 1944. Pfleffer was implicated in the disposition of a power unit.

17. Carlos Otto Brunn (Putzold), Chilean. Arrested February 26, 1944; still in custody. Brunn has been established as the liaison agent between Augusto Kroll and Alberto Coltell.

18. Alberto Coltell (Coca), Chilean. Arrested February 26, 1944; since released.

19. Juan Baldomero Westermeyer (Kuhl), Chilean. Arrested March 8, 1944; released March 17, 1944.

20. Gerardo Krebs (Tilckens), Chilean. Arrested March 8, 1944; still in custody.


22. Max Kutzer (Vonhof), German. Arrested March 11, 1944; released March 17, 1944.

23. Ricardo Krebs (Tilckens), Chilean. Arrested March 11, 1944; still in custody. Ricardo Krebs was apprehended when he presented himself at the office of the Investigaciones to inquire for his brother Gerardo and Klaus. It has been established that he was the individual using the name Zurin who was to be held in reserve by Zimmermann for possible future activities.

24. Elsa Blanca Horner (Wagner), Chilean. Arrested March 9, 1944; released on bond July 6, 1944.

25. Jurgens Luders (Schneidem), German. Arrested February 26, 1944; released March 1, 1944. Luders was implicated by Kroll who advised that on orders from Zimmermann, he obtained from Ludeurs a package containing a radio receiver which was delivered to Humberto Perez.

26. Herbert Zimmermann (Foster), German. Arrested February 26, 1944; released March 1, 1944. This individual was apprehended when he appeared at the office of Zimmermann to report for work. He was not otherwise been implicated.
27. Pedro von Malsaywiczy, Pole. Arrested February 26, 1944; released March 1, 1944. This individual worked as a gardener for Timmermann and has not been implicated in other activities.


29. Jorge Ehmapperger (Grassau), Chilean. Arrested February 25, 1944; still in custody. He was implicated through association with Eugene Ellinger, alias Juan Valdes.

30. Renato Adela Ehmapperger (Grassau), Chilean. Arrested February 25, 1944; released on bond July 6, 1944. He was implicated through association with Eugene Ellinger, alias Juan Valdes.

31. Elena Grassau (Schwank), Chilean. Arrested February 25, 1944; released February 27, 1944.

32. Catalina Hinnesdel (Arp), German, viuda de Hostovisky. Arrested February 26, 1944; questioned and immediately released. Other-in-law of Herbert Schlosser, not otherwise involved.

33. German Winteneralter, German. Arrested February 25, 1944; released February 27, 1944. Rearrested April 1, 1944; released April 6, 1944. Winteneralter was implicated when a photograph was found in the possession of Alberto Perez containing his picture with that of Ellinger, Helitta Pfeitz, and Herbert Schlosser. He has not otherwise been involved.

34. Armando Cespedes (Cespuedes), Chilean. Arrested March 11, 1944; still in custody.

35. Hilda von Flate (Timmermann), Chilean. Arrested March 11, 1944; still in custody. This individual was used by Von Bohlen as a code clerk, formerly employed in the German Embassy and was at the time of her apprehension, employed in the Swiss Embassy.

36. Walter Thien (Bruggemann), Chilean. Arrested March 11, 1944; released on bond June 19, 1944. Thien was implicated by Timmermann who stated that he had a radio transmitter in his possession used by the espionage group. He admitted associating with Koesser, Heins Lange, and others in espionage activities and having possessed radio equipment.

37. Juan Wolter (Petersen), German. Arrested March 11, 1944; still in custody. Wolter possessed a radio transmitter which was destroyed by burning. The mangled remains of this transmitter were recovered by the authorities. This instrument had been delivered to Wolter by Heinrich Reiners and Hans Blume.
38. Helmut Sassen, German. Arrested March 12, 1944; released March 27, 1944. Sassen was implicated in the disposition of the transmitter found in Moller's warehouse.

39. Hermann Gerstenmaier (Lauter), German. Arrested March 13, 1944; released approximately March 25, 1944. This individual was implicated by Zimmermann as possessing radio equipment used by the organization. A search of his home failed to reveal radio apparatus.

40. Enrique Tiedemann (Flag enemy), German. Arrested March 16, 1944; released on bond June 22, 1944. Tiedemann was implicated in the disposition of the radio transmitter which was thrown in the river at Santiago.

41. Heinrich Gerhard Brunko (Jansen), German. Arrested March 16, 1944; released on bond June 22, 1944.

42. Carlos Ortega (Orellan), Chilean. Arrested March 17, 1944; still in custody. Ortega has been suspected of being engaged in espionage activities for a long period of time. He was implicated by Walter Thiene and Waldemar Koenigs having sold a radio transmitter and assisted in the installation and operation of this unit. At the time of his apprehension, he was en route to Argentina.

43. Theodor Fuchs (Schmid), German. Arrested March 19, 1944; still in custody. Theodor Fuchs has been known to be a professional informant although no information connecting him with espionage activities has been obtained.

44. Heinrich Geierich, German. Arrested April 3, 1944; released April 10, 1944. Involved in the activities of Guillermo Hellesmann.

45. Engelhardt Graf, German. Arrested April 1, 1944; released April 6, 1944.


47. Franz Hilger, German. Arrested April 1, 1944; still in custody. This individual has been implicated as an agent for Ludwig von Bohlen.

48. Geri von Plates, Chilean. Arrested April 1, 1944; released April 5, 1944.

49. Carl Ernst, German. Arrested April 2, 1944; still in custody.

50. Father Francisco Martino, Spaniard. Arrested April 2, 1944; released same day. Implicated in the activities of Heinze Lange, alias Victor Vouga.
61. Isabel Márquez (Reiners), Chilean. Arrested April 2, 1944; released on bond July 6, 1944. This individual was very active in the PTL espionage group and was one of the first contacts of Emmanuelle upon his return to Chile from Germany.

62. Anna Braunschweig de Hellemann, German. Arrested April 1, 1944; still in custody.

63. Guillermo Hellemann (Greve), German. Arrested April 1, 1944. Deported to the United States.

64. Wilhelm Reichmann, German. Arrested April 1, 1944; still in custody. Employed by Bernardo Timmermann and former German Consular at Santiago. Brought into the case through his association with Timmermann.

65. Harold Sievers (Ponok), Chilean. Interviewed on April 14, 1944, in Santiago after which he returned to his post in Valparaíso. It is alleged that Von Bohlen obtained military information pertinent to Chile from this individual who used the cover name of Erwin Rossel. Sievers is a sub-lieutenant in the Chilean Army.

66. Lucinda Silva (Vargas), Chilean. Arrested April 16, 1944, still in custody. At the time of her detention, she was employed at the University of Concepción. She was involved by documents found in the possession of Timmermann which disclosed she had traveled to Bolivia for the purpose of obtaining espionage information.

Orders for the arrests of the following individuals have been issued by Judge Luis Baquedano of the Circuit Court as the result of investigation and interrogation of the subjects by the judge.

1. Heinrich Reiners, German. Now believed to be in Argentina.
4. Johann Peter Sares, German. Whereabouts unknown.
7. ----- Frans, German. Now in Argentina.
8. Mrs. Gehring, German. Now in Argentina.
10. Carlos Nordhorst, German. Presently in Chile.
11. Federico Kaven, German, repatriated to Germany.
12. Melitta Tietz, Chilean, now in Argentina.
13. Ernesto Schluter (Berstfeldt), German. Now in Argentina.
15. Herbert Schlosser (Gershofer), German. Under arrest in Argentina.
The following individuals have been called before the Court by Judge Segovia for questioning, and have been released:

1. Mrs. Almashoel
2. Hans Heftauer
3. Father Francisco Martinez
4. Dola Bruh
5. Tita Schaeffenberg

Other individuals implicated in espionage activities are as follows:

1. Ludwig von Bohlen, repatriated to Germany.
2. Federico Giensa (Steele), Chilean. Now in Buenos Aires.
5. Arnold Giessen von Issendorff, German. Residing in relegation in Chile.
7. Hermann Egges, German. Residing in Chile.
9. Luis Alberto Flores (Medina), Peruvian, residing in Chile.
10. Victor Ferre (Sartiesban), Peruvian, now residing in Chile.
12. Lieutenant Colonel Gonzalez, Chilean, member of Military Intelligence.

Colombia

After a great deal of negotiation with the Colombia Government, Hermann Heilrich Rulhusen, who had been identified as a German espionage agent by CIB in Colombia, was deported by the Colombia authorities in April, 1944, to Panama. He was thereafter brought by Army plane to the United States and interned at Camp Rucker, Texas, where he was interrogated by Bureau agents. When he realized that conclusive evidence as to his activities as an espionage agent was in possession of the Bureau, he gave a comprehensive statement as to his recruitment, training and activities as a German espionage agent.

Rulhusen was unable to furnish positive information that Ludwig Bischoff, formerly of Dallas, Texas, and now of Fresno, California, is a German agent, despite the fact that Bischoff furnished Rulhusen with radio transmitter parts and money, which money had been sent to Ludwig by Johannes Bischoff of Bremen, Germany, an official of the Bremen list. Rulhusen stated that Ludwig should have known that he, Rulhusen, was an agent when he had sent the radio transmitter parts, but as no one had ever told him that Ludwig was one of the Bremen group, he could not positively as state.
...did, however, furnish information regarding Othower, presently in Knoxville, Tennessee, which conclusively stumped Othower as an agent. Othower was engaged in radio training in France along with Pullman-son and others in early 1943 under the direction of Johannes Bischoff, and Pullman-son positively identified a picture of Othower in Norfolk, Virginia, as the individual with whom he received espionage training. Intensive investigation of Othower is now under way and prosecution of him will be sought in the near future.
6. EXPULSION AND DETENTION OF AXIS NATIONALS

As few countries in Latin America possess security laws which enable them to control or ultimately handle nationals of Axis countries, the program of deportation and internment of dangerous enemy aliens has assisted materially in reducing the danger presented by the presence of such individuals in the Western Hemisphere. Since the inception of the SIS program in Latin America, Bureau representatives have been constantly on the alert for information regarding individuals who present a threat to the security of the nation in which they reside.

The magnitude of this work can easily be recognized by the fact that there are presently interned in the United States 2,113 Axis nationals who have been deported from South and Central America. This figure does not include the 2,584 German, Japanese, and Italian nationals who have been repatriated to their native lands after their removal from Latin America. SIS representatives have participated in the expulsion program in all Latin American countries to which SIS representatives have been responsible for obtaining and correlating information concerning those persons considered dangerous, presentation of information to the several governments of Latin American republics through the American Embassies, assisting in drawing up the program and procedure to be followed in the actual expulsion and compiling data for the Alien Enemy Control Unit of the U. S. Department of Justice for approval to intern such individuals in the United States.

The several nations of Latin America have handled the control of dangerous Axis nationals in varied ways. Some countries, such as Brazil, Cuba and Mexico, have provided their own internment camps, while Chile, acting under a new security law, relegated the individual to a forced place of residence; and countries, such as Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia and the Central American countries have caused the expulsion of the individual from the country for internment in the United States.

In most instances the Republics of South America (though not of Central America) have looked upon deportation of an alien to the United States for internment as interference with the sovereign right of the nation to control and regulate the movements of aliens within the borders of the country. Other than repatriation of diplomatic officials and those voluntarily returning to Germany, countries such as Paraguay and Uruguay, have not taken action to intern or expel citizens of Japan, Germany and Italy. Of course, in Argentina no action was taken to control or deport Axis nationals as that country has only recently broken relations with the Axis and at the present time negotiations have only proceeded to an extent as affecting diplomatic representatives and their return to their native country.

Chile

The first effort by the Republic of Chile to control dangerous Axis nationals resulted following the passage of a public law empowering...
the President to designate places of forced residences for foreigners residing in Chile. This law was first effective on January 4, 1943, and extended for a period of six months. During this time approximately two hundred aliens of German and Japanese nationality were relegated. This security law was re-enacted and continued from July 4, 1943, during which time fifty-one persons were ordered to reside in a forced place of residence. This program has continued under a re-enactment of the security law of active January 4, 1944, at which time ninety-one Axis nationals including seventy-nine Germans and twelve Japanese were relegated.

In most instances the persons who have been subjected to forced residences in Chile are individuals concerning whom information has been obtained regarding subversive or espionage activities as a result of investigation by C.I.S representatives. These individuals have been approved for internment in the United States based on information developed by Bureau representatives; however, the Republic of Chile has declined to take such action inasmuch as its officials believed its sovereign right of controlling aliens within its borders could be jeopardized.

The effect of the control established by the Chilean Government would be of material assistance to the security of the hemisphere if carried out as planned. However, the program has numerous weaknesses in its administration, such as lack of control over correspondences, exception from daily registrations in many instances, and freedom of travel, which render the regulation ineffective.

It is known that many individuals not subject to the regulations of the relegation decree, including Alberto Julio Von Appen Bostman, Anna Hofdauer, Isabel Rider do Reimers, Bruno Dittrich, and others, were engaged in German espionage activities and have not otherwise been controlled by prosecution under security regulations.

In the investigation of the P2 espionage ring certain documents were obtained from Bernardo Fleischer, leader of the organization, which established the role played by Guillermo Halleman (Grown) as an espionage agent for Ludwig Von Bohlen, former Air Attaché in the German embassy in Santiago. Halleman was detained by the authorities, and when his lawyer attempted to obtain his release by writ of habeas corpus, the Chilean Investigaciones secured an order for his expulsion from the country which was signed by President Rios.

SIS representatives through the cooperation of other Embassy officials and upon authority from the State Department was successful in effecting the deportation of Halleman by United States military planes to Talara, Peru, following which he was subsequently removed to the United States for internment.

It is believed that a valuable precedent has been established in this instance which may result in future action by the Chilean Government to remove dangerous German nationals to the United States for internment.
The Republic of Peru was one of the first South American nations to cooperate with the American Government by expelling dangerous German, Japanese and Italian nationals from the country for ultimate internment in the United States. There have been 2,239 Axis nationals removed in accordance with this program.

During 1943 a major part of the work of SIS representatives located in Peru consisted in correlating information and conducting investigation with regard to the activities of Axis sympathizers. Lists were compiled of dangerous Axis nationals which information was submitted for approval with regard to internment of the subjects in the United States. In these instances where the information was deemed sufficient as to warrant such action, appropriate summons compiled by the legal attache were submitted to the Peruvian Government in order to effect the expulsion of the Axis nationals from the country.

During 1943 six different contingents of Axis nationals were removed from Peru, including 126 Germans and 565 Japanese. This number also involved women and children of dangerous Axis nationals who desired to be removed from the various subjects for internment in the United States. These individuals have been removed by means of United States army transport vessels and by the use of the United States Air Transport planes. They are now confined to internment camps located in various sections of the United States. The deportation program in Peru is virtually complete inasmuch as there remain only a few individuals who are considered dangerous to the security of the Republic. Such individuals are in some instances protected by political figures while others are protected by reason of their Peruvian citizenship or intermarriage with Peruvian citizens.

Based on data accumulated by SIS representatives, twenty-nine Japanese and fifty-two German nationals were summarily expelled from Bolivia on May 18, 1944, and were brought to Panama for internment by United States Army Transport planes. The Legal Attache in La Paz, Bolivia, at the request of the American Ambassador, handled all the details of the expulsion with the Bolivian Government with whom we did not have at the time formal diplomatic relations. With the removal of the individuals in this instance from Bolivia, the expulsion program, as developed by Bureau representatives, has been virtually completed as other individuals known to be dangerous to Bolivia had been removed on previous occasions.

Continued efforts by SIS representatives in Ecuador have resulted in the removal of dangerous Axis nationals who were determined to be a threat to the security of the Republic and the Western Hemisphere. In all, 452 German, Japanese and Italian nationals have been expelled from the
country and the effect of this program has been materially assisted as a result of our efforts during 1943 when a total of sixty-two Germans and three Italians were deported and removed to the United States for internment. XU

Included in this program were an agent, a German national in charge of German affairs at the Spanish Embassy, who was found to have operated a German news agency in a clandestine manner; Eduardo Panae and his brother Ernesto Panae who assisted in the management of the German affairs after the expulsion of diplomatic officials; Otto Heinrich Garstenjan, former manager of the Otto Wolff Oil Company, who was believed to be engaged in espionage activities; and others who were known members of the NSDAP and associated German organizations. At the present time only one Japanese national resides in the Republic of Ecuador and his activities are controlled by forced residence in a remote area of the country. XU

only a few other Axis nationals considered dangerous presently remain in the country, and available information indicates that they are not presently engaged in subversive or espionage activities. Such individuals have been protected from deportation in some instances due to marriage with Ecuadorian citizens or because of their political or social influence. XU

Brazil XU

As previously mentioned, 269 Axis nationals are presently interned in detention camps established by the Brazilian Government. This figure includes the continued operation, a policy established by the Brazilian Government to control Axis nationals since that nation formally declared war on the Axis nations. At the outbreak of war several hundred German, Japanese and Italian sympathizers were taken into custody but were later released. XU

The internment program in Brazil, as instituted in the beginning, affected all Axis nationals; however, it is now confined to the detention in internment camps of those persons concerning whose information has been received indicating they are engaged in subversive, espionage or other suspicious activities. XU

Haiti XU

On June 23, 1944, fourteen German internment with their wives and children were transported from Haiti to the United States by plane for internment in the United States. All other German nationals who were interned in Haiti have been released by the Haitian authorities though they are required to report once a week to the police authorities in Port-au-Prince. The Haitian Government released these internment evidently because they felt that conditions are sufficiently well under control in that Republic to permit the release of the internment with safety; however, separate cases have been opened on each of these released individuals and a check will be maintained on their activities and associates. XU

SECRET
During the past year EuZl has deported a total of twenty-three individuals for internment in the United States. None have been interned there during that period.

Mexico

During the last half of 1943 and the first half of 1944, thirty-three Axis nationals have been repatriated from Mexico. The number of individuals who have been interned in Mexico because of subversive activities, espionage or sabotage, is undetermined. Mexico has not followed the policy of sending Axis nationals to the United States for internment inasmuch as it has established its own internment camp for that purpose.

Guatemala

Guatemala, one of the Central American countries, during the past twelve months has deported approximately 139 individuals to the United States for internment. During that same period the Republic has interned no one within the Republic inasmuch as they do not have what we would call an internment camp, but use their prison for that purpose.

Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic

These countries also have followed the policy of sending Axis nationals to the United States for internment. During the past twelve months, Honduras has deported for internment seventy-three individuals; El Salvador, twenty-one; Nicaragua, twenty-four; Costa Rica, seventy-nine; and the Dominican Republic, nineteen. In none of these Republics, have any individuals been retained for permanent internment inasmuch as these countries do not have internment camps and find it necessary to use their prisons for that purpose.

Cuba

Cuba is one of those countries which has established facilities for internment within its own boundaries. As a result they have sent no Axis nationals to the United States for internment. The program of deportation and internment of dangerous enemy aliens was carried on very intensively in Cuba from the time of declaration of war and the situation was considered as having been brought under control by the latter part of 1942 or early 1943. As a result, Cuba is no longer engaged in mass internments of Axis nationals and makes such internments only on a selective basis. During the past twelve months only eight individuals have been interned in Cuba.

Colombia

Colombia did not sever relations with the Axis nations until the fall of 1945. Immediately subsequent thereto a list of approximately 141 individuals was drawn up of those who were considered to be fit subjects for internment. Colombia has followed the program of interning Axis nationals.
within its own borders except in those few cases where the individuals are considered most dangerous or are known to have been actively engaged in espionage for the Axis, and in such cases those individuals were deported from Colombia to the Panama Canal Zone and later were sent to the United States. Six individuals are in that classification at this time and they were not deported until the spring of 1944. Approximately 100 individuals have been interned in Colombia.

Venezuela

No deportees have been received from Venezuela for internment in the United States during the past twelve months, and within the confines of its borders, Venezuela during that same period is reported to have interned only four persons.

This country, though it severed relations with the Axis countries immediately after the United States went to war, has never had an internment program as such, inasmuch as they have never considered the Axis nationals sufficiently dangerous to cause much worry.
The solidarity of the Western Hemisphere has been threatened during 1943 by revolutionary movements which have overthrown some of the governments of Latin American countries. Certain movements presently exist which are a continued threat by reason of further activities by elements seeking to cause the overthrow of governments of other Latin American nations. While some such movements are local in nature, not inspired by outside elements, the removal of a government recognized by the United States in itself is detrimental to the Allied war effort in that it affects the flow of vital war materials being obtained from Latin America and causes a break in the present program as it concerns the security of the Hemisphere from Axis influence and penetration. In 1943, nearly all of the various nations of Latin America had been involved in some type of political movement that has caused unrest in the country affected.

In January, 1943, a summary memorandum was prepared regarding Current Revolutionary Movements in South America which proved to be of considerable interest and value to governmental agencies in the United States. This memorandum contained information obtained by our representatives in Lima, Peru, concerning Argentina's plan to develop movements in Latin America which would result in the removal of all governments not favorable to Argentina and it also had for its purpose the establishment of an anti-United States block in South America. No previous information had been received by the State Department of the United States in this regard and the facts as developed by SIS representatives proved to be of extreme value.

As definite information had been obtained indicating a well organized plan by the Argentine Government to sponsor revolutions led by military elements similar to the Argentine revolution in other Latin American countries, it was necessary to obtain detailed coverage in this field. Reliable contacts have been established by our representatives in high governmental circles throughout Latin America and informants have been developed among the opposition. Several instances have occurred wherein our representatives have received advance information on attempted revolts and revolutions which has been made available to the American Ambassador, the State Department of the United States, and interested governmental agencies.

The radio facilities of the Office of the Legal Attache in the countries affected by revolutions have been of vital importance in transmitting communications to the State Department in Washington, as in most instances no other means of communication has been open while the revolutionary movement was in progress.

Background information regarding personalities involved in the various revolutionary movements in Latin America has been of valuable assistance to the State Department of the United States in determining what action would be taken with regard to recognition of newly established government
Argentina

A military group overthrew the Government of President Ramez Castille in Argentina on June 14, 1943. Subsequent developments have placed a sinister aspect on this revolt as information received concerning Argentine activities in Latin America, the Bolivian coup, and current revolutionary movements in other countries of South America strongly indicate that Argentina may be fomenting new revolutions with possible Nazi assistance. The original revolt in Argentina was reported to be instigated by the "Young Generals," including General Ramirez who was established president, Generals Rawson and Martinez, Mason and others. This group was supplanted by an organization known as the "Colonels Group" who are not only nationalists and admirers of Germany, but who took steps to form a completely totalitarian government in Argentina. The organization which developed from the "Colonels" organization was known as the G.O.U. or Gobierno Orden y Unidad and was composed chiefly of Colonels from the Argentine Army and was headed by Colonel Juan D. Peron. Colonel Peron has become increasingly powerful in the Argentine Government and is described as one of the most important figures in Argentina today. Shortly after Argentina broke relations with the Axis early in 1943, President Ramirez was forced to resign and General Farrell, Minister of War, was named President of Argentina.

The situation with regard to Argentina has become increasingly serious with regard to its opposition to the United States, its endeavor to influence other Latin American republics, and its desire to incite revolutionary movements which would establish a political and economic bloc of South American nations who would be friendly to the present Argentine regime.

Bolivia

The Legal Attache's Office at La Paz, Bolivia, has followed very closely political developments in Bolivia. This action was necessary because individuals making up the Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario were reportedly obtaining support from Argentina for a revolutionary movement. Other individuals known to have been associated with the opposition were allegedly sympathetic with the Axis cause. In September, 1943, information was received that leaders of the M.N.R. were planning a revolt against the Bolivian Government. This information was substantiated by the activities of one of the leaders of the Party, Paz性感manos, who was known to be consulting with Argentine leaders concerning such a movement. On December 20, 1943, the President of Bolivia, Enrique Peñaranda, and members of his Cabinet were seized and executed by a successful revolt instituted by the M.N.R. At this time the communications with the outside world were cut off and the Office of the Legal Attache cooperated with the American Ambassador in furnishing radio facilities for transmitting information to the State Department of the United States regarding the events transpiring as a result of the revolution.

Since the establishment of a new government under President Oviedo Villarroel, the Office of the Legal Attache has been able to report...
current political developments through contacts with Cabinet and high police officials of the provisional government. 

Brasil 

Elements of the Integralist Party, which was outlawed by the Government of President Getulio Vargas in 1938, have been a continued threat against the present Government of Brazil. The leader of the Integralists, Attilio Salgado, was exiled to Portugal, where he presently resides, and reliable information has indicated the possibility of Nazi influence causing a movement to be developed through the Integralists which has for its purpose the removal of Vargas. 

At the request of the State Department of the United States, extensive investigation was undertaken in Brazil and in the United States regarding the possibility of Brazilian exiles in the United States assisting in formulating a plan to overthrow the Government. This investigation was based upon a report that the Vargas regime in Brazil would be overthrown by pro-Axis and Fascist elements within the Brazilian Army. No information was developed indicating individuals in the United States were involved in this plot although it was established that elements in Brazil are present which strongly oppose the Government. However, no organized movement has yet taken action in this regard.

Chile 

The Chilean Government has during the past several months expressed great concern over political developments involving opposition to the Government of President Riesco. Information developed by our representatives had indicated Argentine collaboration with political figures in Chile which has for its purpose the establishment of a military regime in Chile similar to that now in existence in Argentina.

Following the Bolivian revolution, the Chilean Government acted to close its borders between Chile and Bolivia as it had learned that Argentine money was allegedly responsible for the Bolivian revolutions.

Groups opposing the administration include the G.10.5, or the Grupo de Oficiales Subalternos, which is composed of low-ranking Army officers and the followers of Carlos Riberas del Campo, who has been supported by Nazi political figures in Chile and who is known to have communicated with known Argentine nationalists. The activities of these groups have been closely followed in view of the subversive nature of the platform of their organizations.

Colombia 

The political situation in Colombia during the past year has been most acute. Opposition under President Lopez has steadily mounted and
Information has been developed concerning a definite movement to stage a revolution. In an unsuccessful conspiracy which occurred during 1943, it was reported that the plan of the conspiracy dealt with the establishment of a military coup d'etat similar to that which occurred in Argentina. A plot was uncovered which involved certain elements of the Army. This action was forestalled by the Government and the principal conspirators were taken into custody and subsequently tried. However, they were freed due to the lack of definite evidence against them.

Other groups opposing the Government include elements of the Conservative Party, anti-Allied groups, and members of the creole native Fascist organization, which were united in opposing President Lopez. The coalition of the above groups was termed the Organizational National. However, it has been known by other names inasmuch as it changed its title on different occasions. This coalition set tentative dates during the latter part of 1943 for the staging of a revolt. Minor disturbances occurred frequently in March, 1944. An uprising occurred in the town of Purificacion. This movement was controlled by the Government.

On July 9, 1944, President Lopez was kidnapped by a group of Army officers headed by Lieutenant Colonel Ilagones Gill at Pasto, Colombia. Loyal troops, however, were successful in quelling the revolt and President Lopez was freed from his captors and has again resumed the presidency. During this outbreak, the Legal Attaché's office was able to radio messages advising of the situation, and because communications with the exterior had been broken off, the United States Ambassador used the Bureau radio to send dispatches to the State Department.

Ecuador

During 1943, innumerable reports were received concerning alleged plots to overthrow the Ecuadorian Government. The chief source of opposition to President Rios was a coalition of all parties in opposition to the administration which was known as the Alianza Democratica Ecuatoriana. During the middle of May, 1944, reliable information was obtained by SIT representatives indicating that the Government of President Arrayo would be overthrown either at the time of the national election, scheduled for June 2 and 3, 1944, or shortly thereafter. This information was made available to the State Department and other interested governmental agencies. On the night of May 28, 1944, the Alianza assisted by units of the Ecuadorian Army undertook an attack on the Loyal Carabineros at Guayas, Ecuador, looking to the overthrow of the Government. When this action was successful, the revolution spread to other cities throughout the republic and on the evening of May 29, 1944, President Arrayo and his Cabinet resigned.

The provisional government established by revolutionary elements immediately called upon Dr. Velaso Barre, prominent politician and former president who was residing in exile in Colombia, to return to the capital city, Quito, Ecuador, and take charge of the provisional government established by the Alianza. Investigation by our representatives disclosed no subversive elements to be controlling the revolutionary movement and during
the course of the revolution supplied information as to current developments to the American Ambassador which was made available to the State Department of the United States through the facilities of the Bureau's radio.

**El Salvador**

There has been a great deal of political unrest in El Salvador during the past year. The main basis for such activity was reported to be the hostility of certain elements toward ex-President Maximiliano Hernandez Martinez, who prolonged his term as President by changing the national constitution.

On April 2, 1944, a revolution broke out in the capital city of El Salvador. For a time it appeared that the revolution would be successful, but on April 4, 1944, it was finally quelled by Government action. Investigation by our representatives has determined that the revolution in El Salvador, as in other Central American republics, was not inspired by Axis powers. Following the revolt, pressure was brought to bear against President Martinez, who on May 2, 1944, announced that he would resign from the Presidency. General Andres Ignacio Mendoza was named to succeed President Martinez. However, a general strike continued until May 11, 1944, at which time Martinez left the country for Guatemala City.

Military elements in El Salvador have unsuccessfully attempted to persuade the President to deposit the powers of Government with military figures. A partial settlement has been reached by the parties involved and elections are to be held in January of 1945. For the immediate present, the political crisis appears to be under control.

**Guatemala**

Following the lines of passive resistance through a general strike in June, 1941, the Government of Guatemala, headed by President Ubico, was forced to resign. Previous information developed by our representatives in that country determined ex-President Ubico to have been a virtual dictator. He ruled the country ruthlessly and had been particularly harsh with his political opponents whom he had either imprisoned or executed. Through action by Guatemalan students and through the general strike which was effective June 25, 1941, the resignation of Ubico was affected and a new Government established.

SIS personnel in Guatemala were fully aware of the anticipated action against the Government and had enabled the distribution of this information to interested governmental agencies.
Throughout the year of 1944, the Republic of Honduras was relatively calm from a political viewpoint. However, in June, 1944, a revolutionary movement developed which reached a climax in the first week of June, 1944, when parades and demonstrations were held as an expression of opposition to the established government. Reports were received that arms were being smuggled into the country and information at the present time indicates a situation of political unrest which may at some future date develop into revolutionary action inasmuch as the demonstration on June 4, 1944, did not affect the present position of the government. Our representatives have been cognizant of all political developments in Honduras and have maintained extended political coverage in that country.

Mexico

While there have been no overt acts on the part of organized revolutionary movements in Mexico during 1944, there have been several incidents which have involved the security of the Government of President Avila Camacho. One incident involved a Lieutenant Jose Antonio Eduardo de la Llana y Rojas of the Mexican Army. This individual attempted to assassinate the President, but was unsuccessful in this endeavor. Investigation by our representatives developed the information that the attempted assassination of the President by Lieutenant de la Llana was not the culmination of a general plot to overthrow the Government, but was rather the individual act of a religious fanatic.

An attempt was made on July 10, 1944, to start a rebellion within the Mexican Army which involved Captain Benito Castenedo Chavarria. This individual endeavored to form a rebellion among the conscripted men but he was wholly unsuccessful in this attempt. He was tried by military court and sentenced to death. However, his sentence was suspended by President Camacho.

Nicaragua

Many charges have been made by the opposition against the rule as established in Nicaragua by President Somosa. Anti-Somosa demonstrations were held in the country on May 27, 1944, as a result of which the President has recently made some concessions to the opposition which has now reverted to a campaign of passive resistance. Present indications are that President Somosa will continue in power. However, the political situation in the country is described as uncertain. It is possible that a violent revolution may soon result and for that reason extended coverage is being given to political matters in Nicaragua at the present time.

Paraguay

The political situation in Paraguay has caused governmental officials to view recent developments with alarm. An attempt was made to
overthrew the Government on January 26, 1944, and a revolutionary plot led by members of the outlawed Liberal Party was attempted. The revolutionists endeavored to release and arm the prisoners at the city jail and later sought to capture the central police station. This plot was quelled when several members of the revolutionary party were killed in the gun battle that ensued.

In this instance, the coverage afforded the revolutionary plot resulted in information being relayed to the State Department of the United States through available Bureau facilities in such manner as to be the first information the State Department had received concerning the matter.

During the early part of February, 1944, rumors were circulated concerning threats of a general strike by workers which would result in a probable governmental crisis.

The attitude of many individuals opposing the Government in favoring Argentina is a definite threat to the security of the Paraguayan Government as are the many individuals residing in the country who possess known pro-Nazi sympathies. The desire of Argentina for close collaboration with countries bordering Argentina is an even existing possibility that Argentina will endeavor to influence and assist elements desirous of overthrowing the Paraguayan Government. At the same time it is known that some forces opposing the administration of President Morinigo are known to be completely pro-American and pro-allied.

Information received from the Office of the Legal Attache in April, 1944, indicated that a revolution was planned which would result in the overthrow of Morinigo as President. This movement was reportedly headed by General Delgado, who was stated to possess the support of elements in the Paraguayan Army, including Colonel Arturo Bray. Since that date, Cabinet changes have been effected in an endeavor to save the Government which have involved the placing in governmental positions individuals known to possess Axis and anti-United States sympathies.

The Government of President Prado has not been popular and has been subject to much criticism by the opposition. Numerous reports have been received indicating an attempt would be made to overthrow the Government which was to be sponsored by the Union Revolucionaria led by Jose Nuesada and Manuel Majica Gallo.

During December, a plot was uncovered which was to be effective on December 31, 1943. This action did not materialize; however, other political activities which are being closely followed include the reported return of Marshal Oscar Benavides, Peruvian ambassador to Argentina, who is allegedly favorable to the military government established in Argentina.
Brenavides has been prominently mentioned as a presidential candidate to replace President Prado. However, he is opposed by General Eloy Ureta, the Union Revolucionaria, and members of the Figaro Quezada faction. Brenavides was reportedly returning from Argentina to Peru where he would assist in the Government of President Prado, and it was reported that he desired to remove from high military positions the officers who were favorable to General Eloy Ureta.

The outlawed Apriata Party, led by the notorious political fugitive, Haya de la Nieve, has been subject to persecution by the administration. The Apriata Party has not yet indicated who it will support in the elections to be held during 1945. However, it is anticipated that the support of this group will be sought by any candidate who seeks election.

The Legal Attaché at Lima has recently obtained information indicating that Marshal Brenavides was to return to Peru on or about July 1, 1944, and that elements of the Peruvian Army were desirous of causing a revolution to take place in order that the Government would be seized prior to the arrival of Brenavides in the republic. It was felt that this action would be beneficial at this time inasmuch as Brenavides, upon his return, would probably attempt to cause the transfer of Ureta Army followers from important posts, thus handicapping the efforts of Ureta at some later date in the event he desired to take such action.

The stability of the Uruguayan Government has been threatened by reported revolutionary activities sponsored by the Herrerista Party which was believed to have been backed by Argentine elements. Since the Argentine coup d'etat in June, 1943, tension in Uruguayan political circles has been increasing. The Herrerista group is a nationalist group, anti-United States in sympathy and Fascist in nature. The activities of this organization are being closely followed in view of its policies and tendencies, and extended coverage is being afforded political developments involving such elements in Uruguay.
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E. MONOGRAPHS

The SIS Section of the Bureau functions as a service agency for the distribution of pertinent information to the various departments of the United States Government for their assistance. In view of this function, numerous requests were received from officials of the Governmental Agencies for summaries of information pertaining to such elements as economic developments, phases of political significance and other matters of intelligence concerning the various Latin American Republics. In response to these requests the Bureau has prepared monographs which are furnished to such officials not only for general intelligence information, but utilization as research material.

In view of the constant requests for summary information in this form, the Bureau SIS Section has prepared monographs not only on general intelligence matters in the various Latin American Republics, but on specialized topics of interest. During the past fiscal year the following monographs have been prepared to supplement previous general monographs on various Latin American Republics:

- September 15, 1943 - General Monograph on the Republic of Cuba
- September 25, 1943 - General Monograph on the Republic of Costa Rica
- January 17, 1944 - The Spanish Falange in the Western Hemisphere
- January 26, 1944 - Current Revolutionary Movement in Latin America
- June 5, 1944 - General Monograph on the Republic of Guatemala

In addition to these, there are presently in preparation special monographs on the following subjects:

1. Communism in Latin America
2. Smuggling of Strategic Materials in Latin America
3. The German Espionage System in Latin America
4. The Japanese Intelligence Service in Latin America
5. Russian Espionage in Latin America

Similarly in preparation the SIS Section is preparing supplements on the present status of the Spanish Falange monograph and original country monographs on the Dominican Republic and Haiti. Further supplements to general country monographs it is expected will be compiled monthly on the basis of continuous and current information reported by our SIS representatives.
During the period 1943 - 1944, the world witnessed an event few of the Allied nations expected to transpire, but which all had long hoped for, the capitulation, slight though it was, of the haughty Argentine spirit from the high pinnacle of national pride to the outer fringes of the community of democratic nations. In January, 1944, as a result of Allied pressure, slipping Axis control and vituperative press criticism, she finally kept her pledge made many years ago at Havana and Rio de Janeiro.

From January to date the Argentine has kept the spotlight in the Western Hemisphere as through changing administrations pressure just short of war has been brought to make her live up to her commitments. At present both Great Britain and the United States have their Ambassadors to the Argentine at home for "consultations", the strongest possible diplomatic rebukes which could convey displeasure with the Argentine's vacillating attitude.

Even though diplomatic relations have been severed with the Axis powers, the Argentine refused to repatriate the Axis diplomats who remained in a position to continue their espionage activities. Numerous memoranda had been supplied to the State Department as a result of its investigations in the Argentine indicating that the key to Axis espionage in that country was the diplomatic staff. At the specific request of the State Department, the memoranda was prepared for the use of Ambassador Norman C. Armour to assist him in his negotiations with the Argentine Government on the matter of Axis espionage agents operating in that country. The memoranda contained identifying data on sixty-eight Axis agents. The information was obtained from the Bureau files, which consisted almost entirely of reports submitted by the Legal Attache in Buenos Aires.

Finally the Argentine consented to expel the diplomats, and on July 6, 1944, 112 Axis nationals, including 125 persons with diplomatic status and thirty-seven of semi-official standing, were deported on the "Cabo de Hornos." This group was followed by another on July 12, 1944, aboard the Argentine ship, "Rio Jachal." This group consisted of 126 people, 109 of whom were German diplomats with their relatives and servants and a semi-official group of sixteen. Both of these ships before they sailed went through British control at Buenos Aires and all baggage not sealed was searched. Both these ships will touch at Trinidad where more thorough searches will be conducted by British control offices. In all probability some illuminating material will be brought to light confirming information on their activities presently in the possession of the Bureau.

As a result of the demand of Secretary of State Hull through Assistant Secretary of State Stat tinius that it is imperative that the Argentine arrest or deport all individuals carrying on espionage activities in behalf of the Axis powers, numerous arrests took place during January and February of 1944 and some two hundred individuals were arrested and
questioned. Many of these were released and co continued in employment.
Among this group were seventy-five very well-known Axis agents on whose
secret documents was on file in the Bureau which has been compiled by
SID representatives in Buenos Aires. \( \& \) U

At present the internal affairs of the Argentine are undergoing startling changes indicating possible pro-Allied cabinet ramifications. If this takes place and the Argentine is sincere in putting her house in
order, the work of the SIS Division will be brought to fruition, and the
memorandum which had been prepared for the State Department and for pre-
sentation to the Argentine Government will undoubtedly be used by her
Police Department in rounding up the Axis agents either for trial and
prison sentences or for deportation. \( \& \) U

The SID representatives in the Argentine have been very thorough
in deeply penetrating into the espionage organizations of the Axis powers.
Coverage on the activities of German, Japanese and Italian agents has been
maintained by surveillances, intercepted communications, secret ink writings,
informants and double agents. \( \& \) U

With regard to Italian espionage since the entrance of that
country into the war, the use of double agents has aided in obtaining
information regarding their activities in the Argentine. The complete
data regarding the activities of Axis agents in the Argentine is not
being set forth; however, certain illustrative cases are being briefly
outlined to demonstrate the manner in which SID investigations are con-
ducted and the results obtained therefrom. \( \& \) U

The Juan Enriquez Case involves the interception of approximately
sixty-five letters directed either to or from four related drop boxes
located in Madrid, Spain, and numerous individuals in Buenos Aires,
Argentina; La Paz, Bolivia; Mexico City, Mexico; Havana, Cuba; Valdivia,
Chile, and Montevideo, Uruguay. Many of the letters from Latin America
contain secret ink writings largely concerning ship movements, armaments
and cargo. It is apparent that the four drop boxes are not only used by
espionage agents for the forwarding of intelligence information but are
also used for the dissemination of German propaganda. In addition, two
of the cover addresses have been used by private individuals to send
personal communications to families and relatives in Europe. Although
it is felt that the personal use of the cover addresses is separate and
distinct from the espionage and propaganda use to which they have been
put for over two years, it is possible that such arrangements have been
affected for the purpose of affording protection to the espionage mes-
Sages. However, in so far as it can be determined, two of the addresses
have been used exclusively for the transmission of intelligence informa-
tion. Two of the individuals engaged in transmitting espionage in-
formation are Jose Ditsch and Jose L. P. Zartmann. \( \& \) U

Ditsch has written the majority of the communications intercepted
in this series. Out of forty-five communications written by him to the
drop boxes in Madrid, twenty-three were found to contain secret ink writings
furnishing shipping information exclusively. Others sent earlier in the \( \& \)
series openly transmitted intelligence information without the use of secret inks. Ditsch is known to have received three communications at Amaparito 616, Buenos Aires, the address of the German Benevolent Society. The three letters contained secret ink writings, either requesting espionage information or furnishing instructions for the use of additional drop boxes. He has addressed his communications to the Madrid cover addresses, using various fictitious names and addresses. All the names used, however, had the one common characteristic in that the names or the initials used all contained the letters "D" and "F." The return address given at several of the communications was Calle Cramer 2285, the residence of Matías Turner who also conducted a delicatesse at that address.

In an effort to ascertain the whereabouts of Jose Ditsch, SIS representatives directed an informant to call at Cramer 2285 and ask for him by the alias which he had frequently used when employing this address, via., Jose Diaz. The informant was greeted by a woman who has been identified as Mrs. Matías Turner, who suspected the informant of having come to that address to deliver a communication for Ditsch. The informant, of course, had no communication for him, but was given two packages of back issues of Life Magazine by Mrs. Turner which were to be passed on to the "proper individual." whose identity was, however, not ascertained. At this time, Mrs. Turner stated that Jose Ditsch was in Bahia Blancas, an Argentine seaport about 400 miles south of Buenos Aires. Matías Turner was reported arrested by the Argentine police on February 11, 1944, and Jose Ditsch on February 12, 1944.

The other individual involved in the transmission of espionage information to Madrid drop boxes is Jose Zartmann, who holds the position of librarian at the Hospital Tupu in Buenos Aires. He was born in Germany on August 23, 1905, is known to be pro-Nazi and to have been active in various Nazi organizations in Buenos Aires. He has been employed as librarian as noted for the past seven years.

Zartmann is known to have received three messages, all containing secret ink writing. From the content of the secret ink messages, it is apparent that Zartmann is a newly-recruited agent who is performing this espionage service in lieu of active military duty and part of the remuneration for his efforts is sent to his mother, who is apparently in Occupied Europe.

Two eastbound messages from Zartmann to his espionage principals have been intercepted, the first conveying his message in open code and the second being transmitted by the use of secret ink writing. Zartmann's activities have been constantly and closely followed by SIS representatives in Buenos Aires and he was reported apprehended by the Argentine police on February 12, 1944.

Francisco Kozluk of Calle Uruguay 949, Buenos Aires, is a propaganda agent operating for the propaganda agency which has utilized the
facilities of the drop boxes involved in the Juna emirique case. An intercepted letter directed to him dated December 19, 1941, spoke of forwarding propaganda material to Korinek and also mentioned his principals' desire to receive weekly information reports. Korinek is a German who is the representative of the Compania Codoco S. de R., Ltd., vendors of synthetic fuel with offices at R. J. Fena 501, Buenos Aires. He has been under periodic surveillance by the SIS in Buenos Aires and his activities and background have been fully tabulated. It was reported that on February 15, 1944, Korinek was apprehended by Argentine Police.

The background and activities of three other individuals who have used the drop boxes in this series for the purpose of disseminating propaganda have been fully obtained by SIS representatives in Mexico, Argentina, and Bolivia. No apprehensions of these individuals have to date been made.

Extensive investigations have been made concerning five other individuals who utilized two of the four drop boxes in this series to forward and receive mail from individuals in Europe. The contents of these communications were evidently harmless and of a strictly personal nature and no action has been taken regarding the curtailment of activities of these individuals.

British interrogation of Andres Blay Pignam, Paraguayan Consul General to Barcelona, arrested October 21, 1942, at Trinidad, revealed that he was proceeding to Buenos Aires, Argentina, on an espionage mission for the Germans. On February 6, 1942, Joaquin Batton Martinez, another German agent, was arrested by the British at Trinidad and sent to England by way of New York where he was questioned extensively by an SIS representative regarding his knowledge of German espionage in Argentina. The information furnished by these two agents formed the nucleus for an SIS investigation which revealed the existence of what has been perhaps the most extensive espionage and smuggling ring in the Western Hemisphere, operating under the direction of General Friedrich Wolf, German Military and Air Attaché in Buenos Aires.

It was developed during the early part of this investigation that Manuel Perez Garcia, Palange Security Officer in the Spanish Embassy in Buenos Aires and former Spanish official in Berlin, Germany, was a key member of this ring and supervised the activities of ship couriers assisting the Germans and transmitting information and contraband to Europe. Garcia departed from Buenos Aires in July, 1943, for a short visit to Spain, where he was to secure a cipher machine from Germany for General Wolf. On the basis of information submitted by SIS regarding his espionage activities, Garcia was arrested August 6, 1943, on his arrival at Trinidad aboard the "Cabo de Buena Esperanza" and taken to England for internment. Questioning of Garcia has revealed a wealth of information regarding the operations and personnel of the German service in Europe and South America.

It was developed during the early part of this investigation that
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Buenos Aires in March, 1943, to become

Spanish ships. Shortly afterward

and through his complete data have been secured
regarding the smuggling and espionage operations in Buenos Aires, as well
as photographs of all messages and espionage information sent by the couriers.
He has provided samples of contraband collected by the group and has assisted
in substituting innocent material for this contraband in several cases. ☐

Another member of the espionage ring, performed
services similar to those of ☐ beginning in the
early fall of 1943. Through ☐ the Bureau has received
coverage of the delivery of some 1800 pages of coded messages, about 3,200
photographic negatives containing economic and political data, numerous
letters, two kilograms of Malayan tin and other material, including twenty-two
gold balls purportedly containing messages. In the same case, samples
were secured of quartz crystal apparently intended by the group for optical
or specialized radio purposes, and talcum powder was substituted for a
shipment of 750 grams of insulin intended for delivery to a courier aboard
the "Cabo de Hornos" on February 4, 1944. ☐

Jesse Olivera del Rio, radio operator aboard the "Habana," was
known by British authorities through secret sources to be a German courier.
However, no outside information regarding his activities was developed
until he received a package containing coded messages and photographs and
another containing two kilograms of metal thought to be platinum from
Aguilar on October 1, 1943. On the basis of information furnished by SIS,
Olivera was arrested by the British on the high seas off Gibraltar on
October 18, 1943, and taken to England. As with the previous agents ar-
rested in this case, considerable data concerning General Wolf's organ-
ization were secured from Olivera. ☐

It is expected that another known courier, Salustiano Rey Gonzales,
a waiter on the "Cabo de Buena Esperanza," who was carried messages given
him by our double agents, will be arrested by British authorities when his
ship next reaches Trinidad. ☐

In September, 1943, information was received that a German agent
using the cover name "Maloa" was proceeding to Argentina on a special
mission. Shortly thereafter, it was developed that this agent was identical
with Fernando Ramos Revoredo Baulenas Salas, a Spanish student in Buenos
Aires who had gone to Spain earlier in the year, and whose return message
to Argentina in November, 1943, had been booked by ☐ at the request of the Germans in order to prevent the British in Spain
from becoming suspicious of him. Salas has been under surveillance by
SIS since he arrived in Argentina in December, 1943, and it is known that
he has arranged for communication between the German services in Argentina. ☐
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and Spain through Spanish diplomatic facilities. British authorities have announced the intention of arresting Sales upon his return to Spain. However, he was arrested by Argentine police February 11, 1944, for espionage.

After the break in relations between Argentina and the Axis on January 28, 1944, a number of the principal agents of General Wolf, as developed by SIS investigation and the interrogation of those arrested by the British, were apprehended by Argentine police and held on charges of espionage. Included were Jose Mella Alferes, smuggling chief of the group; Benito Ramos Amorin, brother of the notorious agent, Esteban Amorin; Manuel de Miguel Arrastia, Buenos Aires chief of the Spanish Falange; Jose Santiago Valles Cruz, espionage liaison officer in the Spanish Consulate; Eugen Juan Frank Langer, assistant in courier operations; Martin Muller, assistant of General Wolf; Nicolas Moreno Guittana, espionage and smuggling agent; Benjamin Juan Roson, brother-in-law and assistant of Jose Mella; Wilhelm von Siedlitz, contact of General Wolf and superior of Esteban Amorin; and Walter von Simon, well-known agent of the German espionage and propaganda service. General Wolf, himself, was detained on February 10, 1944, and placed under house arrest, subsequently being released preparatory to repatriation to Germany. Warrants are outstanding for the arrest of several other members of the group.

Aside from our double agents in the Rifa Case, SIS was able to develop another such agent in connection with the arrest of______ by the Argentine Government in May, 1943. When he arrived in Buenos Aires aboard the "Cabo de Hornos," ______ was found to be carrying espionage information, money and instructions for delivery there to a German agent unknown to him and apparently destined for the United States. In______ was sentenced by the Argentine courts to two years imprisonment.

_________ was arrested shortly after ______ by the Argentine police and admitted that he was the agent for whom the espionage material had been intended. ______ had, in fact, traveled to Argentina aboard the same ship as ______. However, ______ was released without prosecution or publicity by the Argentine Government and was recruited by SIS in Argentina as ______ for the Bureau. He has gone to Chile where he is safe from arrest by Argentine Police. He maintains cable contact with his German superiors in Madrid attempting to secure further instructions and money through a ship courier to be contacted by ________ who proceeded to Buenos Aires from Chile and is working under the supervision of SIS representatives.

A fourth double agent coming to the attention of SIS during 1943 was ______, famous _______ who was sent by the Germans to Argentina in January, 1943, with the United States as his destination. He was kept under surveillance in Argentina and full information regarding him was secured by the SIS Attache. In June, 1943, ______.
Costas and his wife arrived in the United States at Miami, and has been under the control and operation of the Bureau in New York since that time. Many points in his story and a number of his contacts have been checked since by SIS.

Since July, 1943, numerous communications have been intercepted written directly to Ferruccio Alvino Palazzo, Nueva Borsa 18, Genoa, Italy, and also those transmitted through an intermediary, Hector Colombo, Consul General of Uruguay, at Geneva, Switzerland. Colombo is a known intermediary for Axis intelligence agents and has been known to assist in the financing of espionage agents in the Western Hemisphere. The letters were signed "P.R." and transmitted information concerning shipping, commercial matters, politics, agriculture, and employment, all of which had been colored and flavored with sympathy toward the Axis Powers. Much general information was given concerning the tourist trade in Uruguay and the effect of weather conditions on live stock in Uruguay and Argentina and other matters of an intelligence nature with detailed remarks as to the present activities in Argentina and other South American countries, all of which information is of importance to the Axis Powers.

It was ascertained that the author of these communications was Piero Porro who receives mail addressed to him at Calle Sarandi 444, Montevideo, Uruguay, Calle San Martin 195, and Calle Funes 1050, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Porro is an Italian by birth who has resided in Buenos Aires since 1917. At the present time, he is a company representative for a number of Italian concerns and it has been ascertained that he is a close associate of known Italian espionage agents in Buenos Aires.

Porro was reportedly arrested by the Argentine Police on February 15, 1944.

In August, 1943, information was received from that an unknown Spanish bachelor about thirty-five years of age and reportedly of a good family was scheduled to proceed from Madrid to Buenos Aires to assume a position in the shipping firm of Compania Trans-Mediterranean. He had resided in Argentina previously for about ten years and had agreed to work with the German authorities recruiting agents on steamers operating between Argentina and Spain and Argentina and the United States. Apparently, these agents would act as couriers for German agents stationed in those countries. Inquiries by SIS in Buenos Aires revealed that the Compania Trans-Mediterranean had no office in that city. Therefore, well prepared to receive full information regarding this agent should he arrive in Argentina.

On the basis of information from indicating him to be a German agent, the British arrested Ernst Hoppe at Gibraltar while on route from Lisbon to Buenos Aires. A subsequent confession has
revealed that he was an agent of the Sicherheitsdienst (German Security Police) who was dispatched to Buenos Aires on a very important mission. Hopp's was known to SIS in Buenos Aires in early 1943 as a superior chief of the Motorized Corps of the SS and Commander in Chief of the block station of the Storm Troopers of Zone 19 in Buenos Aires. It was also known that he had operated an automobile driving school, and his partner, who had taken over the business upon Hopp's departure for Europe, has been under investigation by SIS as a possible Axis agent for some time.

During August and September, 1943, a number of reports were received from reliable, but highly secret sources, to the effect that the German espionage system contemplated landing agents and equipment along the coast of Argentina from a submarine or a small boat such as a yawl or yawl. It was indicated that the equipment would include radio transmitting and receiving equipment, as well as photographic equipment, possibly for making and enlarging microphotographs and photomicrographs. It was further indicated that Waldemar Boettger, a former radio operator expelled from Ecuador in April, 1942, would also be landed as a technician and instructor to operate this equipment. Similar reports having been received by ONI, G-2 and the British, arrangements were made by SIS in Buenos Aires for a beach patrol to be participated in by informants and representatives of the respective intelligence services. This patrol covered an extensive area in the vicinity of Mar del Plata, Argentina, which was shown by observations to be the only logical spot near Buenos Aires for such a landing. This extended coverage lasted for some months until December, 1943. Then, it was revealed that one Carlos Gustav Kiehnenberg had purchased and improved a large estancia on the Atlantic Coast in the neighborhood of Mar del Plata, apparently for the purpose of setting up a headquarters for German espionage in that area. Investigation also revealed the possibility that Boettger had been brought to Argentina by another means or had landed earlier than was expected and was probably already in contact with Kiehnenberg.

Countess Douglas, Chilean wife of the well-known German agent, Albrecht Archibald Douglas, has been of considerable interest to the Bureau because of her residence in the United States, her arrest in Romania in 1940 on espionage charges and her connection with the German clandestine radio station FYL in Valparaiso, Chile, in late 1941 and early 1942. Investigation in Chile identified her as the "Dinterin" and "Countess D." of the FYL messages. However, prior to the arrest of those subjects in October, 1942, Mrs. Douglas disappeared and was not heard of for some months until she was located by SIS agents in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Handwriting specimens were obtained from Mrs. Douglas and forwarded to the Laboratory which identified her as the writer of three letters signed "Jose Pyrén", having a return address of a known German drop box in Santiago, Chile, directed to James Salmon, Chief of the German station ONE-RTT in Brasil. When confronted with this information, she admitted her connection with radio station FYL and the Santiago drop box, insisting, however, that she cooperated with the Germans only through threats of Ludwig von Bohlen and Vilhelma von Pachhammer of the German Embassy in Santiago.
It was realized that Mrs. Douglas had failed to reveal the entire information in her possession regarding the German espionage system and continued efforts were made to secure from her a full confession. In early February, 1944, Freda Douglas admitted that she had been recruited by the German espionage Chief, Hugo Sebold, in Berlin in September, 1940, while her husband was on an espionage assignment in Sofia. Sebold gave her a mail drop, a cable address and a microfilm containing her individual code, a grill type of cipher she cannot recall. She returned to New York in November, 1940, and was joined by her husband in March, 1941. Although both were intended to operate as German agents in the United States, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas quenched and after some six weeks she took three photomicrographs containing their espionage instructions which had been given Douglas by Sebold, and left Chile. Countess Douglas has thus far admitted no espionage activity in the United States, claiming that her only action was to send a cable to Sebold, advising him of her arrival in New York.

Eugenio Illaky Kiss, an Hungarian diplomat, was sent to Argentina in 1941 as Agricultural Adviser to the Hungarian Legation. Information received shortly after his arrival reflected that he was working for the Germans under Count Zdenek, Hungarian Charge d'Affaires, and that he was reportedly operating two clandestine radio stations. However, investigation failed to reveal the existence of the radios or active participation of Kiss in espionage. Prior to his return to Budapest in May, 1943, at that time he admitted half-hearted efforts at clandestine radio transmissions for the Germans. Since his return he has communicated with his intermediary Andreas Mikles in Buenos Aires by cable, by telephone and by letter. One such letter contained the Bureau's signal for secret ink, but no message could be developed.

During the early part of 1943, SIS was conducting investigations in Brazil and Argentina concerning the activities of a smuggling ring reported to be engaged in the traffic of United States dollars from Buenos Aires to the United States to finance the activities of Axis espionage agents.

Investigation reflected Mester Lounders was being used as a courier for the subjects in the case. By investigation in Buenos Aires it was ascertained that Lounders was in regular contact with Daniel Kahanevich and Jacob Borgen who in turn were known subjects in the Harold Kbury case involving extensive platinum smuggling operations. This thereby established the direct connection of important subjects in the two different smuggling cases.
It is to be noted that mention is made elsewhere in this memorandum regarding Harold Ebury and his illegal activities which resulted in his incarceration for eighteen months on censorship violations.

SIS representatives in Buenos Aires, Argentina, have developed an informant in a Japanese espionage case centering principally in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Santiago, Chile, which involves the use of couriers between these two cities transmitting coded messages requesting intelligence information. During the investigation of this case, a widespread plan for sabotage of American and British vessels was uncovered.

The espionage ring involved in this case is headed by Shozo Mura, the Civil Attaché, who reports to Tomiyto Koseki, Secretary to the Japanese Embassy at Buenos Aires. The principal courier is a Chilean named Carlos Santa Cruz Poblete who at one time planned to take a trip through Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador for the Buenos Aires Japanese embassy using the cover of a delegate of the Socialist Party of Chile with the ostensible purpose of organizing the Socialist youth. In reality the purpose of his trip was to observe and report on the war activity in Bolivia and the amount of arms and ammunition possessed by that country. In Ecuador, he was to visit and report on oil fields outside Rio Guayas, near Santa Elena. While in Lima, Peru, he was to deliver letters to certain Japanese. These communications were to be sent to them by the Japanese Embassy and were to be carried in the lining of Santa Cruz's suitcase. It has been ascertained that Santa Cruz's mother, Luce Poblete de Santa Cruz, of Santiago, Chile, has also been used as a courier for the Japanese espionage system and has acted as an intermediary to mail drop for them.

Another individual named Manuel Mayo Botelos has also been used as a courier in that it is known that he took a trip in July of 1943 carrying documents for the Japanese carefully concealed inside a suitcase of special construction.

All of these individuals have been known to have been in contact with Alberto Velas Santa Cruz, a member of the Chilean Nationalist Party, who is the publisher of a book known as "The Orient" which has been reportedly used for sending coded messages. Through the efforts of SIS representatives in this case, copies of some of the coded messages sent between Buenos Aires and Santiago have been obtained and submitted to the FBI laboratory for decoding. They have been found to be requests for espionage information.

According to information received out of the Japanese Embassy in Buenos Aires, the Japanese have a contact in nearly every American embassy in South America. It is also maintained that the Japanese employ a courier system between Argentina, the clearing house, and Chile, Brazil, Bolivia, and Uruguay, and they are trying at the present time to establish a service with Mexico, Canada, and the United States.
On August 8, 1943, Carlos Santa Cruz, above-mentioned, received a package sent to him from Chile which contained 206 sheets of official United States Embassy Document paper, which was designated for Javier, the cover name of Shojo Murai at the Japanese Embassy. One of the sheets was obtained and forwarded to the FBI Laboratory for examination, where it was determined through comparison that it was a sheet of genuine United States Embassy Document paper embossed with the same master seal as was used on standard Embassy paper.

It was also ascertained by SIS representatives in Buenos Aires that this group of individuals intended to embark upon a program of sabotage of American and British ships by giving British and United States seamen mementos of Buenos Aires in the form of statues of the Virgin de Lujan, which are reported as being filled with incendiary chemicals which, after the lapse of a sufficient space of time will cause fires aboard the various vessels. Agents have also located the premises in Buenos Aires where it is believed that these statues are to be manufactured and filled with the incendiary materials.

Henri Catherine Gravet first became a figure of interest when information was received from a very confidential source that he was traveling from Spain to Buenos Aires aboard the SS "Cabo de Hornos" in May, 1943, and that he was to act as an Axis espionage agent in the Western Hemisphere. He is a Frenchman who formerly held a minor diplomatic position in the Guatemalan Consulate in Spain, and information was received that he was to act as a Japanese agent in the United States using the cover of a Guatemalan diplomatic official. The original plan as learned was for him to travel from Buenos Aires to Guatemala City where the cover would be arranged and thence to some United States city, probably San Francisco, California.

Gravet was under constant surveillance in Buenos Aires from the time he arrived until the date of his departure in November, 1943. The communications to his principals in Spain were intercepted and it became evident that Gravet no longer wished to continue the original plan and desired to return to Spain. Permission was given him by his principals and he left Buenos Aires aboard the SS "Cabo de Hornos Esperanza." He was apprehended en route to Spain on December 8, 1943, when this Spanish vessel docked at Trinidad, B.W.I. In his interrogation Gravet admitted having been recruited for espionage work by the head of the Spanish Intelligence Service in Madrid but denied having known that he was in fact to work for the Japanese Government until he was contacted as arranged by an individual named Elias Jofre in Buenos Aires. He was given $3000 U.S. currency by Jofre for his proposed espionage services. Gravet was interrogated on the basis of the results obtained in a physical surveillance by Bureau representatives in Buenos Aires. Gravet furnished a considerable amount of information regarding his recruitment and espionage training in Madrid and the drop boxes which were furnished to him. He steadfastly maintained that he believed that he was only to work for the Spanish Government in
the Western Hemisphere until he was advised by Jofre as to his expected participation in Japanese intelligence matters.

Attention was first directed to this individual, Efios Jofre, when it became known to representatives in Buenos Aires that he was receiving trade communications from the United States and furnishing them to the Japanese Embassy at Buenos Aires. It was known that Jofre was in close contact with many individuals in the Japanese Embassy principally Shozo Hara, the Civil Attaché who according to reliable information received has charge of intelligence activity for the Japanese Government. Through surveillance it was also noted that he had frequent contact with Henri Catherin Gravet who had been sent to the Western Hemisphere to act as a Japanese espionage agent. It was learned that he was in fact an intermediary between the Japanese Embassy and Gravet, to whom he gave $3000 of a promised $5000. Jofre was reported arrested on February 15, 1944, by the Argentine Police.

Choko Shirakawa, a Japanese in the employ of the Japanese Embassy in Buenos Aires, Argentina, is known to have received two encoded communications. The first was received by him on November 11, 1943, addressed to Juan Roberto Martinez at Calle San Jose 663, bearing no return address but mailed at Lima, Peru. The message was contained in a reversed alphabetical cipher which was deciphered by the FBI Laboratory. The communications numbered 5 and 6. This unknown individual is evidently receiving pay from Shirakawa and is reporting on various individuals in Lima, Peru. In January, 1944, another addressed to Martinez at the same address postmarked at Lima, Peru, contained a message using the same cipher system as the previous one and conveyed the same type of information.

SIS representatives have checked into the background of Shirakawa and have found that he formerly resided at Calle Mexico 1815, Buenos Aires. In the early part of 1943, Shirakawa told the porter of his apartment house that letters would come addressed to Juan Roberto Martinez at Shirakawa's apartment which were for a friend of his and which should be delivered to him. This is evidently a cover name used by Shirakawa to avert any suspicion which might be cast upon him if he were to use his own Japanese name.

It was reported that on February 11, 1944, Shirakawa was taken into custody by the Argentine police.

Investigation conducted by SIS representatives in Buenos Aires, Argentina regarding Kazuo Tsuda revealed that he is the South American representative of the Japanese News Agency Demai, with offices at 868 Avenida President R. B. Peru, 5th floor, apartment 1, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Tsuda was born in London in 1897, and educated at St. James College, London, specializing in politics and international labor problems. He married an American-born Japanese and is the father of two children.
His wife and children are presently in Tokyo, Japan. He speaks English, French, Spanish and his native tongue. He has lived in England, Germany, Austria and France and has been a diplomatic representative in England, France and Germany. He was the Japanese delegate to the Labor Bureau in the League of Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.

Investigation has determined Tsuda's main task was the compiling and forwarding to Tokyo information of a military, political, social and economic nature concerning the United States. Information was gathered from various sources principally being taken from North American publications. All his reports were cabled to Japan via Trans Radio International, Buenos Aires, and his monthly cable bill ranged from $6000 to $10,000 Argentine pesos monthly (1600 to 2650 U. S. Currency).

Tsuda was arrested by the Argentine authorities on February 15, 1944.

Valvalsee Dickinson, a noted doll manufacturer of New York City who was arrested in New York early in 1944, was determined by investigation to be the writer of a number of open code espionage letters mailed under forged names in various parts of the United States and addressed to Ines Lopes de Molinari, c/o Miss 2555, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Investigation by OSS in Buenos Aires disclosed that Ines Lopes de Molinari was born in Chile of a good Chilean family and was married at the age of 17 to a prominent political leader, Dr. Rudi Molinari, and they thereafter moved to Buenos Aires.

It was learned that the Molinari were pro-German and pro-Japanese, that Ines has a brother, Ricardo Lopes, who was a pilot and lieutenant in the Chilean Air Force, and who had been sent to the United States to study United States methods.

Dr. Rudi Molinari in the days of the Argentine Revolution in 1930 took refuge in the Japanese Embassy and then went to Santos, Brazil, on a Japanese ship. He was found to be the possessor of a Japanese decoration of which he is very proud, and was on good terms with Dr. Tani and another Japanese diplomat. His connection with the Japanese is very strong and he has written several articles about Japanese culture.

Valvalsee Dickinson also was pro-Japanese and her messages were evidently intended for the use of the Japanese in view of the investigation in Buenos Aires showing the Japanese connections of the Molinari.

The Legal Attaché at Buenos Aires, Argentina, has been in close contact with Captain Ricardo Prati, the Military Attaché at the Italian Embassy, subsequent to the capitulation of Italy and the pledge of allegiance by the Embassy officials to the Badoglio Government. Captain Prati has furnished the Bureau through the Legal Attaché, much important information concerning the operation of Italian espionage in Latin America and is also in
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the process of furnishing information in his possession concerning the opera-
tion of German espionage.  

A double agent in the Italian espionage system in Latin America
was developed by the Buenos Aires SIS Agents. He identified Luis Bonassi
of R.S. Pena 311, Buenos Aires, as the head of an Italian espionage ring.
Bonassi arrived from Italy aboard the SS "Cabo de Hornos" at Buenos Aires
on May 20, 1942, accompanied by a radio operator, Carlos E. Bidone, who
is in reality a non-commissioned officer in the Engineers Corps, and whose
true name is Perfetto. Bonassi claims to be an Argentine citizen, but it
has been ascertained that his birth certificate was fraudulently obtained
in Rome, Italy, with the assistance of two Argentine Consulate officials.
His true name is Captain Ricardo Valli, who has long worked in the Italian
espionage system, first in North Africa and later in the Western Hemisphere.
Bonassi has been constantly in touch with the Italian Embassy in Buenos
Aires through Captain Ricardo Prati, the Military Attaché, who has taken
the place of Commander Eugenio Torriani as the head of all Italian espionage
in Latin America after the latter's death in an automobile accident in June
of 1943.

Bonassi obtained a radio transmitter for Bidone and established
him at the address of the perfumery shop at Calle Rivadavia 5695, Buenos Aires,
with the assistance of Mario Gomez, and Bruno Perpetuo Rigotti of Calle
Pichincha 584, both of whom worked with Bonassi in the cover firm of Luis
Bonassi and Company of Avenida R.S. Pena 996, as well as assisted him in
his espionage activities. The shop where Bidone operated was run by
Rigotti's wife.

Another individual who has been known to assist Bonassi and who
has had a radio transmitter installed in his home is Ignacio Grandinetti,
Cochicho 752, Buenos Aires. The name of this individual was given by
Bonassi as a person through whom espionage information could be forwarded
to Bonassi. It is known that Grandinetti has operated his transmitter in-
secret as an individual in Rio de Janeiro has been found who has been in
radio contact with him. However, no evidence has as yet been uncovered
to indicate he used this radio for the transmission of espionage infor-
mation.

Another individual identified as one of the leaders of an Italian
espionage ring is Andres Angel Bonso, who left Rome, Italy, after a period
of training in May, 1942. He came to Argentina accompanied by his radio
operator, also a non-commissioned officer in the Engineers Corps, named
Jose Carlos Trottì, whose true name is Zaffarella. Bonso is a native
Argentine, having been born in Chivilcoy, Argentina. He is a lawyer and
a member of the Italian Army Reserve who was called to active duty upon
the entry of Italy into the war, his assignment being to the Ministry of
Popular Culture with the rank of captain. At his own request, he was re-
assigned later to Argentina for the purpose of establishing an intelligence
service. Bonso was instrumental in obtaining the necessary documents for
Benassi, Trettì, and Eldene from the Argentine Consulate officials in Rome for their travel to the Western Hemisphere.

During the time that Bonso was in Buenos Aires, he enlisted the services of an individual to travel to Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to act as an espionage sub-agent. This individual was named Louis Iamal Romero, who reported to Bonso a considerable amount of information concerning Allied ship movements out of Brazil, but because of the fact that the information was being received by Bonso and turned over to Captain Ricardo Prati, his superior in the Italian Embassy, too late to be of any value, Romero was recalled and is presently residing on Calle Independencia, Buenos Aires.

Bonso also solicited and received the support of an old friend of his named Angelica Rocchetta, the wife of Pedro Cuauhai of Calle Melina 366 in the Saavedra District of Buenos Aires. Bonso explained to both these individuals the nature of his work and the part which he wished them to play, to which they agreed. They, in fact, introduced him to another individual, a midwife named Della Feliciana of Calle Conde 1520, who agreed to give him every assistance possible in his espionage work. It was through this individual that Bonso met Romero, whom he sent to Brazil.

Another individual who assisted Bonso in Buenos Aires is a retired policeman, Pedro Bruno, formerly living at Calle Callo.

After the death of Commander Torriani of the Italian Embassy, through whom Bonso was obtaining financial assistance, he was severely restricted in the amount of money which he was able to obtain to carry on his espionage activity. As a result, he decided to return to Italy to have his position more clearly defined.

Bonso sailed from Buenos Aires on August 14, 1943, aboard the SS "Monte Alberta" for Spain, but was apprehended en route by the British authorities at Trinidad, B.W.I. He was subsequently taken to London where he was interrogated and furnished the complete details as to his recruitment and training in espionage work, as well as his activities in the Western Hemisphere.

In addition to counterespionage work and its related investigations, SIS representatives have been active in other fields of endeavor. A few typical illustrations of this are being set forth to indicate the willingness and thoroughness with which these various tasks are met.
The subjects Jaime Fernandez Ansilla alias Captain Bein, and Wolfgang Walser alias Herman Schiller were eventually arrested by the Argentine authorities and charged with extortion.

Informed the Military Attaché and the Legal Attache
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instructed to place a bomb in the safe room of the Embassy on January 15, 1944 at 10:00 A.M., which was intercepted by prearrangement at the Embassy entrance in possession of a live bomb and conducted outside of town where the bomb took from rendered harmless by an explosive expert, The Argentine Foreign Office was notified by the Embassy on January 18, 1944, at which time the information and exhibits prepared by the Legal Attache were delivered to the Argentine Police. Both subjects were arrested this same date claimed he was acting under instruction of Cipriano Franco Lenzo, and alleged nationalist and terrorist. The Police discounted the possibility Lenzo was involved. However, Bureau representatives conclude it is quite probable the bombing attempt was inspired by the Argentine nationalist.

On April 6, 1943, the Legal Attache in Buenos Aires furnished to Mr. Bohan, the Economic Counselor of the American Embassy, a comprehensive summary report consisting of 390 pages on the totalitarian firms in Argentina.

Mr. Bohan subsequently advised the representatives of the Legal Attache's Office that one of the immediate results was that he was able to act within a few hours after receiving this compilation, using the information as a basis for preventing a transfer of over $50,000 by one of the Axis firms in Argentina.

In November, 1942, a group of prominent pro-allied Argentine political leaders headed by Dr. LeBranton, ex-Argentine Ambassador to the United States and England, prepared a memorandum of presentation to the then President of Argentina, Ramon S. Castillo. The memorandum embodied a plan to President Castillo to change his policy of neutrality and cooperate more closely with the Allies. For the purpose of presenting this memorandum to President Castillo, the LeBranton group chose Dr. Pablo Calatayud, an ex-minister, a prominent political leader and a close confidant of Castillo.

An undercover SIS representative in Buenos Aires who had developed a close friendship with Dr. Calatayud was able to obtain the details of this memorandum to Castillo and a complete report of Castillo's answer which explained in detail the basis and the reasons for his continuing a policy of neutrality and a clear presentation of his attitude toward the United States.

Through such an intimate contact of Castillo, SIS representatives were able to keep abreast of the latest developments in the Argentine
political scene with the Castillo regime, and through the SIS system of reporting advice the American Ambassador, thereby keeping him informed of behind the scene politics which normally would escape his attention.

The Office of the Legal Attache in Buenos Aires, Argentina, received information in 1942 that Fritz Thyssen, wealthy industrial leader and steel magnate of Germany and author of the book "I Paid Hitler," was reported to have been sent to Argentina by Hitler to head Nazi espionage operations in Argentina. It was known that Thyssen had extensive business interests in Argentina, and it was also reported that Thyssen's daughter and her Hungarian husband, Count Karbo Zichy, who resided in Buenos Aires, were aiding and financing German activities in Argentina.

Through planned social contacts an undercover SIS representative in Buenos Aires was able to meet Thyssen's daughter and Count Zichy. Following various entertainments and associations in the Zichy social circle, the SIS representative became very friendly with the Zichy family and obtained first-hand information concerning the financial status and activities of the family, the fact that Fritz Thyssen was living in Berlin, Germany, and his activities and relations with Hitler at that time.

As the result of an analysis undertaken by the Office of the Legal Attache in Buenos Aires, the 1,046 individuals comprising the crew of the "Graf Spee" were located, identified and investigated in such a manner that the Office of the Legal Attache obtained complete information and compiled the entire data which were set forth in one comprehensive report.

As a result of this report, the United States Government has more complete and informative facts than the Argentine authorities regarding the members of the "Graf Spee" crew. This report was furnished to the American Ambassador in Buenos Aires in order to equip him with the forceful details of the lax manner in which the Argentine Government was handling enemies of the United Nations.

At a subsequent time, when Argentina severed relations with the Axis nations, it was noted that one of the first steps taken for internal security was the formulating of a definite program to be followed for safeguarding Argentina from any acts of violence by the individual crew members of the "Graf Spee."

When Ernesto Casimiro Uriburu was stationed in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania as Argentine Consul he was deemed sufficiently pro-Axis to warrant the State Department permission to investigate him and the Attorney General saw fit to sanction a technical surveillance on this same individual. In November, 1942, prior to the time a complete investigation became effective, Uriburu returned to Argentina.

An undercover SIS representative, through use of a studied channel of social contacts, was able to meet Uriburu in Buenos Aires and...
cultivate his friendship to the point of gaining his confidence and thereby determine Uriburu's political ideology.

When Uriburu returned to the United States in January, 1944, in the career post of Third Secretary of the Argentine Embassy in Washington, D.C., it was possible to furnish the details of Uriburu's activities during the time he was absent from the United States of America.

Communist Activities

The number of Communists in Argentina has been estimated at 30,000. Since the Party disassociated itself with the Third International in 1939 and the Argentine Government declared it illegal, it has been operating in an underground manner, and since the June 4, 1943 revolution in the country, it has been the subject of even more persecution by the Government than before. It is, therefore, not possible to give an accurate estimate of its numerical strength. Investigation indicates that it is managing to follow the regular party line as the Communists in nearby countries who are able to operate more openly. Some of the known party leaders, including Rodolfo Suidi, were able to escape to Uruguay following the June 4 coup and are operating from there. They publish a newspaper which circulated underground among Argentine Communists as well as being distributed to other Communists in Latin America.

Clandestine newspapers continue to be published in Argentina. The Party's principal "front" organizations were abolished by the Junta, and in addition to some 2,000 Communists, a number of labor leaders, Leftists, Radicals, and other thought similar to the Military regime, have been interned. One organization which the Communists encourage and sponsor is called "United Nacional." This was formed before the June 4 coup by the Communists in an effort to unite various political parties into one party. Of course, it was abolished officially when the new regime came to power, but under pressure an underground form of this party still operates whereby "groups" of eight to ten persons meet weekly in a form of social gathering and discuss national and international questions. They sponsor a dance or party once a month to raise money and receive and distribute the paper called "United Nacional." They also study Communist literature at these meetings.

More than ten confidential informants, some within the party, are keeping the SIS representatives informed of Communist activities throughout Argentina.

Also of unusual interest with regard to Communist activities was the release of Victor Godovila by the Argentine Government in May, 1944. Godovila is one of the outstanding Communists in Latin America. He is of Italian descent and a naturalized Argentinean. He was one of the founders of the Communist Party in Argentina and was very active in it until just prior to the Spanish Civil War when he went to Spain and...
took a leading part on the side of the Spanish Republicans. He has studied in Russia and returned to Argentina after the Spanish Civil War to resume his activities for the party. He was arrested by the Castille Government shortly before it was overthrown in 1943. Although it was well established that he was in bad health due to his imprisonment, the Argentine Government refused to release him until President Rios of Chile requested his release. He was released to Chile and then traveled to Mexico where he is now residing. SIX representatives are closely following his activities in that country.

Union Eslava

According to reports received from several sources, the U.S.S.R. is utilizing foreign groups and associations in various countries as a substitute for the dismantled Comintern. The "Committee of Slav" in Moscow is an example. What might be termed the Argentine branch of this group is known as "Union Eslava."

In Latin America it is estimated that there are more than 400,000 persons who are immigrants, or first generation descendants of immigrants of the slavic nations. In Argentina there are approximately 150 different slavic associations of cultural, benevolent or social character. The immense majority of these people, it is said, favor the ideology of the Committee of Slav, with the exception of a few roles and Yugoslavia.

The Union Eslava is in effect a "super-organization." It is not composed of individual members but by the various societies and organizations which have accepted the purposes and aims of the Union Eslava. It endeavors to take a definite and direct political leadership among these affiliates.

Activities of organizations of all types are presently curtailed in Argentina by the current government. Nevertheless, the Union Eslava has illegal existence and because it does not attempt to hold public meetings, reunions, or festivals it is tolerated by the police. An office is maintained at Calle Victoria 723.

As a link uniting the members of the various societies which compose the Union there is published twice monthly an official bulletin called "Union Eslava." This bulletin is in the Spanish language and is said to contain exclusive articles from the Committee of Slav in Moscow via the Union of Slava in Montevideo, Uruguay. It is said that the Moscow Committee has its own Press and Information Department, and "Suppress" is not utilized: that the articles are simply sent by cable as night letters in the Spanish language.

A confidential source in Argentina has advised that local Communists and members of the new Soviet Legation in Montevideo are counting on Union Eslava to assist in the Soviet's program for Latin America.
Through the efforts of the Legal Attache in La Paz, Bolivia, the Bureau has been successful in obtaining all the pertinent facts relative to the various developments which have occurred in that country during the fiscal year of 1943 - 1944.

Through contact with political sources, the Legal Attache accurately predicted the revolution of December 20, 1943, and identified the individuals connected therewith. In connection with the revolution, it is noteworthy that the Legal Attache was able to render a unique service in that he maintained communications with the United States at a time when all other types of communication had been suspended by the Revolutionary Government. In this regard, the Legal Attache, with the use of radio, acted as a conduit through which passed information not only to the Bureau but to other interested governmental agencies.

In the wake of the revolution there followed various conciliatory measures adopted by the revolutionary powers to appease the American authorities into a frame of mind which would permit recognition. In this regard, the Legal Attache, through close contact with informed political personalities, was able to anticipate and report situations prior to the time of their actual development. In addition, the Legal Attache in La Paz, Bolivia succeeded in keeping informed in current matters relating to possible espionage, sabotage, smuggling activities, deportation of Axis nationals and related events which occurred during this fiscal year.

Commercial

It is important to point out that a great many of the German and Japanese nationals living in Bolivia are long-time residents and had established the leading commercial houses in Bolivia. Through the American Government's policy of economic sanctions and the establishment of an expropriation program by the Bolivian Government, these firms have to a large extent ceased serving the Bolivian people.

Information received by the Legal Attache from routine investigations and from post office and police contacts have proven of inestimable value to the Office of the Commercial Attache in the execution of this program. This economic squeeze of Axis nationals has had a direct bearing on their ability to carry on espionage and propaganda activity. Actually they are so busy trying to save their businesses and trying to eke out existences for themselves that they have had little time for other activity. One known Axis propagandist practically admitted his activity to Mr. Norman Stines of the Commercial Attache's Office, but stated that since his business had been ruined by economic strangulation, he was so occupied in literally keeping himself alive that he had no time or money to carry on propaganda activities.
was stated that various sections of the Union Slava have been assigned the tasks of preparing reports of current events and have also received instructions to seek among the diplomatic representatives of the Slavic nations persons who, at the proper moment, will advance openly against their governments and join the side of the Soviet. It was further stated that the Union claims some progress has already been made in this direction.

J. Wolowsky is president of the Union, Luis Kovel is treasurer, and the real directors of activity of the organization are said to be Dr. Tomas Davidov and Stanislaw Kovalowski. Dr. Davidov is presently in Moscow. A Congress of the Argentine and Uruguay Slavs is reported to have been held in Montevideo on May 30, 1944, at which Sergei Orlov, the new Russian Minister there, spoke.

The legal attaches in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Montevideo, Uruguay, and also in the other Latin American countries are following the Slavic movements closely.
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In Pan. Officials of the Rubber Development Corporation in Bolivia were inclined to minimize the effect of their losses in 1943 but are becoming extremely worried over the disproportionate increase in smuggling during 1944. They blame this increase first, on the development of many new areas of rubber production in parts of eastern Bolivia which are more easily accessible to Argentina and second, on the risks the smugglers are willing to take to obtain abnormal prices from rubber-hungry Argentina.

It is somewhat difficult to estimate rubber losses due to smuggling from Bolivia, for rubber is not only smuggled to Argentina but to Brazil and Peru as well. The latter cases are of known importance to the Rubber Development Corporation since these transactions are carried out to evade Bolivian internal taxes, and the rubber eventually ends up in the hands of the Allied Nations. However, an increasing number of complaints regarding smuggling to Argentina are being handled by SIS representatives. One of the most important cases developed to date has been the German Justiano case. In this investigation twelve men were arrested by the Bolivian National Police and about 10,000 Pounds of rubber valued at approximately $4000 was recovered.

Unfortunately no prosecutions were obtained in this case since the Bolivian National Police, indeed in conducting criminal investigations, failed to obtain any incriminating evidence and were unable to prove a case against any one of the subjects. However, the officials of the Rubber Development Corporation stated that the arrests which received wide publicity have had a remarkable effect on rubber producers. The principal subject, Geran Justiano, was apprehended, badly frightened and has now contracted for the delivery of his production to the Rubber Development Corporation. Other rubber producers have since come forth to offer their rubber to the Rubber Development Corporation.

Through cooperation with the Bolivian National Police and the officials of the Rubber Development Corporation, efforts are being made at the present time by the Legal Attaché to establish some method of control to stop the smuggling of rubber from Bolivia to Argentina.

Police Contact

Since the time of the Bolivian revolution of December 20, 1943, SIS representatives have worked very closely with Bolivian police officials, particularly with the Director General of Bolivian National Police, Major Jorge Eguino.

In May of 1944 a police school was initiated by the Bolivian Government. This school is known as the Departamento Nacional de Investigaciones and its method of instruction is modeled as closely as possible after that used by the Bureau. In connection with the opening up and functioning of this school, SIS representative has been very active. Through arrangement with Major Eguino and Colonel Pacheco,
the Minister of Government, he has helped the head of the Department in selecting office space and office and school equipment. In addition, he has personally interviewed applicants for admission to this school which, after they have received their course of instruction, will be known as Special Agents of the Department.

When these men have received their instruction, which will include schooling on the penal code and various methods of investigation, they should prove of great value to the Bolivian Police system. It will be noted that the Bolivian National Police is composed almost entirely of Army personnel who know very little concerning methods of obtaining legal and admissible evidence. It is believed that graduates of this school will work in close cooperation with and be of great value to the Legal Attache's Office.
The Legal Attaché's office in Rio de Janeiro through the cooperation of the Brazilian police authorities in Natal, Brazil, has been able to establish a travel control program at Natal, similar to the program existing in the United States. Natal, which is strategically located on the south of Brazil, is an important center of operations for airline travel and all passengers on route to Europe are processed by the authorities prior to their departure from Brazil for the continent. Similarly all passengers on route from the European continent to Brazil and other Latin American countries are processed at Natal prior to proceeding to their ultimate destinations. In this manner it has been possible to thoroughly interrogate and search any individual entering Brazil who is looked upon with suspicion.

Smuggling

SIS representatives in Brazil are at the present time conducting an extensive survey into the smuggling activities of various individuals in Brazil. The Bureau previously received a request from the Foreign Economic Administration to explore the adequacy of existing laws for the prosecution of smugglers in Brazil and this project is currently receiving attention.

Considerable information has been developed indicating that numerous instances have occurred where considerable rubber has been smuggled from Brazil into Argentina. For the most part tires and raw rubber are the only two items smuggled. Of particular interest is the fact that rubber diverted from the Brazil market, which evidently goes into Argentina, results in the loss of rubber being exported by that country to the United States.

Censorship

Through arrangements effected by the Legal Attaché's office SIS representatives in Rio de Janeiro have been able to secure intercepts of all suspected correspondence within Brazil. This censorship pertains only to mail within the country of Brazil and is purely local in character. Through this source the Bureau has developed considerable information pertaining to subversive activities within the country itself.

Brazilian Monitoring System

Brazilian authorities operate a monitoring system similar in character to the Federal Communications Commission in the United States. Through arrangements effected by the Legal Attaché's office in Rio, the Bureau Laboratory has been able to receive intercepts pertaining to clandestine radio stations and it has been found that considerable information of importance has been developed through this source.
SIT coverage in Costa Rica presently consists of a Legal Attaché and one undercover special employee headquartered at the capital, San José. It is expected that an Assistant Legal Attaché will also be provided in the immediate future to complete the coverage.

The present Attaché and the undercover representative have obtained and developed sources of information, contacts, and general confidential informants with the result that an efficient and comprehensive coverage has been established.

Important information furnished by these SIT representatives has been the basis of the deportation of Axis Nationals during the past two years and the operation of the United States Proclaimed List of Certain Blacked Nationals. As a result of the furnishing of such information, the greater majority of real Axis espionage activity has been curtailed in Costa Rica. However, present matters of investigation and interest include work of the 313 personnel in investigating the present propaganda methods being employed by the Axis. As a result of such efforts the German Club and the German school in San José, which were the headquarters of such activity, were closed by the "Costa Rican government and approximately 500 individuals were deported for internment in the United States."

General information secured by our representatives concerning the activities in Costa Rica of Axis Nationals has been so thorough and so convincing as to be instrumental in having the Costa Rican government continue the supervision of constitutional guarantees for such residents.

In similar lines of endeavor, Bureau agents have provided information which definitely proves that Falangist propaganda in support of Axis activity was being sent from Spain to Costa Rica by the Spanish Diplomatic pouch. Such information furnished by Bureau personnel has been of considerable value in functioning equally of the so-called "black list" and the functioning of censorship facilities in an effort to control these activities.

Through information furnished by Bureau personnel, the Military Intelligence Division in Panama and the Costa Rican police have been able to confiscate $60,000 worth of Panamanian revenue stamps which were being manufactured in Costa Rica. Information furnished by our representatives also affected the apprehension of the persons involved.

Other Bureau coverage provides for investigations in general Franco and Falange activities in the Republic as well as to develop informants in the very important political coverage which is so necessary in such a country as Costa Rica where political changes occur so frequently. Such coverage has been developed to an extent where complete reports are received on the status of matters taking place in the office of the president of the Republic itself which is deemed of extreme importance to...
the State Department engaged in political and financial conditions in the
Republic. An example of such coverage is the information which the Bureau
has furnished to the State Department on the possibility for the loan of
$2,000,000 by the United States Government to Costa Rica. Similarly, the
State Department was furnished with information relative to the policy of
the Costa Rican government's desire to be informed of the actual situation of
the United States with respect to the confiscation and expropriation of the
property of aliens. As a result of this information, the viewpoint of the
United States was able to be brought to the attention of the president
informally in this matter.

The Communist Movement in Costa Rica

Under the leadership of Manuel Varela, the Communist Party of
Costa Rica has enjoyed increasing power and influence and is maintaining
close relations with Communist Party organizations in other Latin American
countries.

Apparently in keeping with the current policy of Latin American
Communist organizations, looking toward a popularization of the Party
program in Costa Rica, it has recently been announced that its official
name is "Viva Guardia Popular".

The Party in Costa Rica took active part in the presidential cam-
paign which resulted in the election of Teodoro Picado in February, 1944.
The Party in Costa Rica entered a signed pact with the Picado supporters
pledging support of the Party in the presidential campaign. It is reported
that the activities and influence of the Communist Party contributed con-
siderably to the successful campaign of the Picado group.

The Communist Party of Costa Rica has in the past drawn its
membership from laboring groups and has participated in the organization of
labor sympathizers. The National Committee of the Confederation of Workers
of Costa Rica is comprised exclusively of members of the Communist Party
who also serve on a labor committee within the Communist Party organiza-

On May 5, 1944, it was announced that as a result of an exchange
of notes between Russian and Costa Rican Government officials, diplomatic
relations were established between the two countries. It is expected that
Constantin Comansky, Russian Ambassador to Mexico, will present his creden-
tials to the Costa Rican government in his capacity as Russian Minister to
the latter country.

Investigation is continuing concerning various individuals promi-
nently connected with the Communist movement in Costa Rica. These
individuals include Spanish Communists who are known to be in contact with
the Spanish Communist leaders in Mexico. Also under investigation is
Cesar Ortin, a Mexican citizen who is a staff representative of the
Associated Press and a correspondent for the Communist "Daily Worker" of
New York who arrived in Costa Rica from Mexico during May, 1944. It was
reported that Ortin actually visited Costa Rica as an "Advanced Agent" on
behalf of Communist, Soviet Ambassador to Mexico, and Ortin is known to have
maintained close contact with Communist Party headquarters in Costa Rica
since his arrival there.
Curriculum for Cuban Police

Comandante Mariano Facet de Diaa, Director of the S.I.A.E. (that section of the Cuban Police devoted to national defense and subversive activities), requested our Police Liaison Officer to assist him in drawing up a curriculum for a retraining school for S.I.A.E. Agents. The following course was suggested by the Bureau:

1 hour - Making notes in class
2 hours - Jurisdiction of Cuban Police
1 hour - Searches of persons
1 hour - Searches of places
2 hours - Report writing
3 hours - Communications and law enforcement
2 hours - Development of confidential informants
2 hours - Classification of fingerprints
2 hours - Latent fingerprints
2 hours - Techniques and mechanics of arrest
2 hours - Interviews, confessions and protests
6 hours - Descriptions of persons and portrait parl
1 hour - Testimony and courtroom behavior
1 hour - Crime prevention
1 hour - Exploitation investigations
1 hour - Substage investigations

Comandante Facet has requested the Police Liaison Officer to conduct one and one-half hour classes daily on these subjects for one month. Material on which this agent may base his lectures is being prepared for forwarding to him.

Operations with Cuban Police

SIS operations in Cuba during the past year have been maintained at a very excellent level with the Cuban Government and the Cuban Police. This has been in a large measure due to the continuing efforts of SIS personnel in Cuba that this good will might be maintained. It is, of course, apparent that SIS operations in foreign countries are greatly facilitated when good relations exist between SIS personnel and the individuals employed by that foreign government with whom they have to deal.

One example of the benefits to be derived from such a policy is the position in which the Bureau now stands in Cuba with the Cuban Police despite the recent arrest of General Sanita, with whom excellent relations have been maintained, as Chief of Police.

Coverage of Political Trends and Activities

The Havana, Cuba, office of SIS maintains well-placed informants.
for the purposes of overselling constantly occurs and advised of political activities and trends in Cuba. The presidential election in Cuba was held on June 2, 1944, and for several weeks prior thereto, political activity in Cuba was intense. Apparently qualified observers continued to report that Saladoz, the candidate of President Batista's party, would be elected, primarily because of the fact that Batista's party would control the voting and counting of the votes to guarantee that their party candidate would win the election. Qualified observers prior to the election reported that General Grau San Martin, the Opposition candidate, would win the election, if a fair election were held, because he appeared to be the people's choice.

As it actually happened, it appears that President Batista allowed Cuba to have an honest election and Grau San Martin was elected the next president by a large majority of votes. He normally will take office on October 10, 1944.

A few days after the election, i.e., June 9, 1944, General Benitez (General in the Cuban Army and Chief of the Cuban National Police) was ousted from his official position both in the Cuban Army and the National Police, although, for publication, Benitez continues to insist that he still holds his position and will return to Cuba after a short rest in the United States.

Actually General Benitez refused to resign as requested to do so by General Batista, but was forced to leave Cuba and it is not expected that he will return until Grau San Martin takes office in October of 1944. His ultimate return will depend upon the reception which he may receive from the Grau San Martin Government.

The activities concerning General Benitez were of extreme interest to the Bureau, inasmuch as Benitez has always given great cooperation to SIS activities in Cuba directed against espionage and subversive activities. It is interesting to note that prior to his departure from Cuba for the United States, General Benitez requested a visit from the Legal Attache and one of the Assistant Legal Attache. He was visited by these individuals upon permission being given by the Acting Chief of Police. During this interview General Benitez conveyed his continuing high regard for the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, advised he would maintain in strict confidence any information which he might have concerning SIS activities in Cuba, stated that the Bureau will continue to receive his warm friendship, and that he will not embarrass the Bureau or its Director in any way.

The latest reports indicate the Cuban Army and the Cuban Police are strongly supporting the newly constituted Cuban Government and will continue to do so. It is of primary importance to the Bureau to know that SIS operations in Cuba evidently will suffer no setback either through the departure of General Benitez or the election of Ramon Grau San Martin. This is believed, in a large measure, due to close and extensive relations maintained by SIS personnel in Cuba.
Expulsion and Internment of Axis Nationals

On May 10, 1944, by agreement between the Bolivian Provisional Government and the United States Government, twenty-nine Japanese and fifty-two German nationals were deported from Bolivia and brought to the United States for internment. The Sufficient List of the Department of Justice Alien Enemy Control was used as the basis for selection of the deportees, this list having been compiled from information in the files of the Legal Attache's Office in La Paz.

At the request of United States Ambassador Avera Harron, the details concerning the selection and arrest of these individuals were handled by Legal Attache [Blank]. In connection with this, the Legal Attache worked very closely with the Minister of Government, Colonel Alfredo Pacheco and the Director General of Bolivian National Police, Jorge Zgulno. 

Included among the deportees were Hans Tusseng, operator of a hotel in La Paz which was considered the principal Nazi meeting place in Bolivia, and Walter Hessbach, a long-time resident of La Paz who is considered to have been one of the first German residents of Bolivia to have become a full-blow Nazi. The one woman deportee was Mrs. Rosita Pink de Allwarden, the daughter of an official of the German Embassy in Buenos Aires who was an employee of the German Embassy in La Paz until it was closed. She then became an employee of the Spanish Legation there handling German affairs.

Political

Until the time the instruction to cease political reporting was issued in October of 1943, the Legal Attache's Office was following very closely political developments in Bolivia and in the light of the revolution of December 20, 1943, the information compiled was shown to have been exceedingly accurate and well-developed.

For several days after the revolution all ordinary means of communication with the outside world were cut off. The Legal Attache lent essential services to the Ambassador and the Military Attache in furnishing radio facilities for communication with their respective departments of the United States Government.

Since the revolution the Legal Attache has kept currently posted on political developments through contacts with cabinet and high police officials of the Bolivian Provisional Government headed by Major Cualderto Villarroel.

Economic

Rubber smuggling between Bolivia and Argentina is becoming a type of investigation of prime importance to the Legal Attache's Office in
Statistics

A recent statistical study made during the year by the Legal Attaché's office in Rio de Janeiro has disclosed that a total of 1193 persons who had been the subject of investigations by SIS representatives or in whom the bureau has had an interest, have been arrested in Brazil. Of this number 286 were arrested on espionage charges, 815 persons were arrested for internal security reasons, 24 were arrested on sabotage charges, and 86 arrests were made for varied security reasons. Of the total number arrested, it is to be noted that 50 persons have been convicted on espionage charges, and 6 on other charges, resulting in the imposition of a total of 1296 years of prison sentences; 209 persons have been interned; 79 persons are awaiting trial; and 795 persons have been released. Of the number released, it is reported that many of these individuals are required to report their activities regularly to the Brazilian police authorities.

Espionage Activities

Climbing an investigation instituted by SIS representatives in Brazil, Fernando Manuel de Almeida e Netto Marques was arrested by the Brazilian authorities after information concerning his activities had been placed in their hands through appropriate diplomatic channels. Marques admitted that he had been recruited by the Germans in Portugal and that he had been instructed in the use of radio short wave equipment, as well as in the use of secret ink communications. Marques was to communicate with his father, Carlos, in Portugal, who is reportedly an active Axis agent, and subsequent information developed indicated that his father was arrested in Portugal as a member of an organization smuggling platinum and diamonds to Portugal which were later delivered to the Axis. Marques on December 13, 1943, was sentenced to eight years in prison by the Brazilian Supreme Court.

Ernest Walter Luck, who was known as the "Unofficial German Consul" in Natal, Brazil, was sentenced by the Brazilian Supreme Court to a term of 11 years in prison on espionage charges. Luck was thoroughly investigated by SIS representatives and it was disclosed that he was not only actively engaged in securing espionage information, but was distributing German propaganda to him from Recife, Brazil.

Edmond di Robilant, a former Italian espionage agent in Rio de Janeiro, was, in December, 1941, sentenced to serve a 11-year prison term for violation of the Brazil Espionage Act. Di Robilant's activities which were thoroughly investigated by SIS representatives disclosed that he had been recruited by Enso de Vicino, a captain in the Italian Navy. Di Robilant, an employee in the Italian Airlines in Brazil, endeavored to set up a short wave reporting service in Rio de Janeiro for the purpose of transmitting his information to Rome. In order to cloak his activities he purchased a
country. On August 9, 1943, Wilhelm Heinrich Kopff, a German National, and William Marcus Barra, a Dutch West Indian Negro, landed on the shore of Sao Jose da Barra, Brazil, from a 63-foot German fishing vessel named the "Santa Barbara", which was explained by Heinrich Garbers, an internationally famous German sportsman who in July, 1936, sailed a 30-foot schooner from Sanburg to New York in 57 days. Both Kopff and Barra were immediately apprehended by the Brazilian authorities and SIS agents have thoroughly questioned the two German agents. Kopff and Barra furnished considerable information of value concerning the methods employed by the German government in training, transporting, and equipping its espionage agents for work in the Western Hemisphere.

Ferdinand Baron Bianchi, an Austrian by birth who later became a German naturalized citizen in order to assist the Fatherland, was arrested by the Brazilian authorities on December 16, 1944. At the same time a number of Bianchi's associates were arrested and it was believed by the police authorities that another espionage ring had been broken up. Bianchi's residence was searched by the police subsequent to his arrest, at which time the police located a tin can in his house which contained aerial maps of the city of Porto Alegre, the power plant at Sao Paulo, the city and airport of Rio de Janeiro. Also found in Bianchi's home were earphones, a radio receiver and a letter tending to establish his pro-Nazi sympathies. At the present time Bianchi and 14 of his associates remain in prison in Rio de Janeiro. Investigation concerning their activities is continuing.

Internal Security

According to information obtained by SIS representatives, the Chain of Death organization is said to be composed of 746 committees secretly formed in Europe and America, and it is alleged that the members intend to adopt-feasible and destructive measures against the Allies. It is alleged that the organization is terrorist and is possibly being used by sabotage and espionage agents. The organization is said to have been formed at Camp Santenini, Italy, and is believed to be composed of southern Italians from Calabria, Sicily and Puglia. SIS representatives are endeavoring to determine further information regarding the activities of the aforementioned group.

Dr. Fritz Robert Franz Penthol was originally arrested by the Brazilian authorities for over-staying his permission to remain in that country. As a result of investigation conducted by SIS representatives, it was determined that Penthol had many influential contacts that he had traveled extensively and had large sums of money for which no satisfactory explanation could be given. It was rumored that Penthol was a pilot in the German Air Force, a ranking officer in the German Army and a Sicherheitsdienst agent, as well as a ranking Nazi Army officer. As a result of the investigation conducted by Bureau representatives and the interrogation of Penthol, much important information concerning Germany was obtained. The Brazilian authorities have indicated that they intend to hold Penthol in custody for the duration of the war.
rabbit farm where he installed radio transmitters. These transmitters were
raised before any actual messages could be sent to Rome.

Waltemath, a German who had resided in Brazil
since 1930, returned to Germany in 1939 and was almost immediately drafted
for army service. He entered the Signal Corps of the German Army, and in
1941, having become proficient in radio telegraphy, he was allowed to return
to Brazil on the condition that he would construct a radio transmitter and
furnish espionage information regarding the United States. Waltemath also
received instructions in the use of secret inks and microfilms containing
code instructions for the operation of the radio transmitter. Waltemath
arrived at Natal, Brazil, via Lai Air Lines, and subsequent investigation
conducted by Bureau representatives led to his arrest on June 1, 1943, at
Sao Paulo, Brazil. When the Sao Paulo political police raided his residence
in that city they found a radio transmitter and a radio receiving set clever-
ly concealed in a false ceiling under the living room floor. On December 28,
1943, Waltemath was sentenced by the Brazilian Supreme Court to 27 years and
six months on espionage charges. Paul Grae, his brother-in-law and accom-
plice, received a 25-year sentence.

From a highly confidential and reliable source it has been learned
that Plinto Salgado, a former leader of the Integralist Party in Brazil, is
cooperating with the German agents in Lisbon. The Integralist Party is
patterned along the lines of national socialism and has been characterized
as being nationalistic, anti-Communist, anti-Semitic, and pro-Catholic.
Salgado, who has been living in exile in Lisbon since the unsuccessful In-
tegralist revolution in 1936, is known to be in close contact with the German
Sicherheitsdienst agents in Lisbon. It is believed that the Sicherheits-
dienst agents are through Salgado utilizing the services of the former mem-
ers of the Integralist Party in Brazil in an effort to secure information
regarding the United States and the Allied nations. An extensive investi-
gation regarding this matter is presently being conducted by SIG representatives.

Urquina Santana was arrested by the Brazilian authorities in 1942
in connection with the round-up of the German espionage agents or radio
station "C.I.T.". Santana at the time of his arrest was employed as traffic
manager at the Port of Rio de Janeiro, and subsequent investigation deter-
mined that he had been working for Hermau Bohuy, Military Attache of the
German Embassy in Rio de Janeiro. Santana, subsequent to his acquittal by
the Tribunal Segurança Nacional, on July 21, 1943, obtained the position as
Dock Superintendent by the Brazilo, Brazil, Port Administration. In this
position he has access to Allied shipping movements and other confidential
information. SIG representatives at the present time are continuing an in-
tensive investigation to determine whether Santana is presently cooperating
with Axis agents.

Since the round-up of the Axis agents in Brazil in 1942, Germany
has found it exceedingly difficult to establish espionage agents in that
At the request of the Department of State, Bureau representatives in Brazil and the United States conducted extensive investigations in an effort to determine whether a group which included Brazilian political exiles was engaged in formulating plans to overthrow the government of President Getúlio Vargas. These activities in the United States were allegedly being carried on under the direction of Octávio Mangabeira, a former Foreign Minister of Brazil; Rafael Correa de Oliveira, a member of the Brazilian Treasury Delegation in New York; Ildefonso Palome, Brazilian Consul in Boston; and Ilda Bacurana Ferreira, a delegate of the Brazilian Red Cross dispatched to the United States to study our war effort. Investigation reflected that Octávio Mangabeira and Armando de Salles Oliveira, a Brazilian political exile presently residing in Buenos Aires, Argentina, were the two foremost advocates of a revolutionary coup. The investigation revealed that Mangabeira was actively engaged in the distribution of manifests designed to undermine confidence in the present Brazilian Government, and papers found in his possession reflected that he considers that government as being modeled along Axis lines and firmly believes that it must be overthrown in order to liberate the Brazilian people from tyranny.

Police Liaison

Through the efforts of the Legal Attaché's office in Rio de Janeiro the Bureau has been able to establish police liaison offices in Rio de Janeiro, Porto Alegre, and São Paulo, Brazil. Special Agent [redacted] police liaison officer at Rio de Janeiro, has recently consolidated his position as being a consultant for the Rio police officials with regard to police instruction in schools by delivering a series of lectures on various matters in Portuguese before an assembly of chiefs of the various sections of the Police Department.

Special Agent [redacted] at Porto Alegre consults daily with Dr. Flávio Brazil Milàco, former chief of the Political Police at Porto Alegre, but who is now a higher official of that city. So well known in Special Agent [redacted] in his capacity as a liaison officer that he has been approached by newspaper and police reporters to provide material for articles concerning the Bureau's work for country-wide publication.

Special Agent [redacted] stationed at São Paulo has been so favorably regarded in his assignment with the police of that city that complete cooperation of all matters desired by the Legal Attaché is taken as a matter of course.

In conjunction with the liaison work which the SIS Section of the Bureau is conducting, a system of training of Latin American police officials by the FBI at the Seat of Government has been developed. From time to time prominent police officials who have been cooperating with the various offices of the Legal Attachés in Latin America have been given a course of training by the Bureau. Among those who have received this training are Dr. Flávio Brazil Milàco, former chief of the Political Police at Porto Alegre, and Major Joaquim de Sá Lurens da Silveira, the present delegate for the Political Security and head of the Counterespionage Section of the Rio de Janeiro Police Department.
The attitude of the Chilean Government toward the control of Axis nationals and their activities has been extremely lax although the Government has severed diplomatic relations with the Axis. Security measures were enacted, but not effectively enforced, as for example, the enforcement of the deportation program which involved individuals believed dangerous to the country. Such persons were removed to remote areas but regulations regarding travel and communications were not rigidly supervised. This condition has necessitated wide coverage in all fields of German, Japanese and Italian activities.

The German espionage system took advantage of the situation in Chile to use that country as a major base for its activities on the west coast of South America. Extensive and wide-spread investigation by SIS representatives resulted in the development and compilation of information which was presented to the Chilean Government in February, 1942, through the American Ambassador, which enabled the Chilean authorities to round up over fifty individuals who were involved in German espionage activities. More than forty other individuals have been implicated with members of this espionage organization. The investigation demonstrated the ease with which the Germans were operating in Chile, and provided evidence of activities from as early as 1941 to the present time. Our representatives were not only responsible for developing this case, but also assisted Chilean authorities by furnishing supplemental information which aided in the interrogation of individuals involved. Action in this instance has removed a vital link in the German espionage system, and it may be stated that this Fascist organization known as the clandestine radio station PZ2 and other associated groups would still be in operation if it were not for the excellent work of Bureau representatives in Chile.

As an example, the important developments in the PZ2 case included information which solved a pending investigation regarding the clandestine radio station GPS-MOI which operated in Chile during 1942. Guillermo Kunzmersch (Rothsman) admitted being the operator of the MOI station and established the leadership of this group with Ludwig von Bohlen of the German Embassy prior to his repatriation from Chile.

Not only did the PZ2 investigation possess national ramifications within Chile, but it also involved international activity, including information which may lead to the expulsion of Aristides Parodi, Secretary of the Paraguayan Diplomatic Mission in Santiago. Evidence was obtained concerning espionage activities of certain Paraguayan nationals, including Humberto Perez and Adolfo Adorno, as well as Hains Lange, a known dangerous espionage agent who formerly resided in Paraguay. It was revealed that Parodi had assisted these individuals in obtaining Paraguayan documents which were needed by them for continuation of their residence in Chile. He also obtained information regarding agreements of a confidential nature concerning the American Chancellories in Chile which Lange was able to transmit to Germany. The Chilean authorities were contemplating action in furnishing this information to the Minister of Foreign Affairs in order that Parodi could be declared persona non grata.
While a great deal of publicity was given the disclosure of German espionage activities in Chile and the fact that clandestine radio had been used by the organization, recent information indicated the existence of a clandestine radio station which operated as late as February, 1944, by Edmundo Quevare (Alamosa). A statement given by Regina Hlabac, mistress of Quevare, revealed that he and several retired Chilean Army officers were involved in the operation of a clandestine radio station. The Army officers identified were Colonel Luis Verito and General Francisco Javier Elias.

Investigation with regard to German activities has included many varied types of operations by German agents. It has been necessary to follow communication channels for evidence of secret ink writings as in the case of Humberto Castro, alias Humberto Silva, who was involved in the transmission of secret writing communications to a drop box in Bern, Switzerland. The plain text of the communication was an innocent-looking letter while the secret writing disclosed information of a security nature regarding the war production of the United States. The signatures on the communications, namely Humberto Silva and Humberto Castro, were found to be identical by the FBI Laboratory, and while not identified with other communications, a striking similarity between the author of the Castro letters and an individual signing his name as German T. Miller and Geoffrey, who forwarded secret ink communications to the same drop box in Europe, have given an indication that the same German agent is possibly active at the present time in South America.

During 1943, many efforts were made by the Germans to place agents in Latin America for the purpose of establishing a well-organized espionage system. In May, 1943, a young Spanish medical student, Rosendo Alamosa, was arrested in Buenos Aires aboard the Cabo de Hornos when he was found to be carrying espionage information, money and instructions for delivery to an unknown German agent. This material was undoubtedly destined for use in the United States. The unknown agent was also to establish a clandestine radio in Chile. In December, 1943, Alamosa was sentenced by the Argentine Courts to serve two years in prison.

Also arrested by the Argentine authorities was [individual's name], who admitted he was to receive the espionage material from Alamosa. [individual's name] was released by the Argentine authorities shortly after his apprehension and no publicity was given to the fact that he had been involved. He was expelled to Chile [individual's name] was in close contact with German superiors in Madrid, attempting to secure further instructions and money through a ship courier to be contacted in Buenos Aires. The activities of [individual's name] were under the complete supervision of the Legal Attaché in Buenos Aires, and though no communication has been received from Spain, it is known that an endeavor was made to transmit a message to [individual's name] who arrived in Buenos Aires in January, 1944. [individual's name] was not aware of the nature of the information which was to be transmitted and made no effort to determine the communication that was to be transmitted.
has revealed valuable information concerning his training in Europe by the Germans as well as information concerning individuals contacted by his prior to his departure from Spain for South America. The individual described by [redacted] as the chief radio operator for the German espionage system in Spain was known by the name of Carlos. This person had [redacted] that he formerly had been employed as a radio operator by the German-owned air line Scaada at Cali, Colombia. A request was made of the Legal Attache at Bogota for photographs of employees of the Scaada Airlines. Here [redacted] information was received regarding an individual named Karl Heinz Allmend Chopp, alias Carlos, who was described as second in charge of the Scaada Airline's radio communications system in Spain. Information in the Bureau's files reflected that one Karl Chopp was formerly in charge of the Scaada Airlines Radio Station at Cali, Colombia. Investigation as to the background of this individual was requested of the Legal Attache at Santiago for possible identification by [redacted]. Upon reviewing the photograph of Chopp, [redacted] identified him as being the individual known as Carlos in Madrid, who is a radio technician employed by the German espionage group with headquarters in Madrid.

In June, 1943, Special Agent [redacted], assigned to the Office of the Legal Attache in Santiago, obtained information that one Salas, employed as junior messenger at the United States Consulate, Arica, Chile, had been selling waste paper trash obtained from the Consulate to Cesar Casella, head of the Chilean Investigaciones in that area. It was known that certain codes used by the United States Navy had been obtained by this method; however, it was not believed that the information involved material which would enable those in possession of the codes to decode naval radio traffic. Our representatives have been on the alert for information regarding possible activities by Axis elements to obtain espionage information regarding American activities in Latin America.

The Republic of Chile has cooperated fully with the Allied war effort in supplying strategic metals, such as nickel, copper and nitrates. Several vessels of British registry have been involved in findings which have partially or totally destroyed the cargo of nitrates. One vessel, the S.S. Loreto, was damaged shortly after it took on the cargo of nitrates at a port in Chile. Two other British vessels proceeded to English ports before the fires occurred. On December 20, 1943, the Argentine vessel, S.S. Rio Juramento, carrying a cargo of nitrates from Toconilla, Chile, to Buenos Aires, was found to have been the subject of an attempt by unknown parties to sabotage the vessel and the cargo. At the time of unloading the cargo in Buenos Aires, two incendiary devices were found in the hold containing the nitrate. The devices in question consisted of two large glass milk bottles half filled with gasoline, within which were placed cork test tubes. One test tube contained sulphuric acid and the other a mixture of potassium chloride and sulphur. Apparent faulty construction of the incendiary devices resulted in the failure of this attempt to sabotage the ship. Photographs of the devices were obtained and specimens of the chemicals involved were made available to the FBI Laboratory for appropriate examination.
Not only have our representatives been on the alert to obtain information regarding activities of Axis elements in their attempts to sabotage supply of strategic war materials but they have closely observed activities of these elements in sampling such materials to Argentina where they would be made available to the Axis or to the Argentine Government. In April, 1944, information revealed an attempt by the Argentine military authorities to obtain nickel, copper and other vital metals for the use of the Argentine Army. The Chilean authorities detained Lieutenant Marco Antonio Taboada on April 16, 1944, at which time he confessed his part in this activity. Many other individuals were involved in this plan to supply the Argentine Army with the much-needed metal; however, the plot was frustrated by the expulsion from Chile to Argentina of those Argentine nationals involved.

In January, 1944, a plan was uncovered which revealed an effort on the part of Lorenzo Jose Galatto, Inspector General of the Argentine Department of Investigation, whereby he sought to establish Argentine agents in Chile which by agreement would allow Chilean agents to operate in Argentina. The plan, as sponsored by Galatto, sought to have agents from both Chile and Argentina sent to their respective countries on an exchange basis so that they could work in that country on matters of direct interest to their own departments. Information from Argentina reflected that Galatto and an associate working under him, Nicolas Loreto of the Argentine Police, have been and presumably still are in the pay of the Axis Embassies in Buenos Aires. Information obtained by our representatives concerning this matter was referred to the Chilean Minister of Foreign Affairs through the American Ambassador at Santiago, and it is believed that the plan sponsored by Galatto which may have originated with the Axis principals, was in this manner prevented.

The Republic of Chile has also been used as a base for operations by certain Japanese espionage leaders. In the investigation of the activities of Toshiya Koseki, Secretary to the Japanese Embassy in Buenos Aires and former Japanese Ambassador to Paraguay, it was revealed that one of the principal subjects was Carlos Santa Cruz Poblete, a Chilean citizen residing in Buenos Aires. It was planned that Santa Cruz would make a trip to Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador under the direction of the Japanese Embassy. He intended to travel under the cover of a delegate of the Socialist Party of Chile, while in reality, the purpose of this trip was to observe and report espionage information in the various countries visited. Couriers for this organization were known to be traveling between Argentina and Chile and cabled communications were also being exchanged. SIS representatives, through the use of an informant, obtained copies of cabled messages which had been sent from Buenos Aires to Santiago by members of this organization. The messages intercepted at Santiago have been decoded by the Cryptanalysis Section of the Bureau's Laboratory, and it was found that the communications contained a request for espionage information.

Santa Cruz, in August, 1943, received from Chile a package containing 108 sheets of official United States Embassy document paper destined for...
Javier, the cover name for Shozo Murai, Civil Attache at the Japanese Embassy in Buenos Aires. Examination of the paper by the FBI Laboratory found it to be genuine Embassy document paper. 

With the repatriation of Japanese Embassy officials from Chile, it is believed that the leaders of Japanese espionage departed from the country; however, activity in Chile along this line has not been discontinued as the Japanese, like the Germans, have been operating from Argentina. This fact was evidenced by information obtained as a result of investigation of Ricardo Lyon (Hubner). Lyon, a Chilean of German descent, was formerly an active member of the Japanese firm, Compania Chiliense Oriental. This firm was frequently identified with espionage activities in Chile through the work of Goro Miyasaki who was deported from Chile in September, 1942, when the Chilean Government refused to renew his passport. The files of the company contained certain addresses in Buenos Aires which were known drop boxes. Lyon was a frequent contact of Japanese elements and in January, 1944, information was received by our representatives that he was to be contacted by an unknown individual who requested information as to the whereabouts of Luis Kawaguchi. The unknown individual was reported to be carrying an important message for Kawaguchi from Buenos Aires. Both Lyon and Kawaguchi were apprehended by the authorities; however, no information was obtained as to the identity of the unknown courier or the message carried by him. These facts indicate an endeavor by Japanese elements to continue espionage activities in the Republic of Chile.

Political groups in Chile have been a matter of importance due to the close association between Chile and Argentina and because of a strongly organized Communist Party, as well as Nazi elements who have been active in the political field. The Legal Attache has been kept currently posted on developments through contacts with high governmental officials.

The Communist Party in Chile is a legal political entity and appears to be greatly increasing its strength and influence. It produces 35,000 votes and at the present time is striving vigorously to organize all left wing parties of Chile's "Poplar Front" system into Partido Unico. The drive for this was begun in January, 1944, and the Communists are very optimistic concerning it, believing that through it they will be able to gain control of the Government. It is reported that they practically have the Socialist Workers Party in line and are using these 35,000 votes as a wedge to get the vote of the Socialist Party.

Another popular weapon of the Communists in Chile is their newspaper organ "El Chileno", which they are presently attempting to increase to a circulation of 100,000.

The second major aim of the party in Chile at present is to cause the present Government to recognize Russia and thereby cause an Embassy to be established in Chile. So far, no overtures in this direction are known to have taken place.
Despite the unfavorable political atmosphere in Colombia due to the ineffective policies of the present Government and the strain of an attempted revolution, the Legal Attaché's Office, under a Legal Attaché and eleven Special Agents, has maintained a high standard of investigative activity and has accomplished some very notable results in combating espionage and subversive activities. The past year has seen a widening of informant coverage and increased liaison with the national and local police organizations.

As a result of the state of belligerency with Germany, declared in November, 1943, the Colombian Government has taken some vigorous action against subversive elements as a result of information developed by the Legal Attaché's Office and furnished the Colombian Government by the United States Ambassador. An intensive program followed Colombia's declaration of belligerency, and several individuals have been expelled, including two known espionage agents, as a direct result of information developed by Bureau representatives.

Platinum smuggling investigations have continued to be of primary importance in Colombia, and during April, 1944, the United States Ambassador requested that the Bureau send additional agents to Colombia to concentrate on this matter. As a result, five agents were dispatched to Colombia and have already obtained some very satisfactory results in uncovering extensive platinum smuggling operations.

Extensive coverage has been developed in Colombia concerning the political situation and over numerous revolutionary groups, composed of dissident Army officers, anti-Allied groups, Conservative Party members and other dissatisfied elements in Colombia. Within the past year the Legal Attaché's Office has penetrated with informants most of these organizations and has effected excellent coverage of revolutionary groups in Colombia. There have been numerous indications of a revolution and on several occasions minor attempts at promoting a revolution have occurred. All of these have failed because the groups did not become cooperative, either financially or otherwise. In anticipation of a probable overthrow of the present Government when the recent attempted revolution occurred, during which President Lopez was kidnapped, the Legal Attaché's Office and the Bureau were able to furnish to the State Department and other appropriate agencies much pertinent information relative to the forces which endeavored to overthrow the Lopez regime.

The following is an example of one of the noteworthy achievements of the Legal Attaché's Office:

**Important Abwehr Official in Spain Identified Through Contacts in Colombia and Chile**

It was noted that a reference was made in the German Intelligence
SECRET

It has been reported that Spanish Communists use the diplomatic pouch of the Chilean Embassy for sending their communications abroad. This has not been substantiated; however, investigation is going forward to determine whether or not this is being done. 

There have also been reports, not substantiated, that Pablo Berada, the Chilean poet who has had a consular past in Mexico, and Narciso Bassols, ex-Mexican diplomat and first Mexican Ambassador to the Soviet Union, have carried messages and instructions to the Communist Party in Chile and in other countries in Latin America from the Soviet Ambassador in Mexico. These individuals are receiving investigatory attention. It has also been alleged that the Chilean Communists receive messages from Moscow either via radio or courier, and that they have been instructed to immediately start a campaign of anti-Yankee, anti-Imperialist propaganda as soon as the Russo-German War ceases. The Bureau has an undercover agent working in Chile in connection with Communist matters. This agent is able to furnish valuable data as to Communist Party policy inasmuch as he is very friendly with several officers in the Party who discuss such matters with him. 

One interesting development which occurred while during the past year and which was covered and reported upon by SIS representatives was several secret meetings held by Enrique Pissi de Porras, Cuban ambassador to Chile, with prominent Chilean and Cuban Communists regarding the possibility of Pissi de Porras being appointed an ambassador for Cuba in a neutral country where his object would be to handle certain confidential matters for the Cuban Government, even though he was ostensibly representing Cuba there. The present status in this matter appears to be that Pissi de Porras is willing to accept such an appointment but the Cuban Government has not yet seen fit to assign him to the said neutral country. 

Intercepted correspondence had revealed that an individual known as the "Russian Delegate to the Argentine" was also present at two of these meetings, and it is believed that he is presently receiving mail under the name of Jose Coe, Pasco 302, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Vigorous investigation is presently under way to establish the identity and present activities of this person.
Inquiry by SIS in Colombia revealed that Grosspaechtach was formerly in charge of the Sodeta Airlines radio station at Cali, Colombia, and had departed Colombia at Puerto Colombia, October 29, 1943, aboard the German ship "Helgoland," without proper clearance from the Colombian authorities. A photograph of Grosspaechtach was obtained and furnished to SIS in Chile who had requested identifying data concerning former employees of the Sodeta Airlines Company. A double agent in Chile, _______ had advised that one of his contacts by the name of "Carlos" in Madrid had been a former employee of the Sodeta Airlines in Colombia. "Carlos" posed as a Norwegian, _______ identified the photograph of Grosspaechtach as "Carlos." This information and Grosspaechtach's photograph have been furnished to appropriate sources in London and Madrid. 

Another interesting aspect of Grosspaechtach's case is the fact that he had a cousin United States Navy Dental Corps, with whom he was in correspondence. The information concerning Grosspaechtach has been furnished to the Office of Naval Intelligence for appropriate action.

Communism in Colombia

The Communist Party of Colombia is legalized in that country and its increasing strength during recent years has been reflected in the increasing number of communist votes cast in national elections. The infiltration of labor, organization tactics, political activity, the organization of Communist Front Groups, propaganda measures, and other activities of the Communist Party of Colombia are under investigation by our representatives. The activities of various individuals known to be prominent in the Party and responsible for the formulation of political matters and "Party line" tactics are being closely covered. It has been reported that during December, 1943, an undercover Russian agent, Jose Folenski, visited various key figures in the Party for the purpose of assisting in distribution of propaganda material and assisting in the organization of Communist Cells in Colombian labor unions.

Communist representatives from Colombia and other Latin American countries were successful in electing the President and the Secretary of the Pan-American National Labor Congress which was in session during December, 1943 and was attended by Vicente Lombardo Toledano, leader of the powerful labor organization, The Confederation of Latin American Workers. It was learned that the activities of the National Labor Congress included plans to consolidate all Communist-controlled labor organizations in Latin America to provide an operating base for the Communist International for which there were elected to a Directtives Committee thirty-one members for the Confederation of Workers of Colombia, of whom eleven are members of the Communist Party. A confidential informant who is close to party leaders in Colombia ascertained that during a visit to the National Labor Congress, Lombardo Toledano exhibited a letter signed by officials of the Russian Communist. This letter stated that the
Third International had been dissolved to avoid entanglements with the Allied Governments and instructed the Communist Party of Colombia to receive orders from Telesman. Telesman is reported to have advised Colombian Party leaders that he had similar written instructions addressed to other Communist leaders in South America. 

It has been ascertained that Gustavo Machado, a Venezuelan Communist residing in Bogota, Colombia, is one of the central distributors of Russian propaganda which is disseminated through a bookstore operated by Machado.

During November, 1943, Russian diplomatic personnel arrived in Bogota, Colombia under assignment to duty in the Russian Legation. The activities of these Russian representatives, particularly in so far as they relate to Communist activities in Colombia, are under discreet and thorough investigation. Investigations are also continuing to determine the effect which the dissolution of the Communist International will have on Party activities in Colombia, and information is being developed as to the methods used by the Party to further its program of labor infiltration. Particular emphasis is being given to investigative coverage of Party activities indicating the extent and nature of collaboration with Communist Parties in other countries of Latin America and elsewhere.
Travel Control Program in Cuba

SIS personnel in Cuba continue an extensive travel control program whereby all individuals departing from Cuba for the United States are made the subject of letters transmitted directly from Havana to the Miami Field Division of the Bureau. By this method of operation the Miami Field Division has the benefit of up-to-date information concerning the arrival of individuals from Cuba and has that information at the time it is of most importance.

In addition, all individuals arriving from Europe aboard various neutral vessels are processed upon their arrival at Cuba. This processing is carried on in an effort to uncover individuals coming to the Western Hemisphere who maintain strong pro-axis sympathies and individuals who may be operating for Axis authorities in espionage and subversive activities. Any information developed through this processing is forwarded to the Bureau and to the interested SIS Offices through Latin America.

In January, 1944, the Legal Attaché in Havana, Cuba, made arrangements with the Cuban Department of Immigration to obtain the fingerprints and accompanying photograph of all nationals of European countries arriving in Cuba. These are now averaging 190 to 200 individuals per month and these cards are being forwarded to the Bureau for comparison against the fingerprint cards already maintained by the Bureau and for filing for future reference. Any information which is developed as a result of the search of the fingerprints against those in the Bureau's files is transmitted to the Legal Attaché and by him made available to the Identification Division of the Cuban National Police.

As a result of the excellent cooperation existing between the Bureau's Havana Office and Cuban officials, SIS personnel in Cuba are able to effect searches, seizures, interrogations and detentions of passengers and crew members of the Spanish ships which call at Cuban ports.

Relationship with Other United States Governmental Representatives

For the past several months, excellent cooperation has been enjoyed by the Office of the Legal Attaché with American Embassy personnel, Consulate personnel, the Military Attaché, the Naval Attaché and representatives of other United States Governmental agencies in Cuba. Copies of reports emanating from the Office of the Legal Attaché are still directed to a Central Intelligence file which is available to the Embassy, to the Military Attaché, the Naval Attaché and other United States officials who have a legitimate interest in the file. Cases involving strictly subversive and espionage activities are referred to the Legal Attaché for investigation and in turn the Legal Attaché gives all assistance possible to the Military and Naval Attachés in any cases over which they might have primary jurisdiction but which may have angles where the Legal Attaché may be of assistance. An example of this during the past few months was the torpedoing of two vessels in Caribbean waters. The
Legal Attache, upon the request of the Naval Attache, entered into a
cooperating investigation in an attempt to determine whether or not es-
plonage had played a part in permitting those ships to be torpedoed. 

Confidential Informants: Source of Information and Contacts

SIS personnel in any foreign country must operate through and rely
upon confidential informants, sources of information and contacts in a much
greater degree than is necessary in the United States. In Cuba, the Legal
Attache had been very successful in developing and maintaining such sources
of information which permit access to the records of organizations in all
types of public and private businesses and to the activities of private in-
dividuals in all endeavors.

During the past year considerable headway has been made in the
development of the Fascist organization in Cuba for information relative to
Spanish Falangists and Communists and the activities carried on by those
groups. Of course, considerable work remains to be done along these lines.

Assistance to Bureau Operations within the United States

The presence of SIS personnel in Cuba and their ability to accom-
plish almost anything along the lines of investigation which might be re-
quested of them has been of considerable value in allowing the Bureau to
complete its investigations within the United States on many occasions. An
equivalent of this is SIS activity on Selective Service matters. The Bureau
has found that many Cubans were in the United States at the time registration
for the Selective Service Act was required. In several cases the Cuban
nationality of these individuals was not indicated and, of course, the cases
could not be closed until the location and citizenship of the individuals
concerned were definitely determined. In some cases, SIS personnel ascer-
tained that the subject in question was actually a United States citizen and
was able to effect his return to the United States to subject himself to the
provisions of the Selective Service law. In those instances where a return
to the United States could not be effected, sufficient information has been
secured to permit the Bureau to place the necessary stoppage with the Immi-
gination and Naturalization Service and with Customs, whereby the individuals
in question will be apprehended upon their return to the United States.

The Bureau was recently requested by the Office of Strategic Ser-
vice to conduct a certain investigation in the United States (Case of
Richard Fisher, with allies). It was ascertained that the investigation
strictly within the United States would not give a full and complete picture
of the situation and it remained for SIS personnel to conduct investigation
in Cuba before the Bureau could comply with the request of OSS. This was
accomplished with considerable dispatch.

Palence Activities

Of course, the Palange has been operating underground in Cuba.
since it was declared illegal by a decree of the Cuban Government in February of 1943. Vandalism activity during the past year has been at a minimum, but 313 personnel in Cuba have continued to develop and maintain informants who have been able to keep the Bureau continually advised of any activity whatsoever along these lines. $U$

**Sabotage and Espionage Investigations**

Although no evidences of sabotage have been developed in Cuba during the recent months and although espionage activity has evidently been comparatively lighter during the past year than in 1942 and 1943, 515 personnel in Cuba continue to spend a large amount of time and effort to making absolutely sure that sabotage and espionage is uncovered. For example, during the month of May, 1944, the office in Cuba closed its one pending sabotage case after determining that no sabotage was present. In the same period twelve espionage cases were closed after determining that no espionage was present and twenty-three espionage cases are still pending. $U$

As against the above figures, there were 157 "subversive activities" cases at the end of May, 1944, even though 49 cases of that type had been closed during the month.

**Local Attaché Recommendations Followed by Cuban Naval Officials** $U$

Departure documents required of seamen in Latin America for stopping on board vessels bound for Europe from Latin America are known to have been falsified and reissued as a means of returning German technicians to Europe. $U$

When the above information was called to the attention of officials of the Cuban Navy in Havana, the latter admitted that identification papers previously issued to Cuban seamen applying for a "Carnet de Mar" were inadequate, and could easily be falsified, were not uniform throughout the Republic of Cuba, and the photograph which was placed on the identification paper was stamped with a rubber seal of the Cuban Navy and could therefore be replaced with the photograph of another inasmuch as it was stamped before being attached to the carnets. $U$

After consideration of this matter, it was ascertained by an official of the Cuban Navy a revised form of identification papers be required of Cuban seamen which, together with spaces for passport information, is now contained in one booklet which bears the photograph of the applicant seaman along with the imprint of the seal of the Cuban Navy. The book also requested such additional data as fingerprints and the signatures of the seaman and the issuing officer, personal history data and description, as well as providing for the entry of dates on which the particular seaman signed on and off various vessels. This new "Carnet de Mar" was completed and replaced other forms effective November 1, 1943. $U$

The identification booklet is to be used in all of the courts of the Republic of Cuba to be cancelling the procedure previously followed. $U$
whereby other forms of identification were issued by officials in the various ports throughout the island. It is to be noted that the new procedure constitutes an added security measure with regard to Cuban seamen in so far as identification matters are concerned.

Alessa & U

Alejandro Bermis Guzman is known to have been a German agent. He left Spain in September of 1943 and spent approximately six weeks each in Cuba and Mexico and approximately a month in the United States before attempting to return to Spain. When his ship transited Trinidad on the return trip to Spain, he was removed from the ship by the British authorities and is now in the United Kingdom under detention. This subject is known to have received considerable money from the Germans while in Spain and to have transferred by various means a sum of $24,000 from Spain to Cuba. He is known to have also transferred at least $18,000 from Cuba to Mexico. He was believed to be a pay-off man for the Germans, but though intensive coverage was maintained in Cuba, Mexico and the United States, no overt act on his part indicating espionage or subversive activities for the Axis was ever uncovered.

It is now believed that the subject became aware of the surveillance being maintained over him while in Cuba and he immediately discontinued an intent of complying with the instructions issued to him by the German espionage authorities. Assuming that this belief is correct (and the subject has not yet admitted that such is the case), the only problem remaining to him would have been the disposal of the large sum of money in his possession under circumstances which could readily be explained to Allied authorities. The method of disposal he actually adopted was very feasible, inasmuch as he spent almost the entire sum in his possession on articles of value and scarcity in Spain. It was his explanation that he had brought such a large sum of money to this hemisphere from Spain with the purpose and intent of purchasing such rare articles to be resold in Spain at a considerable profit and thereby defray the cost of his trip. Since the subject's removal from the Spanish ship at Trinidad, SIS personnel in Cuba and Mexico have been spending considerable effort on attempts to identify the individuals whom the subject had intended to contact.

George Yukiichi Osawa, with aliases & X

The subject of this case has been in Cuba since 1935. He is a self-admitted Japanese espionage agent and according to his own statements has engaged in espionage for the Japanese in both the United States (prior to his departure in 1935) and in Cuba. At the present time the subject is interned at the Cuban Immigration Center at Piscoria, Cuba.

The subject was first arrested in Cuba in 1937. The charge of espionage was dropped, but he served a year in prison on the charge of practicing medicine without a license. He was released for a time, but in January, 1941, he again went to a Cuban prison on charges of assault. Although he was absolved of these charges he was retained in prison pending repatriation.
During the past few months the subject has given SIS personnel in Cuba a great deal of information concerning Japanese espionage in the Western Hemisphere, but attempts to verify the allegations have proved negative from an espionage standpoint, and in many cases information has proved definitely incorrect.

**Interment Program**

Comments relative to Cuba's interment program for enemy aliens are included under the section of this report devoted to that general subject.

**Communist Party**

The Communist Party of Cuba, despite the initial attitude of a newly-elected Cuban administration, continues as a highly organized and effective organization which is under close investigation by Bureau representatives. In January, 1944, the Party, pursuing a policy of attempting to increase its popularity and appeal among greater numbers of Cubans, announced that henceforth it would bear the name "Socialist Popular Party."

The Party has also adopted a new insignia, abandoning use of the Soviet hammer and sickle design which has been replaced by what is considered to be a more innocuous insignia. Party leaders have established these changes in an attempt to attract more Party members from groups of people who were heretofore reluctant to identify themselves with an organization which, by its name, indicated close alliance with the Communist Party of Russia. Active steps are also being taken to increase the Party's power by obtaining more members and to this end the Party structure has been extended to the development of numerous and active "cells" situated within various industries, professions, and among labor groups throughout Cuba. Ward committees are now in charge of leaders who act as direct supervisors over committee members to insure complete distribution of Party propaganda and to bring about complete organization of various associations and societies including women's groups, youth groups, as well as negro and farmer groups.

The Party in Cuba continues to disseminate quantities of Communist propaganda. The Communist daily newspaper "Rey" continues to lay stress on Party news and Russian war news, and enjoys a wide circulation throughout the country. The Party owns and operates a powerful radio station which broadcasts news items, plays and speeches, all designed to further the Communist Party program in Cuba. Also noted, negro Communist leader, has published a book called "The Fundamentals of Socialism in Cuba", which has been heralded by Party functionaries as an outstanding document, serving as a guide for the study and qualification of Party militants. 55,000 copies of this book have been distributed to Communist Committees to date. "Editorial Paginas" is a publishing house in Havana, carrying a complete line of Communist literature which is supplied to Party members and organizations throughout Latin America. These various propaganda mediums are under investigation by Bureau representatives.